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- To the honourable

Sir GEORGE WHARTON,

Knight and Baronet.

Honoured Sir, i.

'Yº Hat ever others think

- of this Science, you

by your Proficiency know more

of it than any man; and in

deed you alone (in our Kingdom)

are the most Competent judge

in things of this Nature , of

which I being ſenſible , and

that my Labours, as well as my

Credit, will be liable to the ri

gorous and unjuſt Cenſures of

Critical, Injurious, or Ignorant

Teaders ; I do humbly beg your

Tatronage of this Treatiſe, and

A 3 deſire



The Epiſtle Dedicatory.

*

deſire to ſend forth my Labours

into the World under the prote

tion of your Name only, as

well knowing that to be a ſuf.

ficient mound in the midst of

Malice; and pray let nothing be

taken in a ſiniſter ſence , for

what is written, comes from a

well-meaning heart; yet. I con

fºſs that doth not qualifie the

matter for a Perſon of your

worth, according to the Poet,

—Neca tanto principe digni"legi.

Ovid. de Triſ, lib. 2.ad Aug.

Arts and Arms, thoſe ſteps of

Honour, have been your Con

ſtant Companions, as the true

Marks of a Generous Soul; and

theſe by your Prudence being built

upon the ſure baſis of Virtue,

-- : , , have



The Epiſtle Dedicatory.

have given you the favour of His

Majesłyſince His happy Reitau

ratiºn; for 'tis not 'Birth alone,

but true Merit that makes men

famous, as Ovid ſheaks,

Simºnºcº, necurinsº

... Sir, Pardon me if I preſume

to tell you, that you are the moſt

eminent Fixed Star in our Hemi

ſphear; and all Eyes are upon

yon, becauſe your Luttre was

Glorious in the worst of Times,

Touthen ſhewing your ſelf Loyal

when it was a Crime to be ſo ;

and then alſo you both gave and

received ſignal Signs of Loyalty.

and Integrity.

Sir, I have not the Art of Flat

4 4 tery,



The Epiſtle Dedicatory.

tery, and Iamſure you as perfe8t

ly hate it ; and what Ihave ſaid

here,both you and the whole King

dom knows to be true; but to

prevent my Condemnation for pro

lixity, and left my obſequious

1)iligence in my 1)uty may invert

my Faët to a Crime, I will leave

my Self and Labours to your Cha

ritable Cenſure; and ſo praying

for the Proſperity of your|
and Posterity, Subſcribe myſelf

as I am,

SIR,

Your Worſhipsever fithful - -

and moſt humble Servant,

john Partridge.

. .
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# John Gadbury, Student in the Sy

deral Science, unto the A’eaders

ſ: of this MixeoTºrgºpov, or /nge

f) mious Z reatiſe of Aſtrology.com

'ſe piled and Publiſhed by the Za.

ſlº duſtrious Author,my good Friend

rt - Mr. John Partridge.

ſº Gentlemen, -

!- / :N this Mercurial Age, where:

in all Sciences have moſt

g eminently advanced and. Thri

f ven, Aſtrology among the reſt,

ſ . hath made no mean Progreſs;

and that in theſe Britiſh Aſlands

too, wherein, now, not only

Ptolomy, Hermes, &c. but moſt

of the Arabian, Greek, and Zatime.

Authors of that abſtruſe Zearn.

* ing, have been taught to ſpeak

the Angliſh Tongue, as perfeót.

ly, as their own Native Lan

guages in, which they firſt:

wrote, - But



... But now, as it is impoſſible

that in a bright Sky a Body can

appear without a Shadow; or,

for a Day to be without its

AWight; ſo, the Zruths of the

Divine llrania have been ſubjećt.

to ſeveral unkind Æclypſes like

wiſe, and this Excellent and Sun

like-Zearning hath been accom

panied with a Multitude of Miſfs.

and Arrors, which ſtrut it a

long, and ſtrive to walk, not

only in equipage with the Glo

rious Verities thereof, but above

them too. So Ampudent and da

ring is Falſhoad t—Whence the

A/orld hath been bewitched in

to an Embracement of far more

Sottiſh and Sordid Zºraës pre

tending to this Art, than ever

the Learned Gaffarel had reaſon

to complain of in his Days :

Such ſad Rubbiſh, ſuch Idle

and Ridiculous pieces of Barba

riſm and Folly have (of late

-
years),
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be years) been Printed among us;

in for Zſtralogy to father, that a

on modeſt and knowing Artift can

iſ not ſo much as look upon with

he out Bluſhing. ... By, which we

a may ſedly knºw, that this No

. . ble Science, like the Moon , is

1. as it were conſtrain'd to wear

Słots, and “..."Publick

# with them, although they are

|- no Eſſential part of it, any more

. . . than a deformed Mole or Æx

creſcence is of the Body Natural:

But, this obiter ; now to the

work before us,

This Mixeonaraºpov, or Learn

ned AEpitome of Aſtrology, here

preſented unto thee, (worthy

Reader) is a moſt £xać and Ge

nuine peice of Art, free from Am

purity and Aaſhaod. Thou haſt

* ...here the Qar of Science without

the Droſs; the true //ine with

out the Drºggs: Andall the Parts.

of this moſt excellent and uſeful.

Zearner

~.



Aearning ſo well and Judiciouſly.

methodiſed, and ſo neatly and

curiouſly handled by our Author,

in a vein ſo modeſt, and taking,

without perplexing his matter

with any thing impertinent and

itſeleſs, that this Book alone is..

ſufficient to make thee a Compe

tent Artiſt in every part of 24.

ſtrology.

If thou fancieſt the Horary part

of this Study, here are moſt plain,

apt., and ready Rules for thy pur

poſe, and happily digeſted and

adapted to every rational Qae

ſtion thereunto belonging.—If

thou art delighted with the Ge

methliacal part thereof, this Zittle:

uſeful-Book preſents thee with an

admirable, moſt plain and perſpi

cuous Syſtem of the ſame ; and

that from the Æxperience, noton

ly of the Ingenious Author, but

of the moſt and beſt approved

Doãors that ever have appear din
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Print on that part of Aſtrolºgy.

If thou art for Ælećtions, whereby

thou mayſt make thy coming

Aortune kind to thee, by a proper

underſtanding of a Diſtinčion of

Times, here are variety of Rules

for to aſſiſt thee in every uſeful

thing pertaining toHumane happi

meſs.The Dočtrine of Revolutions

and Zranſits,together with Profe

ăions, the effects of Direáions,&c.

are all moſt plainly taught in this

Zreatiſe. Here is, indeed,Multum.

in Parvo; The whole Marrow

Aſtrology is afforded thee in this

Book, which is a 7 rue and Golden

Aey, in earneſt, to unlock and

open the Choiceſ: Myſteries of the

Stars, and ſerviceable as well to

the greateſt Maſters, as meaneſt

Zyro's in this Learning,

To conclude, there is nothing

wanting to compleat this Pade

Mecum, this uſeful Portable Com

panion, butour thanks to theſ:
-

#A0p;
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thor for his great care and pains

taken therein; which every Znge

nious Artiſt will be obliged togive

him, when once he hath read him,

and wiſh him ſucceſs and proſpe

rity in theſe his ſeverer Studies---

as Doth— - - - . . .

(Gentlemen)

-

. . .” ---, - . . .
- -

- -

-

-* - -
-

: Tours, and Aftrolºgie's Votary,

-- - - - - - - ... "A - -

Erick-court, by the

Dean's-Yard, Weſt.
minſter.

Jo. Gapsury.
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* To the Ingaious

READER.

Courteous Reader,

Reation and Being, is

V / the Power of a Deity

only ; but the quality of

this Being, is by the great

Keeper of Nature commits

ted to the courſe of ſecond

Cauſes; Theſe (like the

River which went forth

from Eden for the uſe of

the Garden) are divided in
*-* _*

º
-

r



Zo the Reader.

to ſeveral Streams or Cur

rents; ſome gliding by the

Banks with a pleaſant mur

mur, while other Currents

with their Rapid motion, act

with greater vigor and force;

this is the beginning of Aéti

on and Paſſion ; here is Pri

mitive Power in the purity

of a&tion; here is..

fuſion of Power in a variety

of Effects; which we for di

ſtinétion ſake call Sciences:

This firſt Motion of things is

primarily ſeen in Harmony,

and by this one Artifice is the

wholellniverſe connect ; ſo

that we may obſerve in all

things aº of Hexagonal,

Tetragonal, Trigonal, and

Dias
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Zo the Reader. -

Diametrical demonſtration.

Hence Tiapaſons and Tiateſ.

ſarons, in Muſick are equal to

Squares and Oppoſitions of the

Stars; But the Tiapente major

and minor, are like amicable

Sextiles and Trines: Nay, the

greateſt Diſcords in Philoſo

phical Muſick, which are a

fecond, fourth and ſeventh,

with their eights, being mixt

: with Concords; make the

fweeteſt Melody; this Har

mony is alſo ſeen wonder

fully in Generation, and all

Vegitable &Seminal Produ

&tion ; alſo in time, quantity,

and laſt of all motion, the

effect of which is the ſubječt

of this ſmall Treatiſe, in

. . . . . which



Zo the Reader. -

which thou haſt three di

ſtinét Parts. . . . . . .

Firſt, a general Introdućtion

to Astrology; ſo plain, that :

the meaneſt Capacity, may

be brought to: the

whole Art in a ſmall time;

for here is nothing in the

Rudiments omitted, which

might be inſtructive to any.

t i. Judiciary Part I have

not peſtered the Book with a .

great many needleſs Que

ſtions, as well knowing that

every Ingenious Artiſt when

he }. read the eighth

and ninth Chapters, and un

derſtands them, will be able

to know how to diſpoſe of

his Queſtion to its particular

. . . Houſe,



li

ſoil f.

at:-

Zo the Reader.

Houſe,and then the eleventh

Chapter informs him which

are his Significators; For Ex

ample, If any ſhould ask con

cerning a Clergy-man or Be

nefice, this Queſtion belongs

to the ninth Houſe; and ſo of

Kings by the tenth, &c.

The ſecond Part is of Na.

tivities; in which thou haſt a

general ſhort and exact way

to Judge all Nativities by,

with Rules and Experiments

ofmy own,& others,which I

hope will be grateful to the

World ; there is alſo the

Effects of Tirections, and the

150thine of Revolutions and

Profestions; which three, I

would adviſe every young

Student



Zºo the Reader.

Student to be well acquain

ted with; for, indeed it is

the whole of Aſtrology, in

which I confeſs I have been

ſhort, but yet very plain.

The laſt Part is of Ele

àions;which if it were rightly

underſtood, perhaps it would

be more Honour to Aſtrolo

gy, and its Profeſſors too,

than many are ſenſible of;

And I am confident there is a

great deal of truth and worth -

in Horoſcopes and Planeta

ry hours in all our affairs; ſo

that if thoſe were under

ſtood, we might be able to

give reaſons for things that

perhaps now we know not.

And now Reader, I will



t

man, and to no other, I ho

70 the Reader.

lay my Labours before thee,

let me intreat thee to Cor

rečt the Errors, for ſuch

things will be in Books of

this kind; and then uſe me

as kindly as I have deſerved

of thee, remembring to do

as thou wouldſt be done by,

which is the Duty and Spon

taneous act of every #.
hope

this Book will come, : - º

But yet if it ſhould come

to the hands of any Gap

tious Aſs, who thinks him

ſelf wiſer than the reſt of

theworld, and like a Coun

trey Curr, Bark at my Back

ſide, and is angry with

what I have here done; I

ºſhall



rZo the Reader. - -

ſhall in modeſty ſay no

more,but this, let him mend

|

l

it by ſhewing a better of 1.

his own; for it is eaſier to

Carp, than to Copy. . . .

However, it was for thee

(Cóurteous Reader) that I

have taken this Pains, and it

is to thee that the future

part of my Studies ſhall be

ſerviceable; and I hope thou

wilt find ſucceſs in thy Stu

dies, accordingtothydefire

and endeavouri,"

to whº the hearty miſhes:
-III:00 t. 9:liſofthy%. edu

er

*** **, *.*. .”
* , -

-

-

fijºº Yºjohn Partridge.
º

arrattoºet ºf I : * .
º

* -

Fr

- § where Aſtrology -

ied and Praćtiſed

by 3.p.

.

t
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To his Ingious Find
| Mr anrrºr ſo adºr rººp

Upon his Mixegzwagºpov, or

:*::, ..., tº ºn"I tºº. * - -

'riºjaft tº the Gºldmarrisºn; \*

º#. §§jślin,
| Since by this Bookſuch Exc'lint Art is ſhºwn,

[An Art with miſimen neverant of Faſhion.]
* * * * *

* --

i º

Hire Mih are taught the Łanguage of the start,

Their various turnings, Tranſits, and Effetts,

When they intend to Mankind Peace or Wars;

As the Grand Architeå o'th' world dirtùs.

Here, likewiſe, may men Read their proper Fate,

How long "twill ſhine, and how long after lowr ;

when they ſhall change to Good or Bad Eſtate,

- Aspre-amutnut by calitial Pºwer." -

Here, how a Real, from a Flattring Fritnd,

May Men diſcover ; [without optique#) -

* This Treatiſt Pen'd was for that very End;

And ſhºws who Virtuous, Honeſt, Knaviſh, Aſº.

Pert, how to chuſ; a Good Wife, Men may Ltarn ; -

º how to ſhun a Meretricious Bride : -

w, Pretty Ladies alſo may diſctrin -

| Fit Husbands for them, (without having**,
- I

* .
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If the Sick man ſhall recover ? If the whole,

Shall ſo continue f If the Bond, get Free P

(or Goods ſhall he retrived that are Stolt.)

If Fortunts Darlings keep their Liberty 2

Thiſ things, (and more) may sober Man learn hºrt,

4; will as Guido, Haly, priſint were ; ,

hºboſe larger Genij greater roºm did take, is

Their Lofty startis in them.orld to break. -
t - - - - - - * - - w

t - -

If any, nºw, would Cardan's wiſdom know;

Ör, how this Art in Ptolom's time did grow;

They muſt this Book make uſe of ; or, at leaſt,
* * º -

-

Reſºlve i'th ſhades of ignorance to Reſt. '.

* * * * : ... • * * * • , . . . . º - -

‘. . . - w - * * *

Zho, Z rigge, Studentin

… ". . . . , phyſikand * ology.

. . . . . . . . .º. "Y, tº . . . .

* * ‘s “ sº. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
-- • * : * - - " .

• . . - - . . . . . . . . . . . ** -: -

* * *º º *. ~ * , - ºn a * -

- - - t - - - -

& “º 5. . . . . . . * * , * : * : * > . . . . . *

...'.... º.º. ºn ºf º 'º - . . . .

-

- \ -

... --

-

th - - t - - - - - - - - -

ºf sºvº, tº º, '' -- . . . . . . .

Lºyººrj : . . . º. ºf

: ºº (; ; ; ; ' '... :: ... . . . . . . . . . .

. . . .º.º.º. ºt. tº: , ; , " : "..

: tººl (; tº tºº. . ºf two n \, , , ºf ' … .

: sº ºvºi, º, ºf tºAd
-

---

|

*!.

-- " " - “s Ryº ' ' .. * * * *, **- --->

sº, tº Ayº A.Ş.. A ºr ſº
* - ... . . . * ... . ... ." - ..". . ." …, • *r

''. º º * * • *.*.ºt)º * . º *...* .." '''. - * ~ *

~e *- -

*



Ad johannem 2 Perdice,

* De Opere ſuo Airolºgico.

M* jam jam grandevus An

glicus exit :

… Altamen haud Titulus deficit, Alter
erºſ,

Primus hic, hane Artem, Wernäclo tra

didit Anglo, . -

: 94am tua Sedulitº abbreviare ſtudet.

º* qua, merità Carpº [ner tedeat

. . . . fiſt, . . . . - .

Vis, Ratišq, Status, impoſuèremoram

Jit que ſcripfiſti defato Regis habendo

Gallorum] Hoc libro nobile namen erit:

* 39crbir Heſiodi Montem tº ſtandi, ad

..f altum, - . . ." …,

Virtatiº pondus quale; patebit, haber.

.

--

Anglice,

Ulr Engliſh Merlyn, now is old , \

WJZ muſt dye, ~ .

| He gone; the Title [SureT in Thee

muſt lye
* He

*

|
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He firſt, this Noble Art didº
* - € $ ! ºr ~, “ . . . . "...s - t ,

ºf tºdafi, iii. |

forth take r , ..., , , ,

Thºursdae tº Merit; ſve?
not 'cauſe -

-Convenience and State. Reaſon put a

Pauſe . . . . . . . _* *.

To thy Eſſay upon the French King's

Fate, - -

-Drawn from the Stars] This Book ſhall.
make Thee great : f

4?attribge to th’ top of Heſiod's Mount
s, is flown, . . . . . . . . . . . º

The Virtue that is in him, is made

known. : - -

Hec Johannes Gibbon, a Man

telio dičius. Ceruleo Servulus
-

- --

* ad Arma. º

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

- ºb . . . .

cofº di itſ 3 ] . . . .'; tº . . . . .
-

.
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• A

T A B L B.

Of Houſes for the La

titude of 51 deg. 34

min, which may with

out any Error con

ſiderable, ſerve the

whole Kingdom of

ENGLAND.
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G), in

º

H.

Time . . .

from 10 || 1 |12 ||Aſcend. | 2 || 3.

Noon. SS | Su |nt = |= | in

M. gr. gr. gr. [gº. m. gr. gr.
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T. Ephemerides Explained, which is

the firſt thing that the young Artiſt muſt *

be acquainted with after he hath lear-->

ned the Charadiers of the Signs, Planetſ, .

and Aſpecif.

N Ephemerides ſignifies a Day-Book, and

A in this Science it is to be underſtood on

ly for the Accidents of the Stars, as their Mo

tions, Stations, Latitudes, Aſpećts, Eclip

ſes, &c. and therefore to all theſe Purpoſes,

the Hebrew word is more Significant than ei

ther Engliſh, Latine, or Greek ; as ºnloºr,

Almanah, derived from the Radical word

Tijo, i.e. numeravit vel diſtribuit; but by the

Greeks it is called 'Eºſiuseus, from "Huáez,

dies, and ’Eri, in or ad; and by the Latines

Diarium, a Day-Book: and thus much for its

Definition. -
-

In every Ephemiris there go two Pages to a

Month, as you may ſee in our Example; the

left hand Page always ſhews the Motion of the

ſeven Planets and the Dragon's-Head, and is

uſually divided into ten Columns ; the firſt of

which, is always the day of the Month ; the

ſecond, the place of theSun, ſhewing what de

gree he poſſeſſeth of that Sign in the top of

the Column, which is here G) × ; that is, in

Piſces; The next is the Moon, ſhewing what

degree ſhe poſſeſſethin the Sign, either againſt

the day, or next above it, which againſt the

14th day, is Sagittary : The fourth Column

ſhews the Moon's Latitude 5 that is, according

as ſhe approacheth or declines the Dragon's-

Head or Tail; S. fignifying Northward, D.

deſcending,

* -

|
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-
deſcending, M. South, and A. aſcending: The

… fifth Column ſhews the Motion of the Dragon's-

Head , which is generally Retrograde ; the

* other Columns are underſtood after the ſame

*

manner, only where you find S. it ſignifies

Stationary, if D. Dire&, but if R. Retro

grade; The Sun and Moon are never ſo, the

Head of the Column ſhews the Sign, and the

D. M. under it, the Degree and Minute that

each Planet is in at Noon every day; and un

der theſe ſix Planets is their Latitudes to the

firſt, the eleventh, and the twenty firſt days of

every Month.– -

The right hand Page,hath alſo ten Columns,

which are all eaſily underſtood by this one

Example, in the firſt Column I find the four

teenth day, and againſt that, in the fourth,

fifth, ſixth, and ſeventh Columns, I alſo find

ºf 20 under the Charaćter of the G), án &

II under h, a A 20 under 3: , a >k 16

under 3 , which ſignifies that the Moon

comes to a Sextile of the Sun 20 hours

P. M. or afternoon, to an Oppoſition of Sa

turn, at II hours P. M. and ſo of the reſt in

theſe ſix ſmall Columns; over which, where

you find Qc, it ſignifies Occidental, but Or.

Oriental; in the tenth and laſt Column againſt

the 14th day, I find k, 3%, Q 13 p. that is,

a Sextile of fupiter and the Sun 13 hours P. M.

and where you find & Elong Max & G), that

is Penus in her greateſt Elongation from the

Sun the D Apogeon, is when ſhe is in the

Remoteſt part of her Epicycle, and fartheſt

from the Earth; the D Perigeum, is when ſhe

is neareſt the Earth.
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ER RATA Carigenda.

Ag. lin. 2. read Accidental, p. 62. l. 3. r.

#, p. 138. l. 6, for to r. do, P& 167. 15 r.

Angles, p. 173. I. 16. for not r. mor, p. 184.

1. ultr, add O, p.202. l. 22. r. *s and DJs,

p.214. l. I5, for clear r. there, p. 253. 1.26. r.

h Lord of the Aſcendant in Ed to lº

Theſe be all the faults that I met with, being

in haſt $ what there are beſides, I do intreat

the Reader to Correót himſelf.

chAP.
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##############

| C H A P. I.

- Of the Definition of Aſtrology, atheº: :#14ſ. f

*
- *

| STROLOGY, is a ſingular, innocent,

A Science; Teaching how to judge of

Č A. all future Events, by the Motion of

the Stars only, and not by the '. of any,

kind of Prophetical or Diabolical Inſpiration,

as ſome think; and doth contain four diſtinét.

parts, viz. Queſtions, Nativities, Eleºtions,

and Mundane Revolutions:which three former,

ſhall be hereafter diſcourſed in their Nominal

order, with as muchplainneſs as is poſſible in

ſo brevious a Traët. - - - -

. . Among the ten greater and leſſer Circles of

the Sphere, the Zodiack or Signifier only is

obſerved by Aſtrologers, under which broad

oblique Circle or Zone, the ſeven Planets ab

ſolve their periodical courſes; and have Lati

tude from the Ecliptick, except the Sun, who

is always found there, and it is thence called

Via Solis : This Zodiack or Zone, is divided

into twelve equal Parts, which we callSigns;

and are called by the name of ſome living
- - - Creature &

`--
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Greature: Theſe Signs are again divided into

Thirty equal parts, called Degrees; and each

of theſe Degrees into 60 parts, called Minutes;

and every Minute into 66 ſeconds, and ſo on

further if you pleaſe: So that in the Compaſs

of the Zodiackiscontained 12 Signs, 360 De

grees,216oo Minutes,and 1296000 ſeconds---

The Names and Charaćters of the Signs

follow, * . . . . . .

8 II. SS &l ºf

Arits, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leb, Virgo,

= . m ... ? . . * * 3e

Libra,Scorpio,Sagittary,Capricorn, Aquary, Piſces.

"And theſe Twelve Signs are divided under

ſeveral Denominations; As firſt, into four

$º. correſponding to the four Quarters

of the Year, Spring, Summer; Autumn, and

Winter; the Vernal diviſion which are 'Y',8,

II, correſpond to Childhood, which is aiery,

ſanguine, hot, and moiſt; the AEſtival, viz.

g5, Sl, tip,to Youth, which is cholerick, fiery,

hot and dry;the Autumnal to Manhood,earthly,

melancholy, cold and dry, and contains ::::,

m, 23 the Hyemnal MP, &, X, is compared
to old Age,j cold and moiſt.

'Y', 8, II, ºs, Šl, ſº, North and Com

manding Signs. -

= titst,”,”,26, Southern and obeying.
-

They are divided into a four Triplicity, viz.

fiery, aery, earthy, and watery. .

*
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^^, 5t, f,2--

É. ..
is, nº,vº,Q are of DEarthy QTriplicity, or

‘II, 2-, &,( the YAery Trigon.

SS, In, ×, Watry

Fixed - ( 8, Sl. iit, &.

Moveable }* 'Y', g5, ºi,VP.

Commón II, 7%, 7, 36.

Double-bodied II, 36, firſt#. Ż.

Humane It, tºº, º, ø, firſt part of £.”

Fruitful SS, m, 36. " .

Barren II, ſº, SU- . . - -

Feral ºl, and the laſt part of f. --

- .V. - ;: . . . . . D

Signs ºf Yºlºr, º, º ż, º, ..., *g, *

- D

ºr

Mate 95, in, 3%. , ºº

***'. Cardinal Y, es, º, ºp.º. ºf .

Equino&ial Y, ºt. ºfºv º,

Tropical s, wº.' . . . º.
- *

-- - - º --

Therebe other diviſions of the Signs, which

becauſe I judgethem rather Burthenſom than

Profitable to the young Beginner; I do omit

them in this place; and come how to give

you an account of the Nature and quality of

theſe 12 Signs. -

.
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Shewing the Natur, guality, and De

ſcription of the 12 Signſ.

ºw. . . . .

* * * * * * * * : : - - - - -

v is a Sign Maſculine and Diurnal, hot

and dry, chollerick, beſtial, of the fiery Tri

plicity, and violent. * . . . . . . . .

It gives the Native a lean ſpare Body, mid

dle Stature, ſtrong Limbs,‘. , the

Viſage Oval, a piercing Eye, Broad Shoul

ders, a long Neck, a dusky-ſwarthy Com

plexion, the Hair inclined to Red.

Diſeaſes:— All Diſeaſes of the Head, Ver

. Lethargy, Catalepſy, Apoplexy, Head

ach, Tooth-ach, Pimples in the Face, &c.

Places:—Private unfrequented, places 3

high and ſandy ground where ſmall Cattle

feed : in Houſe the Cieling, and generally the

Eaſt part thereof. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
- - - i

& .

* ---

tº is an earthy Sign ; Cold and dry Femi

nineand Melancholy,Nečturnal,Domeſtical,be

ſtial, furious, -and perſonates a ſtrong, full,

well-ſet, but ſhort Perſon, a large Forehead,

#. 2 full Eyes, Mouth large, Lips thick,

a ſhort thick Hand, the Hair black, and Com

plexion ſwarthy, -

Diſeaſes:

|
1
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• *

Diſeaſes:–Rheum and Defluêtion, and

all Diſeaſes of the Throat, as the Kings. Evil,

Squinancy, &c. ºd . . . . . . . . . .

. Places:–all low Houſes; eſpecially where

Implements for Cattle are laid up, Paſtures,

plain Ground, and Arable Land; in Dwelling

Houſes , it repreſents Cellars, Vaults, low

ground Rooms. . . . . . -

-

-

- - ---
-

-

-

* > -

- ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . m ... I

: , ; ; ) ºc -… Iſ ..... - -, ºr ºf .2

_* tº -

II is hot and moiſt, Aéreal,Diurnal Humane,

double-bodied, Maſculine; and of the Aery

Triplicity ;-Repreſenting a proper Stature,

Sanguine Complexion, dark brown Hair, the

Face a little ſwarthy, a ſtrongative Body, an

ingenious Fancy, and ready inderſtanding.

Diſeaſes;-all Putrefaction of Blood, Corr

ruption, Aches, Diſlocations, wind in the

Weins, and other. Diſtempers belonging, to
the Arms. - t :

... Places:—Halls, or Dining-Rooms, Hang'd,

or Wainſcot, Cheſts, Store-houſes, Coffers;

Hills and Mountainous places.

'é.

nº lººd--iti " … . . . p 2: tº

S5 is a Phlegmatick, feminine, Noðurnal;

eold and moiſt Sign; it denotes one of a

middle Stature , the upper part of the Bod

big, audiwell ſet, the viſage round and hand,

ſom ºthe Complexion Paker and Sickly, and

dark brown Hairº ºf... fºeg tº ºf .

Diſeaſes:— ill Digeſtion, ſharp defluxions

on the Lungs,Coughs,& all defeats of the Breaſt,
Ribs,and Pleura,— B 3. Places:
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Places: —All kind of moiſt Places; the

Sea, great and Navigable Rivers. Brooks,

Springs, Water-Courſes; by Dwelling-houſes,

Wells, Waſh-houſes, Ciſterns, Cellars, Sinks.

- * , , , , , º:--

Su is a hot and dry, Cholerick, Maſculine,

Diurnal, Beſtial, Barren Sign , Kingly and

Commanding, and denotes one of a large

full Body, well ſet, Hair, yellow, or dark

flaxen, much of it, and curling; a large Head,

big Eyes, quick Sighted, of a manly Counte

nance, of a Ruddy Sanguine Complexion, a

ſtrongvaliant and ačtive perſon, the Counte

nance a little ſwarthy. . . . .” - - -

Diſeaſes:— all Chollerick-Diſeaſes, Burn

ing' Fevers, Yellow Jaundies, Tremblings,
Qualins, &c. . . . ;-2, - ºx!' . . . f. º

Places:-Woods, Foreſts, Rocks,

and places inacceſſible , . Forts and Caſtles,

Kings Palaces; in Houſes the Chimney or place
where Fire is kept— º

tº.

. ~~

tº is a Cold, Barren, Melancholy, Feminine

Noćturnal Sign, and deſcribes a perſon ſome

what talland ſlender, well-compoſed ; the hair

black or very brown, the viſage more oval

than round, all the parts, inclining to bre

. --it ſhews a witty, diſcreet, excellent

well-ſpoken perſon, very ſtudious and given

toalkmanner of Learning...I . . . . . . . .

jºr sº . .'; … . . -

: º, . - --- . . . . . . Diſea
-*

, --, - r * :
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#

5,

ſ:

;

Diſeaſes : —all defeóts of the Gaſtrick Weſ.

ſels, Obſtrućtion of the Spleen and Hypochon

driack Melancholy.

Places—abroad it ſignifies all Corn-fields,

and places where all ſorts of Grain are ſtored

up for uſe; in the Countreya Dairy; within

doors, a Cloſet or Study where Books and

Writings are laid.

- y
- - —r". -

- * ... -.

- ---

*

-

º

tº is a Sign hot and moiſt, Diurnal, Maſcu

line, Sanguine, Humane, Weſtern, and of the

Aery Triplicity. -

It gives an indifferent tall ſtrait Body, all

parts proportionable, inclining rather to lean

neſs #: fatneſs; a round lovely beautiful

Viſage, a pure ruddy Sanguine Complexion in

Youth; but in Agegenerally Spots or Pimples

in the Face, or at leaſt a very highcolour, the

Hair yellowiſh inclining to flaxen. -

Diſeaſes:—all Impoſtumes or Ulcers in

the Reins or Kidneys, Retention of urine,

Gravel, Stone, heat in the Kidneys; and all

other Diſeaſes common to thoſe parts. -

Places: —out lone Houſes, and Wind-mills,

places fit for Hawking or Hunting , or where

Wood hath lately been cut down ; in Houſes

º uppermoſt Rooms, Chambers, Garrets, and

lurretS, - -

t 111.

wn is Phlegmatick, watry, feminine, fixed,

močiurnal, and is ſomewhat violent. - - -

B 4
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It gives a ſtrong able Body, ſomewhat fat,

the Face broad, the Complexion ſwarthy, ſad

brown black hair, much of it and curling,

the Body hairy, Neck ſhort , and ſometimes

a little Bow-leg'd.

Diſeaſes:–Stone in the Bladder, Running

of the Reins, Pox, Fiſtula's, and all other

Diſeaſes of the Privy parts.

Places:—Gardens, Orchards , Mooriſh

Grounds, Quagmires, ſtinking Lakes, ruinous

Houſes near water ſides:—in Houſes, the Kit

chin, Larder, Waſh-houſe and Sink.

Z.

2 is a fiery, hot and dry, Cholerick Sign,

Maſculine, Diurnal, Eaſterly, Bicorporeal; and

repreſents a ſtrong well-proportioned tall Bo

dy, handſom comely Countenance, long viſage,

Sānguine Complexion, and brown Hair.

Diſeaſes: ...— Fiſtula's, Sciatica's, falls from

Horſes, and other ſuch like Creatures.—

Places:–it ſignifies Upland hilly Grounds,

Stables; in Houſes, the Upper-Rooms, where

Fire is uſually kept.— -

vº,

vP is cold and dry, Melancholy, feminine,

Noćturnal,the Winter Solſtige,Cardinal,move

able , four-footed, and Southern De

ſcrying one of an Indifferent Stature, a ſpare

Body, lean and ſlender, Viſage long, Chin

long and narrow, black Hair, thin Beard, and

it is certain whoever hath in his Nativity any

of
--

?
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of his Principal Significations in Capricºrn; it

gives a pretty ſhort, round Noſe-...,

Diſeaſes:- Leproſe, Itch, Scabs, and all

Diſeaſes proper to the Knees, whether Sprains

or Fraćtures.– . . . . . . . . . . . .

Places:—Fallow-ground andBarren places,

Cow-houſes, and places where Tools for Hus

bandry are laid up; in Houſes places near the

Ground or Threſhold.--- C

‘. . .
&. . . . . … . . . . ;

- … . . . . . . . . . . "

: is hot and moiſt, Sanguine, Maſculine,

Humane, Diurnal, and Weſtern—and ſigni

fies "...; well-compoſed ſtature, but not

fall, Viſage long, rather oval and clear; with 3
Sanguine Complexion, his Hair bright and,

fair. . . . . . . . . ººgº i º ºſ tº

Diſeaſes: —Gouts; Cramps, and all Infir

mities of the Legs, as the Varices, &c. . . .

Places:– Hilly and uneven places, ſuch:

as where. Minerals or Quarries of Stone are

found ; in Houſes the Roofs and Eaves and

parts about the Windows. . . . . . . ** 2:

- , Ji'º . 2' tº : ...; “ , ”
* *

tº . . . ;

-
º

.." . . . . ;

-- -

Cº. #'. tº ºc.”

}{..
-

. . . . .” - - - - - " . . . . .”

× is cold and moiſt, Phlegmatick. Femi

nine, Noëturnal, double-bodied, the laſt of the

Twelve, and the watry Trigon.— . . . . .

It perſonates ºcne of a low Stature, an ill

compoſed undecent Body, the Face ſomewhat,

large, the Complexion pale, the Body fleſhy,

and ſometimes Dropſical, not going very creat

but ſomewhat ſtooping in the Sºulders.ºr.

. . . . . . . . . B ; ' ' ' Diſea
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- Diſeaſes:—Aches, Lameneſs, and Gout:

Places:—moiſt Mooriſh Grounds ; Fiſh

Ponds, Cayes, Water-Mills and Moats, about

Houſes;– in Houſes the well, Pump or Ci

ſtern, or any place where water ſtands.

. . … < *-* * * it -

C H A P. III.

Of the Names, Nature, charadir, and

Significationſ of the Seven Planetſ, and

Dragonſ Head and Tail.

:* Nder the Ecliptick and Zodiack before

*I mentioned, do the Planets perform, and

finiſh their Revolutions in their reſpe&tive

orbs; of which you may read more in A

ſtromonical Authors, which is not my buſi

neſs at preſent to diſcourſe.

b Saturn Poetically Phenon, is cold and dry,

and appears tous of a Leaden pale colour: He

is ſlow in Motion, near Thirty years in finiſh

ing his Revolution; he is Melancholy, Maſcu

line, Diurnal, the Author of Solitarineſs, and

the greater Infortune.

h generally ſignifies one ofa middleſtature,

a Swarthy pale muddy Complexion, his Eyes.

little, downward ...}unpleaſant look, broad

Forehead, harſh dark or black Hair, great

Ears, lowring Eye-brows, flat Noſe, thick

Lips, ſplay-footed, and in brief, he or ſhe is a

very unpleaſant and uncomely Creature. —

Note, That the Orientality, Occidentality,

Latitude, Staticns, &c. of the Planets, do
- ſomewhat

|
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º

fomewhat alter their Deſcriptions, and this is

worthy of obſerving as well in Queſtions as

Nativities, that when h is Occidental, he

É. a ſhorter ſtature,and a little more fleſhy;

ut when Oriental, more black and lean with

leſs Hair, and that more curling. -

If he hath South Latitude, he makes the

Native more fat and fleſhy; but if North in

clining to leanneſs, and leſs ačtive.

Ş. of Men; he ſignifies all old and

aged Men of all kinds of Profeſſions—alſo,

Fathers, Grandfathers, Day-Labourers,Clowns,

Husbandmen, Beggars; and I had almoſt for

got, Monks and Jeſuits too. -

Places he delights in, are all Deſarts,woods,

Caves, Sepulchres, Church-yards, Ruinous

Buildings, Coal-Pits, Sinks, and all ſtinking

places. - -

Parts of the Body he governs are,the Spleen,

his great Reſidence, the right Ear, the Bones,

the Teeth, the retentive Faculty through the

whole Body. - . . . .

Diſeaſes of h are, Dropſies, Conſumptions,

Deafneſs, Leproſe, Stone, Scurvey, Canker ,

Ş. Agues,weakneſs in Generation,Tooth

ach; and all Melancholy Diſtempers.— ”

The Effečir and Properties of .

* 3: 7upiter, Poetically, Phaeton, is of a cleer

bright Azure Colour, finiſhing his Revolution

in the ſpace of Twelve years, or thereabouts;

He is hot and moiſt, Maſculine, Diurnal, Tem.

lerate, the greater Fortune, and gives an

upright
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upright tall ſtature, ruddy Complexion, oval

Viſage, the Forehead high and large, a large

grey Eye, brown hair, of a Cheſnet-colour,

the Body every way well compos'd, and the

Perſon, whether Man or Woman, is ſober,

grave, diſcreet, and of a noble diſpoſition.

Quality of Men when well dignified,are Judges,

Lawyers, Councellors: Civilians, Senators,

Clergy-men, Scholars, Students in general—

But if ill dignified, Mountebanks, Hypocrites,

Cheats, Atheiſts, and broken Parſons,

Places he delights in are, Courts of Juſtice;

Churches, Gardens, Palaces and places of

Oratory. * -

Parts of the Body he governs are , the Li

ver, Lungs, Ribs, Sides, Veins, Blood, the

digeſtive Faculty. . .

Diſeaſes, –Cough,Aſthma,Inflammation of

the Liver, Plurifies, Diſeaſes of the Lungs,

Apoplexy, &c, -

-- The Propertieſ and Effºis of 3 Mars,

... g. Mars Poetically Mavors, is hot and dry,

paſſing through the Zodiack in almoſt two.

years; he is Maſculine, Noëturnal, Cholerick,

and the leſſer Infortune—Repreſenting a

perſon of a ſtrong able Body, big Boned, but

a middle ſtature, round Viſage, brown Com

plexion, Hair Red or Sandy, and much curl

ing, a ſharp Eye, a bold Countenance, un

daunted, fearing nothing; and when & is well:

dignified, the Native is Prudent, a great War

riors. of good Behaviour, and Vićtorious in

all hisattempts; but if ill dignifica, a Pratºr,
- - - -- - having:

V.
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s
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having neither Modeſty nor Honeſty, a Qua

reller, a Thief, Perjur’d, Treacherous, an

Incendiary, who will neither fear God, nor

reverence Man. . . . . . . . . .

Quality of Men, -well dignified, he fig

nifies Conquerors, Generals of Armies, and

other Officers 3: Phyſicians, Chymiſts, Gunners,

Barbers, Smiths, Curriers, Tanners, Dyers,

Taylors, Carpenters,Cooks,Bakers.Butchers

ill dignified, Hangmen, Bailiffs, Thieves, Ser.

jeants, Murtherers, Jaylors, and all Cut-throat

perſons. . . . . . - -"

Places, –Smiths-Shops, Labratories, Fur

naces, Slaughter-houſes , , where Bricks and

Charcoal are burned , and Chimneys. , ;

Parts of the Body, the Gall, the left Ear,

the Meſeraicks, the Smell, the Apprehenſion,

and the Chollerick Paſſion in Man, the Attra

&tive faculty. - --- :

Diſeaſes, Plague, Impoſtume, Yellow

Jaundice, Small Pox, and a great ſharer in

the great Pox too, Madneſs, Fiſtula's, Wounds,

and Scars, all kind of ſharp Fevers, all Diſtem

pers of the Gall, Calenture, St. Anthonies

Fire, &c. - - - - - -

Nature and Øuality of the O Sun. ~,

G) The Sun, Poetically Titan, he is in ſºnſ,

naturali , oculus & Lux mundi, & Rex Pla

netarum ; and the Hebrews from their Zealand

high opinion of this Creature, calls it tº

from typº, that is Shameſh, miniſtravit; be

cauſe it did diſpenſe its Ravs equally to the

whole: World; and ſometimes they al;
tile
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itºn the Day Star, and the Greeks call it

"Hangº, ſignifying his Power and Regency,

as having none to controul him; and like a

juſt Magiſtrate he keeps in his Royal path,i.e.

the Ecliptick, and doth never deviate as the
other Stars do.

. . He is Maſculine, Diurnal, Cholerick, hot

and dry, and yet he is more temperate than

3, and is twelve Months in finiſhing his

Courſe through the twelve Signs; and ſigni

fies one of a large full fleſhy Body, a large

Face, and broad Forehead, his Hair flaxen

and curling, ſometimes black, his Complexion.

tawny, a full Eye and a ſharp ſight, a very

honeſt courteous well-meaning Soul, yet ſome

thing lofty, and aiming at high things.

G5 well dignified, fignifies Emperors,

Kings, Princes, and all Gentlemen of Quality

in general, down to the inferior honeſt Cour.

tier, Goldſmiths, Minters of Money, Pewte.

rers; but ill dignified, he ſhews Tyrants, u

ſurpers, troubleſom Conſtables, and all ſuch

troubleſom petty Images of Authority.

* Places, --Palaces, Courts of Princes,The

aters, all Stately Buildings for Ornament, and

Thonour.

Parts of the Body he ſways, are—The vital

Spirits in general; the Heart and Arteries, the

right Eyein Men, the left in women.

... Diſeaſes,<-all ſudden Swoonings, Palpi

tations of the Heart, all Inflammations in the

Eyes, Gripings at the Stomach, and other

Peracute Diſeaſes. . - -

Nature.
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The Natire and guality of 3 Venus.

3. Penus Poetically Phoſphorus, Hºfferns the

Evening-Star, Lucifer the Morning-Star, ſhe

finiſheth her Courſe through the Twelve Signs

in the ſpace of about twelve Months; ſhe is

. Noćturnal, Feminine, Flegmatick, the leſſer

º

•

Fortune, and the Author of Mirth and Jol.

lity, ſhe repreſents one of a fair Com

plexion, ſomething black, black Eyes, a round

Face, a dimple in the Chin, a cherry Lip, a

very well-ſhap'd Body, of a middle ſtature,

of an excellent ſhape, and proportion, and

very inticing in all their A&ions, Geſtures,

Speeches; and indeed a very comely Crea

ture. . . . … " ** -

Qualities of Men, when well placed, ſhe

ſignifies Muſicians, Embroyderers, Jewellers,

Linnen-Drapers, Perfumers, Pićture-Drawers,

Silkmen, and all other imployments which

ſerve to the ſetting forth Women, &c. Wo

men, Widows, Wives, Virgins,— but ill

placed, ſhe perſonates Fidlers, Pipers, Pain

ters, Woman-Taylors, and all the Inferior.

ſort of thoſe before-mentioned. *

Places,– fine Gardens, Bed and Bride

Chambers, fair Lodgings, Beds, Hangings,

Dancing-Schools, &c. -

Parts of the Body, -- the Womb, the Seed:

both in Man and Woman, the Reins, Loins,

Neck and Throat.

Diſeaſes, the Strangury, French Pox,Gonor

rhea, defeat and Diſeaſes of the Sperm, all Di

ſeaſes of the Womb, of the Neck, Throat,*:
Loins.
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_

TheNature and Øuality of § Mercury.

-, * Mercury, Poetically stilion, by his ſwift

Motion is a Meſſenger amóng the Stars, and

partakes ſomething of their Nature, with

whom he is joyned, he is of a dark Silver

colour, and finiſheth his Courſe through the

Twelve Signs, in leſs than twelve Months, he

is naturally cold and dry, and the Author of

Thefts, Perjuries,and ſubtil Knaviſh Tricks—

# denotes one of a high ſtature, ſtrait Body,

Viſage long, Forehead high, long Noſe, fair

Eyes, thin Lips, ſad-brown Hair, long Arms,

the Complexion dark, or of an Olive Cheſnut

colour; and if he bewith Rheis heavy, with

1. temperate, with 3 Raſh, with G) Cour

teous, with $2 Jeſting, with the D a ſhifter

and a meer ſhirk, chiefly when he is peregrine;

but if he be well placed with a Fortune, he

gives a penetrating. Brain, a Man ſharp and.

witty,learning anything without a Teacher;---

but when ill placed, a troubleſome Wit, a

Lyar, Boaſter, Buſy-body, and a ſpoiler of Ink:

and Paper, and this is chiefly when he is in

2 or 36 in [] or 32 to 6 and D.

Qualities of Men he governs, are—if well

dignified, Aſtrologers, Philoſophers, Mathe

maticians, Secretaries, Sculptors, Poets, all

kind of witty Advocates, Lawyers, School

Maſters, Ambaſſadors, Attorneys, Orators, and:

all ingenious Artificers,-but if ill placed,.

troubleſome Clerks, Thieves , Carriers, Meſ

ſengers, Footmen, and petty-fogging Law-.

yers. -

º
Places, -

º
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Places he governs are—Schools, Halls,

Tennis-Courts, Markets—in a Tradeſman's

Houſe his Shop, in a Gentleman's Houſe his

Hall, Study, Library, &c.

Parts of the Body—the Memory, Imagi

nation, the rational part in Man, the Tongue,

Hands and Feet , and indeed all the Intelle

&ual parts.

Diſeaſes,—all Diſeaſes of the Brain, as

Vertigoes, Madneſs, &c. Diſeaſes of the Lungs,

as Aſthma's, Phthiſicks, and all ſtammering

Hoarſneſs, Liſping, Coughs, and all defečts of

the Intelle&tual faculty. r

Nature and guality of the D Moon.

D Luna the Moon, Poetically cynthia is

Flegmatick, Feminine, Noćturnal, and finiſh

eth her Revolutional Period in about twenty

eight days.--—She gives a ſtature ſomewhat

above the middle ſize, a round Face butE.
rey Eyes, much Hair, and of a bright colour,

the Body plump, the Hands ſhort and fleſhy,

the colour of the Hair doth vary according to

the Sign where ſhe is; if ſhe is ſtrong and

well placed, - She ſignifies a delighter in

Study, a lover of Novelties, yet ſomething

unconſtant and wavering; and if ſhe is in }{,

in good Aſpećt of the Fortunes, ſhe makes

a Man a good Husband; but yet anotable good

Fellow—if ſhe be ill dignified, ſhe denotes

an idle careleſs Sot, a Drunkard, a Beggar; a

fickle, mutable unconſtant perſon, content in

no condition. , -

} Quality
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Quality of Men—She ſignifies the com

mon People in general.

Places ſhe delights in are— Fountains,

Fields, Pools, High-ways, Rivers, Deſarts,

Fiſh-Ponds,Common-ſhores and Wharfs.-

Parts of the Body ſhe governs are—the

Brain, Bowels, Guts, Bladder, Stomach, the

right Eye of a Woman, and the left of a

Man.

Diſeaſes, Green-ſickneſs, all Obſtrućtions

and the Menſtrua in Women, Epilepſie, Di

ſeaſes of the Eyes. -

The Dragons-head and Tail are no Stars,

but Nodes,or imaginary points in the Heavens,

and is no more but the Interſe&ion of the E

cliptick and Orbite of the D, to which points

when ſhe comes, ſhe changes the denomination

of her Latitude; and the uſe of them in Aſtro

logy is this,

&l, the Dragons-head is accounted a Fortune,

and doth increaſe the good of the fortunate

Stars, and abateth the force of evil ones.

ºf the Dragons-tail is eſteemed an Infor

tune, and doth increaſe the Evil of the In

fortunes, and abateth the good of the fortu

nate Stars. The Charaćters of theſe as

well as the Planets, take as followeth:

3: 3 O Y ſº D

Saturn, jupiter, Mars,Sol, Venus, Mercury, Luna.

& ty . GB

Dragons-head, Dragons-tail, Pars fortune.

2 - ... •

:

f

C H A P.
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chap. iv., ".

Ofthe Terms of Art uſed both by the

Ancient and Modern Aſtrologers.

A*.tatton,is when two Planets approach

- each other, either by Body or Aſpe&t;

and this may be three ſeveral ways : Firſt,

when both Planets are direét, for Example, Yº

in 11 deg. of Y, and 3 in 9 degrees of Y,

both of them dire& ; here 3 applies to a

Conjunction of Nº. - -

* The ſecond is when two Stars are Retro

grade, and apply to each other by a Retro

grade motion; thus, it in 9 degrees of Y,

Retrograde, and 3 in 11 degreesof the ſame

Sign Retrograde alſo, here 3 applies to the

body of it by Retrograde motion.

Thirdly, when one Planet is Retrograde in

more degrees of a Sign, and another direét in

fewer; as ſuppoſe 3 in 12 degrees of Y. Re

trograde, and 2 in 10 degrees of Y, here 3

applies to ? and º. applies to 3, and this

kind of application is of great force and effi

cacy in all manner of Aſtrological Reſolutions;

but this muſt be remembred alſo, that a Supe

rior Planet cannot apply to an Inferior one un

leſs hebe Retrograde. . - - -

separatton---is when two Planets have

been in Conjunétion or Aſpe&t, and are going

from it, as T. in 6 degrees of Y and 6 in 7

degrees; here 3 ſeparates himſelf- font.:
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but yet he is not quite ſeparated from him,

till they are diſtant from each other 8 degrees

20 minutes, which is the moiety of both their

Orbs; what their Orbs and Aſpects are, ſhall

be ſhew’d in the Chapter following.

39;obtbition,---is when two Planets are

applying to a Conjunétion or Aſpećt , and be

fore they can attain it, another Planet comes

to the Conjunétion or Aſpe't of the Planet ap

plied to, and ſo prohibits theformer ; as ſup

poſe h in 12 degrees of Y, \! in 19 degrees

applying to a Conjunčtion of h, and 3 in 8

degrees of the ſame Sign, here 3 by the

ſwiftneſs of his motion, comes firſt to a .

Conjunótion of h, and ſo hinders and prohi

bits the thing ſignified by M.. . . . . . . )

-15 rſtanation is no more but this, when a

Planet is applying to. Body, or Aſ

pećt, andtº: it be accompliſhed, he be

comes Retrograde, and is then ſaid to Refrain

his Aſpečt or Conjunětion, ash in 12 deg.Y.;

and 3; in 9 degrees of the ſame Sign, and be

fore his Conjunétion he becomes Retrograde 5.

and that is called Refranation, . . . "

&Iranſlation of Light and Nature—is no

more but this, the ſeparating of one Star from

the Body or Aſpećt of another, and carrying

his Light and Nature to a third; as for Ex- \ .

ample, h in Io. degrees of Y, and Y, in 7.

degrees of Y, , and the D in 8 deg. of Śl,

here the p ſeparates from a £y of ¥, and

tranſlates the Light and Nature of 37 by a Tºint

to Saturn, q : . º. ººr. . . . . .

ºf&rception is when two Planets are in each

others dignities, as the G) in: 'Y', and 3 in

Su; here is a Reception by Houſe, it
- may

. . . .”

• *

l

ſ

t

|

.

t

º,

|
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may be alſo by Exaltation, Triplicity, Term,

Face. * . . . . . . . . . . ' ' .

fthſtation is when a lighter applies to one

more weighty, and before he can come to a

rfeót Conjunètion of him, he gets to a Cons

junétion of a third, and this is called Fruſtra

tion 3 for Example, ſuppoſe h in 20 degrees

of Y, \! in 19 of Y and 3 in 15 of the

ſameSign, here before, dº gets to Conjunétion

of M., Tº gets to a Conjunétion of h, by which

means & is fruſtrated. . . . . . . .

49ttegtimation, a Planet is Peregrine when

he is in a Sign and degree where he hath no

Eſſential dignity, as 3 in 26 degrees of II is

Peregrine,becauſe he hath no dignity there,ºc.

qLottbuſtion----a Planet is Combuſt when

he is not diſtant from the O 8 deg. 30 min.

either before or after him; for Example, M.

in Io deg. of 'Y', the G) in 14 deg; and d in

18, here both ll and 3 are Combuſt; and

obſerve that a Planet going to Combuſtion is

more afflićted than when departing from it.

&Rott the G) Braung, a Planet is ſaid to

be under the Gºbeams, till he is full 17 degrees

diſtant from him.— . . . . . * * * *

... ſta;tthi, is when a Planet is in the heart of

the Sun; that is,not diſtant from him above 17

min, as 3 in Io deg.30 min. of Y, the Sun

in 10 deg. 15. min, of Y ; here d is in

£azini.
-

“Hott of Coutſt—is when a Planet is

ſeparated from one, and doth not apply to any

other while he is in that Sign, and it is moſt

obſervable in the D. -

3Dirrd is when the Planets move forward,

i.e. from one deg. to two and three, and ſo for

ward, the G) and D are always ſo. 15¢r
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.* 18ttrogrape, is when they movebackwards

or contrary to the ſucceſſion of Signs and De

grees, as from 19 deg. to 9, and 8, and ſo

backwards, and this is common to the 3 Pla

nets h; 1, 3, 2, #. -->

- fºtationatp, is when a Planet moves not

at all, either backward or forward, but ſtands

fill, which the Superiors do ſometimes two

or three days before their Retrogradation and
Dire&ion. º - C is . . * * * t

15¢ſieging, this I think need floº Expla

nation, for every Souldier underſtands it; as

ſuppoſe h in ie deg. M. in 12 deg; and 3
inº of Sl; here it is beſieged by h

a - - -

Dziental, is when a Planet riſeth before

the Sun.… º 8 . . . . . . . . - "...'

£ctiberttai, is whena Planet or Star ſets

after the Sun is down. tº . . . . [..."

3ituutºn—is no more but the Lord, ei

ther of a Sign, Houſe, Scheme, or Nativity.

Hlongitude, is the Planets diſtance from

the begimming ofY. --

• ‘Hlatitute, is their diſtance from the Eclip

tick, either North or South. ºº " . .

There be ſome other terms, as, ºtbałer,

bats, &c. which becauſe they are ſeldom

uſed, therefore I will omit all further mention

of them.
- - -

º "...ºf

---. " . . . it. - . . . . * * * *

ºo

chA P.
--> . . . . . . .
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five, and they are thus Charaćtered,

comprehends the diſtance of 90 deg.

C H A P. v. ... "

Of the Aſpeãº, Orbs, and Eſſential

Dignities of the Planets.

He Aſpeãsare Diſtances of the Stars and

L "Planets in the Zodiack, and are of two

ſorts, viz, good or bad, either helping or hin

dring things in matters belonging to the Judg

ment of Aſtrology, and are thus defined by

Kepler 3, Aſpettus (faith he) eſtangulus 3 radiis

Luminoſis binorum Planetarum, apud terram for

matus, ºfficax ad ſtimulandum naturam, Sublu

narum. The Aſpetts with the Conjunětion are

Cſ conjunttion, ºf Stztile, D Squart, A Trint,

d’ oppoſition.

The of Conjunétion called by the Greeks

×ºved Gº, a Convention or Aſſembly.; it is no

Aſpe&t, becauſe they have no diſtance, but

are in the ſame degree and minute of a Sign

together. - -

The Sk. Sextile, called by the Greeks ‘E:4-

wy(9-, is according to its name, drawn with

ix points or Corners thus k, and is an Aſpećt

of Friendſhip, although imperfeót, being 60

deg. diſtant. - r -

The D. Quartile, or Square called by the

Greeks. T&le;yaw (9-, and hath a Charaćter

anſwering to its title, a thing with four Cor

ners, and is an Aſpećt of imperfečthate, and

The
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The A Trine is when two Stars are diſtant

120 degrees, and is called by the Greeks Tef

2009- and is an Aſpect of perfeót Love and

Amity.
- - *

The & Oppoſition is when Stars are diame

trally oppoſite or diſtant 180 deg. and is called

by the Greeks Auduć1:G-, and is an Aſpe&t of

perfeót hatred.

. There be other Aſpečts,which becauſe Ithink
#. did invent them rather to puzzle than

inſtrućt the Ingenious, I wholly omit them.

Theſe Aſpe&ts are dexter and finiſter, right

and left; the finiſter are according to the

ſucceſſion of Signs; but the dexter againſt the

ſucceſſion of Signs—Thus, a Planet in Y,

caſt his A dexter to 7, his A finiſter to Sl,

with theſe Aſpeats and Conjunětions you muſt

obſerve likewiſe the Orbs of the Planets, and

allow the moiety of each Planets Orb, in the

Planets Application, and Separation.

* . The Orbs of the Planet.
• *. - ". - ! 2". . . . . . .” - , ,

- º ſ 9 . . . . . . .

| #| bºretºr a
- \Degrees before

- }Hath 3. *: ſ after any Aſpe&t. -

- | | || . . .

D.J., L12.J., cºº.

i
--

-

if two Planets are in Aſped to degree and

minute, that Aſpe&t is called Partile ; but if

they are ſeparated and yet within Orbs, they

* .
- are

- - - -

.
- -
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are ſtill in Aſpe&t , and that is called

Platick

For Example.

Suppoſe the Q. 19 deg. in Y, and 3 in

1o deg. in Sl, this is a Partile A 3 but if the

O were in Io deg. of 'Y', and 3 in 20 deg.

of Su ; this is called a Platick A Trine.

I ſhall next preſent thee with the Table of

the Planets Eſſential Dignities, uſeful above

all, quickly to gain the ſtrength and debility

of the Planets, either in an ordinary Figure,

or a Nativity, or Mundane Revolution.

- *

Here follows a Table of Eſſential Digni

ties according to Ptolomy.
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The uſe of this Table is no more but this,

to ſhew the Eſſential Dignity of the Planets;

as you may ſee in the Table, Y is the Day

houſe of d", as D denotes ; and 8 is the

Night-houſe of2 as N ſhews you in the ſecond

Column, being direéted by the Title in the

head of each : So likewiſe the G) is exalted

in 19 deg of Y, and the D in 3 deg of ¥,

as the third Column informs you, ſo in the

fourth Column the G) governs the fiery Tri

plicity by day, and 3; by night ; ; go

#%,verns the Earthy by day, and the

Night, as the two Letters D and N over

head ſignifie; but of governs the watry Tri

plicity both by day and night : alſo 3:

hath the firſt 5 deg. of Y for his rerm, 2

from 6 to 14, § from 14 to 21. & fic de cet.

Likewiſe 3 hath the firſt ten deg. of Y

for his decanate or face, the G) the ſecond

face, and 2 the third in the ſame Sign–

Q ſuffers detriment in Y, becauſe it is op

poſite to cº her houſe, and H hath his fall

there becauſe oppoſite toº his Exaltation—.

and ſo of the reſt.

A Planet in his own houſe is allowed five

dignities, in his Exaltation four, in his Tripli

cify three, in his Terms two, and in his face .

one; and let this ſuffice for Explanation of,

the Table.— . . . . .” -* .

*::::... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

|
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Another Table ſhewing more largely the

... Dignitieſ of the Planets, both Eſſential

and Occidental, and Debilitieſ.

Eſſential Dignitier.

A Planet in his Houſe or in Reception by

Houſe hath deg.

In Exaltation

In Triplicity

. In his Term

*In his Face

Eſſential Debilitieſ.

A Planet in his Detriment hath

In his Fall

Peregrine

Occidental Fortitudes.

Tn the Mid Heaven or Aſcendant

In the ſeventh, fourth, or eleventh

in the ſecond or fifth

In the ninth

‘in the third

Direct

S

wiłi

i

:
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-In Cazimi

- In Partile A to 3g or Q

- In the twelfth Houſe

h; 23, or 3 Occidental

In Partile 3 with ºf

In Partile DJ of h or d" , - . . . ;

. In Conjunāion with caput Algoi

Swift in Motion

h, ag, and d'Oriental

2 and § Occidental

The Moon increaſing wº

Free from Combuſtion -

In Partile of with land 2

In Partiled with ſ,

In Conjunétion with cor &l.

In Conjunětion with Spita ºr

Accidental Debilities.

~

In the eighthor ſixth

Retrograde T

Slow in Motion

Q and 3 Oriental

D Decreaſing |

Combuſt

under the Sunbeams

In Partile & of h or 3

Beſieged of H or cº- * *

In Partile 3 of h or g

This isſoeaſe it needs no Ex lanation,and

the uſe of it is to Colleå the Fortitudes and

. Debilities of the Planets, by which meant

C 3. yow
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you come toknow who is Almuttn of the figure

either of a Nativity or Revolution.—

C H A P. VI.

Of other things uſeful in this kind

of judgment.

A Neceſſary Table briefly ſhewing what

Part of Man's Body is governed by eve

ry one of the ſeven Planets in every of the .

Twelve houſes—Every Planet makinghisown

houſe like Y, the beginning of Signs —and

is very uſeful for all Ingenious men who Pra

{tiſe Phyſick Aſtrologically ; and it is as
followeth:

TETIT3TGT. T. E. 5.
k 3.

II ^ſ. in H fit VF
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Th: Table Explained.

This Table is only uſeful to the Phyſician

to know what Part of the Body is moſt affli

&ted, and where the Diſeaſe doth chiefly re

fide ; becauſe the Planets ſignifie various things

in various Houſes: to know this, Firſt find

your Significator by your Figure, and then

enter with your Planet in the head of the Ta

ble, and with the Sign in the left hand Co

lumn, and in the Angle of meeting you have

yeur deſire.

For Example.

Let fibe Significator, and he in SS, I enter

with h in thehead of the Table, and againſt .

ss in the common Angle I find ºi, ſº, in,

which are the parts of the Body afflićted,

the Reins with the Gravel or Inflammation of

the Kidneys, the Belly with Gripes or Chol

lick tortions, the Secrets with a numbneſs of

the Sphinéter Muſcle, a Rupture, Strangury,

Ulcers, Gravel and inability to the ačts of £5

and if 3 were there, as you may ſee in the

proper Column, perhaps a Priapiſm, French

Pox, &c.

:

#
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A Table ſhºwing the Significations ºf the pºgrusº

of tvtry sign of the zodiack, yiz, which are

Maſculine, Feminine, light, dark, ſnoaky, void,

pitted or deep, Azumin, increaſing Fortunt.

:
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The uſe of this Table is this, in the Co

lumn againſt Y, you find 8, 15, 30. and in

the next to it 9, 22. which tells you that the

firſt 8 deg. of Y are Maſculine,the 9th Femi

nine, from 9 to 15 Maſculine; from 15 to 22.

Femininefrom 22 to 30 Maſculine; and this is

very uſeful in matters of Theft, Conception,

and the like: So the 8th deg.of Y is light,and

the 3d dark, the 24th void, the 6th pitted or

deep, the 19th a degree Increaſing Fortune 3

and ſo of the reſt.

This is uſeful in Theft, to diſcover the Sex

whether Male or Female, by obſerving , the

Poſition of the Lord of the Seventh, the 6

and the Significator of the Thief, and what:

degrees of the Signs they at the time of Inter

rogation are poſſeſs'd of, whether Maſculine:

or Feminine, and ſo Judg accordingly.

withtheſe things we alſo conſider in Judg

ment, Antiſcions and Contra-antiſcions, which

are neceſſary to be known in this Introdućtory

part, before I come to inlarge upon the De

ſcription of the Houſes of Heaven.

Theſe Antiſcions are Degrees in the Eclip

tick, beholding each other with equal diſtance

from the Tropicks, viz. GS and Wy; for ſo.

much as your Planet falls ſhort of this Tropick,

ſo much is the Antiſcion diſtant from it in .

Signs and Degrees; and theſe Antiſcions are

obſerved to fortunate any Planet that caſteth,

his benign Rays thereunto,

The Contra-Antiſcions are as much unfor--

tunate, and they are found always direétly op

poſite to the Antiſcions.

- Thee

2
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The Antiſcions in Signs.

TABu. I.

ſ

|

The Antiſcions { in Signs.

C i: i
In this firſt Table, you may by Inſpe

ëtion plainly ſee, that a Planet in II , his

Antiſcion falls in S ; and a Planet in SS, “ . .

his Antiſcion falls in II : and one in 8, , ,

his Antiſcion falls in Sl; & 3 contra, and

ſo of the reſt, -

TABu.

-..

l|

-$ºº
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Antiſcions in Tegrees.

TA B Ul. 2.

Án. In Degr:TAntićſons in Minute.

D.L. D. L.M. | |M. M. || M.

I 29 || I 59 16 44

-2" 28 || 2 58 || 17 43

3 27 || 3 57 | 18 || || 42

4. 26 l 4 56||19|| || 41

5 25 || 5 55 || 20 4o
6 24 || 6 54|| 2 || || || 39

7. 23| 7 53|22 38

8 22 || 8 || || 52 23 37

9 2K I 9 5I 24 36

IO 2O || IO $o 25 35 || -->

I. I 19| II 49 || 26 34 ||

I2 18 |,I2 47 27 33

I3 - || 17 | 13 47 28 32

I4 16 || 14 :::: 31

30 l l 30

In this ſecond Table you muſt enter (for De

grees) the two firſt Columns, in one of which

you ſhall find the degree of your Planet, and

againſt that, the degree of your Antiſcion.---

For Example.

. Suppoſe your Planet have 5 degrees, I en

ter the Table, andº 5T find 25, and

that is the degree of the Antiſcion ſough3.

r’
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do the like for the Minutes, only obſerve: ,

that the firſt and ſecond anſwer one to the

other; and ſo doth the third to the fourth.

C H A P. VII.

Sheweth bow the Heavens are divided into

Twelve equal Party, called Houſer.

Efore you cometo ſet a Scheme or Figure

of Heaven, it will be convenient to let

you know what a Scheme is ; and therefore

be pleaſed to take notice, that a Figure or

Scheme is nothing elſe but a Delineation of

the Heavensin Plare, according to the diviſion

of the Sphear—Thus, -The Zodiack

is divided into 12 equal parts, called Houſes,

which Houſes the Signs of the Zodiack do al

ways poſſeſs, the principal Angles of theſe 12

are the Aſcendant and Mid-heaven, with their

Oppoſites; theſe 12 Houſes are divided by the

Horizon into two Hemiſphears, the one su

prA terram, the other Infra terram ; that Hemi

hear above the Earth is divided by the Me

ridian into Oriental and Occidental, Eaſt and

Weſt: But of all parts of the Figure the Aſ.

cendant or firſt Houſe is moſt obſerved, being

eſteemed by the Learned in this Science, the

moſt Energical point in the whole Scheme,and

in Nativities it is the principal Significator of

Life; and to that end it is always direéted to.

its Promittors.

*** - Erom:
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... From this Aſcendant they reckon the Houſes

forward, by which account, the 6th, 8th,

and 12th are accounted inimical or unfor.

tunate, as having no Aſpe&t to the Aſcendant:

they alſo reckon them backward, and ſo they

divide then into four quarters: The firſt quar.

ter or quadrant begins at the Cuſp of the Aſcen

dant, and terminates at the Cuſp of the tenth,

containing the 12th, 11th,& 10th Houſes,and is

called the Oriental:Maſculine,Sanguine quarter,

and repreſents the Infant Age of Man.

The ſecond begins at the tenth Houſe, and

ends at the Cuſp of the 7th Houſe, and con

tains the 9th, 8th, and 7th Houſes,and is called

the Meridian, Feminine Cholerick quarter,and

repreſents the youthful Age of Man.

The third quarter begins at the Cuſp of the

ſeventh Houſe, and ends at the Cuſp of the

fourth, and challengeth the 6th, 5th, and 4th

Houſes, and is called the Occidental, Maſculine,

Melancholy quarter; repreſenting Manhood

and well-grown years.

The fourth and laſt begins at the Cuſp of

the fourth, and ends at the Cuſp of the firſt

Houſe, containing the third, ſecond and firſt,

and is called the Northern, Feminine, Fleg

matick quarter, and repreſents Mans old Age.

Hence you may .. , that the firſt,

tenth, ſeventh, and fourth are called Angles;

the ſecond, fifth, eighth and cleventh, are

called Succedants; the third, ninth, ſixth,

and twelfth , are called Cadents; the Angles’

are the moſt Powerful ; the Succedants next

in Virtue and Power; but the Cadents the

weakeſt of them all. The better to be under

º, I will preſent you with an *,tº.
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11 the eleventh;/|:
N

9. The Ninth s a Ca- /

* dent,of Religion. /š.
*J. a succedant, of 4.” «S.

•º d Friends. %3 3%

2. º:
is E. %.º.º.
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S-3& The Names and

jº Signification of

* the 12 Houſes.

º:e

*.º§s

Imum Coeli ;

O º ETSUTETor

*śºf
*. of Parents.

Thus you ſee the Houſes are divided as be:

fore you were taught, and as here you ma

ſee, that the firſt, tenth, ſeventh, and fourth

are the Angles, and ſo of the others; and

here obſerve, that any Star or Planet being

placed, within five degrees above the Cuſp of

of the Aſcendant, or beneath the ſaid Cuſp

(unleſs within five degrees of the ſecond) is
ſaid to be in the Aſcendant or firſt* and'.

ſè of the other Houſes. --- --

CHAP:
* = -

-

* >
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CHAP. VIII.

Of the Signification of the Twelve

Houſer.

He firſt Houſe containeth all that ſpace,

from the line where the figure of 1#.
eth, to the line where the ſecond Houſe be

inneth (the laſt rule being remembred) and

lath ſignification of the life of Man', the

Stature, Complexion, and ſhape of the Que

rent or Native; it is called by the Greeks

'oejokorg-, and ſometimes'oeſ&y; becauſe

when the Sun or any other Star comes to that

point, they ariſe and become viſible in our

Horizon and Hemiſphear.

In Eclipſes and Mundane Revolutions it

ſignifies the common People in general, and

the ſtate of the whole Kingdom, and in a Na

tivity, if 3 be here it infillibly gives a wound

in the face; if b or Ry be here, they give al

ways ſome great deformity. In Horary Que

ſtions from this Houſe we give Judgment of

things belonging to the Querents Life; and

Origanus tells us, fol. 428., the Conſignificators

of this Houſe are Y, and h , this being the

firſt of Houſes ; h the firſt of Planets, and

Y the firſt of Signs; 2 joyeth in this

Houſe; and of Colours, the White is attri

buted to it. -

of
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Of Thing, belonging to the Second

Houſe.

This Houſe gives Judgment of the Querents

Wealth, Poverty, Moveable Goods, Money

lent, Profit, Gain, Loſs or Dammage in all

Law-Suits, Quarrels and Contenſions; it fig

nifies the Querents Friends and Aſſiſtants in

Eclipſes and Mundane Revolutions; it ſhews

theKimi. Allies and Support of the

Kingdom; as alſo its Megazine. -

It is called by the Greeks, ºraçoe; it go
verns in Man the Neck;and of Colours, it hath

the Green.

Its Conſignificators are, Y. and 8 + 1 \,

in this Houſe, ſtrong in a Nativity, makes a

Man Rich and Fortunate; but 3 peregrine,

or the Ry here,makeshima Beggar,

Of Thingſ ſignified by the third

Houſe. -

This Houſe affords, Judgment concerni

Brethren, Siſters, Kindred, Neighbours, ſmal

and Inland Journeys, removing from place to

place: Rumors of News, Epiſtles, Letters,

Meſſengers.

It is a Cadent, Maſculine Houſe and is called

by the Greeks @se, and Rules in Man the

Shoulders, Arms, and Hands; its Conſignifi.

§. are r1 and 3; and of Colours, Red and

€llow. -

*
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The Signification of the fourth

Houſe.

. From hence we give Judgment of Fathers

in general, and in particular of the Querent

or Natives Father 3 of Lands, Houſes, Inheri

tances, Tillage, hidden Treaſure, the end or

determination of any thing; Caſtles, Cities,

and Towns, beſieged or not beſieged , and

the Lord of this Houſe doth perſonate theGo

vernor of the Places aforeſaid.

It is the North Angle, called by the Greeks

wºré)tiow, and by the Latines Imam cali; it

rules in Man the Breaſt and Lungs, and is Fe

minine; its Conſignificatorsare SS and the G);

and of Colours, the Red. ... , -* …

The Signification of the fifth Houſe.

And this gives Judgment of the Condition

of Women with Child, the Sex of the Infant,

of Children in general ; Banquets, Taverns,

and Merriment; of Ambaſſadors, Agents, the

wealth of the Father ; the Ammunition of a

Town Beſieged, &c. and is called the Houſe

of Pleaſure and Delight; it is Maſculine, Suc.

cedant, and rules in Man the Heart and Back,

and is called by the Greeks 2,29, 2 ºxy, by

the Latines Bona fortuna ; and of Colours, it

rules Black and White; its Confignificators are

SM and Q.

of
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Of the Signification of the ſixth

- Houſe. - -

The Judgmentbelonging to this Houſe takes

notice of Sickneſs and Diſeaſes, its Nature and

quality, Cureable or not Curable; all Servants

of what quality ſoever ; all kind of ſmall

Cattle, as Sheep, Goat, Cony, &c., Uncles

and Aunts, or the Fathers Brothers and Siſters,

Shepherd, Hogheard, Warriners, &c.

It is a Feminine, Cadent Houſe, unfortunate, -

- as having no Aſpe&t to the Aſcendant; and it

is therefore called by the Greeks x2xh rººm,

}."; Latines mala fortuna; it rules in Man

the Belly; its Confignificators are nº and #3

and of Colours, Black. -

Of thing, belonging to the ſeventh

- - Houſe.

This Houſe judgeth Marriage, and all mat

ters of Love, all§. Law-Suits, Duels;

in Aſtrology and Phyſick, it ſignifies, the Ar

tiſt himſelf; Thieves, Thefts, whethef Man

or Woman, publick Enemies; in Eclipſes and

Mundane Revolutions,of Warand Peace,which

may happen, and if War who overcomes; all

Fugitives and Runaways.

It is a Maſculine Ängle, and rules in Man

the Reins down to the Hips, and is called by

the Greeks Jºols; its Conſignificators are :

and D3 and of Colours, Black.

of

*-:

-

-
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Of Matterſ belonging to the eighth

Houſe.

From this Houſe is required Judgment of

Death and the Eſtate of dead Men, the Porti

on of the Wife or Sweet-heart, in Duels it

ſhews the Adverſaries Second 3 as alſo wills

and Legacies, in figura Mundi ; it gives Judg

ment of the Enemies Aſſiſtants, their Allies

and Confederates; it ſhews fear and ſorrows,

and is called the Houſe of Sorrow ; it is a fe

minine, Succedant Houſe, called by the Greeks

Bºrtzalºpaea 3 its Conſignificators are in and

h, and rules in Man the Privy Parts; and of

Colours, Green and Black.

The Signification of the ninth Houſe.

Hence is Judgment required concerning Bi

ſhops, and all Clergymen in general, Church

Livings and Benefices, of Voyages, long Jour

neys beyond Sea, Dreams, the Kindred of the

Wife; it is a Maſculine, Cadent Houſe, and

called by theGreeks @%@-; its Conſignifica- -

tors are z and Y. and it rules in Man the

Thighs and Hips; and of Colours, Green and

White; if h or 3 are unfortunately placed

in this Houſe, they either make a Man an

Atheiſt, or one of a very depraved Faith.

Of



of thing ſignified by the tenth

Hoſt. . . .

This Houſe takes notice of all Sovereignty,

Kingſhip and Dignity, with Dukes, Earls,

judges, Commanders in Chief, in Armies or

elſewhere; the Profeſſion or Trade any one

uſeth; as alſo Honour and Preferment, the

Mother of the Native or Querent, Kingdoms,

Empires, &c.
It is Feminine andº called by the

Greeks Marsegº Gº, and by the Latines Me

dium cali, cor cali, & Domus & Caſpis Rega

lis; its Confignificators are vp and 3 , and

it rules in Man the Knees and Hams; and of `

Colours, Red and White.

H. and dº Peregrine, or the Q5 in this Houſe,

without ſome other good aſſiſtance of the Bene

fick Stars, doth uſually prove fatal to all kind

of Perſons, who have ſuch a Nativity.

Of Thingſ belonging to the cleventh w

4. - Houſe.

From this Houſe we require Judgment of

Friendſhip, Friends, their quality and Condi

tion, the Querent or Natives hopes ; it alſo

ſignifies the Aſſiſtance of Princes, both in

Money, and Allies; it ſignifies the Exche

quer, the King's Council, Ammunition, and

Souldiers. -

Its Conſignificators are : and G, it is a

Maſculine, Succedant Houſe, and is called#
the
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the Greeks 'A3200dºluwy, and by the Latines

gonus genius, it rules in Man the Legs; and of

Colours, Yellow.

The Properties of the twelfth Houſe.

This is the Houſe of Sorrow, and repre

ſents our private Enemies, all great Cattle,

Sorrow, Impriſonment, Afflićtion; and it is

called by the Greeks Kaxoſaipay, and by

... the Latines Malus genius.

It is a Feminine;Cadent Houſe, whoſe Con

ſignificators are 96 and 2, it rules in Man

the Feet; and of Colours, the Green.—This

is the Signification ofthe Twelve Houſes; which

Pezelius hath wittily ſum’d up in two verſes,
thus: -

I 2 3 4 5 6

Vita,Iucrum, Fratres,Genitor,Nati,Valetudo,

uxor, Mors,Pittas, Rºgnum, Benefačiaq;Carcer.

7 8 9 IO II I2

- e.

chA P.
º
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C. H. A. P. IX.

What the guerent & Queſted if , and

how to find their Significator; 5 with an

Introdućiion to the#. of all man

ner of gueſtions.

Fº know, that the word Querent, ſigni

fies no more, but that Man or Woman,

who propounds any thing to an Artiſt by way

of inquiry; the word comes from the Latin

#. and ſignifies the ſame with the Greek.

Zſlºw, to ſeek or inquire; ſo the queſted

is no more but the thing ſought , and that

doth ſpontaneouſly emerge from the ſame Ra

dix, and it is the ſame word by a Participle

of the Perfeót Tenſe, or Aoriſt.Prim. Zºln Sły,

queſttum, a thing ſought. -

In all manner of Queſtions, the firſt Houſe

fignifies the perſon inquiring, and ſhould ac

cording to the Rules of Art (and it will if the

figure be Radical) repreſent the Corporature,

Complexion, and Condition of the Querent, as

it is at the time of asking, according to the

Nature of the Sign aſcending, and the Conſti

tution of the Lord thereof.

The Queſted, is liable to any one Houſe, as

if it be a Brother inquired after, then the

third Houſe and his Lord are his Significators;

if it be of a Sweetheart, then the ſeventh

Houſe, and his Lord are her Significators; if -

it
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it be of the Portion of the Wife, then the

eighth Houſe and its Lord, and ſo of the reſt ,

as you may obſerve by the Judgment of each

articular Houſe in the precedent Chapter;and

in all Queſtions the Q is a general Significa

tor, both for the querent and queſted ; be

cauſe ſhe conveys the Influence of the other

Planets from one to another, and by conſe

quence to all perſons as they ſtand related to

the good or bad Influx of their Stars, and

for oneand the ſame Reaſon doth º and the

G ſignifie Foot-men , Letter-Carriers, and

News; not becauſe they have nothing elſe to

live upon, but becauſe they be the ſwifteſt

among the Stars; and therefore they havebu

ſineſs in every ones Concerns; by which you

may ſee that Motion is the Author of

Aćtion.

Whether the Figure is fit to be judged.

Firſt, Conſider, that if the firſt or laſt de;

grees of a Sign aſcend, eſpecially in Signs of

ſhort Aſcention, the Artiſt ought to defer his

Judgment; for if few degrees aſcend, themat
ter is not yet mature forº: but if the

laſt degrees aſcend, either the party hath

been with others, or elſe the thing is not
ſerious. -

Alſo if the C be in via combuſta, themat

ter is dubious , and difficult to be Judged;

alſo if the D go to a DJ or 3 of h or dº,

either of them Lord of the ſeventh Houſe,

, eſpecially if the Aſpečt be from Angles, let the

Artiſt take heed he doth not get more diſgrace
D by
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by his judgment than he is willing to own; or

ºthelº of the ſeventh.*. , it

ſhews the Artiſt is not capable of giving an

authentick Judgment at that time.

If theſe things are not, the Artiſt may pro

ceed to Judgment, eſpecially if he find the

Figure to ſuit to the Queſtion propounded.

Some likewiſe ſay, that if the Lord of the

Aſcendant, and Lord of the Hour are of one

Nature, the Figure then Ere&ted is Ra

dical, &c.

How things are effečied or not effečied,

that are inquired after.

- All Queſtions unded carry with them

(if§:trº either a Negative

or an Affirmative ; and things are brought to

paſs divers ways, -

Firſt, when the Significators are applying

to each other by a cſ, Sk,or A Aſpećt (chiefly

with Reception) from amicable places of the

Figure,the thing inquired after is then brought

to paſs; it is alſo performed by Tranſlation,

and Colle&ion of Light, and by dwelling in

Houſes; and if theſe Aſpe&ts happen to be

from Angles, the matter will quickly be effe

&ted; if from Succedants, it will be more te

dious ; if from Cadents, after a long time and

much trouble. -

Secondly, by Tranſlation of Light ; that is,

when another Planet ſeparates from one, and

tranſlates his or her Light by good Aſped to

the other Significator ; and here note what

Houſe that Planet is Lord of, that ſoerº
- an
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and applies, and that ſhews you what manner

of Perſon that is who ſhall perfeót the Buſ

neſs; if of the ſecond, your Money ſhall be

the beſt advocate; if of the third, a Brother

or Siſter; if of the Fourth, a Father or ſome

cla Manor Woman, &c.

Thirdly, by Colleótion ; that is, when the

two Significators do caſt their rays by good

Aſpečt to ſome more weighty Planet than

themſelves; eſpecially if there be any Recep
tion between them.

Laſtly, although the Significators apply to

each other by D. or £5 yet if there be Re

ception between them, the matter propounded

is like to cometo a good Concluſion, although

with more difficulty and labour.

On the contrary, if the Significators do not

behold one another, and be in abjećt, places

of Heaven, Combuſt, Cadent, Peregrine, or

in D or ſº, without Reception, or in of [] or

dº of the Infortunes,it is a ſhrewdSign that the

matter propounded will be ſucceeded with an

ill Conſequence, or when the Dragons tail ſhall

be in the Houſe ſignifying the matter ; theſe

things ſhew the matter cannot be affected.

How to vary your Figure according to the

matter propounded.

The Aſcendant or firſt Houſe ſignifies the

fife, &c. of the Querent; but being the ſe.

cond from the twelfth, the ſubſtance of your

private Enemies, and being the third from the

eleventh, the Brethren of Friends, and being
the tenth froſſ the ºr; the**:

... º. 2 -

y
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ty, and Preferment of the Father; and ſo of

the reſt. - -

As, ſuppoſe a Man asketh concerning his,

wife; the ſeventh Houſe is her Aſcendant,

theeighth her ſecond, ſignifying her ſubſtance;

the twelfth her ſixth , which ſhews her Diſea

ſes; the ſecond her eighth, which ſhews her

Death ; and ſo of the reſt. -

How longe're the Buſineſ; will be accom

pliſhed—if Probable.

Takethe diſtance of your Significators,either

of their Bodies or Aſpećts,and turn the diſtance

into time,thus; if they are in Fixed Signs,every

degree gives a year or month ; if in Common

Signs, a degree gives a month or week ; if in

MoveableSigns, a degree gives a weekor day.

Angles are equal to Moveable Signs, Succe

dants to common, but Cadent to fixed : So

that if you find your Significators in Moveable

Signs, and in Angles, you may be poſitive of

the Speed of the matter. -

Of the Moles andScars of the guerent

and gueſted.

The principal uſe of this, is only to help to

prove a Figure Radical, when other Rules are

dubious; therefore, having ereóted your Fi

gure, obſerve the Sign aſcending, and what

i. in Man's Body that repreſents; and ſay,

n that part the Querent hath a Molé, Scar or

Excreſcence 3 if Y aſcend, it is about the

Head
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Head or Face, if tºp on the Belly, &c. Theat

obſerve where the Lord of the Aſcendant is,

and there is another ; a third is diſcovered

by the place where the D is poſited, a fourth

in that part repreſented by the Sign of the

ſixth Houſe ; and laſtly, where the Lord of

the ſixth is poſited, there is another. -

If the Sign and Planet ſignifying the Mole

or Scar are Maſculine, then is the Mark, &c.

on the right ſide; if Feminine on the left ſide.

If the Significator of the Mole is above the

Earth, then the Mole or Scar is on the fore

part of the Body, and viſible; but if under

the Earth, the contrary.

If few degrees of a Sign aſcend the firſt, or

deſcend on the ſixth, the aforeſaid Mole is in

the upper part of the Member ſignified by

that Sign ; but if the latter degrees of the

Signs be there , it is in the lower part of

that Member; and this is a certain Aphoriſm

that dº in the Aſcendant, either in a Queſtion

or Nativity , gives the Native or Querent a.

wound or Scar in his Face. -

C H A P. X,

How to Erečí a Figure by the Table of

Houſes preceding.

A Figure is Ereğed always to ſome deter

mined time of the Day, to which time

and no other it doth agree; with this time

given, you muſt enter the Ephemerides againſt
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the day of the Month ſpecified, and thence

take the Suns place, and with that enter the

Table of Houſes, in the tenth Houſe under

the Sign you find the Sun in, againſt which

in the next Cohumn to the left hand you will

find certain Hours and Minutes (called Time

from Noon) to which you muſt add your

time of the day given, and with the Produćt,

if it doth not exceed 24; if it doth exceed

24, ſubſtraćt 24 from it, and enter with the

reſidue, the ſame Column again called time

from Noon, and in the ſix Columns to the

right hand, you ſhall find what degrees of

each Sign poſſeſſeth the ſix Oriental Houſes,

viz. the 10th, 11th, 12th, 1ſt, 2d, and 3d Hou

º one Example will I ſuppoſe make all

airl.P Let the Face of Heaven be required the 14th

of February, 5 hours P. M. or afternoon, Aino

1680. I enter Mr. Gadbury's Ephemeris ( a

Page of which I have borrowed for our pre

ſent purpoſe) with the year, month, and day

given, againſt which f find the Sun in 5 deg.

56 min. of 3:5 and becauſe it is 30 minutes

above 5, I enter the tenth Houſe under O in

26, with 6 degrees, and againſt that to the

left hand I find 22 deg. 31 min. to which H

add 5 hours, the time from Noon given, which

makes 27 deg. 31 min. and becauſe itexceeds

24, I ſubſtraët 24 from it; and there remains

3 hours 31, min. with which I enter the Ta

ble again, under time from Noon, and there

I find my number of degrees and minutes ex

aćtly, and againſt it toward the right hand I

find the ſix Oriental Houſes with theſe Signs

and Degrees following,
- e -

* .

- The

|
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Io tº 25 -

Sãº EB 82-Degrees,

12: is J&l Io -

TheºHouſe º: 3 deg. 46 min.

2 tºp 25 deg.

3 £; 19 deg.

The ſix oppoſite Houſes have oppoſite Signs.

and Degrees. -

Next I examinethe Planets places, which F

will tale to degrees as they ſtand in the prece

dent page, and reduce the Sun and Moon (for

Example ſake)only. .

The G) Diurnal motion is 1 deg, or 60 min.

then, by the Rule of three, I ſay, if 24 give

6o, what ſhaſt 5 hours give 2 13 almoſt; which

added to the G) place in the Ephemeris, leaves

the G) in 6 deg. 9 min. of 3%. -

The D Diurnal motion is 12 deg. 42 min.

then I ſay, if 24 hours, gives 12 deg. 42 or

762 min, what ſhalf 5 hours give 2 deg. 39

min; which added to her place at Noon,leaves.

her in 28 36 of 2, with the others are:

as followeth, -

- - ...)?: I.2 -

#3, #13; i.
G.) S3K 6 9 @ = 12

U 12 deg, in Y.
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& §§s “Z3'º:

26.13 iſ N

The Part of Fortune thus Charaćtered GB is

thusfound; Subſtraćt the Sign, Degree,and Mi

nute of the G), from the Sign, Degree, and

Minute of the D, by adding 12 Sighs to the

J), if otherwiſe Subſtraćtion cannot be made;

to the Remainder add the Sign, Degree, and

Minute of the Aſcendant, and the Produćt will

be the true Place of the Part of Fortune, in La

tine Pars fortune GB:for Example,in this Figure,

• Place of the D, the Circle added, 20-28-36

Place of the G---—11--6--9

Difference, 9-22-27

sea--- --

The Aſcendant, 3---3-46

The true Place of the GB, 2---26-13

i. 8. 26, 13.II
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The Dignitieſ of the Pars fortunæ,

thus Charaſiered B. -

The part of Fortune in 8, or 36, or in of

with Y, or ?, or in the firſt, or tenth, or

with Spicamp, or not Combuſt, in any of theſe

it hath - Dig. 5.

GB in 2-, 2, §l, GS, or in A to £ or ?,

or in the ſeventh, fourth , or eleventh, it

hath - Dig. 4.

{B in II : in Sextile h- or § 2 or in dº

with Q, or in the ſecond or fifth Houſe, hath

- Dig. 3.

éP in tip, in Terms of it or ?, or in the

ninth, hath— - —-Dig. 2.

in the third Houſe.ithath——Dig!."

The Debilities of the q}.

9 in of of h or 3;or in the twelfth Houſe:

or Combuſt, bath —Debil. 3.
\

§ {: h or 3,in the fixthoreighth,

in of with:Caput Algol, hath Debil. 4.

GB in D of h or 3, oria-d with w—s. -

-2",© in the Terms of hand 3–

-

º D. 55 - how
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Hºw to find the Planetary hourr.

In this kind of Judgment, the Planetary

hour is very uſeful; and to find it you muſt

do thus: . .

Firſt, gain the hour and minute of the Sun

Riſing, then obſerve how many hours or mi

nutes are Elapſed between that, and the time

propoſed.—Reduce theſe hours into minutes,

by multiplying them by 69, and to the pro

dućt add your minutes, if you have any.

The Sum divide by the length of the

Planetary hour, and the Remainder with the

Quotient will give your Deſire;

But I will make this plain, by an Example;

as alſo Tables, for this purpoſe, ſhewing.

their uſe,

º

. The

i

|

:
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The length

of the Day.

H. M.

6 O

6 30

7 o

7. 9o

-8 O

8 - 3o

9 O

9 3o

FO ©

Io 3o

II O

II 30

fº o

12 3o

13 o

I 3. 3o

14 o

I4 3o

15 o

I 5 30

16 o

16 30

17 e

The length of

the Planetary

urby Da

• M. SeH

@ 30 O

& 32 30

o 35 O

o 37 3d

o 4o o

o 42 30

o 45 O

o 47 3o

o 50 o

o 52 30

o 55 O

o 57 30

I O o

I 2 30

I 5 O

I 7 30

I Io O

i 12 30

I 15, o

I 17 35

I 20 O

I 22. 30

I 25 Q

hourby # by Night.

:

The length of

the Planetary

, M. Se

1 - 3o O.

l 21 3o

I 25 - O

t 22 - 3o

I 2O o

I 17 3o

I 15. O

i 12 3o

I Eo o

I 7 3o

I 5, o

! 2 30.

I O- o

o 57 3o

O 55 o

O 52- 3

e 5 o'

o 47, 3

o 45.

o 42 3O

o 40 o:

o 37 3o

@ 35. Q

|-

fláneº,
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h; 2 |o 3 o 4 || || 2:
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# 37 4 || |; 2 & 3 } :
# 33 3 2 & 3 || 4 || #
& º'9 |6 |3|7 |4|8 |5||6 &

# g|ioli 1 |8 |3|9 @ 9 @

# 5 || 13 3 g 6 107 ||3: #

§: Th|129 (6 |107 118 || 5

3?!o |10|7 || 18-129 |(

| || || 129 to Ho h

Now I would know the Planetary hour at

the time of the above-mentioned Figure to

February the 14th, 5 hour P. M. on a Saturday

or die F.

The day is then 10 hours 18 minutes long,

becauſe the Sun riſeth at $7 min. paſt 6, m

time from Sun-riſing is io h. 9 min. whic

multiplyed by 60, makes 609, and that divi

ded by so, the length of the Planetary hour ;

as you may ſee againſt 1o the length of the da

in the firſt Column, ſtands 50 min. the lengt

of the Planetary hour by day in the ſecond,

and that gives in the Quotient 12, and og.

remaining. -

For
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For Example,

Hours. IO -

º 6o , P. O

}. Á99(12 quotient.

6oo 3.50

Min, ad—9.

Produćt, 609

With this Quotient 12, I enter the ſecond

Table, under the Charaćter h, becauſe Satur

day ; and in that Column I find it to be the

ſecond number goingdownwards, and againſt

... it toward the Right hand, I find the Charaćter

of 2, which ſhews it is the hour of Penus, or

9 ; and ſo of the reſt,

C H A P. XI.

Briefly ſhewing how to judge of all man

ner of Queſtions by the Honeſt Rules of

} Aftrology.

Of the firſt Houſe.

I the Queſtion be concerning Life, confider

- the Sign aſcending, the Lord thereof, and

the D, 3 for if they be free fromcombuſ;
- - - 3. --

*
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and the ill rays of the Malefick Stars; or the

Lord of the 6th,8th,or 12th;or if they be in of .

with h or ? in good places of Heaven, it fig--

nifies the proſperity of the Querent; but if the

Lord of the eighth be in the firſt, and the

Sun and ( Cadent, Peregrine, and in C1 or

& to h and 3, they being Lords of the fore

mentioned Houſes, threatens the Querent with

ſome ſudden Calamity or Sickneſs; then ob

ſerve the diſtance of the Significators, and

that ſhews you how long it will be before it.

happen; as you were taught,Chap,9.

If it be of a Ship at Sea, the Aſcendant

and D are Significators of the Ship and Bur

then; but the Lord of the Aſcendant ſignifies.

the Sailors and Paſſengers, according to Haly,

D & Aſcendens generaliter ſunt Significatorts

tutius Navis & ſnorum ſtatuum, & Dominus Aſ.

tendentis tſº ſignificator Navigantium in ea ;

therefore according to their good or ill poff

tion, Judge of their ſafety or danger ; the

Lord of the Aſcendant afflićted, and the others

free, ſhews the Men are Sick, or in danger by

quarrels among themſelves 3 but if the J) be

afflićted, and h ’ in the Aſcendant, the Ship

is either Leaky, or Old and Rotten, or elſe

hath been ſtayed for lack of care.

*-

Judgment of the ſecond Houſe.

If the Queſtion be , ſhall the #. be

Rich or Poor? in this caſe you muſt conſider

the Lord of the ſecond, whether hebe a For

thine or not, or if there be a Fortune in the

Second, applying to a good Aſpe&t (with Re

ception):
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ception) of the Lord of the Aſcendant, the

ſecond, or D; or if the 63 be in good Hou

ſes with fortunate Stars,free from the ill beams

of the Infortunes; then there is great hopes of

Riches toenſue.

But on the contrary, if h or 3 be in the

ſecond, or in D or dº to the Lord of the ſe

cond, or the D , or the ty afflićt the GB

or ſecond Houſe, theſe are ſhrewd Signs

that the Querent will more or leſs ſhare in

the Fortunes of Belliſarius, i. e. Poor in

good earneſt.

judgment on the third Houſe.

If the Queſtion be of Brethren and their

Agreement, ſee if the Lord of the firſt be in

the third, and the Lord of the third in the

firſt, in good Aſpečt and Reception with the

Lord of the firſt, or the D ; or if the Lord

of the third caſt his beams by a good Aſpect

to the Aſcendant, or the Lord of the firſt be

hold the Cuſp of the third with a good Ray;

it is a Sign of their love and agreement, other

wiſe not.

If it be whether an abſent Brother be dead

or alive, make this his Aſcendant, and Judge

of it as you were taught in the firſt

Houſe.

If one be to go a Journey, and demand,

whether he may go ſafe; the Aſcendant his

Lord and the D ſignifie the Querent, the

third Houſe and his Lord, the Journey; it,

or 2, or ſº in the third , give a proſperous

Journey; but tº and 3 Peregrine, or the #:
_{ give
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give a dangerous ſucceſsleſs Journey, h threa

tenshim with Melancholy, in an aery Sign,

Falls; 3 and Q5 ſhew Thieves and Robbers ,

Treachery and great Danger, Wounds, &c.

eſpecially in fiery Signs.

judgment on the fourth Houſ.

If the Queſtion be concerning, Land, or

Houſes to be Purchaſed, the Aſcendant and

his Lord, and the Planet from whom the D.

ſeparates, is for the Querent or Buyer ; the

ſeventh Houſe and his Lord, and the Planet

to whom the D applies, for the Seller ; the

fourth Houſe and his Lord to ſignifie the
Houſe or Land: if the Lord of the firſt and

ſeventh apply to each other by oſ, Sk, or A,

the Bargain may be effe&ted; or if therebe

Tranſlation with mutual Reception.

If the Queſtion be of things miſlaid, and

where to find them ; if the Lord of the ſes,

cond be in an Angle, the Thing miſſing is in

the Houſe; the Lord of the ſecond or D, in

the Aſcendant, the owner himſelf miſlaid it;

Lord of the ſecond or ) in the Ioth, ſhews.

it in the Hall, Shop, or Counting-houſes; if

they be in the ſeventh it is where the Wife and,

Maid-Servants uſe; if the Significators are in

aery Signs, the things are in the upper part

of the Houſe; if in fiery, near the Chimney;

if in earthy, near or about the Floor ; if in.

watry, about the Sink or Waſh-houſe, or ſuch

like places: The Quarter of Heaven the Signs,

gºvern, are to be obſerved alſo... -

Y: Eaſt,* * * ſº
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SS Nor. in N. & by E. × N. & by W.

= We...: w. & by N. II w. & by S.

* South, 8 S. & by E. nº S. & by W.

This is the diviſion of the Signs in the Cuſto

mary uſe of theſe things, which do contain in

them a great deal of Truth, though People

hate to know it.

The judgment of the fifth Houſe,

If the Queſtion ſhould be asked, ſhall the

Woman have Children or not 2 in this caſe,

ſee if the Lord of the Aſcendant, or the D.

be in fruitful Signs, or do behold the Lord of

the fifth with a mutual Reception, and good

Aſpeat; or if they apply to any Planet in an

Angle, ſtrong, and free from Combuſtion and

other Debilities, it ſignifies ſhe may Con

ceive ; 2 or ? in the fifth, in good Aſpect

with the Significator, ſhews Conception; on

the contrary, h, or 3, or R5 in the fifth

Houſe, or afflićting the Significators of Chil

dren, forbid Conception; for the time when,

obſerve the Rules of the 9th Chapter.

If a Woman be with Child, and would

know whether it is Male or Female, obſerve

the Aſcendant and fifth Houſe, with their

Lords, how and where poſited; the poſi

tion of the D , and i. Lord of the

hour ; if theſe be Maſculine Planets, in

Maſculine Signs and Houſes, or the M.
- - - pa
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part of them ſo, ſhe is with Child with.

a Male; if the contrary, a Female.

The judgment of the fixth Houſe.

This Treatiſe is too ſmall to handle the
Judgment of this Houſe inſº. I ſhall

therefore paſs it over briefly, being intended

to publiſh a Philoſophical Diſcourſe, Introdu

&tive to Phyſick only ; to which perhaps I

may adjoyn the. proper to this

Houſe. Therefore briefly,– If at the

Decumbiture, or Queſtion propounded upon

the Urine,or rational Demand, ſee if there be

an Infortune in the Aſcendant, or the Lord.

of the Aſcendant or P be Combuſt, Pere

grine, or in D or 5’ to the Lord of the 4th,

6th, 8th, or 12th, or to any Planet in thoſe

Houſes; if it be ſo, the Patient is Sick; if not,

it is ſome accidental Diſtemper, which will go

off when the fermentation of the Blood is

finiſhed; for the diſcovery of the part affii

&ted, have recourſe to the firſt Table of the

6th Chapter; if Y aſcend, the Diſeaſe is in

the; ; likewiſe if \} aſcend and h be in

it, it is alſo in the Head; and ſo of the reſt, as

you may ſee by the Table: the Significators.

in fiery Signs, ſhew the Diſeaſe is Cholerick

and Feveriſh; if in earthly, Melancholy; if

in aery, an inflam'd Blood and Body; if in

watry, Hydropical, and all cold and moiſt Di

ſeaſes. The Lord of the Aſcendant, and

the Q Combuſt, threaten Death ; ſo doth

the Lord of the 8th in the Aſcendant, or the

Lord of the Aſcendant in the 8th, in ill Aſpect
-to the Significators, If

º
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\ If the Queſtion be concerning the honeſty

of Servants, ſee what Rays there are between

the Lord of the Aſcendant, the Lord of the

ſixth, and the D, and Judge accordingly;—

for if an Infortune be in the ſixth, or in

U or & to the Lord of the Aſcendant ; or

the Lord of the ſixth caſting the ſame Aſpect

to the Lord of the Aſcendant or the g, it is

to be feared that Servant is not honeſt, that

the Queſtion is asked of.

The judgment of the ſeventh Houſe.

In all Queſtions of Marriage, give the Aſeen.

dant his Lord, and the D and the Planet ſhe

feparates from to the Querent, and if it be a

Man the Sun alſo; but to the ſited, the

ſeventh Houſe and his Lord, and the Planet to

whom the Q applies, and if it be a Woman

§ alſo ; but if a Man, the O as before.

Then obſerve the application between the

Lord of the Aſcendant, the D, and the Lord

of the ſeventh, and the Planet to whom the G.

applies, as alſo the application of the G) and

g; if theſe apply to each other by a ¥or A,

the Marriage will be effected, chiefly if there

be Reception between them; but if they ap:

ply by tº or & without Reception, it will

never be effected without a Miracle ; if the

Figure be Radical.

Or if the Lord of the Aſcendant, the D or

9 are in the ſeventh Houſe, and the Lord of

the ſeventh in xk or A to them, there is a

great probability of effecting the matter.

If

-
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* \of an Eſtate; and t

If h; 3, or Qy, are in the Aſcendant or

ſeventh Houſe; or the Significators are in [3

or & to the Infortunes, they ſeldom agree af

ter Marriage. -

If the Queſtion is, Is ſhe, or he, Rich?—

ſee if the Lord of the eighth be a Fortune, in

the eighth,in good Aſpećt and Reception with

the Q , or the Q applies to the Lord of the

eighth from fortunate places of the Heavens

with an amicable Ray, it promiſeth ſomething

#: he or ſhe hath wealth

fit for a perſon of their Quality,+& & con
tra, -

- of Thiever and Thefts,

And firſt, is the thing ſtoln or not 2–If

no Peregrine Planet be angular, or afflićting

the ſecond Houſe or his Lord, or the (, or

if the Lord of the ſecond be in the ſeventh

Houſe, or on the Cuſp of the eighth, in * or

A to the Q , or Lord of the Aſcendant in the

fourth Houſe, the Goods are not ſtoln, but

miſlaid or taken away in jeſt; by obſervin

what Planet the Lord of the Aſcendant la

ſeparated from, will ſhew how it was loſt or

miſlaid; if he ſeparated from il, it was

through much buſineſs; from h through

careleſsneſs ; if from 6', by reaſon of ſome

Paſſion or Quarrel, and ſo of the reſt.—

But if it be ſtoln, then obſerve theſe Brief

Rules; the Aſcendant ſignifies the Querent-,

the Lord of the ſecond the thing loſt; a Pe.

regrine Planet in an Angle or ſecond Houſe, or

Lord of the ſeventh, if they afflićt the lº,

º

ſ
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of the ſecond, or GB, are Significators of the

Thief, if two or three are ſo poſited, and in

bicorporeal Signs, they ſhew more Thieves

than one ; if the Lord of the ſeventh be Pe

regrine in the Aſcendant, the Querent is the

Thief.-For his Age, if his Significator be

Oriental in the beginning of a Sign, and the

& increaſe in light, he is young; if Occiden

tal, toward the end of a Sign, and the D de

creaſing, he is old.

For the Sex of the Thief,the Arabians teach

us, if the Sign aſcending, and Lord of the

hour are Maſculine, it is a Man, the contrary,

a Woman ; but I think it is beſt to examine

all the Significators, how they are poſited, and

judg by the moſt Teſtimonies, as you were

taught in the Judgment of the fifth Houſe—

The Arguments of Recovery of the things

loſt, are the G) or D in the Ioth, in A to a

Planet in the ſecond, the G) and D above the

earth in Aſpe&t to the Lord of the ſecond, the

Lord of the 8th in the Aſcendant, l, Q, or

&b in the 11th 5 and I have known the Lord of

the 7th in 5’ to the Lord of the 8th, hath

reſtored the Goods again; but the Signi

ficator of the Thief going to Combuſtion, the

Thief is taken, and all diſcovered. . .

The greateſt Arguments of Irrecovery, are

T; , 3, or Q5 in the ſecond, the Lord of the

ſecond Combuſt in the 8th, in D or f to the

Lord of the eighth. . . -

But I would adviſe all young Artiſts to be

very careful how they meddle with things of

this kind; becauſe in matters of Theft, peo

ple are never ſatisfied , and they do expeč
more from the Art, than that or the Arti bº

- - able
. . . . . . . .

v. . . . -----

r
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able to Perform; and by an unha Judg

ment, may bring hisº into fººls:
But there be ſome of this Profeſſion, that I

know, who pretend to dive into the Bowels

of Hell, and make the Devil tremble with the

threats of a Conjuration.— But—Qui vult

decipi, decipiatur; Mr. Gadbury having ".
niouſly confuted thoſe foppiſh thoughts in hi

Natura prodigiorum.

of Thing, belonging to the eighth

ouſe.

If the Queſtion be, ſhall the wife or the

Husband die firſt; ſee to the Aſcendant and

his Lord, the Significators of the Querent ;

and to the ſeventh Houſe and his Lord for the

Queſted : ſee which of them are ſtrongeſt,

and ſay they will live longeſt; ſee alſo which

of them go firſt to Combuſtion, to dº, DJ, or

3P of the Lord of the eighth, or the other

infortunes, and ſay he or ſhe ſhall die firſt;

if it be for a Brother, muſt take the third;

for a Father, thef 3 &c.

The judgment ºf the ninth Haſ.

: If the Queſtion, be, ſhall the voyage be

proſperous or not 2 If the Lord of the Aſcen:

dant and Lord of the ninth behold each

other with A or xk, or be in Reception, it

Promiſeth a proſperous Voyage; if ſn't] or

&’, *:::::::: the ninth threatens

ioſks, and sickneſſ; 3 there, Pirºs and
. - Thieves;

+

i
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Thieves, the tº there, he ſhall be cheated

to his Face.

The judgment on the tenth Houſe.

If the Queſtion be , ſhall I obtain this or

that Preferment 2 Give the firſt Houſe and his

Lord for the Querent, the tenth Houſe and

His Lord to ſignifie the Preferment; if the

Lord of the Aſcendant or the D are joyned

to the O, or to the Lord of the 10th, and

he in the tenth, the Querent ſhall accompliſh

his deſign 3 or if there be tranſlation of ſight

from one Significator to another, or the Lord

of the Aſcendant and tenth are in Reception,

the matter will be effected; but the Lord of

the Aſcendant Retrograde or Combuſt or in

Ll or 3’ to h or 6', denies Preferment.

• The judgment on the eleventh Houſe.

If the Queſtion ſhould be , ſhall I obtain

the thing deſired? in this caſe, if the Queſtion

be in general, the 11th Houſe and his Lord

ſignifies the thing deſired ; then ſee what Stars

are in the 11th, what Application and Aſpećts

between the Significators, and Judg according

to Art.

If h or 3 are Peregrine in the eleventh or

the ºthere give the Querent or Native moſt

Treacherousand Perfidious Friends.

The
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w

The judgment on the twelfth Houſe.

If it be asked, ſhall my Friend, or Brother,

or Husband, befreed from Priſon or not? the

Lord of the Queſted's Aſcendant ſwift in mo

tion, free from illbeams, angular, and every

way ſtronger than the Lord of the twelfth;

ſhews he will ſuddenly have his Liberty; if

the contrary, judg otherwiſe.

The Lord of the Aſcendant in D or P to

the Lord of the twelfth , and he in the 6th,

8th, or 12th, the Querent hath Enemies that

wait to do him a ſhrewd turn.

Thus much by way of Introdućtion to the

judgment of all manner of Queſtions.

*
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C H A P. XII.

Of the Kingdoms, Countries, Cities,

and Zon’ms ſubječ to the 12

Signs.

Nder 'Y' , are England, Germany,

France, Suevia, Sileſia the higher,

Denmark, Polonia the leſs, Syria, Pa

leſtina, of Cities and Towns, Stetin,

Napler, Florence, Verona, Lindama, An

cona, Capua, Ferrara, Craconia, Padua,

Brmnſwick—

under 8, Ruſſia, Ireland, Campanie,

Lorrain, Polonia the great , Rhetia,

Franconia, Parthia, Perſia, the Iſles of

Cyclades, Cyprus; the Sea-Towns of

Aſia the leſs, of Cities and Towns,

Bononia, Sena, Mantua, Tarentum, Si

cilia, Parma, Brixia, Tigure, Lacerne,

Nantz, Lipſig, Poſnania, Gueſham.

under II, is Barbador, Sardinia,

Flanderſ, Brabant, Part of Lombardy,

the Dukedom of Wertemberg, Hircaſſia,
E Arºtéflis,

º -
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Armenia, Syrenaica and Egypt the

flower, of Cities and Towns, Lon

don, Valenciene, Corduba, Turinum ,

Vercella , Lovaine, Bruger , Moguntia,

Bamberg, Norimberg.

under 3, is Scotland, Hland, Zea

land, Burgundia the lower, Granada,

Pruſia, Numidia, Africa, Bithynia, Col.

chiº, Carthage ; of Cities and Towns,

Tunis, Conſtantinople, Venice, Genoa, Piſa

Yincentia, Tork, St. Andrews, Lubeck,

Madgberge, Wittenberge, Gorlick.

under Šljs Gallia Togata, the Alpſ,

Italy, Sicily, Apulia, Bohemia, part of

Turkey, Phanicia, Chaldea,-of Cities

and Towns, Rome, Maſtrich, Ghent,

Damaſcus, Syracuſa, Ravenna, Cremona,

Confluence, Ulms, Prague, Lintz, Cre

miſum, - -

Uinder 1%, is Achaia, Greece, Creete,

Cºrinthia, Artheſia, Rhodes, part of

Gallia Comata, a part of the Rhine, Sy

leſia the lower, Meſºpotamia, Babylon,

Aſſyria-Cities and Towns, Hie

rūſalem, Corinth, Cama, Novaria, Brun

dºſium, Papis, Tholoºſe, Lyons, Pariſ,

Baſil,

~
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Baſil, Heidleberg, Erpherd, TVraliſi

via.

under =, is famaica, Auſtria, Al

ſatia, Livonia, Subaudia, Delphinate,

Thuſcia, Bačiriana, Caſpia, Thebaiº, Tro

loditicam, -Cities and Towns—Liſ

bon, Arles, Cajeta, Landa, Placentina,

Argentina,Spirer, Franckford upon Maine,

Hull in Suevia, Heilbrunne, Friſinga,

Mosbachium, Landeſhure, Vienna in Au

ſtria, Antwerp.

under m, Norway thc higher, Ba

varia, Comagena, Cappadocia, Idumea,

Mauritania, the Kingdom of Feſſe, Ge

thulia, Catalonia, -Cities and Towns,

Algierſ, Valentia in Spain, Trapezant,

Urbinum, Aquileia, Piſtorium, Turviſium,

Forum fulium, Mºſſana, Monachium,

Vienna in France , Frankford upon

Odar

under ºf, are Spain, Dalmatia,Hun

garia, Moravia, Slavonia, Miſhia, Cek

tica, Arabia felix ; Cities and Towns,

Toletum, Volateras, Mutinum, Narbone,

Avenion, Colonia, Agrippina, Stargarde,

Buda. º s

- E 2 under

-*.
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undcr VP, are Macedonia, Illyriº,Thra

cia, Albania, Bulgaria, part of Greece,

Mazovia, Lituania, Saxonia, Haſia,

Thuringia, Stiria , India , Iſles of Or

cader; Cities and Towns, Oxford,Bran

denburg, Conſtance, juliacum , Clivia,

Berges, Mechlin, Vilna, Anguſta, Vindell,

Fervence, - -

under &, are Weſtphalia, Muſcovia,

Samaria, Amazonia, Tartaria, Moſel,

Piedmont, Media, Sogdiana, Arabia de

ſtria; Cities and Towns, Breme, Ham

borough Mounsferet, Hiſarum, Trent,

Ingóldfade. *

under 36, are Cilicia, Calabria, Ga

latia, Lydia ; Normandy, Garomante,

Pamphilia, Egypt the higher 5 Citics

and Towns, Alexandria, Compoſtella ,

Ratiſbone, Wormſ,Hiſpalir, Rhemeſ.—

And with this I conclude the firſt Part of

my Wade Mecum, adviſing theyoung Tyro to be

both ſparing and modeſt in his judgment, Re

membring that the Stars (which are the viſible

Subjećt of his Art) are the moſt glorious Crea

tures in the viſible world ; and therefore the

Produćt of thoſe Creatures (in Judgment)ought

to be glorious and true, they being near the

Reſidence of a Deity---agreeing to that ofovid.

, Ifta pei vox eff, Deus thin Petfore noſtro

• , His duct Predico vaticinera, Deo.

º . MIKPO.
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Continued.

Teaching how to Judge of

all AVativities and Revolutions

in a ſhorter Method than any hi

thertohave Performed it.

According to the Doğtrine of the

Learned Cyprianus, Leovitius, Origanº,

Bonatus, and others ; j". faithfully

Colle&ied and Tranſlated from their

Works, for the Uſe of the young In

genious Student.

~

By joHN PARTRIDGE,

Student in Aſtrology.

Os homini ſibline dedit, calumi; videre

juſt, & erettos ad Sydera tollert vultur.

Ty3'3t cºatſár.

L 0NDO N, Printed 1679.
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VADE MECOM:

C H A P. I.

//hat a Mativity is.

Nativity is nothing elſe but the exačt

A time of the Child's Separation from the

Womb of its Mother, and is called by the

Greeks Tévi on, a beginning 3 and that part of

Aſtrology that doth exhibit this kind of Judg

ment is called by ſome Tevzºxtaxopia, becauſe

ir doth Predićtively diſcourſe all the Accidents

common to Mankind , diſcoverable in a Natu

ral way ; but becauſe no Nativity can be ta

ken ſo exačtly, but we find it admits of ſome

correótion by Accidents; therefore the Aſtro

loger always correóts his time , by his Acci

dents, and then conſtrućteth his Figure, which

he calls the true one, and then, proceeds

in his work; which is our following Buſineſs

to give Judgment of —- -

- E 4, CHA P.
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º

C H A P. II.

Of the length or Brevity of the Na

tiveſ Life.

Aving ſeriouſly conſidered the Figure of

H a Nativity, and the ſtrength and Debi

lities of the Planets, as you are taught Chap. 5.

Part the firſt,--the firſt Inquiry is , how

long may the Native live 2 for it is a piece

of madneſs to ſpeak any thing of Riches,

Marriage, Children, Honours, &c. when the

Native ſhall not live to a convenient age for

ſuch ačtions and injoyments. .

Therefore firſt conſider whether your Birth

be Diurnal or Noëturnal; if it be Diurnal, and

the Sun be found in the 7th, 9th, Ioth,or 11th

Houſe, he ſhall be giver of Life, called by the

Greeks 'Acélow Aphata ; but if your Birth be

1Noćturnal, and you find the D in the 1ſt, 7th,

9th, 10th, 11th Houſe, ſhe ſhall be the giver

of life: But if both the Lights are under the

Earth, then the Horoſcope ſhall be admitted

giver of life, and what Planet hath moſt Digni

ties in the Horoſcope, place of the G) or D,

being givers of life, ſhall be the Alchocodin or

giver of years, ſo called from ºn Stella,

and the uſe of it in Nativities is this, ac

cording to the ſtrength or weakneſs of your

Alchocoden , ſo will the years of your life be

more or leſs, which may be obſerved by this

Table, only by Inſpection.

- The
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Old 2 h it 3 O & 3 ×

The ‘Middl year ) 5779 66 120 82.76 108

.*Q of j434;49 24; 48 %.Lea S 39 12 15 19 820 25.

The Arabians took the Alchocoden, i.e. the

Diſpoſitor of Hyltch or giver of life; for the

Principal Significator of life, -and Ptolomy

accepted of the Hyltch it ſelf for the ſame end,

and the diſtance between that and the moſt

dangerous interficient point,toſhew the length
of the Natives life, I,ſaith Leovitius, am gene

rally uſed to dirtù the Aſcendant according to the

Succeſſion of Signs, to the *:::::::::::::: that

is, the malignant Planets or their ill Rays, and

not only to the malignant Stars, but to the

envious Radiation of any other, Planet who

hath power to kill, ſo that the degree of Di

rection ſhall happen in the term of that Planet,

who in the Radix was Significator of Death ,

i. that Planet is ſaid to ſignifie Death

who,

1ſt, Poſſeſſeth the eighth Houſe, or is Lord.

of the ſame.

, Secondly, is joyned to the Lord of the

eighth Houſe. - -

Thirdly, who is Diſpoſitor of the Planet

poſſeſſing the eighth Houſe or the Lord.

thereof. - -

But of theſe three, the firſt is of greateſt.

effečt, the other two leſs Powerful. -

. I uſe alſo (faith he) for the fatal years to:

direćt the Aſcendant not only to the Bodies:

of the evil Planets, or their malitious Aſpects,

and to thoſe that belong to them; but alſo toº
------ E 5. othes:

-
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ether points and places which have power to:

... kill; that is to the Terms of the Malevolents,

or of them that be placed in the eighth Houſe,

or the Lord of the ſame. -

when it ſhall happen therefore that the

Aſcendant ſhall come to any of the aforeſaid -

places that have power to kill, that ſhall be

eſteemed a dangerous year to the Native;

hence it comes to paſs that there may be ma

ny dangerous years, if the Aſcendant may

come to many of thoſe Interficient points, of

which years, that only ought to be accounted

the moſt dangerous, when the Promittor in

the Revolution, ſhall be joyned to the Lord

of Death, either by Body or Aſpe&t; and who

he is, you may learn by the three Rules fore

going.

Of Children that dyein their Infancy.

when the degree of the Aſcendant at Birth

is poſſeſs'd by a Malignant Star, having South

Latitude, eſpecially if he be Lord of the

eighth, or if the Lord of the Aſcendant, the

Sun, or Moon, or all of them , are applying

to the Lord of the eighth, or to any Planet.

that hath power to kill; the Child who is then

Born, will hardly paſs the time of its

Nurſing. - -

* -

c HAP.



C H A P. III.

- of the Lord of the Nativity.

Mºy (faith Leoviti) are the Opinions

--- of the Ancient and Modern Aſtrolo

gers concerning this thing; but which of them,

in particular is moſt Authentick or better con

firmed by Phyſical and Philoſophical Reaſons,

I will not here diſpute ; but briefly call to

mind the chiefeſt of them, beſides my own.

Opinion, that it may be free for every man

to uſe that which he beſt approves of

Firmicus doth pronounce that Planet to be

Lord of the Nativity, who hath moſt Digni

ties in that Sign which the p enters into next.

after the Birth, St. and GS czcepted, wherein.

the Luminaries themſelves bear moſt Rule ;

as for Example, if the at the time of Birth,

were in til, then 3: ſhould he Lord of the

Nativity; becauſe, z is the next Sign, whoſe

Lord is 3%, this is an eaſie way to eleēt the

Lord of the Geniture; but I leave it to the

Judgment of others, to be lik'd or diſlik'd, as

they pleaſe.

Many do think that Planet to be Lord of.

the Geniture who hath moſt Dignities in the

five Hylegicals, that is in the Place of the G

and j, the Aſcendant the Mid-heaven, and,

{}, to which they add alſo the preventio

nal New or Full i ; they that like this Me--

thod may uſe it.—But of all, this lº
- - - - - – opinioiºs
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opinion concerning the matter... that whar

ſoever Planet is found ſtrongeſt in Eſſentia H.

Dignity, and Poſition in the Figure, ought

to be eleēted Almutin or Lord of the Geniture;

but if one of thoſe Accidents only happen

to any Planet; ſo that he be in his Eſſential

Dignities, and yet ill placed in the Figure,

then you muſt accept of ſome other, who

by his good Poſition you ſhall Judge able to -

fhare with him in Government.

This Reaſon (beſides others which for bre

vity I omit) confirms this Method to me,

that the Planet who is ſo conſtituted in the Ra

dix as aforeſaid, ought to be eſteemed Lord

of the Nativity; becauſe the Luminaries ſo

Poſited in their own Houſes, are not accepted

or taken for Lords of the Nativity, becauſe

of a ſingular propriety they have in the Judg

ment of almoſt all the A&tions or Paſſions of

Man's life : and as ſome Aſtrologers ſay, they

are half a Nativity. -

CHAP. Iv.

Of the Temperature and Complexion.

of the Body, -

T. is well known what the Natural Philo

ſophers. call Temperature or Complexion,

and that is according to the Dogmatiſts, an

ingenerate mixture of the four primary Hu

mours, i. e. Blood, Phlegm, Choler, and Me

kancholy; but according to the Learned §

- ! - - girl
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giriſt, Salt, Sulphur, and Mercury, and of

theſe Humours there is an agreeable Compoſi

tion made, in ſuch ſort as it may agree to ſome

ſpecial kind,—and therefore there are diver

ſities of Complexions, agreeing both to ſpe

cial kinds, and particular things.

Hence there is an Infinite diverſity of Hu

mours in Man's Body, both good and bad,

cauſed by the Conſtitutions of their Parents,

and the manifold mixtures of the Stars: Ne

vertheleſs, as there are four principal humours

in the Bodies of all living Creatures ; ſo there

are four principal Complexions correſponding
thereunto. Firſt, Sanguine, which is mo

derately hot and moiſt. Secondly, Phlegma

tick, which is cold and moiſt. Thirdly, Cho

lerick, which is hot and dry. Laſtly, Melan

cholick,which is cold and dry; and theſe four

Complexions are known by the proper qua

lities and natures of the Significators of the

Temperature, by their equal Compoſition, in

Collééting by a certain order, the Teſtimonies

of every one of the qualities, viz. of Hot Cold,

Moiſt,and Dry,as ſhall quickly be more plainly

ſhewed,—Therefore the Significators of

the Complexion are,

1. The Aſcendant and his Lord.

2. The Planet or Planets placed in the Aſcen

dant, or beholding the ſame with a Partile

Aſpect; among which the Q, and R5 are alſo

numbred. . -

3. The Moon.

4. The Planet beholding the Moon within

Orbs. s ~

--> - 5*The
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5. The quarter of the Heavens, or the Sign

the G) poſſeſſeth.

6. The Lord of the Nativity.

The quality of theſe Significators, and of

the Signs in which theſe Significators are

placed, muſt be examined according to the

Doãrine following,— in which obſerve this,

that h, G', or the ºy beholding the Aſcendant

or Moon with an ill Aſpect, doth diſcompoſe

the Temperature of the Body, although all the

reſt of the Significators are well placed.—

The gualities of the Planetſ.

Oriental, Cold and moiſt. - - -

Occidental, Dry. ~

‘Oriental, Hot and moiſt.

+3. Moiſt

-Oriental, Hot and dry.

3. Dry. -

Oriental, Hot and moiſt,

3. Moiſt,

ſoriental, Hot -

: łº,
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:

º

But the Qualities of the Luminaries are lia

ble to a greater alteration; for,

rſt D to the 3', Hot and dry.

f to the laſt DJ, Cold and dry.

- §º. D, is Hot & moiſt.

2):
ſt L1 to the dº Cold & moiſt.

the

The gº, is of the Nature of x and Q; the

*5 is of the Nature of h and 3.

The Quality of the Sun is conſidered ; Firſt,

according to the quarter of the year; Secondly,

by the Triplicities.

Spring. 'Y',8, II,Hot and moiſt.

In &Summer G) in S5, Slº,Hot and dry.

Autumn =,m-2,Cold and dry.

Winter wp:::,}{,Cold & moiſt.

"Y";Slož, T ſ Fiery, hot, dry and,

Cholerick.

& ſtº,”, Earthy, cold, dry and

}. Tri-<! Melancholick.

II,+,&, ſplicity Aery, hot , moiſt and

- Sanguine.

SS,1ſt, 3%, Watery.cold, moiſt and

• J L Phlegmatick.

Then having Collećted all the Teſtimonies,

both of the Significators and Signs, with their

Denominations of hot, cold, moiſt, and dry,

obſerve which exceeds, and Judge according

Iy of the Complexion; for if heat and moi

ſure doth exceed the other Qualities in*:
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r

ber of Teſtimonies , the Native ſhall be San

uine; but if moiſt and cold, Phlegmatick ;

f heat and dryneſs, Cholerick; and laſtly, if

cold and dry,Melancholick.
—Caution to the Student—In Col

letting the Teſtimonies of the four Qualities
aforementioned take this advice : When one .

Planet ſhall be Lord of the Nativity, and of

the Aſcendant, and placed in the Áſcendant,

he muſt be ſet down thrice in the Colle&tion

of Teſtimonies; ſo the -D, if ſhe ſhall be

placed in the Aſcendant, ſhe muſt be ſet down

twice; and ſo of the reſt. -

C HAP. v.

Of the Manners or Behaviour of the

Native.

Here is no doubt but that the Manners

! and Motions of the mind, and a great

part of the chief Aëtions of Men, and Con

tingeneies of this life, do follow the quality

of Complexion and Diſpoſition, and the old

Adage was true, which faith, every man fol

lows the firſt diſpoſition of his Nature—

Therefore in Judging the Manners and Con

ditions we obſerve, the ſame Significators.

which before are ſaid to have dominion over

the‘ºwn-ºring t is Method:

and Qr - -CTs

- a .

Firſt,

§
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:

Firſt,-If any Planet is really and locally

in the Aſcendant , in the ſame Sign, or any

other, Sign in the Aſcendant , from five de

grees before the Cuſp of the firſt Houſe, till

within five degrees of the cuſp of the ſecond;

the ſame ſhall be principaſ Significator of

Manners, yet his Diſpoſitor ſhalſ ſhare and

partake with him in the Signification there

of-Conſider alſo, that Planet that is Signi

ficator, with his Diſpoſitor; for if they ſhall

be Benevolent Planets in good Aſpeãs with

Benevolent Stars, and they fortunate, it ſhews

the Native is inſpired with a moſt gentle cour

teous humane Nature. -

But if thoſe Significators ſhall be Malevo

lent Planets, infº&ted with the Malignant Rays

of ill Stars, it giveth an evil moroſe Inclina

tion, with a Pºſy to evil;-alſo if a

Planet benevolent by Nature ſhall be Signifi

cator or Configurated with the Beneficks, and -

they weak, it makes the Behaviour and Condi

tions laudable and vertuous in their kind; yet

they will be obſcure, dubiousand ſimple,:-

ifa Malevolent Planet be Significator, and yet

ſtrong and well-placed, he gives good Manners

and a generous Spirit; yet for the moſt part
it .# the Intelle&t with ſome motives to

ill ačtions. - -

t; giveth Manners of the Nature of that

Planet he is in d with 3 but if he be in dº

with many, he partakes of his Nature who is

ſtrongeſt among them; but if he is joyned

to no Planet by Body or Aſpect, he takes the

lºſs of him in whoſe Eſſential Dignities

Č IS. - - --

* v- -- - - The
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the Q, follows the Conſtitution of 3: , the

35 of H and 3; the Luminaries placed in

the Aſcendant, their Signification is general,

and partake of the Nature of their Diſpo

ſitors. -

Secondly,–If many Planets be in the

Aſcendant, they ſhall be all Significators, and

they will give variety of manners; yet he

who is ſtrongeſt ſhall exceed the reſt in the

effects of his Nature , and his Influence only

will be durable in the whole progreſs of the

Natives life ; the Nature of the others will

paſs away when the effe&ts of their Dire&tions

are paſt. -

Thirdly, if no Planet be in the Aſcendant,

ſee who is joyned to the D er 3, and Judge

accordingly; if many be ſo joyned, Judge as

you were taught in the precedent Rule

of many Planets in the Aſcendant; for he

who is ſtrongeſt ſhall be moſt durable in

his effects.

Fourthly, When no Planet is in the

Aſcendant, or joyned to the D or 3, take

the Lord of the Aſcendant, and according to.

his Nature, Judge of the Natives diſpoſition;

confidering alſo what Rays he receives from

his Diſpoſitor , or what Dignities either

of them have in the place of the D and 3.

Fifthly, The Significators joyned to the

principal fixed Stars, of the firſt or ſecond

Magnitude, and near the Ecliptick, are won

derfully ſtrengthened in their Influence, and -

both the effe&s - of the Planet and Star

ſhall appear with a greater Splendor, in the

manners and Conditions of the Native,

Føy.
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For Example.—The Significators with cor &l

adds Magnanimity, Gravity, and Nobleneſs,

with spica tº Diligence, and Gravity tem

pered with Pleaſantneſs, with Cor ul, cº

occulus tauri, a kind of Boldneſs, Violence,

and Cruelty, & ſit de Caeter, ſecundum math.

rah? toruń. -

Laſtly,–when theſe. Rules ſhall be ſo

equally balanced that a certain Judgment

cannot be given; the Lord of the Nativit

ſhall be Moderator, and according to his

“Nature, good or evil, frame your Judgment;

alſo if the Lord of the Aſcendant by Poſition

and Aſpećt fºall apply to the Significators of

his own Nature, the effects ſhall be the more

certain; for in ſome Nativities ſeveral oftheſe

Rules may be applied at once : For Example,

If a Planet be in the Aſcendant in A or k

to the D or º, or both , and beholding his

Diſpoſitor, here by reaſon of divers Teſti

monies, the Judgment is the more perfeót,

and the effects the more certain ; but if thou

wouldſt Judge, exačtly , then, diligently

obſerve the Significations of the Planets

following,

Of
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Of the Manmers and Diſpoſition

of the Planets, when they are

Æortunate or l/mfortunate.---

- muſing of great &

Strºng and high things, ſecret,
well affected< ſolitary, painful,

he makes a heapers of Riches,
man Niggards, ſtudious

of their own good,

h Signifi- Ufull of jealouſie.

Cator of 3

Iſlanners a depraved mind,

- muſing of baſe
-

;*:::::::ºrr Regiſgent, fearful,
Weak & un- ; ãº. ſtub

fortunate he

| giveth

- | - Ceivers of ſuch as

{. Utruſt them."

back-biters, ſuper.pe

( . ſhoneſt, religious,

* Signifi- Stron d juſt, liberal,famous
t g at!d - in

º;
oſitions ly, loving to all,T man - | without malice &

Udiſſimulation.

when

ſgrave,ſubtil,crafty,

born , ſuſpicious

ſtitious, rude, de

*.

sº

º

-
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& Signifi

cator of 3
manners &

behaviour.

ſit giveth the ſame
as is before men

tioned, only they

when weak | * obſcured and

and unfortu-3 extravagantly uſed

nate, with pride, ſuper

ſtition, fearfulneſs,

feigned and coun

terfeit courteſie,

r- ſ Noble, couragious

and valiant, ſoon

diſturb’d by inju

ries, and as ſoon

É.it."...] provok'd tº blows,
maketh a ! without fear of

man dangers; deſirous

of rule,& revenge 5

and he is one that

cannot abide ſer

, Uvitudes nor wrong.

Strong and!

* ſcruel, contentious,

N- - | tyrannous, with

weak and *. confideration,

nfortunate •

|.3 boaſtinghuff, mur
º * therer, arrogant ;

-- - cowards, robbers,

* and ſowers of diſ

, L , Lcord.

negligent,prodigal. . -

I raſh, ſhameleſs; a -
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, ſ Merry, jocoſe,fair

ſ Fortunate & ſpoken liberal, pi

well placed 3 tiful,given to plea
ſhe maketh | ſure, merriment 3

- men dancing, witty and

g Signifi- Leloquent.

cator of 4 -

manneſs - ſ Effeminate,fearful,

- falſhearted , great

weak and woers, given to ºr

unfortunate <! vil company,Drun

ſhe fignifies ºkard, whoremon

perſons ger , ſlighting a

good name, jea

* Q. | Ulous. - |
ſexcellent in wit:
and ſtudious and

fit for Learning;

ſubtile, prudent;

wary, doing all

rStrong and | things with apt

| fortunate, 3. and readi

; ; signifi-3 maketh meni neſ. Poº. Sº
- cator of - meters, Mathema

\ manners & | ticians, learning a

behaviour - ny thing without a *

-** teacher, eloquent, |

: with a good beha

º -- . . ." Lviour.— -

º

. weak
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ſWavering and un

ſtable, malicious,

falſe , greatlyars,

when g is with ty

in the Dignities of
Weak and | the Infortunes; al.

unfortunate 3 ſo counterfeits,coi

he maketh ners,forgers ofwri
inen tings and deeds,

*. making miſchief

! with their tongues

| | in all places, ſlan

derers, fools, pra- -

L - Lters and deceivers.

From theſe Planets and their equal mixture

is the Judgment of Manners and Diſpoſition

produced ; but although the Luminaries are

not claſſically inſerted , É the conſideration

of them doth much explain and expound the

Inclination of Men and Women ; ſo the D.

agreeing with the Significators, ſhe increaſing

in light, doth illuſtrate their effečts; yet the

D Combuſt, or in her extreams of Latitude,

gives variety of Effečts, the G) ( correſpond

ing) with the Significators of manners, and he

, fortunate, gives gravity, fame, and renown;

but if weak, feeble and dull.

The great Cabaliſts of this Science tells us,

it is better to obſerve the Diſpoſitors of the

Luminaries, than the lights themſelves; for to

them they do commit (in this thing) the Ef

fečts of their Nature. -

Hence it doth appear, that mans fate is not

neceſſitous and abſolute, but contingent and

voluntary;
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voluntary; for the Stars work not upon the

Intelle& immediately, but upon the Humours,

and they communicate to the Senſes, and ſo

the Intelleå is inform’d, according to the old

Philoſophical Axiome, Nihil in Intellettu quod

nos prius fuit in ſenſu; and therefore if Man .

runs into an extream, it is not by compul

ſion of the Stars, for Agunt non Cogunt , but

from the Curſe upon Adam's Sin, that now .

lies heavy upon our Shoulders, our Senſes,

I ſhould have ſaid; but I muſt remember,

that I am now an Aſtrologer, and ſo I ought

to ſhew my ſelf: And therefore to my Bu

ſineſs. -

C H A P. VI.

Of the Native. Wit, &c.

He Significators of Wit and underſtand

T ing are firſt ; for he ruleth the rea

ſonable part of the mind, and the faculties

thereof. Secondly, the (, and ſhe governeth

the Brain , and the ſenſitive part, with all

its ſenſual affections; ſo that if theſe two

Planets are ſtrong and fortunate, in good A

ſpe&t with each other, and free from the Ma

|lignant Rays of the Infortunes, they promiſe

eminent and flouriſhing Effects both in the

intelle&ual and ſenſitive faculties— & a con

tra. If $3 be in his own Houſe, and in good

places of Heaven, and every way ſtrongerº *
* the
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the D , then Reaſon ſhall rule over all the

faculties and affeótions of Senſe ; but if the

Q is ſtronger (as it generally happens) than

3, then on the contrary, the rational facul

ties of the mind muſt become the Servants to

the ſenſes; that is in plain. terms, brutiſh
Paſſion will overcome Reaſon.

The Native hath a good, ſober, ingenieus,

witty Capacity. -

1. When the D and g are in of chiefly in

an aery Sign. * .

2. When the C and {} are in Sk, which

is better than the A in this kind of Judg

ment,

3. When the C and j are in A from good

places of Heaven. -

4. Y in his own Houſes, or in Y in Recep

tion with 3, gives an excellent ſharp wit ;

the ſame if the D or § be in Conjunétion with

the Dragons & or $5; the like when the

D is in her greateſt North or South La

| titude.

5. above the Earth, inclines the Native

to Oratory; under the Earth, to Arts and

Sciences. - - - - - - - - -

6. § in ::, Oriental and ſwift in motion,

in good Aſpećt of D, makes the Native able
to learn anything. tº . . . . . . . . . .

7 Many Planets in the aery Triplicity give

very ačtive wits. . .

8. § and the D in good Aſpe&t with

ſtrong and fortunate Stars, makes the Natives

wit famous by their effects; with h it makes

grave and ſober; with x, honeſt and Reli

gious; with d" crafty and confident ; with Q
- * F' . diſcreet
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diſcreet in examining dubiºmatters, with 2

jocoſe, merry and jeſting.

The 9 and g in [] or ò, gives a trouble

ſom contentious wit 5 and if either of them be

in their Detrimentor Fall, it gives a ſeditious

raſh and lewd wit, given to debauched Con

trivances. - -

..? in 25 in Ll of 3, gives a very troubled

wit, and a very troubleſom fellow.

§ Cadent, Combuſt, Occidental, Peregrine,

and afflićted of the Infortunes, gives a raw,

rude, inſipid Underſtanding,

Note, that if g be in Aquary, and in D

to dº in the eighth Houſe, it gives a very igno

rant Capacity.

CHA P. VII.

Of the form and Stature of the Body.

H*. finiſhed thoſe things that belong

to the Mind, I will next add ſome Con

ſiderations of the form and Stature of the

Body, which |..". is at this day darker

and more abſtruſe than the former ; becauſe

the Conſtitution of the form and favour of

-the Native, depends as well upon the Parents

and Progenitors, as upon the Coeleſtial Bodies;

and beſides that Seminal effect, the place of

Birth, Education, Diet and Exerciſe, doth

: alter the favour and form of the

Ody. -

Yet *

|
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Yet it is indubitable, but the well placin

of the Planets, do add much to the beauty an

luſtre of the Body; and on the contrary, the

ill placing of the Significators do disfigureand
as much deform the ſame.

I ſhall here omit the Deſcription of the

Planets and Signs of the Zodiack at large,

having given you that in the firſt Part, and

come dire&ly to give you the Rules, which
are as followeth.

The Stature of the Body is deſcribed by

the Aſcendant his Lord , and the Planet or

Planets beholding him, and the Planet or Pla

nets in the Aſcendant, together with the Lu

minaries and the fixed Stars, Take theſe

Rules for the Planets.

Oriental - a meanſlature inclin

h : :*: ing to brevity.

Occidental rt.

• Oriental - a high tall ſtature.

: ive;
Occidental Pº a mean,yet rather tall

Oriental a tall ſtature.

s: }*::: mean,inclining to
Occidental tallneſs.

Oriental a mean,inclining to

$: }*{ tallneſs.

Occidental a meanſlature.

§ whether Oriental or Occidental partakes

of the Nature of his Diſpoſitor; but if hebe

placed in the Aſcendant in his own Houſe, or

the Houſes of the Lights, he partakes of the

Nature of the Sign he is in; and ſo of the Lu

F 2 mºlnarićS,
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minaries, yet the Sun gives a large Body, the

.6 increaſing, gives a pretty tall ſtature , but

decreaſing a ſhort ill compoſed;
The Stature of the Signs are briefly thus:

Y, 8, 2-, and in, give a mean ſtature, in

clining to tallneſs. -

Su, rºt, and 2,-tall.

ss, VP,and 9%, ſhort.

II, a tall ſtrait Body. -

::, a mean Body, rather ſhort. --

To this add theſe Cautions; Firſt, Q or §

from their Houſes or Exaltations, beholding

the Lord of the Aſcendant, give a tall ſtature;

in their Detriment and Falls, the contrary.

Secondly, h, 23, or 3 in Houſe or Exal

tation, give one kind of ſtature; Peregrine,

and Retrograde another ; therefore you muſt

mix your Judgment accordingly. ... "

And here I muſt diſſent from the Opinion

of the Learned Leovitius, who ſaith we ought

to negle&t the Sign aſcending in this kind of

judgment, and except only of the Lord of the

Aſcendant, and his Diſpoſitor ; I take, the

Sign aſcending,his Lord,and the (, , for princi

pal Significators, and I have good reaſon for

ſo doing. -

Concerning the Corpulency of the Body,

Authors are of divers minds and Opinions;

Ptolomy thinks it comes from South Latitude,

leanneſs from North Latitude.—Ienvitius

attributes it to the Signs, to which end heap

points the firſt half of Y, &, Sl. for groſs

neſs, , the latter half for leanneſs ; ſo II and

11, the firſt partlean, the latter fat; GS and:
-

tile

---.” --- * * - -

-

}
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, the firſt part mean, the latter tending to groß

neſs; ?, the firſt part lean, the latter fat 3

tºp, ºr, &, and 96, give a mean proportion,

yet the latter partof: inclines to groſsneſs.----

But my opinion is, that fatneſs is cauſed by

the Q and the other Significators being po

ſited in moiſt and aery Signs, in good Ray with

*l or ? ; , from whence is produced a good

digeſtion and fermentation; by which means

the Chyle is ſoon converted into an inflamable

Sulphureous ſubſtance.

Leanneſs is produced by thoſe Significators

poſition in earthy, Signs, in Aſpect with h .

and 3, from which is produced a ſharp accid

juice which cauſeth moſt ſtrong digeſtion,

and at ſome times, a violent fermentation ; ,

by which means the more inflamable part

of the thymus, in the 'ſecond and third di

geſtion is conſumed, and the other part.

precipitated , and is one cauſe of Obſtru

&tions: Hence it is that lean men have ge

nerally great Stomachs ; and all this may

appear by the preparation of Tartarum. Wi.

triolatum,- -- -

--

- " * * * *
º .

*

--

" ... }
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CHAP. VIII.

Of the Birth in general, and of ſome

* uſeful general Ruler,

Ecauſe the Effe&ts of the Stars are divers

and various, in producing mirth or miſe

ry to every Native, I ſhall here#: you ſome

Rules (before I come to the re ºr

ſes in order) to know whether the Native will

be generally happy or unfortunate in the courſe

of É. life, and when ; for ſome live ſplendid

ly in their Youth, and beg in their old Age;

others live meanly in their Youth, and are

glorious at their Ends;but others live famouſly

both in wealth and honour all their Days.

Therefore obſerve, –If in a Nativity four

Planets or more are Eſſentially ſtrong, in Houſe

or Exaltation ; or in mutual Reception from

the ſame Dignities; it ſignifies a moſt excel.

lent Fortune, and the Native ſhall be generally

fortunate in the ačtions of his whole life;—-

on the contrary, if many Planets ſhall be in

their Detriment, Falls, Peregrine, Cadent

and without Reception ; it makes the Native

Hive obſcurely, miſerably, and poor without
a Miracle.

Next let the Luminaries be conſidered, for

from their Poſition may the Artiſt draw nota

ble Arguments, either for, or againſt felicity;

the G) and D, in the firſt, ſecond, fifth,

tenth, or eleventh Houſes, in 36 or A toi.
other;

of the Hou
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other; either of them in the Aſcendant with

or without a notable fixed Star; the G) or D.

in the eleventh in k or A to a Planet in the

ſecond, eſpecially with Reception; the G)

upon the cuſp of the tenth in 36 or A to 3:

or 9, and they ſtrong; but if Ó be then in

19 deg. of Y, it works wonderfully : theſe

are , all great Arguments of . Fortune ; but

if they are otherwiſe placcd, judge the

contrary.

But if ſome Stars are well dignified, and

others are ill dignified , , it gives a various

and unſetled fortune, chiefly if they are in

moveable Signs; the Q, Q , and 3, with 3:

and 9 above the Earth, makes the younger

years moſt fortunate ; but if under the Earth,

the latter part of the life will be more glorious;

But this chiefly depends upon the Direétions

of the moſt eminent Significators, to the

ſtrongeſt Promittors of wealth and Honour:

But remember this laſt Rule ; for it is moſt

certain, that h or 6 Peregrine in the Tenth,

or the Dragon's tail is in that Houſe, deſtroys

the Natives Honour, Credit, and Reputation;.

eſpecially if the Sun and Moon are in D to:

each other; but if this Poſition happens in.

his ſecond Houſe, it makes him poor to hiss

Grave. --
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* ,

nious men may be done divers ways, -But

CHAP. IX.

Of malth and Rishº, the judgment of

the ſecond Houſe. .

He Ancient Aſtrologers have differed

much about the Judgment of this Houſe ;

Ptolomy takes his Judgment from the GB, and

from thoſe Planets who have dominion in the

place thereof; but the Arabians uſe otherMe

thods in this Judgment, whoſe diverſities of

Opinions I ſhall here omitt, I being in this

place deſigned rather to perform things for

Frofit than Speculation ; and therefore I ſhall

endeavour to lay down the moſt authentick

Rules, delivered both by the Ancient and Mo

dern Aſtrologers in theſe particulars.—

And for the Benefit of the young Student ,

I will be more large in the Judgment of this,

Houſe, than any before me have been ; be

cauſe it is the moſt uſeful part of this Science,

in all kind of Predićtions; for there can be

no great advancement, but Riches are annexed

as a Companion to it: Hence it is that Riches

are but the Produćt of Dignity, Honours,

the favour of Princes, Marriage, &c. There

- fore that Native that is born to an Eſtate,comes

within the Judgment of this Houſe, whether

his Induſtry ſhall be imployed in the keeping

and increaſing of his Eſtate, or profuſely

ſpending or conſuming of it, which by ingé.

the

——--

-

-

-

-

-

-
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the principal thing to be known in the Judg

ment of this Houſe, is, which be the Signifi

. cators; and they are in number ſix, as fol

loweth : - -

Firſt, the ſecond Houſe ; which Houſe be

gins five degrees before the Cuſp of the Houſe,

and continues till within five degrees of the .

Cuſp of the third ; therefore what Planet ſoc

veris within thoſe Limits, is ſaid to be in that

Houſe. -

Secondly, the Lord of the Sign placed on

the Cuſp of the ſecond Houſe, and the Lord

of the Sign intercepted there, if any be. . .

Thirdly, the Part of fortune, or the GB.

Fourthly, the Diſpoſitor of the Pars for

thſta. -

Fifthly, 14 whereſoever placed, is Signifi

cator of Riches. -

Sixthly, the Planets placed in the ſecond

Houſe, -whether there are one or more; and;

the nearer they are to the Cuſp of ther

Houſe, ſo much the more viſible are their

effects. . . . . - -

And theſe ſix Significators will afford Judg

ment upon theſe four Propoſitions.— . . .

Firſt, whether the Child ſhall be Rich or Poor;

or whether he ſhall augment, or conſume the -

Goods or Eſtate left of his Parents.

Secondly, if Rich, how attain it...

Thirdly, b -
what means, lawſuſ or un

lawful, . . " -

Fourthly , whether the ſubſtance gotten -

ſhall continue, or not; for we often ſee that

many men are made Rich by Providence, and

again reduced to Poverty. .

*::: r - Øiºi
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of theſe four in their order; † begin withi

the firſt. -

p Ro positio N I.

Shall the Native be Rich or Poor?
-

T matters not whether the Significators of

| Riches are Fortunes or Infortunes; for Fº

or 3 in the ſecond Houſe, ſtrong and fortu

nate, that is, in good Aſpett and Reception.

withthe Luminaries, or the Lord of the Aſcen

dant or ſecond. Houſe, will give Riches with

more Power and Continuance, than T. or $2.

Combuſt in the ſecond.

Therefore if the aforeſaid Significators, or

the major part of them, are ſtrong and fortu

nate, the Native ſhall; be indued with more

than a middle fortune—To which add theſe

general certain Rules:-- -

3& Eſſentially ſtrong in the Aſcendant or

ſecond Houſe, in × or A of D, or Lord of

the Aſcendant or ſecond.

The Luminaries in >k or A from good

Houſes, give Riches and Honours. -

The Significators with Regal Fixed Stars in

good Houſes, give a conſiderable fortune.

1. Lord of the ſecond, or Diſpoſitor of

the 6B gives the ſame, ſaith Argol, P.--P.

The ſame Author ſaith, that the two Infore

tunes in Angles, and Fortunes in Succedant

Houſes, makes the Native poor in the begin

ningof his life, but Rich afterward,

->
-

-

– — - —
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:

The Dragons Head with the G3, gives,

Riches Argol. -

But if in a Nativity you find things contra

ry to theſe, or that § or 3 are in the ſecond

Houſe Peregrine, the Lord of the ſecond,

Combuſt in D, or 3’ to the Infortunes, the

Dragons tail in the ſecond, or the D afflićted

of f, eſpecially in an Angle, you may with

out danger give your Judgment, that the Nav.

tive wilſboth live and dye very Poor.

Pro P. II.

By what meanſ ſhall the Native be

Rich or Poor £

Hº: diſcovered by the Precedent Rules,

whether the Native will be Rich or Poor;

the next thing is, by what means ſhall he ad.

vance, or ſuffer, in his Eſtate.

In this, Queſtion the Significators before--

mentioned muſt be obſerved, by what Planets,

they are afflićted;or whether they are weak Eſ.

ſentially, by what Stars they are fortunated, or

whether Eſſentially ſtrong or not,- and then ,

you muſt obſerve what Houſe the promiſing or -

afflićting Planet is in, or is Lord of; and alſo ,

what Things and Perſons thoſe Planets ſigni--

fie, Ofwhich the Table follows,

º - - - Cá, -
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Of the Nature of each Planet, being Signi

ficator of Riches, divided into Thingr.
- and Perſonse -

Husbandry, Fruits of the:

Earth, Mines, Metals, , ,

Treaſures, Buildings, Mi

ſers, Inheritances of the,

Dead, Priſons, Debt, and

all unclean Labour.

-*

| Things

ſh Signi-3 -

fier of - old men, Husbandmen,

- - Diggers of Metals, Maſons,

Perſons.<!Tanners, Jews, Jeſuites,

YMoors; Careleſs, Enyious,

- . . f. Solitary, deceitful Per-,

ł U. ſons.

Eccleſiaſtical Dignities,

Religion, Rule and Au

thority in the Church,

SHoneſty and vertue.

- § Biſhops, Law

- ſº

* . . Things

ºf Signi-3

$igr of

* - ters, Judges, Advocates, .

oble and Rich men, Se

nators or Parliament men, .

and all Civilians in ge

neral,

Perſons

-

|

& Signifies
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s
of

vićtory, Valiant ačts :

-

. . . JSmiths, Chymiſtry , and
Things Sall works belonging to

the Fire; Tyranny, and

all manner of violence.\ \

'3. Signi-‘ º, | --

et 1, ſ Treacherous, Seditious,

:

|-

.*

fi

Cruel; Confident, Quar

rellers; alſo Chirurgeons,

Captains and great Com:

manders of Armies, all.

ſ. contention, Biſcord, War,

| -

!

that work in the Fire,

: . . . . UGunners, Cutlers, &c.

ſ

- *

L

w

!

nity, Renown, Rule, Ho
nour, and all illuſtrious

Aćtions. - ! -

9 signi.j
fier of .

º

U.

( . Kingdomes , Common

- wealths, Nobility, Dig

| Things&

* * Kings, Princes, Dukes,

- - Nº. Famous,§§
Perſons.<ſpe&t, Lowers *. Deſi

- rers of Honours,ºc. Am

bitious.|

| Beauty, Giſts of Friends

. . and Women, Marriage;

Thingº powry in Marriage; all
- fine Órnaments for the

- Body, Senſuality, exceſs

Lin carnal Pleaſures.

3.

U. - -

[ . . . Howe, Pity, Fellowſhip,

fier of

2 Signi

- - Perſons
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|

- g Signi-* after Curioſities.—

Genile, Trim in Appa

rel, Dancers, Woers, io

Perſ versof Women, Deſirers

of Belightsand Banquets,

| Muſicians, Poets, Pain.
le ters,&c.

fa Bargains, Buſineſs, Arts,

- . of.Stu

Thin y, Inventers of new Arts
gs *ā Fancies, Searchers

|

fies ſ Profeſſors of Philoſophy,

Mathematicians, Arith.

} meticians, Accomptants,

Perſons; Notaries," "Merchanis.

Ingravers, Ingenious.Ar

|ja| ſorts, Craf.

, wea Uty and Unſtable,

All things that abound in

moiſture, the Sea, Ri

Things ‘vers, Study of Hiſtories,

mbaſſies, Navigations,.

Pereginations, &c.

signiº &Çs . Queens, Widows, com- ...

mon People, Mariners,

Perſons.<Lacquies, Ambaſſadors, -

w eſſengers, Fiſhermen, -.

t Vagabonds, &c.

-

What:

º
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:

:

What is the ſignification of the twelve

Houſes, I have already ſhewed you at large in

the eighth Chapter of thefirſt Part; and there

fore Pſhalfforbear all further mention of them

here, and refer you to its proper place.

Now to return to our laſt Queſtion propo

ſed, i.e. By what means, &c. and ſo improve

this Dočtrine laſt mentioned.

Therefore if you would Judge by what

means Gain, or Loſs of Eſtate ſhall happen to

the Native, Behold the Significators as you

were dire&ed in the firſt Propoſition, and ſee

if be fortunate or unfortunate; if all the

Significators are fortunate (which is very rare)

then Judge the Eſtate or Riches ſhall come by

ſuch Perſons and Things which thoſe Planets

fignifie, and the Houſe they are in; alſo the

Planets that behold them with good Rays,

and what Houſe or Houſes thoſe Planets are

Lords of.--So on the contrary, if the Sig

nificators are unfortunate, Judge of the loſs

of Eſtate, or that the Native ſhall be kept Poor

by ſuch Perſons and Things which thoſe Pla

nets and Houſes have Signification of.-

For Example.

Suppoſe 6 to be Lord of the ſecond,

frong in the ſecond, in A or >k with Recep

tion of T. or $ in the eleventh Houſe, the

Native ſhall have very Honourable Friends,and

ſuch as ſhall vigorouſly endeavour to advance

his Intereſt, and that the Native ſhall be im

ployed as a Steward or Treaſurer to ſome

Prince er Nobleman ; or in a more *::::
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Birth, a. Pay-Maſter or Receiver in ſome Of.

fice, &c. but if the Pars fortune ſhall be in:

of with 3, and both in D to their Diſpoſitor,

and ſhe $, and in the fifth Houſe ; then the

Eſtate is conſumed by Drinking and Whoring,

and ſuch like 5 but if with h, and he in the

ſixth Houſe, then by Melancholick Diſeaſes, ill.

Servants; loſs by ſmall Cattle, if a Countrey

man; and ſo of the reſt of the Significators;

If you find them fortunate, Judge Wealth and

Riches; if unfortunate Poverty : But the time,

when theſe things ſhall happen muſt be known

by the good or bad Direáions of the five Hyle

gicals to their ſeveral Promittors, eſpecially of

the GB , and take good notice of that dire

&tional Body or Aſpećt which falls in the ſe

cond Houſe; for whether the Significator be.

the Aſcendant G), ), or GB, it ſhall have great.

Signification in the Eſtate of the Native,

according to the Quality of it, whether good

or bad.

Sometimes alſo it happens that the Signifi

cators are equally balanced in the terms of

good and bad; in ſuch a Caſe the Native ſhall,

live ſtruggling with his fortune all his days,

ſometimesunder a good Direčtion, he ſhall get

ſomething, and by and by, under a bad one,

... he ſhall loſe all again.

PROP.”
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P R O P. III.

Shall the Native gain Riche, by juſt

- or Unjuſt meanſ ?

Tº Judgment of this Particular alſo, is

: taken from the Poſition and Quality of

the Significators, whether good or evil, and

that Significator is called good or benevolent,

which is placed in the Dignities of a Benefick

Star, althcugh of his own Nature he is evil—

when the benevolent Planets are Significators,

and not afflićted with the Malignant Rays of

Th or 3, nor in cſ with any violent fixed

Stars, it ſhews the Native ſhall gain Riches by

lawſul means; -- but, if a Malevolent Star.

ſhall be Significator, and not indued with

benevolent Rays, it ſhºws the contrary; eſpe

cially if it be one of the Superior Stars, and

either Retrograde or Combuſt. -

If a fortunate Planet is Significator, and

yet placed in the Dignitics of an evil one ; it

ſheweth the Native to get Riches both by law

ful and unlawful means; if Retrograde or

Combuſt, the ſame; Likewiſe if a Malevolent

be Significator, and yet placed in the Dignities

of a good Planet, it ſignifies the ſame:– thus

far Leovitius, the truth of all is indeed,

if the two Infortunes h and 3, , or either of

them happen to be Significator of ſubſtance,

and ſtrong; and there be other Arguments of

greatneſs in the Nativity, and the two Infor.
tunts

º

º
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tunes are the moſt potent Stars among them,

affiting the fortunes it or Q fromfiery Signs;

the Native ſo born ſhall be Prodigious in his

fortune, laying about him on every ſide, and

asking no Queſtions for Conſcience ſake; but,

trfas autnefits, if it pleaſeth his humour it is

lis own; ſometimes it is a point of Equity,

othertimes it is for Neceſſity, Religion, Secu

rity of his own, &c. on the contrary, if x:

or 2 are Significators of Riches, and free

from the ill Rays of h, and 3, and in their

Eſſential Dignities, or the Q well placed and

fortunate in g or good Aſpeč of the Lord

of the Aſcendant; the Native is juſt, mer

ciful, and a hater of all baſe unjuſt ačtions.

. Many more Rules are delivered by theAn

cients in the Judgment of this Houſe, which

becauſe I judge them rather burthenſom than

uſeful, I do here omitt, and think this here

delivered to be ſufficient, if carefully con

ſidered.—

P R O P. IV.

Shall the Riches of the Native continue:

and be dureable or not f

T this caſe you muſt obſerve—

Firſt, The Planet or Planets poſited in:

the ſecond Houſe, whether fortunate or unfor

tunate, Benevolents or Malevolents; if there

happen to be a fortune in the ſecond, in

Houſe or Exaltation, or in Receptionº:
- aime
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ſame Dignities, it promiſes a peaceable and

quiet enjoyment of their Eſtates all their days,

but if he be weak and unfortunate, it brings

many Troubles and Perplexities.

If it be an Infortune in the ſecond, yet if he

be fortunate and ſtrong there (the ºf except.

ed) it preſerves the Natives Riches by a kind

of imperious violence ; eſpecially if he be in

a Regal Sign 5 but if he be weak and unfortu.

nate, it diſſipates the Natives Eſtate ſtrangely,

according to the nature of the afflićting Pla

net; as if 8, by Diſeaſes and common Croſſes

in the world ; if 3, by Quarrels and Con

tentions, perhaps Whoring; if the Dragons

Tail, by ſlanderous Reports, from whence

come Quarrels and Law Suits, Et ſic de
Četeriº,

But if many Planets, are in the ſecond

Houſe, then you muſt ſeriouſly examine who

be Fortunes and Fortunate, and who Infor

tunes and Unfortunate; and alſo the ſtrength

and poſition of the Lord of the ſecond Houſe;

for I know a Perſon now living, who from

nothing got ſome Hundreds, and yet had h

and the ºy in Dowo ſecunda, and H Peregrine

there alſo. - -

Secondly, if you find no Planet in the ſe

cond Houſe, ſee to the Lord of the ſecond

Houſe, and the Diſpoſitor of the 633 for if

they ſhall be ſtrong and fortunate, in good

places of the Figure, and in good Aſpett

with x or Q, and they ſtrong, it ſheweth

the continuance of Riches to the lifes end ;

on the contrary, if they are in ill Aſpetts.

of the Infortunes from obſcure places of the

Figure, ſhews, the Native ſhall never *:
- 3.

**
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able to get an Eſtate, nor yet to keep what

is given him. -

Sometimes it happens that ſome ofthe Sig

nificators are ſtrong, and yet that may be

over-balanced by ſome evil poſition that may

obſcure their Energy, and from thence will be

produced a continual influx and deflux in the

Natives Eſtate, what is gotten under a good

Dircótion, is loſt under an evil one, and his

labour is only continued to his lives end with

hopes. - . -

But to know in particular when theſe

things, ſhall happen, you muſt obſerve the

Direétions ; for they are the only digiti to

point out the quando, when ; yet for thoſe

who require a more general way to know in

what part of the Natives life the Eſtate ſhalf

approach or decline, let it be obſerved in what

quarter of Heaven the Significators are placed;

for if they are between the firſt and tenth

Houſes, it ſhews the Native to get an Eſtate

in his Minority, perhaps by gifts; if between

the tenth and ſeventh, at Man's eſtate, or full

grown years ; if between the ſeventh and

fourth in his declining years; but if between

the fourth Houſe and Aſcendant , in the laſt

part of his life, not long before Death. Like

wiſe the Significators Oriental direét, ſwift in

courſe, and in the Oriental Quadrants ſhews

Riches to come in the younger years; but if

Retrograde, ſlow in motion, and Occidental,in .

she elder years, or old Age.— . .

- .
-

*

-* -
* - º

C H A P.
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C H A P. X.

Of Brethren and Siſterſ : being the judg

ment of the third Houſe.

His Queſtion of Brethren and Siſters is

chiefly proper to the Nativity of a firſt

born Son or Daughter; but if that cannot be

had, it may be Judged from any other, if

theſe following Rules are but carefully ob

ſerved. - -

Firſt, The third Houſe with its Sign and

Degree, together with the intercepted Sign, if:

there be any. * *

Secondly, the Lord of the Cuſp of the third,

and Sign intercepted. . -

Thirdly, 3 who is always a Significator of

Biothers, and 2 of Siſters, together with the

Planet or Planets in the third; If all theſe

Significators or the greateſt part of them

ſhall be fruitful Planets, and placed in fertile

Signs, they ſhew many Brethren and Siſters:

but if they are Barren and in barren Signs,

) the contrary: But if there be a medium

between both, as indeed it moſt generally is,

then you muſt conſider and Judge by the grea

teſt, number of Teſtimonies; to which end

conſider the Planets and Signs in this manner

following: - -

". . .

-

The
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Planets are ren are

4 & a Iſleans
Q?

Yet the O inclines to barrenneſs, becauſe

of his exceſs of heat and dryneſ; 5–But the

j is more fruitful; becauſe of her moiſture,

which is a grand aſſiſtant to generation; º;

is of the Nature of the Planet to whom he is

joyned, either by Body or Aſpect , , in

which remember that the 3 is preferred be

fore a A, a A before a ¥, a $ before a DJ,

but a n before an º'; and a Partile Aſped

before a Platick.

§ Likewiſe taketh the Nature of that Pla

net in whoſe Eſſential Dignities he is; hence

it is that it is ſaid he partakes of the Nature

of two Planets, of one in whoſe Dignities he

is, the other with whom he is in Aſpećt;

but in this laſt caſe the d is moſt conſi

derable.— . . .

The Nature of the Signſ, with Rea

ſons why they are ſo.

Y is a barren Sign, becauſe it is the Houſe

of d" a barren Planet, and it is the Exalta

tion of the O, who is rather barren than

fruitful.

8 is rather fruitful than barren, becauſe

it is the Houſe of Q and Exaltation of the D,

both of them fruitful Planets,

- II is

- #2 The Lumi.
Theº:§::}} naries are in .

s
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|

.

r

rt is a barren Sign, becauſe of the ſeveral

Conſtallations in that Sign of the Nature

of 3 and g, of which Aldebaran is the chief;

and becauſe it is in D to 3¢, the great Dig

nities of 9.

s is a very fruitful Sign, becauſe it is

the Houſe of the D , and the Exaltation

of 1%.

&l is a barren Sign, becauſe it is the Houſe

of the G), who is barren ; and becauſe of

ſeveral fixed Stars of the Nature of h, d",

and G), all barren Planets.

It is eſteemed a barren Sign in this parti

cular and generation 3 but in matters Intel

lećtual, the fruitfulleſt Sign in the whole

Zodiack.

tº is rather fruitful than barren, becauſe it

is the Houſe of 2, and Exaltation of h.

m is a fruitful Sign, yet ſo much the leſs

fruitful, becauſe it is the Houſe of 3.

f is rather fruitful than barren, becauſe it is

the Houſe of 1.

ºf and & aresº barren, becauſe of

the rule of hin both, dominion of 3 in

one of them.

36 is a moſt fruitful Sign, becauſe it is the

Houſe of 37, and Exaltation of £ , and of

the watry Triplicity beſides.

This is the Nature of the twelve Signs, .

which ought carefully to be obſerved in all

Queſtions where this kind of Judgment is

required; in particular, thoſe of the third,

the fifth, and ſeventh Houſes; in the Judgment

of which Houſes I ſhall forbear to mention

it again, and therefore ſhall refer you hi

e You
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You may alſo enquire concerning the Life,

Eſtate, Sickneſs, Marriage, Honour, and

Death of the Brethren, by varying the Fi

gure as you have been already taught, and

call the third the firſt, the fourth the ſe. . .

cond,&c. - -

Of the agreement of the Brothers

and Siſterſ. -

If the Lords of the firſt and third Houſes

do behold each other with a Benevolent Aſ

pećt, or ſome Planet in the third in Sk, A

or Reception with the Lord of the firſt, or

a Planet in the firſt, in the ſame Configura

~ tion with the Lord of the third , it ſhews a

happy agreement between them; but if you

• find the contrary, judge accordingly—

* * * * . • º

-

- -

- |

º
-

º

º

- *
**

-

º
-

º

w - : §
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C H A P. XI.

Of thingſ to be conſidered in the judg

ment of the fourth Houſe,

—And firſt of the Natives Father whoſe

Significators are,

. The fourth Houſe.

. The Lord of the fourth.

. The G) in a Diurnal, but h in a Noćtur-,

nal Nativity. -

. The Planet or Planets poſited in the:
fourth.

Tº: Significators ſtrong and fortunate, in

good Configurations with the Benevolent

Planets, ſhew the Father to be in a health

ful condition; but if they are weak and un

fortunate, it ſhews the contrary. -

The Lord of the Aſcendant in good Aſpect

with the Lord of the fourth, or in Reception

with him or h, or @, it ſhews the friendſhip

of the Native and his Father to be durable.

If they ſhall be in D or 32, eſpecially if

either of them are in the firſt or fourth, it

ſhews the diſagreement, and that they ſhall

ſo differ, as not to be eaſily reconciled again.

Yet if there be no ſuch poſition or applica

tion, yet if the D tranſlates the light of one

to another, by a good ray it ſignifies the ſame

thing as before,
G The
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The Significators of the Mother, are firſt

the tenth Houſe. Secondly, the Lord thereof.

Thirdly, 2 in a Diurnalſ, but the 9 in a

Noćturnal Geniture, Fourthly, the Planet or

Planets in the tenth Houſe. Judge of theſe as

you were before directed in the Fathers Sig

nificators. -

Many curious Queſtions might be hence re

ſolved ; to wit, whether the Parents ſhall agree,

or who ſhall dye firſt, or which of the Parents

loves the Native beſt, &c. but he that hath

once well read the Dočtrine of Queſtions, and

now knows the particular Significators, can

not be to ſeek in ºtheſe Queſtions on a Na

tivity. -

of the Native, ſucceſ; in Digging fºr

Miner and Metals, and Treaſurer

in the Earth.

h Lord of the fourth, in the fourth ſtrong,

viz, in his own Houſe or Exaltation, direč,

ſwift, not combuſt, &c. in good Aſpect with

the Benevolent Planets, ſhews the Native ſhall

be ſucceſsful in Diggingand Mining ; the Lord

of the fourth in Reception with either of the

Luminaries or their Diſpoſitor, ſhews the

ſame. - -

3: in of with GP in the fourth Houſe, ſhews

the Native to be fortunate in hidden Treaſures,

or in things belonging to the Earth; but h or

3 Peregrine, or the R5, there, deſtroys the

• Natives endeavours in theſe things.

C H A P.

-
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C. H. A. P. XII.

Sheweth the judgment on the fifth

Houſe.

°. Tº: Judgment of this Houſe gives an ac

count of the Natives Children, whether

few or many,long liv'd or ſhort ; and I will di

vide the Judgment hereofinto two Heads,viz.

1. Shall the Native have Children, or not *

2. Shall they dye young, or live to years

more ripe and perfeót 2.

The Significators are the Aſcendant and fifth

Houſes with their Lords, and the Lord of the

eleventh; theſe duely conſidered, you may

give an Anſwer to the firſt§.
The Cuſps of the firſt and fifth poſſeſt by fruit

ful Signs, and the Lords of thoſe Houſes in

fruitful Signs ; it ſhews the Native may have
many Children.

*l or ? in the fifth, in good Aſpećt and Re

ception with the Lord of the Aſcendant,

gives Iſſue.

The Lord of the fifth in Aſpećt with ?,

and ſhe and the D in L1 to dº, gives Children;

but they ſometimes prove Baſtards, 3 in the

eleventh (which is the fifth from the ſeventh)

in [I] to the D, the Natives Wife is not ca

pable of bearing Children quomiam deftius ºft

\
in vaſtbits deputatis generationi.

- G 2 - h,
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*, 3, or 35 in II, SU, or 1% in the fifth

Houſe, the Native is barren, whether Man or

Woman, non habens vim generandi ; but the

Ilord of the firſt, fifth, or the eleventh, with

the D in fruitful Signs, gives the Native a ve

ry plentiful Iſſue; eſpecially if they are in any

of their Houſes, or in good Aſpect with Re

ception. -

But beſides Radical poſitions, there ought

to be conſidered the Parents of the Native,

good Directions eſpecially of Q , which

oft-times provokes the aëts of Venery, with

viſible ſucceſs. --—

Secondly, Shall they dye young, or live

to older years.

' ' The Significators before-mentioned in good

Aſpe&t with the fortunes from good places of

Heaven, the Natives Children live, thrive, and

are ſolike to continue; but if weak and affli

&ted, the contrary. -

The Lord of the fifth in D or 5’ to H or

{6, or Lord of the eighth or 12th, the Chil

dren" ſive not long; h, 3, and Ry in the

-

fifth or eleventh, the ſame; the G) or D in

the fifth, in Li or & to h or 3, deſtroys

the Natives, Children; if x or ? hap to

Lords of the fifth , and in 5’ to H or 6,

the Children dye in their Minority.

But to know whether the Natives Children

ſhall be Males or Females, you muſt colle&

the Teſtimonies of the Significators, and judge

by the greater number; for if the Sign aſcend

ing, and the Sign of the fifth are Maſculine

Signs,



Signs, and their Lords Maſculine Planets, and

they and the D in Maſculine Houſes and Signs,

the Natives Children ſhall be Males; if in Fe.

minine, the contrary. -

C H A. P. XIII.

Shewing the judgment belonging to the

fixth Houſe , i. e. of Sickneſ; and

Servantſ.

LL Men that live in the world are ſub-.

jećt at ſome time or other to Sickneſs

and Diſeaſes; and all Diſeaſes, in a general'

way , are to be known by theſe Significators

following:

1. The Aſcendant and his Lord.

2. The Luminaries, but chiefly the D.

3. The ſixth Houſe, and the Lord thereof:

4. The Planet or Planets poſited in the ſixth.

In every one of theſe Significators, two

things muſt be conſidered ; Firſt, whether it

be fortunate or weak ; Secondly, whether it

be free from the Malignant Rays of h and & 3.

for if all theſe Significators, or the greateſt

part of them ſhall be ſtrong and free from

the Malignant Rays, of the Malevolents, it

ſhews a ſtronghº conſtitution of Body;

but on the contrary, if they ſhall be afflićted

and oppreſſed of the Malevolents, they make
s - G 3 the



the Body ſickly , unhealthful, and a perfeót

Repoſitum of Diſeaſes.

The Lord of the Sixth fortunate, the p

ſtrong and in good Configuration with the

Lord of the ſixth , and both beholding the

Aſcendant and his Lord, 3% or Q in the ſixth

fortunate, give a moderately healthful Conſti

tution of Body; but if the ſixth Houſe, his

Lord, and the Q ſhall be Combuſt, Peregrine,

afflićted of h, g’, or Q3, it ſhews, the contra

ry,-—in which obſerve,"—that theſe ill Con

figurations hurt moſt in, or, from Angles,

and a Partile is worſe than a Platick Aſpect ;

for Example, the Q , in ſº in 3P to h in Y,

if the 3’ be Partile, it gives the Gravel in the

Kidneys, or perhaps the Stone, if there are

other Arguments of Petrification ; but if it be

a Platick Aſpect, it gives only a weakneſs in

the Reins, Hypochondriack Melancholy, &c. if

from Angles it is the worſe;but worſt of all from

the firſt and ſeventh , and theſe ill Aſpects are

more Malignant when they are applying, than

when they are ſeparating; and ſo in the reſt.
The kinds of Diſeaſes are known from the

Nature of that Significator, which is either

weak or afflićted of the Malevolents. Secondly,

by the Nature of the Sign that Significator

poſſeſſeth. Thirdly, by the Nature of the

Planet afflićting the Significator , either by

Body or Aſpect. And Fourthly, from the Nå

ture of the Sign, the afflićting Planet poſ.

ſeſſeth. And although I have briefly

given an account in the firſt Part of this Book

of the Diſeaſes each Planet governs 5 yet judg

ing I have been too ſhort there, in this moſt

uſeful part of Aſtrology, I will for the in

couragement
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* couragement of the ingenious , add in this
º, placed Table of the Parts and Diſeaſes which

every Planet governs. -

ſ Spleen.

- Right Ear.

h ruleh, in the Bladder.
Body of Man, the ' Bones.

- Teeth.

URctentive faculty,

ſ Stone, * - -

Deafneſs.

Dropſie.

Scurvy. .

Conſumption.

- Black Jaundice. . .

Atid of)iſeaſes the 3 Quartane Agues.

- * Leproſie,

Canker.

Cholick.

! Rheums,

and all Rheu

L matiſms.

º
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ſ Lungs. |

Ribs.

* - • . Arteries

~ 3& Ruleth in the Griſles. -> :

Body of Man the * Liver. - 2

Pulſe.

L Expulſive faculty.

ſ Pleuriſie.
-

|:Cramps. -

- ; Diſtempers of the
And ofDiaſe; Liver,

- as Inflamation,

| Schirrus, Short

neſs of Breath,

LConvulſions.

ſ Weins.

..] Meſeriacks, -

- | Left Ear.

& Rukth the 3 Gali.

Head.

Secrets.

L Attraćtive faculty.

: ſ Peſtilence.

: | | Impoſthumes. .

Putrid Feavers. l

Yellow Jaundice.

| Eryſipelas, botches

And of Diſeaſes; Blóody Fix.

} Tertian Agues.

| Fiſtula's. -

** - Wounds chiefly in

| the Head & Face.

USmall Pox.

O Ruleth
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6) Ruleth in the

Body of Man the

| And of Diſeaſes

g Ruleth in the

Body of Man or

Womanthe.

-Right Eye..

Heart.

Vital Spirits.

Sinews, as Authors

ſay.

ſ Swoonings.

| IIdau Gr, or Pal

pitation.

Heart-burning;

Running and ſore

3 Eye. and in

# deed all Diſea

ſes of the Eyes,

either by Sym

pathy or Anti--

U pathy.

ſWomb.

Reins.

Privy Parts.

3 Nº.
Duggs. -

Semen humanuſh,

and all Parts for."

Generation.

ſ.All Diſeaſes of the:

Womb. .

Fits of theMother..

Gonorrhaea.

And of Diſeaſes; Priapiſm.

Strangury.

Flux oth ſtomach.

|-Quinzey,

Luts Ventré4 Orr

L. French Pox.
§.

- e

Ruleth
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-

( Imagination, and

the whole intel- >

lećtual Part.

Memory.

Tongue.

Hands & Fingers.

Phrerſie. .

Meagrim.

Deprivation of.

Senſe.

i Lethargy.
And of Diſaſs; Doting.

Hoarſneſs.

Priſick.

Impediments of

the Tongue.

Rheum.

*

§ Ruleth the

ſ Brain. -

| Left Eye of a Man,

the right of a.

M. Ruleth thed Woman.

- | Bladder.

Inteſtines.

U.Stomach.

ſ Falling Sickneſs.

- - Green Sickneſs.

And of Diſeaſes: çholick. . .
Courſes in Wo

| men.

COPpilations.

The
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The young Artiſt' muſt not think that any

Planet, being Significator, will give all the

Diſeaſes he governs; but he muſt examine the

Nature of the Sign, the place of Heaven, and

the Aſpeã to the Luminaries. For Example.

h Significator of a Diſeaſe Combuſt of the

Sun in the ſixth Houſe, doth only give the

Leproſe, Canker, or ſuch putrid Diſeaſes, and

ſo of the reſt : it cannot be expe&ted I ſhould

be particular in a ſpecial Judgment in this

place; let it ſuffice that I endeavour to ſhew a

Íhort way how to frame Judgments fit for all

Nativities.

By this Method (the Signs being conſidered

... which here for brevity I omitt,

and refer you to the firſt part) you may judge .

in general what Diſeaſes the Native is like to

ſufferby. Eut thoſe things that have a parti

cular reference to violent accidents or parti

cular Calamities; as falls from on high, fire,

blindneſs,vices of the tongue, lame, crooked,3-c.

require a ſpecial conſideration, and are judged

by Aphoriſms; of which I hope to ſpeak in

its proper place. --

Shall the Diſeaſº be Curable or

Incurable 2 -

If the Benefick Stars , ſhall with a favoura--

ble Aſpe&t behold the Significators; or that

*l or Q are in the ſixth , or in good Aſpe&tº

with his Lord, or the .) , the Diſeaſes are

eaſily cured,- But if the Significators are

afflićted, and have no aſſiſtance by the good
ańd
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and powerful Stars, the Native will be by the

violence of Diſeaſes an objećt of pitty.

Of the Native’s Servantſ.

The Significators of Servants, are firſt the

fixth Houſe; Secondly, his Lord ; Thirdly, Y.

a general Significator of Servants; and Fourth

ly, the Planetor Planets poſited in the ſixth;

if theſe Significators, or the major part of

them. ſhall be benevolent Stars and fortu

nate, it ſhews the Natives Servants ſhall be:

obedient, profitable and commodious; but if

Malevolent or weak, the contrary; º; in the

fixth Houſe in D to h or d", § in [] or,

f to the Lord of the ſecond , the Lord of

e ſixth Peregrine in [...] or 3’ to the Lord of

the Aſcendant, the Lord of the ſixth in his.

Detriment or Fall, in cº, C1, or & with F.

ord'; makes the Natives Servants Perfidious,

Treacherous, Thieviſh, and ſuch who do.

their Duty no longer than they are look'd.

upon.-- -

G. H. A.P.
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c H A P. XIV.

6f Marriage, it being the principal judg

ment of the ſeventh Houſe.

B’. Marriage, I mean that dual Unien of

which we have an Example in the Con

jugality of our firſt Parents in Paradiſe, and

may infer a Mandate , ſince our Saviour ſaid,

Ltt every man have his own Wife, and every

woman her own Husband ; and it is ſaid plain

ly, that two ſhall be one fleſh, inſeparably

joyned- But beſides this Holy authority, the

reading of Moraſ Hiſtory informs us, that the

more every Nation had of honeſty and whol

ſom Laws, by ſo much the more they reſpe

&ted Marriage, and with the greater ſeverity

puniſhed outragious Luſt and Whoredom ;

therefore this Judgment of Marriage is only to

be underſtood of this before-mentioned Sacred

Method of Union;––– and not of that con

fuſed order praćtiſed among the Barbarians,

Turks, and the greateſt part of Africa, that, -

one Man may have many wives; nor doth it

relate to thoſe Countries or Perſons who are:

conſtrained to live an impure ſingle life ; to

ſuch Places and Perſons this, Dočtrine is uſe

leſs ; and therefore it takes place only in thoſe

Countries where the Law allows Man's arbi

trium liberum a choice, freely either to Marry

one Woman, or forbear all. -

And: .
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And this Judgment of Marriage hath many

Circumſtances, and differently pertain. to

Men and Women; and I ſhall accordingly

divide them into two parts, and firſt intreat of

the Marriages of Men.

In the Marriageſ of Men,

Q and 2, which two Planets

in the Marriage of Men, are

The Significa-2 the chiefeſt of all.

tors are the Seventh Houſe, and his Lord.

Planetor Planets in theſeventh:

Houſe.

In the Conſideration of theſe Significators,

many Circumſtances of Marriage may be

handled. -

1. Whether the Native ſhall deſire Mar

riage, or not . -

2. Shall he gain his Wife with Eaſe, or

with Trouble 2

3. Shall he Marry in his Youth, or his

Riper years?

4. How many wives the Native ſhall have 2

5. How ſhe ſhall be qualified ; whether

Beautiful, Rich, Noble, Honeſt, Deformed,

Obſcure, Wile, of ill Report, or ill Nature ?

6. Of their Agreement, and other things.

conducing to the happy eſtate of Marriage.

,

z

Qūcſ.
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Queſ. . shall the Native Mry?

In thisº: confider all the Significa

tors, but cſpecially the K and Q, and ſee

whether they are not in Barren Signs, viz. in

II, Sl, 1ſt', or in Cadent or obſcure Houſes,

as the 3d, 6th, 8th, 9th, and 12th 5 or in d,

[...], or ºf of h; for theſe Poſitions deny Mar

riage, and incline the Native to a ſingle

life.

But in the Configurations of fi with the

Significators, obſerve whether they or he are

ſtrongeſt ; for if h be ſtrongeſt, then, the

Rule is only applicable; but if the D or Q, or

the other Significators ſo Configurated be

ſtrongeſt, the Rule is void; the ſame Signifi

cation is, if h be elevated above the D and 2,

and the contrary 3, the Reaſon is this, becauſe

the D and 2 do virtually advance thoſe Vene

real excitements which incline Men to Marry,

and therefore either of them unhappily joyned

to h, the Author of a Solitary Monaſtick life,

(and of thoſe brutiſh effects of Nature alſo,

which St. Paul, Rom. I. Verſ. 26. condemns

in the Women, when he ſaith, Tranſmutarant

naturalem uſum in tum qui eſt preter naturam,and

Verſ. 27. upbraids the Men with 'Apéyle; Tſº

ºvaklu Xfirly ºf Snaela; ) abates the Ve

nereal deſire, eſpecially ſuch as tend to

Marriage. -

h in the ſeventh in 5’ to the ſ, the Na

tive is careleſs of Marriage, Qin Y) in [...] to

H. in Y, the ſame ; I know one who hath

Q in d of d" in Y, in [d of h in SS, º
- tºiº
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the p in II in the 9th, in L1 to the O in the

ſixth ; the truth is, he is not Married, neither

doth he mind it , and I judge he will never

Marry, if the Rules of Aſtrology hold true ,

which are not to be doubted.

. The Lord of the ſeventh Combuſt, the Dr

and Y in cº, [], or é' of h and 3, the Na

tive Marries not at all.

But a fruitful Sign upon the Cuſp of the

ſeventh, and 18 or ?, there, D in Xor A to:

the Lord of the ſeventh, or ? from fruitful

Signs, the Native will certainly Marry; like

wiſe Reception, tranſlation of Light, &c. be

tween the Lord of the firſt, the Lord of the

ſeventh,the «, 2, or a Planet in the ſeventh,

are all great Arguments ofMarriage. ,

Queſt.2. Shall he gain his Wife with Eaſt, .

or with Trouble 2

This Queſtion is uſeleſ, where a fingle life.

is determined ; but where you find Arguments.

of Marriage, this Queſtion is neceſſary, and

followeth the other in order—in Judging of

which, conſider well the Significators how po

ſited, whether fortunate or unfortunate ; if

they are fortunate and ſtrong, it ſhews faci

lity and eaſe in woeing ; but if weak, the

contrary.

1/ or 2 in the ſeventh ſtrong, the Native.

Marries eaſily and honourably as to his Birth;

the Lord of the firſt in Reception with the

Lord of the ſeventh, the ſame; if ºğ tranſlates:

the Light of the Lord of the ſeventh to the

Lord of the Aſcendant, the D. ora.Planet in
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the Aſcendant, the Native performs his deſire

by the means of Letters and Epiſtles.

Tº in the ſeventh Peregrine, gives much

trouble about Marriage, and the Native ſo

born, lives to repent it, if he or ſhe Marrics;

ſh or 3 afflićting the Significators, always

create troubles about Marriage; eſpecially if

the Significators are weak.

Queſt. 3. At what time ſhall he Murry,

at young, middle, or old Age &

All the Significators, or the major part of

them, Oriental of the G), or in the Oriental

part of Heaven; it ſignifies the Native ſhall

Marry in his Youth, and that with a young

Woman; but if they ſhall be Occidental of

the G), and in the Occidental part of Hea

ven, it ſhews the contrary, that he ſhall Marry

at his middle Age, or older, and that he ſhall

wedd with a widow,0r ſome elderly Woman;

conſider alſo the motion of the Significators,

whether they are direct, and ſwift; for that

ſhews Marriage in youth; but if they are Sta

tionary, Retrograde, or ſlow in Motion, it

ſhews the contrary.

h in the ſeventh, the Native ſeldom Mar

ries before Thirty years of Age, the D or Q

unfortunated in the Dignities of Saturn , the .

ſame 5 all the Significators Occidental of the

G), and in the 6th, 7th, or 8th ; h in the

7th, and the p in the firſt, in P to him, the

Native Marries not till old Age.

- Queſt,
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Queſt. 4. How many Wiveſ the Na

tive may have *

This Rule is general, for you myſt obſerve

all the Significators of Marriage, which if you i -

find them in fruitful Signs, as GS, in, X, not

afflićted, they uſually give many Wives; but

if in Barren Signs, the contrary, but above

all the Significators obſerve the Cuſp of the

ſeventh Houſe; the D, and Q ; for theſe two

Planets have the greateſt ſway in the Mar

riages of Men; ſo that either of them in

, the 7th in a double-bodied Sign, in a good

ray with the other in a watry Sign, gives

many Wives.

The ſeventh Houſe a fruitful Sign, the Lord

of the ſeventh in a fruitful Sign, in 33 or A

to the Y or Q, gives many Wives.

But if \L, £, and the D, are in a Sign of

one form, and afflićted of h, or 3, or the Ry,

# Native Marries but once, if he doth.

dt.

w Queſt. 5. How Qualified ?

. Thisjudgment is grounded more uponApho

riſms and ſpecial Precepts, than upon a uni

verſal Dočtrine; yet thus much in general ob

ſerve, when the number of Wives ſhall be

known, by the Planets beholding the , );

within Orbs, and the D, yet applying ; then

conſider the Nature of the Planet or Planets,

ſo beholdingthe D by d or other Aſpect; and

- according
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according to the Nature of thoſe Stars, judge

of the Quality and condition of the wife; as:

followeth:

h Significs one (if fortunate) who is grave,

reſerved, full of knowledge, abórious and pain

fu! ; but if unfortunate, froward, ſuſpicious,

jealous, cnvious, and ill-conditioned enough.

3: fortunate, ſignifies a Wife meek, chaſt,

modeſt, diſcreet, juſt and faithful, governing

her houſe with prudence ; ah, how few men

are ſo well-wived but unfortunate, ſhe is

unperfºt in all theſe Vertues; yet not bad

enough to be vicious.

3 fortunate, gives a Wife of an imperious

Spirit, one that can bear nothing of wrong ,

deſirous of revenge, willing to rule, nay,

rather than fail, her Husband; haſty, &c., but

unfortunate, evil-minded, proud, though beg

garly, ſtubborn, inſolent, never quiet Cxcept

ſhe is aſleep, given to ſcolding, and ſhe is a

true Emblem of Xantippe, the contentious

Wife of poor Socrates. -

2– fortunate, gives one beautiful, courte

ous, gentle, mild, honeſt, pleaſant in her car

riage and language; unfortunate, the ſame in

a leſs degree; but if joyned to 3 by [1, 32;

or cy, and both Peregrine, it gives a damn'd

drunken Whore.

§ fortunate, ſignifies, a Wife of an ingº

nious fancy, apt for any buſineſs, witty, well

ſpoken, circumſpe&t, and skilful in things bc

longing
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longing to one of her place; unfortunate, craf

ty, ſubtile, a lyar, diſſembler, ſaying one

thing, and meaning another , unſtable, ma

licious. -

The Luminaries are not confidered in this

kind of Judgment, for theſe things here de

livered, have Signification of the Inclination

and mind of the Wife; but the G) and D.

being the great and only Lights of the world,

have Signification of more popular ačtions:

But if the Artiſt is willing to examin the

form and ſtature of the Wife, let him con

ſider the Dočtrine of the ſeventh, Chapter,

where he may find Satisfaction without fur
ther Inſtrućtion. - -j

For the Wealth and Riches of the Wife,

conſider, the ſame Configurations which are

laſt mentioned, viz. thoſe Planets which by g.

or any other Aſpećt, behold the D, ſhe being

fill in application; for if that Planet or Pla.

nets ſhall be beneficial and ſtrong, they de

ſign a Wife Rich, of good blood and de

ſcent, &c, but Malevolent and weak, the con

trary. Likewiſe, Benevolent Planets in

the 7th Houſe,ſtrong and fortunate, ſhew rich

and famous Wives; but if weak, honeſt plain

Women; the Malevolents in the 7th Houſe

ſtrong, ſhew rich Wives, but they are Women

of depraved minds; and this is the moſt Con

ciſe way of judging the Quality of Wives in

generalſ, and the moſt exact way in common

Pračtice; but beſides this, there are ſome

ſpecial Rules, and they are as followeth,

The Lord of the ſeventh in the tenth,or the

Lord of the tenth in the ſeventh, do promiſe

famous Wives, -

The
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The Lord of the ſeventh in the ſecond, or

the Lord of the ſecond in the ſeventh, give

rich and wealthy Wives.

The Lord of the ſeventh in the twelfth, or

the Lord of the twelfth in the ſeventh, gives

a poor ſervile Creature, and one of no Eſti

tºmation. -

The D or 2 in Y, 8, Šl, WP, X, ſhews

a laſcivious Wife, eſpecially if ſhe be in ill

Aſpećt of 3 ; in the other Signs Continent.

The D and $ in Signs of Pulchritude, as .

II, 7, &, X, ſhews one fair and beautiful 5

in Signs of Deformity, as 'Y', 8, §5, §l, mº,

WP, one more foul and uncomely.

b, Lord of the 7th, and in the 7th, give

an old Wife, or one in years.

D. ſeparated from 3 and applying to 2 in

the Occident, gives a plurality of Wives, D,

in the Aſcendant in a malefic Ray of of the

ſame ; ſo Y and Q afflićted.

The Luminaries beholding one another with

beneficial Rays, ſhew Concord and Agreement

between Man and Wife.

Queſt. 6. Of the Agreement between the

Native and his Wife.

f

In this Queſtion, Conſider the Planet or

Planets that ſhew the number of Wives,

by the Dočtrine preceding; which if they

are Benevolents, and behold the (, with a

good Aſpećt, they promiſe mutual love, plea

ſant and humorous converſe, good will, and

general content: —Butifa Malevolent behold .

- - h trary. ..
the Q with an ill Aſpe&t, the con {ikewiſe
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Likewiſe if a Benevolent Planet beholds the

j) with an evil Aſpett, or a Malevolent one

with a good Aſpe&t, they are equal in effect,

and do give great diſcontent between the Man

and his Wife. -

There are many other Rules to judge this

particular by ; which becauſe they are more

prolix than profitable I here omitt; becauſe

my deſign is brevity, and will inſert only one,

which is to compare the Nativities of both

Perſons together ; for if you find F. and gº in

one Nativity affićting the places of the Lights

in another, thoſe perſons ſeldom or never

agree; but where both their Nativities cannot

be had, this kind of Judgment may be ſer

viceable. -

Of the Marriages of Women.

And their Significators are, -

1. The G) and 3 , for theſe two bear the

greateſt ſway in the Marriages of Women, and

have the ſame Signification that the 9 and 2

have in Mens. -

2. The ſeventh Houſe and his Lord.

3. The Planet or Planets in the ſeventh

Houſe. ~ : * > -

Hence is your Judgment drawn after the

Method as you were taught in the Nativity of

a Man ; only obſerve, that here you muſt al

low the G) and 3 the ſame Energy and Power,

which before was attributed to the D; and Q,

and then your Conſiderations and udgment

will emerge in the ſame Method as you were -

before direéted in the Marriages of Men,_

But -

!
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But above all, both in Mens and womens,

obſerve the Strength and Debility of the Sig.

nificators, their agreement and diſagreement

with or againſt Marriage; always remembring

that a Planet in the Houſe ſignifying the mat.

ter, if he have any Dignity there, or Recep

tion with other Planets, is to be preferred

before the Planet, who is Lord of that

Houſe and weak; but if the Lord of that

Houſe be there, it exceeds all, and admits of

noexception. ."
-

C H A P. XV.

Of long fourneys, Religion, and Dreams,

the Subjeći of the ninth Houſe.----

Tº: Significators of Journeys and Voyages

into far Countreys are,

Planet, or Planets in the ninth Houſe.

The3Moon and Mercury, --- The D becauſe

ſhe is ſwift in Motion ; ; becauſe he

is Changeable and Convertible.

S. Houſe and his Lord.

Ing, viz.

1. Shall the Native Travel into far Coun

tries, or not 2 and if he ſhall Travel, whe

ther often, or ſeldom 2 -

? 2. Into

And it is allowed theſe Queſtions follow
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2. Into what Part of the World ſhall he

Travel?

3. Shall his Journeys be fortunate, or un

fortunate 2

4. What ſhall occaſion his Travel 2

1. Shall he Travel 2 . . .

º

-

In this Queſtion conſider the ninth Houſe,

but chiefly the D and Y: ; for if they ſhall

be joyned, or in mutual Reception, or in Re

ception of the Lord of the firſt or ninth, or

if they poſſeſs the firſt , third, or ninth

Houſes. , they ſignifie Journeys into far

Countries.

The Lord of the firſt in the ninth, or the

Lord of the , ninth in the firſt; or if they

are in 3 in the firſt or ninth, the ſame—

when theſe Significators ſtall be in the

Houſes of the Č and g; it likewiſe ſignifies

Travels.

Therefore (according to this Doãrine)

where many Significators of Travel are ap

parent and applicable, that Native ſhall under

take ſeveral Voyages or Journeys; but if con

trary, few or none; for if none of theſe Rules

take place , then will the Native dwell at

home, and ſpend his days in his own

Countrey.
)

2. To what Part of the World 2

If you find the Native ſhall Travel, then

this Queſtion is reſolveable; to which end,

obſerve,
-

i
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obſerve, the Planets who ſignifie Journeys, and

the Signs of the Zodiack where they are pla

ced, with the Sign of the ninth Houſe.

If the Significators are in Y, Slor £,in the

Oriental part, he Travels Eaſtward. *

If in II, º, or :, in the Occident, he

Travels Weſtward.

If in 8, 1%, or vp, near the Meridian, he

Travels South ; but if in SS, in, or 36, near

the Inum cali, he Travels Northward. -

But if g is your principal Significator, ob

ſerve what Planet he is joyned to, for he is of

a convertible Nature, for joyned to Planets,

and they Oriental in his Dignities, ſo is he 5

and ſo of the reſt;—But if he is joyned to

the Luminaries, it is not ſo but the contrary,

that is, hepartakes of their Nature, if in their

Dignities; and having colle&ted all your Ar

guments, judge by the greater Number of Te

ſtimonies. -

Thirdly, Shall his journey be Fortunate

- or 'Unfortunate 2

when the Significators ſhall be with Bene

volent Stars, or in good Aſpećt with Reception

or in Reception without Aſpečt, or in good

Houſes, they give Proſperous, Honourable,and

Happy Journeys ; But if they ſhall be joyned

to the Malevolents by Body or envious Ray,

or in bad Houſes, they involve the Native

into many Dangers and Troubles both of Bo

dy and Eſtate.--—

If h or 3 are the afflićting Planets, they

ſhew peril by Thieves, Cheating, Captivity,

H Imprl

w
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'impriſonment ; if they are in moiſt Signs, by

unlucky Navigations, Rains, great Waters; if,

in the third, by the means of Brethren or

Kindred, and ſo of the other Houſes. In fixed

Signs (in excepted) falls as it were head-long,

Tempeſt of Winds. In Moveable, lack of ſafé

Condućt , or Paſsports, or mutations of the

Air. In Hutmane Signs, Thieves, and Con

ſpirators bying in wait. In feral Signs by the

renting of Savage Beaſis, Earthquakes. In Ma.

Jignant Signs, or with Malignant Stars, Sting

ing by Serpents, or poyſoning, &c.

If the Native goes for Riches, let him direct

his Journeys to thoſe Places under the Signs, in

which 23, 2, and the Lord of the ſecond,

and G are placed, the Sign of the ſecond

alſo conſidered with the ſº $ and if theſe

Signs poſſeſs the firſt, ſecond, fifth, ninth,

tenth, or eleventh Houſes, it ſhall be the more

glorious and effectual. -

But thoſe Kingdoms and Countreys ſhall be

unfortunate to the Native, which are under

the Signs poſſeſs'd by h, gº, or the Ry, chiefly

if they ſhall be upon the ſeventh, ſixth,eighth,

or twelfth Houſes. what Cities and Kingdoms

are ſubjećt to the twelve Signs, you may find

in the 12th Chapter of the firſt Part. . .
w

--
- -

> , ;

-

* - ,

Fourthly,
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Fourthly, mºat ſhall be the Cauſe of the
Natives Travel 2

And this is reſolved two ways : Firſt, from

the Nature of the Significators of Travel and

Journeys. Secondly, from the Signification

of the Houſes they poſſeſs.

Firſt, to which end, I have already ſhewed

chap. 9, that the Planets have a twofold Signi

fication; that is, of Perſons and Things; by

which Rule, if Y be Significator of Journeys,

the cauſe ſhall be from Things and Perſons of a

Saturnine Nature, i. e. old Men , Husbandry,

Planting, Mines, Metals, Inheritances of t

Dead, &c. If?!, then it is for Religion,

Honour, Eccleſiaſtical Preferment, knowledge

of the Law, or by means of thoſe Perſons who

É. theſe things, as Biſhops, Prelates, N6

lemen, Judges, and ſo of the other Planets, as

you may read at large in the Chapter of
Riches. " - - - - t

'Secondly, The Signification of the Houſes,

in which the Significators of Travel are placed,

do alſo ſhew the cauſe;– for if they are in

the firſt Houſe, it is out of deſire to ſee ſtrange

Countries; if in the ſecond, by reaſon of Con

tračts, Buying, and Selling to get Money, 3 if

in the third, by means of Brethren, &c. if in

the fourth, the Parents, or Goods or Poſſeſſion

coming by Inheritance, is the cauſe of the Na

tives Travels; and ſo of the other Houſes

whoſe ſeveral Significations have been already

mentioned above.

So from theſe two Rules, viz. from the Na
- - H 2 tuſt
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ture of the Planets ſhewing Journeys, and the

Signification of the Houſes of Heaven they are

in, muſt the Teſtimonies he collečted, and

from thence your Judgment.

Of the Natives Religion,

I do not mean by Religion,to diſcourſe here

concerning the Myſteries of Grace and Faith ;

nor yet to diſcover whether he ſhall be a Soci

nian , an Arminian, or a Calviniſt; but to

ſhew how the Native will be inclined by the

effe&ts of ſecond cauſes, to Honeſt, Pious, Vir

tuous, and Religious ačtions, or on the con

trary to baſe, perfidious, unchriſtian-like irre

ligious courſes in his common Society among

men.

... For it is manifeſt by Examples in many

Nativities, that h. 3, or 35 in the 9th or 3d

Houſes, in Moveable Signs, x beingthen Pe

regrine, in his Fall, or Detrimeut afflićted of

the Infortunes, the Native then born ſhall not

perſevere in one Religion, but often waver

from one to another, and never continue long

in any, nor yet dye a Martyr. But if 33, Q,

or ſº, ſhall poſſeſs the ſame places, it ſhews

one that is zealous, conſtant, and faithful, and

a lover of good , and good men,-But the

G), ( , g, and 63 in theſe places, ſhew but

a mean zeal to Religion, they are good if in

good Aſpećt of 3 or 2; ill, if#. by the

-Malevolents. -

But if no Planet be in the ninth or third

Houſes, then conſider ll anatural Significator

of Religion; for if he ſhall be in his*. or

- Exalta
x=
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Exaltation, Angular, in Reception with 2,

G] ), or § , or in Partile cſ, >k, or A of

2, it ſignifies a godly, modeſt, juſt Perſon, it

is no matter, what Sign aſcends ; as may be

obſerved in the Nativity of that Mirror of E

quity and Honeſty, Sir Matthrºw Hales, Pub

liſhed by my worthy Friend Mr. john Gadbury,

called, The juſt and Pious Scorpioniſt, where

you ſhall find the O aſcending in A to the

Cuſp of his ninth , and the Q, locally there,

$ who hath Dignities in his 9th, is in Recep

tion with tº , and the @ Lady of the 9th in

her Exaltation , diſpoſed by Q , and ſhe in

partile A to h in the third in : , and 3

Lord of his Aſcendant in A to 3% alſo ; I

ſpare toi. upon theſe Configurations, ſee

ing the whole Kingdom is ſenſible of their

effects; H or£ ſtrong in the 9th, or Lords

eof the 9th in their eſſential Dignities, makes

good, honeſt, plain people; but if they are

Peregrine, or with the Dragon's Tail, they

prove Atheiſts, Hereticks, Blaſphemers and

Lyars; b in the gth in a Bicorporeal Sign,

makes great Diſſemblers. -

The (, ; , and Lord of the Aſcendant in

double-bodied Signs, makes men hold ſtrange

Heterodox principles of Faith.

2 weak and afflićted of the Infortunes;

the Native will have much adoe to be honeſt.
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Of the Nativeſ Dreamſ.

32 or ? ſtrong in the ninth, free from the

evil Rays of h or 3, the Natives Dreams are

of Divine things, and their Events fall out ac

cordingly ; but if they are afflićted, there the

Dreams are vain and uncertain.

If no Planet be in the 9th Houſe, you muſt

conſider the Sign of the ninth, and his Lord,

and according to the quality and diſpoſition

thereof, judge the Nature and Effects of the

Dreams,

I have added theſe few lines of Dreams, ra.

ther for cuſtom and order ſake; than for any

uſe I ever made of it, or ever ſhall, and in

deed I think it to be uſek'ſs and fruitleſs ; and

therefore let thoſe who lay more ſtreſs upon it,

ſearch other Authors who have written of it;

for this ſufficeth me in this place,

w

C H A P.
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-

- * *

c H A P. XVI.

- - - ºf

Of the Honourſ and Dignitieſ of the

Native, and what elſe belongſ to the

tenth Houſe. -

Tº: Houſe gives Judgment, firſt on the

Honour, Preferment, and Trade of the

Native; and may reſolve theſe Queſtions fol

lowing 3–that is, -

1. Shall the Native gain Honour and Pre

ferment 2

2.By whom ſhal it come,or by what means?

3. Shall it continue 2 -

The Significators are the Luminaries; but

chiefly the Sun, with the Planet in Platick or

Partile Aſpe&t with him. --

The tenth Houſe and his Lord, with the

Planet or Planets there poſited. -*.

Theſe Significators, if they ſhall be in their

Houſes or Exaltations, Angular in Reception

by Houſe or Exaltation; ſuch Poſitions give

the Native Preferment to publick Offices, Dig

nities in Government, with the favour of great

and Noblemen; yet the Artiſt muſt notbe too

confident upon one bare Teſtimony, unleſs it

be a very illuſtrious one, as the G) in his Ex

altation in the tenth, or the Lord of the tenth

in his own Houſe in the tenth, in of with

H 4 , ſome
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ſome Eminent Fixed-Star of his own Nature ;

theſe, and ſuch Poſitions as theſe are, will do

wonders: Again, you muſt conſider whether

your Significators are Angular or Cadent; for

a Planet but meanly ſtrong if Angular, is more

powerful by far, than a Planet that is ſtronger

and Cadent. *… - -

The Significators within five degrees of any

Fixed Star of the firſt or ſecond Magnitude

near the Ecliptick.give great Honour, Dignity.

and publick Eſtimation in the world 5 and .

ſuch Stars are Cor Šl, Aldebaran, Spica tºt, cor

in, &c. for the better underſtanding of which,

ſee the Table of the fixed Stars, added at the

end of this ſecond Part, - -

Benevolent Planets in the tenth Houſe, give

Dignity and Preferment ; but the 'Malévolents

there, ſhew miſchief and ruine; I know a Na

tivity where h is in the tenth in his Detri

ment, which verifies this Aphoriſm ; for he

ſoon º his Patrimony, which was con

ſiderable º

He that is born that day at Noon, that the

O enters'Y, will prove famous in his Gene

ration; or he that is born at Noon on any

day while the Q is in that Sign, will be ſenſ:-

ble of aº. -

The Significators in fiery Signs, the Native

will deſire to do great things, the G) in the

Aſcendant in a fiery Sign, eſpecially Šumakes

men great and famous; but if at the ſame time

2. be in the ſecond, in Reception with the

Lord of the ſecond, the Native grows Rich

apace, and gets Honour with his Riches.

The three ſuperiour Planets in their own

Dignities, and they Lords of the principal

º - Angles,
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win a fiery Sign, gives, t

Angles, and poſited therealſo, the Native grows

great and admirable in the world.

The Lord of the tenth or firſt in good. Af
pećt with the O., º being Oriental , and

- - e Native a great and

daring ſpirit ; but if h be in the tenth

or firſt, Tor afflićt the Lords of thoſe Houſes,

the @ or D 3 or if the Lord of the tenth is

afflićted by 3, and all of them caſt their ill

Rays to the Cuſp of Dignities, they de

ſtroy both the Honour and the Exºtiºn
of any. -

Secondly , By what meanſ ſhall Honour.

come to the Native 2

And this is known from the Nature of the

Significators, the Houſes they poſſeſ, and

the Plänets they are fortunately placed with,

either by Body or good Ray 3 if ºbe Sign!-

ficator or in Skor.A with the Eights, with

Reception, he gives Honour by Inheritances,

Poſſeſſions, by the means of old men, Hus

bandmen, &c.

If u or ?, be the Significators, and placed

as before is mentioned, it gives Preferment in

the Church,or by Church-men, he is honoured

for Virtue, Honeſty, Gravity, Juſtice, &c. if

2 only,by ſome eminent woman. . -

& gives Honours by Wars, Martial A&tions,

Contention, and Violence, - -

* denotes Honour for his learning. Wit, Elo--

quence, Council, Skill in the Sciences, &c.

H.;; Thirdly,
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Thirdly, Shall his Honourſ continue fº

This3. is to be reſolved thus;– If &

the Significators of Honours and Dignity, are

in their own Houſes, or Exaltations Angular

in Reception with powerful Stars, the Natives

Honour will be durable; but if any perſon

come to Preferment, and allthe Significators

Peregrine; ſuch Perſons riſe either upon a con

tinued Series of good Direáions of the Planets

and Fixed Stars, perhaps in the tenth, or ſome

other Angle ; but ſuch Preferment uſually ends

in miſtry.

If \l, 2, or the Luminaries are the promi

fing Planets and fortunate ; the Honour and

Dignity ſhall perpetually increaſe with a cer

tain facility; but if they are but meanly dig

nified, the Honour ſhall increaſe ſlowly and be

durable, yet with difficulty; but if h and

& give Honour, and are ſtrong and happily

placed , it is durable; yet they meet with

many Troubles and Oppoſitions in the beſt of

their glory; if but meanly ſtrong, it will ebb.

and flow, and rather decreaſe than augment,

yet never totally vaniſh. -

The Planets beholding the Luminaries, do

principally ſhew the Nature and Continuance

of Honours, the Lord of the tenth, and Pla--

nets poſited there confidered with them.

Beſides theſe Rules, there are Aphoriſms.

which may be obſerved in this kind of Judg-.

ment, as followeth— the G) and 3% in

Sland 2, gives eminent and durable Honour,

2%, , 3., and 8% well placed in the tenth the

- ſameos
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give durable Dignity, the Lord of the tenth in

cſ with G, or in other good Rays with Re

ception, give durable Honours. -

But h or d in the tenth ( though there

are other good Poſitions) plungeth the Native

(at ſome time or other of his life), into many

vexations and troubles, the G) in his Fall inill

Aſpećt with the Malevolents, deſtroys the Na

tives Honour, with many more, which for

ſhortneſs and brevities ſake, I paſs over, know

ing that no Ingenious Artiſt will blame me for .

that, theſe being ſufficient. .

Secondly, Of the Natives Trade or Im

ployment 5 and that hath thºſe £4°ſtions,

1. What Imployment ſhall be be inclin’d
to 2

2. Shall he gain by it 2 *

This Magiſterium Nati, ſo called by the an

cient Aſtrologers,is nothing elſe but the Trade,

Study, Art, and Occupation any one livesby;

as ſome by War, others by diſpenſing Equity, .

and things of Juſtice, ſome by ſervile Labour, .

ſome by Mechanical Trades, others by Muſical,

Phyſical, and Mathematical Studies 3–Eut to .

our firſt Queſtion, in which—the Significa

tors are cº, Q, and j, if in the tenth Houſe,

or in good Aſpect with the Lord of the tenth,

(for ºffiews the Capacity and Ingenuity, Y.

his delight 5 but 6 his ability of Body to pers

form or undertake any buſineſs he is inclin'd

to) or the 9, in their Dignities, and forth

... ." - - nately:

- -
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mately placed, ſhall diſcover the Trade of the

Native; but if none of theſe things are, take

the Lord of the tenth, the Planet or Planets in

the tenth, or in Platick Configuration with

the Lord of that Houſe, and they ſhall ſhew

the imployment; and according to the Poſt

tion ytheſe Significators, you may proceed

to know the kind or quality of the Trade; if

they are in fiery Signs, they ſhew imployments

belonging to the Fire, as Smiths of all ſorts,

Chymiſts, &c. if in watry Signs, Fiſhermen,

Fiſhmongers, Vintners, watermen, and all

living upon or near River ſides; if in Aery

Signs, things and Trades of a curious aery

Nature,as Muſicians,Milliners,Haberdaſhers,ºc.

if in earthy Signs, all imployments about Hus

bandry, Plowing, Sowing, and Tillage in ge

nerah

Again, if 3 be Significator and in fiery

Signs, he denotes an Imployment of abſolute

Martial fiery Nature ; if q be Significator

and in aery Signs the Imployment is wholly

Venereal and Gentile, as all kind of Shop.

Trades, without labour, ſuch are Woollen

Drapers, Milliners, Silkmen, &c. if the @ be

Significator, and in a watry Sign, ſhews the

Imploy wholly to lye upon the Water, or in

watry things; as Fiſhmongers, Watermen,

Seamer, Inventors of new Machines to carry

Water, &c., theſe being conſidered and duly

mixed according to Art, we may arrive at

ſome knowledge of the Native's Trade, Study,

or Imployment ; – But to be more parti

cular you may obſerve,—when thoſe three

Stärä before-mentioned are either of them

- - - - Signi
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Significators of the Art or Myſtery, they give

things of divers Natures.

di Significator makes Souldiers, Fighting

men of all ſorts, &c. if in Y, SU, m, great

Hunters; if in good Aſpe&t with º and $, he

proves a good Chymiſt, Phyſician, and is a

man of a very ſharp wit, D in g of d" in

Y: ; I know it to give men of ſtrange opi

nions, eſpecially in points of Faith.

$2 Author of the Myſtery, makes Muſicians,

Lapidaries, ifin her own Houſe; but if in the

Houſe of g, a Mathematician, Ingraver, Lin

guiſt, &c. if ſhe be in of of 3, [] of H and

A of §, a good Bawd or Pimp, a ſervice

able Creature for this Age; alſo Q in good

Aſpećt with \l and & from the Digni

ties of f. , makes good Teachers of others,

Advocates.

§ makes men Arithmeticians, Geometers,

Mathematicians, Poets, Scribes, Accomp

tants, &c. but if in bad Aſpe't of 3, he

makes a Clipper of Money, a Thief, 3-c. if

with d and i. ) ill dignified , he proves a

moſt abſolute Cheat or Impoſter ; ; in good

Aſpect with the b from aery Signs, makes

men of admirable underſtanding, capable of

any honeſt Imployment.

If 3 be joyned to h , it makes Slaves, .

Drudges, Souldiers, Cooks, Chirurgeons, Ser

jeants : if he is joyned to \l, he makes Cap

tains, Generals, Kings Servants, Rulers, Pay

Maſters.

37 in Aſpećt with tº Significator makes ſa

mous Orators Learned and Honourable Judges,

having familiarity with Princes: in Aſpe&

with tº Porters, Potters, Shoe-makers,;
Other

•
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other baſe Imployments; but if h be in Aſpe&t

with Q, and either of them afflićted, makes

Vićtuallers, Weavers, Bauds, &c.

Again,--The_Signs are to be confidered

where the Significators are placed— for

Equino&ial and Solſtitial Signs, to further

Arts which are imployed in the Contem

plation of Phyſick, Geometry, Interpretations,

Husbandry, and of all famous Aëtions; be

cauſe they are all of them the Dignities of

the Superiours. -

Signs of Humane ſhape, as II, º, º,& ,

help and advance the knowledge of thoſe Arts

that are uſeful in Man's life.

Earthy and Watry Signs, as 8, VP, in, X,

Navigation, building of Ships, making of

Salt, and Fortifications. -

Quadruptian Signs, as Yº, Su, º, to Me

chanical Arts, Ruſtical building, Smiths work;

Hence may the Artiſt frame his|.
by muſing and conſidering one thing with

another, and by a careful conſideration of theſe.

Rules delivered. -

Secondly, Shall he Gain, and grow fa--

mour by his Profeſſion 2

Theſucceſsor gain of the Native (ſays Au

thors) depends on the Significators of the Art.

or Myſtery well placed , to which end they

give theſe Rules following—that is, -— if

they ſhall be in their Dignities, Angular, Ori

ental, º make famous Artificers, and ſuch

as have the applauſe of all; but if they are :

Peregrine, Occidental, and Cadent, theyº: -

- * l!Cº.;
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ſ

ſuch Perſons as have not Capacity and Reaſon

to learn, to become Proficients in their Pro

feſſion.

But if they ſhall be eſſentially ſtrong, and

yet afflićted of b, or #. it ſhews the Man

may underſtand his buſineſs ſufficiently; but

yet by Paſſion, Contention, Quarrels, Rāſhneſs,

Slanders, Common Adverſaries, and the like,

the Native is rendred uncapable of advancing

by his Trade or Myſtery.

Tº afflićting the Significators, the Native is

ſlothful, ſluggiſh, if 3 he is proud, imperious

and idle;if 9 he is given to Wooing,whoring;

if the D or #, he is Idle, Crack-brain'd, a

Drunkard.

In my Praćtice I do not oppoſe theſe Rules,

but obſerve a proſpect beyond theſe, and that

is of the whole Figure in general; for with

out doubt, if three or four Planets are eſſen

tially ſtrong , the Native cannot be poor nor.

infamous in the Imployment he follows; how

ever his Significators are poſited, this is my

way of judging Gain and Advancement after t

have diſcovered the kind of Profeſſion by the

foregoing Queſtion and Rules—Conſidering.

alſo the Lord of the ſecond, and the Lu

minaries,
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CHAP. XVII,

Of the Natives Friends,

A'. we may for the more eaſe to the

TA Readers Memory, divide the Judgment

into three Queſtions.

I. Shall he have Friends or not 2

2. How ſhall they be qualified ?

3. Shall they be faithful and durable 2.

Firſt, Shalſ he have Friends or not 2 and in.

this caſe conſider, the eleventh Houſe, and its

Lord the Planet or Planets poſited there, and

: Ray they caſt to the Lord of the Aſcen

ant,

3, G), º, ø, or C, ſtrong in the eleventh

gives many, and thoſe eminent and faithful

Friends,the 4% is counted for a Fortune in

this kind of Judgment, and by being in the

eleventh, doth augment the good Signification

of the other Planets.

But if theſe Planets are weak,they give many

Friends, as before; but they are poor and

unable to help in time of Neceſſity, having.

will, but wanting power to aſſiſt the Native.

The Malevolents hand 3 in the eleventh

ſtrong, ſhew many Friends ; but for the moſt

part feigned and Counterfeit ; but if they are

there weak and unfortunate, they ſhew but

few Friends, and thoſe moſtwadiº
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faithleſs, and to them ſo qualified, the Dra

gons rail is equal. -

Mean Planets, as the G), D, 3, and gº in

the eleventh fortunate, ſhew many Friends of

a mean ſtate, but yet faithful; but if unfor.

tunate, few Friends, and thoſe unfaithful and

unſtable.

If many Planets of a contrary Nature, ſhall

be in the cleventh , they ſignifie a mixture

and diverſity of Friends ; but the principal

judgment is taken from the ſtrongeſt of

them -

When no Planet is in the eleventh or firſt

Houſe, conſider the Lord of the eleventh,

whether he be a Malevolent, or a Benevolent,

ſtrong or weak , and what Planets he is in

Aſpeat with , and thence judge of the Num

ber of Friends. . --

Secondly, How ar. they qualified ?

This is known from the Nature of the Pla

net or Planets in the eleventh or firſt Houſes,

if any be there, and from the Lords of the

firſt and cleventh Houſes. . . º:

If h be in the eleventh ſtrong, or Lord of

the eleventh, he ſignifies all Saturnine Men

and Profeſſions; as Old men, Husbandmen, Mi

ners, Uſſurers, and covetous Perſons. -

22 ſhews Eccleſiaſtical Perſons,Prelates,Law:

yers, Noblemen, Rulers of Provinces, Honeſt

and Virtuous Perſons. -

tº denotes Captains, Souldiers, Chirurge

ons, Proud Inſolent Perſons, Ruffians.

- - - - i" .

O ſlew
4.
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o ſhews Kings, Princes, Nobles, all who

excel in Authority, and ſuch asbear Rule.

& fignifies Muſicians, Poets, Apothecaries,

Gameſters, and ſuch as love and keep compa

ny with Women

ºf denotes wiſe ſage Perſons, Excellent Ar

tificers, Learned Men, Mathematicians, Poets,

Merchants, all witty crafty Perſons.

p ſhews Noble Matrons, Midwives, Ambaſ

ſadors, Meſſengers, Mariners, Fiſhermen, the

common People, unconſtant Perſons, News

mongers.

Thirdly, Will their Friendſhip be durable?

This is known from the Sign or Signs in the

cleventh Houſe, whether Fixed, Moveable

or Common, or in what kind of Signs the

Significators, or the Lord of the eleventh is

poſited, whether Fixed or Moveable;—for

if they ſhall be in Fixed Signs, in good Aſpeat

with the D or Planets in Fixed. Signs, the

Natives Friend will be faithful; otherwiſe not;

The Lord of the firſt in good Configuration

with the Lord of the eleventh from eachothers

Dignities, or by Reception, whether in Fixed

Signs or not, the Natives Friends are kind and

loving to him, and ſhew Reſpeſt ſuitable to

their quality.

But the beſt way in my Opinion to know

the Agreement or Diſagreement, is by compa

ring the Nativities of two Perſons together,

and thence judge, for if the Aſcendant of one

is the eleventh Houſe in the other, or ºl, in

one, on the place of the Sun or 6 in the

º other,
---
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other, or that the Figures are in k or A to

each other , then there will be an Agreement

between them, and that Inſeparable

But if you find the contrary, judge accor

dingly.

CH A P. XVIII.

of the Natives private Enemieſ.

Tº: twelfth Houſe gives Judgment of pri

vate Enemies, and Impriſonment of the

Native; and I will divide them into theſe three

Heads or Queſtions,—viz.–

1. Shall he have private Enemies?

2. Shall the Native, or they prevail? ..

3. Shall the Native be ſubjećt to Impri

ſonment, or not 2

Becauſe I omitted the Diſcourſe of Enemies

in the Judgment of the ſeventh Houſe, which

takes notice of publick Enemies in general; H

ſhall therefore give you a full account in the

Judgment of this Houſe, how to judge of both.

| publick and private Enemies, and I do the ra

ther give you the Judgment here 3 becauſe

private Enemies always hurt more than pub

lick ones;º being known, a man is able to

provide againſt their malice; but private Ene

mies are like the Plague, (but of a worſe Con

ſequence) which flyes in at our Windows in

viſible, and killsa Carcaſs before he is ſenſible
he
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Houſes, he ſhall have Enemies alſo, but

he is wounded; therefore the aſſiſtance of A

ſtrology ought not to be contemptible in this

particular; for although it is not able to name

our Enemies, yet it can give us ſuch an ac

count of their Stature, Complexion and Qua

lity, that by the help of care and obſervation,

we may be able to know them ſufficiently for

our own ſatisfaction, and then the old Adagy

adviſeth us how to uſe our knowledge premo

nitus, premºnitus.

Firſt therefore, Shall the Native have

Enemier * * -

This Judgment of Enemies is taken from

the ſeventh and twelfth Houſes, from their

Lords, and the Planet or Planets poſited in

ºne, with the Planets in 5’ to the O

and D.

If many Planets ſhall be in the ſeventh or

twelfth Houſes, it ſhews many Enemies to the

Native; but if no Planets are in theſe Places,

and the Luminaries free, they ſhew few or no
Enemies.

The Q5 in the ſeventh Houſe, always gives

Troubles and Vexations, and that to pur

poſe, if at the ſame time the G or ) ſhall

be in d', C , or 4 of h , and he Pe

regrine.

b or 3 in the ſeventh or twelfth afflićting

the Lord of the Aſcendant, or the Q , the

Native is ſubjećt to have Scandals caſt upon

him, both by publick and private Enemies;

but if it or 9 are there, or be Rulers of thoſe

they
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tº.

iſ:

ºn'

§

º

**

they ſhall rather do him good than harm.

The Lord of the Aſcendant or ) in Recep

tion with the Lord of the ſeventh, or in good

Configuration with him, the Native hath but

few Enemies.

When one of the Infortunes ſhall be in the

twelfth Houſe, the other in the ſixth, and the

Lord of the firſt in the eighth afflićted by them

both, the Native ſhall #. by the Conſpiracy

of Enemies. -

But the moſt general way I obſerve in my

Praćtice is this, that if the firſt Houſe or his

Lord, the ſecond and the Lord thereof, the

G) or 9 , or all of them are afflićted, Com

buſt, or in bad Houſes, the Native never wants

private Enemies, nor Troubles.

But if you would diſcover what the

quality of theſe Enemies are, then obſerve the

afflićting Planet or Planets, and judge from

thence; for if h be the afflićting Planet, then

they are Old men, Inferiour Perſons, Hus

bandmen, &c. if &, Souldiers, great Offi

cers in the Army, Chymiſts, and all workers

in the Fire, &c. then conſider the Houſe, for

if they are in the third, or are Lords of the

third, they are Brethren, Kindred, &c., if

the ſixth Houſe, Servants; if the ſeventh

the Wife or Perſons dealt with; if the tenth,

Men of great Fame and Authority, and ſuch as

bear ſway in the world; and ſo of the other
Houſes,

Secondly,

.
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*

Secondly, Shall the Native, or thy

prevail &

In this Queſtion obſerve the Lord of the

Aſcendant, the Lords of the ſeventh and

twelfth Houſe, and what Planets are placed in

thoſe Houſes. * - - -

If no Planet be in thoſe Houſes, ſee to the

lords of them for the Lord of the Aſcendant,

ſtronger than the Lord of the ſeventh or

twelfth, the Native ſhalf know his Enemies,

and overcome them.

When the Lord of the Aſcendant, or the

D., ſhall be in Reception of gº, ©, or 2,

the Native overcomes his Enemies, the Lords

of the ſeventh or twelfth Combuſt or Pere

le, the Natives Enemies are not able to

rt him, the Fortunes in thoſe Houſes, and

the Lords of thoſe afflićted of the Infortunes

the ſame. . . º -

... But if 3 or H be in the ſeventh or twelfth

ſtrong, affiting the Lord of the Aſcendant or
Lumi# the Enemies of the Native pre

vails againſt him, the Lord of the Aſcendant

Combuſt, Cadent, Peregrine, in ill Aſpet of

the Fortunes, the Native then Born ſhall be

ſubjeºt to many misfortunes; eſpecially if affli

&ed by the Lord of the ſeventh or twelfth,

and they happen to be Infortunes.
- *

-º Thirdly,
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Thirdly, Shall the Native beſuija #0

Impriſºnment or Captivity?

-

1. Either of the Luminaries afflićted or vi

tiatedby the cſ, [], or 3 of the Malevolents

in Angle, one of the Luminaries in Y, in,

*, *, or ::, and one of the Malevolents in

Slors, it ſheweth Impriſonment or Cap

tivity. -

2. Either O or D, in the twelfth Houſe,

joyned to either of the Malignants by Body or

ill Rays, the ſame. -

3. 3 in the ſeventh or twelfth Houſes, in

^^, 8, in, WP, &, SU, or SS, and either Lu

minary afflićted of him or h, by a partile or

Platick Aſpect, doth menace Impriſonment.

4, hord beholding each other, without
the aſſiſtance of the Benevolents or Lights,

and have either of them dominion by Houſe or

Exaltation in the ſeventh or twelfth ; it ſhews

impriſonment 5-- alſo if they are oppoſite

from their Dignities, or in Reception by Houſe

or Exaltation , one of them in the firſt or

ſecond ; the other in the ſeventh or eighth,

having dominion in the twelfth Houſe, it like

wiſe threatens Impriſonment. -

5. The Lord of the twelfth in his Detri

ment, or afflićted of the Malevoleuts, fore

ſhews Impriſonment.

6. The G) or ) , joymed in the eighth
Houſe in any Sign, except SS, Su, and 8: for

the moſt part give Impriſonment without ſome

notable Aſpe&t, and aſſiſtance of the Benevo

lents hinder it.— Tº

7. h.
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7. h in the tenth Peregrine in [...] of dº,

and the Lord of the Aſcendant on the Cuſp

of the eighth, gives Impriſonment. -

8. The D, h, and 3 in the fourth, ſhews

Captivity, h in the weſt Angle in 3’ to the

Lights, or in dº with them in , violent

Signs in the eighth Houſe, the Native dies

in Priſon. -

Many more Aphoriſms might be added, but

let this ſuffice to inſtrućt the Learner

CHAP. XIX.

of Death.
s

Aſtly, I have reſerved this Diſcourſe of

L Death to wind up the whole Judgmentof

a Nativity; becauſe Death is the ultimum ho

minis in this world ; and therefore it is added

here at laſt, becauſe there is nothing after
Death. " . . x

As in the Judgment of Life they obſerve

the Hylich, or giver of Life; ſo in Death, they

obſerve who is the 'Arattºrnº, Interječiar,

or Deſtroyer of Life, and that is in ſhort, in

my Opinion (to omit the Opinion of the An

cients forbrevities ſake)the Lord of the eighth,

the Planet or Planets in the eighth having Dig.

nities there, when the Propagator, or giver of

Life comes by dire&tion to their Hoſtile Rays,

the . Alchocodental Line being, expired, the

Native certainly expires, and is taken out of

the Land of the Living. '

- - But
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,

r But Death is twofold, natural and violent;

the laſt of which I ſhall firſt inſiſt upon, which

being throughly examined, the other will be

more eaſily underſtood.

1. The Luminaries in violent Signs of con

trary quality, which are Y, 8, Šl, ut, 'W',:,

and part of f and ::, theſe are called violent,

becauſe the violent Stars have Dominion or

Exaltation in theſe Signs,— ſhew a violent

Death.

2. The G) and D, with violent Fixed Stars

within five degrees, threatens a violent Death,

—Such Stars are, Caput Algol, Aldebaran,Her

tu'ts, corm ; for whoſe Longitude and Lati

tude, you ſhall find a Table affixed at the end

of the Book.

Theſe two Rules have their effects only, and

chiefly confirmed when the Lord of the firſt

or eighth ſhall be corporally joyned to one of

the Lights, or when one of the Lights ſhall,

have Rule in the firſt or eighth.

3. One of the Lights in a violent Sign, the

other with a violent Star, and one of the Ma

levolents afflićting the G) or Ç, or Lord of

the eighth Houſe. - .

4. Both Lights afflićted of the Malevolents

h and g’, and one of them with a violent

Fixed Star gives a violent Death.- -

5. H. and 3 in of in the tenth in a violent

Sign afflićting either of the Luminaries, threa

tens a violent Death. -

6. h or 3 in the eighth Houſe, and the

Lord of the eighth being a Malevolent, or

afflićted by one, one or both the Lights be

ing in violent Signs, denotes, a violent

Death,–The ſame is ſignified when the
- I • Lord
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Lord of the eighth is in his Detriment or Fall

afflićted by the Infortunes, and the Luminaries

afflićted in vielent Signs.

7. The Lord ofthe Aſcendant an Infortune,

and in the eighth Houſe afflićted in a violent.

Sign by the Body or Malevoledt Aſpe&t of the

Lord of the eighth, the Native dies a violent

- Death. )

8. The 6 in the ſeventh with violent Starsº

in [] or 3 of the G), h, or cº, in the eighth,

of Lord of the eighth, and in a violent Sign

gives a violent Death.

There may happen anativity when none of

aff theſe Aphoriſms may take place in Judg

ment; yet any Artiſt may draw ſuch Argº

ments from hence, that he need not be

to ſeek ifi judging any Nativity in this Par

ticular. \ --

Finally obſerve this general Exception, al

though two or three or more of theſe Apho

riſms ſhould take place in any Nativity;— .

nay, when many Teſtimonies ſhall appear in

this kind; yet the poſition of M. and Q, the

one in the Aſcendant, the other in the eighth

Houſe inverts the whole ſignification and the

Native dies a Natural death 5–nay, the

only Poſition of £ in the eighth, in any of his

Dignities, doth of himſelf effect the ſame,

if he is not too much over-balanced, .
-

l
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The kind of a Violent Death.

And this is known from the Poſition of the

Malevolents, or thoſe who are Lords of the

4th, 8th, or 12th, and do moſt afflićt the Sig.

nificators, , or have Dominion in the places of

the Significators of Death, which are the G

and D, the Lord of the firſt and eighth, cons

fidering the Nature of the Sign, and the

j of the Houſe in which they are
acted. • * -

p H by his own nature fignifies death by

Drowning, Poyſon, Starving in Priſon, Ship

wrack, Falls, &c. º

3 by a Weapon, Fire, Lighthing, Gunſhot,

º of Beaſts, faſting . high Places,

Hangiāg. - . . . – -

Fiery Signs, by Lightning, Burning, &c.,

Aery Signs falling from on high, by
- - - - x - - * * -

Hanging.

watery, by Drowning orº:
Earthy Signs, by the fall of ſomthing from

a high Place, by the fall of a Houſe, or other

like thing. . . - -

Humane Signs by a Stab, weapon, or a

Duel, in Feraſsigns by wild Beaſts, Venomous

Signs, by Poyſon,in Bicorporeal Signs by Trea

chery or Plotting againſt the Native. ”

The Houſes are conſidered alſo for the tenth

Sentence by a º:of other Authority, the

twelfth Houſe by ſecret Enemies, the ſixth

Houſe by Servants, and ſo of the reſt.

s

I2
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If the Nature of the Sign and Planet do

agree, the thing ſignified is much increaſed 3

As fºr Example. 3 in fiery Sign ſhews Death

by Fire or fiery Inſtrument, without any Com
cation. - ---

If the Nature of the Signs and Planets diſ

agree, and are different, the judgment muſt

be given according to the abounding Influx of

the Significators mixed together; for it is not

f. to lay down Rules for all Nativities ;

ut the variety muſt be left to the Ingenuity

and diligence of the Artiſt. ,

But if no Arguments of a violent Death

offer themſelves, the Nativeſhall die a natural

Death; that is by a Diſeaſe, in his Bed; that

is, he ſhall live till Nature being either o

reſſed by a Diſeaſe, or extream old Age o

liging it, againſt which there is no defence,

Nature then having finiſhed its Courſe, the

Soul expires , and returns to the place from

whence it came, and all the A&tions and Paſ

fions of Nature ceaſe, but the Peripateticks

define Death thus, Mors ergo eſt omnium anime

funětionum ceſſatio , propter cºmpoſiti diſſolutio

mem. Magi, fol. 617. but the Hermeticks define

it better, thus, Quidem mors, nil hiſ Septra

Atio, Divulſie & Conſumptiofift iftius & Ra

dicalis vitae balſami tſ: , d quo ſolo anima cum

Corport colligatur & preſtat.

But there are ſome who interpoſe ſudden

Beath between a Natural and a violent one;

yet they are willing to acknowledge that it

comes near a violent Death, becauſe of the

ſudden and violent means by which Nature

expires

-
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expires; whether it be by Suffocation, or

Apoplećtical Accidents, 7 Convulſions, Syn

copes, &c. or any other Natural violence

which parts the Soul and Body; I ſhall not

undertake to diſtinguiſh the kinds of Death

into ſuch curious terms; but only ſpeak to it

Aſtrologically, as indeed my buſineſs is at this

time;→And therefore be pleaſed to conſider,

that a ſudden Death is but an unperfeót violent

one, as you may obſerve by conſidering the

theūd and fourth Aphoriſms preceding per

haps the Q and ) might neither of them be

inviolent Signs, and yet perhaps both afflićted

by the Malevolents; ſo both the Lights ma

be afflićted by h or 3, or both, and yet.
ther of the Malevolents is in a violent Sign, not

with violent Fixed Stars: So likewiſe ºr and

3 may be in d in the tenth Houſe, and yet

not in a violent Sign, nor yet afflićting the Lu

minaries; and yet when the M. c and Aſcen

dant comes by dire&ion, the one to the Body,

and the other to the ſquare of h or 3, the

Native ſo born, ſhall perhaps dye in Priſon, or

perhaps Mad, or elſe by being ſtarv'd : for

theſe Direétions to the M. c. always ruins a

Man's Reputation, and that is the way to be

ſtarv'd. Hence it may appear that ſudden

Deaths are indeed violent ones, and they

only differ in force of Killing; for Suffo.

cation, Self-Murther (I mean Hanging) and

publick Execution "in the ſame manner,

#. all be from the ſame Cauſe, and yet

differ in their Effeds, and that for the

Reaſons before-mentioned, my room is too

little to Inlarge upon every particular.

I 3 Therefore
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Therefore, ſince Death is an inevitable.

-Fate, and that it is appointed for all men

once to dye; let us always be ready to en

tertain it 3–For ye know-not at what
hour, &c. s - ºº

Prudentia Major fato. º

-

- TheEnd ofthe Judgment on the

Twelve Houſes. . . ."
* - "

*-
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C. H. A. P. XX.

Of the Effeis of Direáions.

A Direétion is but a certain number of De

grees between one of the Hylegical

Points, and any Star or Aſpečt, which we for

diſtinétion ſake call the Promittor, and the

Hylegical Point, the Significators; for in the

Projećtion of future A&ions, four things are

uſeful, 1. Direáions. 2. Revolutions. , 3. Pro

feations. 4. Tranſits ; All which ſhall here

after be handled in their order, and firſt of

Direáions.

The Aſcendant direfied to his Promittorf.

The Aſcendant or Horoſcope is dire&ted for

Life or Death, for the affečtions of the Body

and Journeys ; which if it come to the Bene.

ficks, it ſignifies good , if to the Maleficks

evil. — * -

The Beneficks are 22, and $2, and 3 well

placed , the Maleficks are h, and 3, and 3,

ill placed.

The Benefick Rays are k and A, the Ma- - , ,

lefick [] and 3’, the body of the Beneficks is

good, of the Maleficks evil.-- - -

But take this general £aution in h, and

remember to make your!". after this

Proportion in the other ſix, Planets; for h

I 4. in:
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in fiery Signs, produceth much Choler, and

from thence Cholerick Diſeaſes; as Fevers,

Tertian Agues, and ſometimes Dyſenteries ;

in Earthy Signs, Atra bills and aduſt Melan

choly 3, from thence comes Dolors of the Body,

ºr. C ancers, Conſumptive Coughs,

and imminent Dangers of Body: In Aery Signs

he infeſts the Blood and whole Body with a

Putrid Peccant Humour; from whence comes

Ventoſe Cholick Dolors, Iliaca Paſio, Preci

pitation, and Falls, from on high : Wa

Signs, he gives a cold Chacochimical habit of -

Body; from whence comes Dropſies, Pains of

the Joynts, Leproſe, Hernia's, Hemorrhoids,

Fiſtula's and Diſeaſes of the Bladder, the Na

tive is dull and ſtupid, it depraves his mind,

and renders him unfit for Buſineſs; and this

is to be underſtood as well of his evil Aſpećts

falling in theſe Signs, as of his Body to be

direčted to ; the evil Aſpects of h or d in

any part of the Natives life are dangerous,

eſpecially if they were Enemies in the Radix;

" but if the Direétion takes place where the

Althocodin expires, nothing but a Miracle (in a

courſe of Nature) can ſave them.

Aſcendant to the A. D. or 9 of h.

rºDireétions#:#: with

long Chronical Diſeaſes, proceeding from cold,

dry, putrid humours, Defluxions of Rheum,

a difiempered Spleen, Quartan and Tertian

Agues, Hypochondriack Melancholy, Dropſie,

Lºproſe, Stone, Scurvey, Conſumptions,

Chollick, and perhaps Death it ſelf.

- - Tº

\
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… . . . . To the 36 or A of H.;

- Either of theſe direétions makes the Na

tive grave, diſcreet, and aſſociates him with

Saturnine Perſons and Things; as Buildings,

Husbandry, Wills, and Legacies of ſome

deceaſed Perſon ; alſo Buſineſs about Lea

ſes, &c. - -

Aſcendant to the cſ, Y, orA of \, , ,

Theſe Direáions makes the Native health

and vigorous; gives Peace and Tranquillity o

Mind, Delight, and Riches, with Honour and

Praiſe for ſome commendable ſervice, eſteem

among Clergymen, Lawyers, and Magiſtrates,

the Native is merry, propenſe to devotion,

Moral virtues, and he follows his Imployment

With ſucceſs and pleaſure.—

- To the L1 or 3 of 3:... ...

Either of theſe give the Native a diſtem

pered Liver, and corrupt Blood, the Small'

Pox, Fevers, and, Plurifie, it ſtirs up ſtrife

and contention, chiefly with Clergymen and

Lawyers; by whom, he is betrayed to his.

prejudice. . . . . º

Aſcendant to the oſ, [], or gº of gº.

Theſe are dangerous Direátions, and plunge’

the Native into horrible miſeries ; for they

give Chollerick Inflammations, Fcvers, Plague, , ,

Boils, Small Pox, Bloody Flux, Frenzy and

Madneſs, Erifipila's, Tumors, and Cholerick:

ulcers, Publick Accuſations, Quarrels and Con--

troverſies, danger by Iron, Fire, Gunſhot,

Duels, &c. .

. . . . . . To the * * A of dº..

: Theſe give the Native advantage and Pre

ferment by Military Affairs, Chymiſtry.makes,

- 1 s galhã.

him bold and Imperious, deſirous of Rule, he
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.

gains Acquaintance with Eminent Comman.

ders, and performs all his Aëtions with Glory

and Splendor. - -

, Aſcendant to the of of Ø.

This gives Honour and Authority, the fa

vour of a Prince, or ſome Nobleman with Pre

ferment; it alſo gives pains in the Head, ſore

Eyes, difference with the Father, if living,

and ſome flight Diſeaſe.— ... . . . . .

To the # or A ofG. -

It uſually, gives the Native health of Body

and tranquility of Mind, Riches, Honours,

and good eſteem in the world, he performs

fome honourable Journey , ;*. by the

Command of a Prince, if capable , and

he is very fortunate both in Honour and

Aćtion, , \ -

To the r1 or p 3. the G). I

This is an unhappy Direáion both to health

and Reputation, the Native is threatned with

the wrath of Princes,the frowns of Magiſtrates,

enmity and ill will from Men of Authority ; it

ſhews the Death ofthe Father,the loſs of Eſtate,

jº Croſſes, and Damages by Sea,

and is a very troubleſome time 5–4gºl

makes a Diſtination between the [j and 8',

but I include them together; therefore you

...} ſuppoſe the 3’ to be the more Malignant,

and the ſq ſomewhat meliorated.

. Aſcendant to the #, or A of £:...

This may juſtly be called a timé of Pleaſure,

for now is the Native ſolicitous about nothing;

but how he may ſatisfie his deſire, Court his

Miſtreſs, ſtudy amorous Courtſhip to oblige

the love, kindneſs, and company of Women ;

He now Marries, if capable, the Natiº

* - given:

—m
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given to Dancing, Singing, Merry-making; and,all Venereal#. g ty g

Tº the [] or 3 of 2.

Theſe are ill Direáions, eſpecially to young.

Men and Women ; for now they turn their

pleaſure into wantonneſs , and fall downright

to Drunkenneſs, whoredom, and all Debau

chery; from which proceeds a ruin’d Repu

tation, Surfeits, Gonorrhaea's , Liles Venerea:

the Native, if Married, proves jealous of his

Wife, or gives her juſt occaſion to be ſo of

him; he waſteth his Eſtate, and good name.

by Quarrels, and the means of Women.—

Aſcendant to the 6, 3-, or A of §.

The Native proves very ingenious under

theſe Dire&ions, and doth things worthy of

Commendation, he now grows a Proficient in

the Sciences, the Languages, in Hiſtory 3 or

ſomething elſe of this Nature, if he hath a

Nativity for ſuch an undertaking ;– other

wiſe he is concerned in ſome Office, Merchan

dizing, Contraſts, Bargains, Publick Affairs,

or what Buſineſs he is capable of; and in all

Perſons from the King to the Clown , it hath

its Operations; and judgment muſt be varied

according to their capacity of living and

doing,

Tº the [] or & of ſº

Theſe Direétions make the Native averſe.

to ſtudy , he is buſied about things of no

worth , is vexed with Arreſts, Law. Suits,

Cheating Servants, Knaviſh Lawyers, falſe in

formations; he is accuſed for Forgery, Libels,

Verſes againſt Authority. , -

z aftindant.

-

* *

-*.
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Aſcendant to the dº of Dr. . -

If the D were fortunately placed in the

Radix, it ſhews a fortunate proſperous time,

and ſhews Marriage, Journeys, Voyages by

Sea, ſometimes Preferment; but if the B.

were unfortunate in the Radix or Lady of the

cighth, and in a watry Sign ... it ſignifies dan

-ger by water, a troubled mind, and ſome

times Death.

To the 36 or A of the ſ.

Theſe Direáions gives the Native a pleaſant

rofitable time, he is often wooing and dal

ying with Women, he Marries if capable,

he lives in good repute, and follows his buſi

neſs cheerfully. - -

To the D1 or 42 ºf the D.

Theſe ſtirs up Strifes, Contentions, and

Quarrels between the Native, and ſomeWo

man; he differs, with his Mother, Wife, or

ſome female Friend, perhaps about Jealouſie;

it threatens the Native with ſome Infirmity

from frigid humours, Diftempers of the Head,

the Eyes, chiefly the left, an evil conſtitution

of Body, danger of Drowning, or Damage by

Sea ſtom Pirates, &c. all things, prove diffi

cult , and his Fortune is wavering and un

conſtant.

Aſcendant to the ſº,

This gives the Native a ſucceſsful time, the

Native gains by ſome Imployment with or

under Clergymen, and gives Riches by the

means of }. and Venereal. Men and

Things. - -

-- - Aſcindant to the Ry, -

This is an unprofitable, and an unhealthful.

bircótion, and uſually gives Peſilential Fe

sº wers,
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wers, Dyſenteries, Chollick, Gonorrhaea; Poy

ſon, Rupture, ſometimes Scandals, and ſome

times Death itſelf.

Aſcendant to the 69. -

The Native now thrives in his Imployment,

is very converſant in buſineſs of Profit, and

gets Money thereby. -"

- To the ſecond Houſe.

• The Native gains by Moveable Goods, buy

eth Houſhold-ſtuff, &c.

To the third Houſe.

The Native now undertakes Journeys to

viſit Kindred, and his Journeys are either

with or without Profit, according as the for

tunate Planets behold, the third Houſe or his

Lord. - * . -

To the fourth Houſe.

This Direátion makes the Native con

verſant in Husbandry, Building, &c. but

if at the ſame time the Cuſp of the fourth

is lººd by an ill Ray, it certainly brings

Beath. -

The Aſcendant direčied to the Fixed Starr,

have the Signification following.

To the Pleiades. - -

To the Pleiades it gives ſome Cholerick Di

ſeaſe, wounds in the Head, Reſtraint or Im

priſonment ; upon ſome publick Accuſation,

perhaps Baniſhment, and it is a very ill-Di

rećtion. -- . . . . º

: To Caput Meduſe. . . .

To caput, this gives trouble and vexation

in all publick Accuſations for ſome Crime;
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againſt the publick 3 with ſome unhappy di

-ſtemper, perhaps Poiſon.-… . -

To the Girdle of Orion... . .

To the Girdle, makes the Native Libi

dinous, he is given to Rioting ; , yet it gives

the Native Profit by the P ons of the

Dead. - - - -

- To Syrius the Dog Star.

Tosyrius the Native is over-preſs'd with

Choler, he ſpends his Patrimony upon Wo:

men, he loſeth his good Name, he is imployed

in ſome Martial buſineſs, he is ſubtil, and

thrives by nothing he undertakes, either of

Merchandizing, Study, or Accompts ; he is

plagu'd with Thieviſh Servants, and what

wealth he now gains, he gets by violence

and fury. . -

- To the Aſelli,

To the Aſelli, it threatens a Fever, hurts

to the Eyes, Scandals and Reproaches from

the vulgar, and danger by great Beaſis.

To the Lyons Heart. z

To Cor Leonis it gives health, wealth, and

honour ; the favour of a Prince, yet will he

he ſubjećt to Cholerick Diſtempers.

- . . . . To Hydra. . . .

To the Bright Star of Hydra, gives hazard

both of Body and Eſtate, Diſgrace by Wo

men, he ſuffers by Drunkenneſ, and bad Com

. . . . To Spica ºp.

---This gives Profit and Preferment, ſhar

pens the fancies, he gains by the Church.

or Clergymen, and receives Hónour by it.

* , .

a , - - - - - - Tö,
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t; ºrºf Arétuºus, 2 . . . . . . .

To Artiurus, it gives ſome ſmall Troubles

cauſed by raſhneſs, # gives the Native Wealth,

and advantagiousAcquaintance ; all which he
enjoys with content.--" " - --

r
º

r - -—H+r-r T-H-

r ... '

c H.A.P. XXI.* - . . * *

- The Direáions of the Mid-beaven to * -

Promittorf.

"rheu e is diºde ºf the Nº:
‘I &ions, Honours, imployment, Common

friendſhip, and his Mother. , , , , ; , ;

iºn, c. to the 3. Li, or & h.

Either of theſe Direáions, but eſpecially

the Body, is ruinous to the Natives Name and

Reputation, it plungeth him into many trº
bles and miſeries, threatens him withArreſts,

Impriſonments, and utter Ruſºe. . . . . . . .
- º, To the ºor.A of b ... • "-- ~!

The Native is repeated by Aged Perſons,

he is grave and diſcreet, and gains by Sº

turning Men and Things, he gains ſºme
Honour and Repute in the world, and he

paſſeth among his Neighbours for an honeſt
ſober.Man,—y . . . . . . . . .: yº ºt

The M. c. tº the cº, *k, pré, º, ºr

- Theſe are glorious Direétions: if 3: Was

- frong in the Radix, and the Direétion fall in

hisown Dignities; for they ſhew avery health

ful proſperous time, he gains by ckgrº,

y
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*

and Lawyers, and makes the Native famous in

his Generation. . . . . . . . . . . ." -

~. To the D of 3’ or it.

Theſe Direáions bring trouble and vexas

tions to the Native, he quarrels with Lawyers,

Clergymen, and great Perſons, by which

means he hath the Company of Clerks,

Sollicitors, Bailiffs, who plague his Purſe,

as well as his Perſon; º: waſtes his E

ſtate, and Religious People are his Ene
Inless -

The M. C. to the cº, [1, or & of 3. .

Theſe Direétions bring all the miſeries ima

ginable to the Mind, Fortune, and Reputa

tion; it threatens Baniſhment, Impriſonment,

ſometimes Death by publick Accuſations ; if

he be an Officer in the Army, he loſeth his

Command; if he be a Courtier, he loſeth his

Honour and Place; if a Tradeſman he breaks,

and turns Bankrupt; if he is aHighway-man, he

is now Hanged for Thieving. , - .

- ... To the 36 or A of 3. - - -

Theſe Direétions make the Native famous,

either for Fighting or Fencing, &c. he is in

great eſteem among Martial men, and ſome

times he gets Preferment by the Wars, and his.

affairs go on well.—

The M. c. to the 3, 36, or A of the G).

Theſe are Honourable Direáions, for the

Native is now preferred by ſome Prince or

Eminent Perſon; he lives Honourably, and

aćts Honeſtly, performing things of truſt with

Prudence and Fidelity; if the M. c. is dire

*ted, and of Ö, it threatens the Death of .

the Mother, - - - -

******* * *-** * * ****'. ….. . . . . . . . . . . . . ºf

**.*:: - Toº
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To the [] or 5’ of the G).

The Native meets with frowns from great

Men, he loſeth his Offices and Honours on a

ſudden; it alſo threatens Impriſonment, ;:
niſhment and a violent Death, if ſignified in

the Radix. -

The M. C. to the dº, Sk, or A of $2.

Theſe are glorious and pleaſant Dire&ions,

and promiſe Marriage; if the Native be capa

ble thereof; for Inclinant ad luxum, Pentrea, &

Poluptates.—He is given to Mirth, to keep

women Company, by whoſe means he is at

laſt preferred; he is proſperous in all his af.

fairs, and injoys as much felicity as his

condition is capable of ; it produceth Mar

riage, and promiſeth the ſafety of his

Mother, 5°

To the L1 or 2. ---,

Theſe Direáions make a breach upon the

Native's Reputation; he is counted (and per

haps he is ſo) a Drunkard , a whoremonger ;

it ſtirs up jealouſe, diſcontent between Man

and Wife; it ſhews the Death of the Wife

or , Mother , if 2 were Lady of the

cighth. - -

The M. c. to the g, Sk, or A of 3.

Theſe good Direáions of g, incline the

Native to Study ; he learns Myſterious Sci

*

ºnces, and gets Preferment thereby; he per- .

forms ſome work of Eminence, and is highly,

eſteemed for his Induſtry.—

To the D1 or 3 of 3. . . .

The Native is now plagued with Mercurial

Men, next with Controverſies and Law Suits;

he loſeth his Preferment and Reputation; he

receives damage by the Information , . Accu
-ſation,
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ſation, or falſe witneſs of ſome Accomptant,

or other Mercurial Man. -

The M.C. to the cſ of the D.

The Native under this Direáion is variouſly

agitated in Mind and, Eſtate; he is inclined

to Travel; he gets ſome Preferment, and ſome

times Marries. - -

º To the 36 or A of the D.

The Native is fortunate in Honour, Eſti

mation and Eſtate, he receives ſome Honou

rable advantage by ſome worthy Lady or Gen

tlewoman, he gets ſome worthy Employ

ment, he Marries, and perhaps Travels;

|, . • he thrives, and is credibly reputed by all .

* * * IIlên.— -

. . . $. . . . . To the [] or 32 of the D. ,

a ... Theſe are croſs Dire&ions, and involve the

.* a Native into quarrels and contentious Debates

* * * * about Women, it brings loſs of Eſtate prodi

gally ſpent upon lewd Women; it threatens

* * * * the Möther of the Native, if living, it makes

ºf his Wife and he quarrel, he loſeth his Honour

# and Reputation by falſe Accuſations and In
* , formations.

‘. . . . . . . The M. c. to the Q. . . . -

# * . This makes the Native fortunate in all his

. Aëtions; makes him Proſperous and Honou

: . . . . rable, and all this by the means of Jovial and

* … Venereal things. - -

ºn - The M. C. to the R9.

. . . . . This preſages ignominy, difficulties, and

; : . . . oppoſition in all publick buſineſs and affairs,

!, loſs of Honour 3 Impriſonment, Baniſhment,
| : º, and ſometimes the Death ofthe Mother.

* * : . . . -
The

* * -
-

h --- - -
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. The M.C. to the GB.

* This makes the Native fortunate in move

** . f

able goods, and he thrives and gets both Mo

ney and eſteem in the world.

- To the Eltventh Houſe.

The Native gains many new and honourable

Friends and Acquaintance, and by them

much Gain. . . .

- To the Twelfth Houſe.

It threatens the Native with much oppo

ſition, and the malice of Enemies, danger of

Impriſonment, if there were any Signification

thereof in the Radix. -

The M.C. to the Aſcendant.

If i ſo happen, which is but ſeldom , it

favours the Native with ſucceſs in all things;

it gives him Honour and Authority, and

it is a very fortunate Direčtion , unleſs

ta Infortunes interpoſe by Body or A

The Mid-beaven, direčied to the -

Fixed Starſ.

To the Pleiades.

Is an ill Direáion , and plungeth the

Native into many misfortunes ; as Contro

verfies and Quarrels on the behalf of Wo

men, wounds, Murther, Impriſonment 2

and ſometimes Preferment, with an ill Con

ſequence. , -

- fo
º



Tº Palilitium Orion, cor it, Hercules,

- or the Goat. . . . . . .

Theſe promiſe the Native ſucceſs in Martial

affairs, makes him ingenious in new Inven

tions ; he gains Honour either by or among

Souldiers; he is ambitious, imperious,and ſome

times given to quarrelling...— . . -

º To Caput Meduſe. . . . . . ;

This threatens a violent Death from ſome

ſudden accident of Murther,0r ſudden Death of

ſome Body, for which the Native is accuſed ,

and perhaps guilty of it too,if X and cº"were -

in dº in the Radix, ..

- To Spica tºº, . .

This confers on the Native Honour and Pre

fºrment beyond Expediation 2. perhaps Eccle
ſiaſtical.- :

To: Cor SU, the Dºg, or Arturus.

. Thijiwº iºninº ºf rºbuſineſ,
Offices, Power, Authority, and Command,

and perhaps a Princes favour too; he gains

Wealth and Reputation, and is Honoured by

Men of great Eminence. . . . .
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- CHAP. xxii.

The Sun: Dirtàionſ to Promiitors,

He Sun is direded for Dignity, Honour,

Life, and the increaſe or decreaſe of the

vital vigor, called by the Hermeticks Archtus,

or the Native Balſam.

The G) to the C.U or 3 of h. -

Theſe are ill Direétions, and cauſe thoſe

Diſeaſes which are called Flagella Medicorum,

as Scurvy, Gout, Quartan Agues, &c. and

other Diſeaſes proceeding from Choler; the

Native is ſubjećt to Falls, Thieviſh Servants,

decay of Fortune, Detriment in Reputation,

loſs ofHonour, the fury of a Prince, Falls,Dan

gersby Sea and Land, with a general diſtur

bance both of Body and Mind.—

To the 36 or A of h.

Theſe Direáions incline the Native togra

vity and ſobriety; he receives Honour and

Preferment from Saturnine Men and Things,

all his affairs go on proſperouſly, and he in

creaſeth both in Reputation and Riches.

The G) diretted to the d', k, or ZN{;
Theſe afford the Native health of Body,

and tranquillity of Mind; it gives him Honour,

Glory, Dignity, the favour and familiarity

with a Prince or Princes, Noblemen, Law

yers, Churchmen ; it uſually gives Hoºf
- aſl
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and Riches from the Sacred Funètion, and

ſometimes Marriage. * .

To the [] or 3 of 3.

Theſe threaten the Native with injuries and

prejudice from Churchmen and Lawyers, his

Eſtate, Name, and Reputation ſuffers, by diſ.

graces, damages and affronts; but in the end

he recovers all again.— . -

The G) to the cſ, [], or 62 of dº. .

. Theſe Direétions gives the Native many. In

firmities and Diſeaſes; as Fevers, Haflamma

tions, pains in the Heads fore Eyes , dini

Sight, Wounds in the Face and other Parts;

by Iron, Fire, Weapons, and a general ill ſuc

ceſs in all buſineſs; he is in danger of Stabbing,

Payſons, Thieves, Peſikhtial Fevers, Mad

neſs, Deprivation of Senſe, and Death it

ſelf— -
---

*

... Theſe give the Native friendſhip with Sout.

diers, and Preferment thereby; it makes him

generous and vigorous; it gives Honour and

Eſtimation from his Prince; if he be a Gene

ral or other Commander, he performs ſome

worthy A&ion in the wars; if he be a Me

chanick, he follows his Imployment with

care and ſucceſs; let a man be what he

will, he ſhall receive advantage proportionable

to his quality.

The G5 to the cſ, º, or A of 2.

Under theſe Direétions the Native is glutted

with all manner of Venereal Pleaſures 3 as

Dancing, Plays, Muſick, Merriment, Banquets,

and Courting of women. : * -

... If the Native be ſingle, he Marries inpon

theſe Direétions, and that happily too; he is

-
-

healthy

tº thºra fé. .

*
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|-healthy and vigorous, and increaſeth both in

º and Eſtate, he receives Honour

and Preferment, and he is happy and ſucceſs

ful in all his affairs.— . -

The U.] of 2. ' -

Infamous, liable to Scandal and Diſgrace; he

is given to baſe ačtions of Luſt, his Wife and

it be a woman) and ill Opinions of s

and others without a cauſe.—

The G) to the 6 or >k of 3.

plicity of buſineſs; he is inclin'd to Mercurial.

Studies, and proves a good Proficient therein;

if g were ſtrong in the Radix, he is preferred

- for his Learning, or for ſome new invention;

if to the of only, and 3 weak, he is plunged

into Controverfies , Law-Suits, he is plagu'd.

with a crew of crafty Knaves, and perhaps

Thieves-— and ſuch like.— . .

The G) to the cº of the D. .

This oppreſſeth the Body with Flegm, gives

Diſtempers of the Stomich, Head, Brain,Eyes,

º

ſometimes Death , and it is uſually the fore- .

runner of an ill Marriage.—

• To the SK or A of the Ç. -

Gives Journeys, the Management of Princes

affairs with Honour and . Succeſs; he is ſent

with ſome Embaſſy, he is preferred to Au

thority and publick Offices ; he gains many

Honourable Ácquaintance, and by them Ri

ches; and healſo Marries if capable.— . .

This is an unhappy Direétion, and involves.

the Native into many misfortunes, he grows.

he differs, he is ſubjećt to Jealouſe, (or ſhe if

is Wife .

Theſe Direáions give the Native a Multi

1,
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Tº the D or dP of the D. .

The Native upon theſe Direáions takes evil

Courſes, he turns Drunkard, or Whoremon

ger, from whence many Diſeaſes enſue, as

diſtempers of the Brain, Catarrhs, Agues, &c. -

the Small Pox, the great Pox, Fevers; it ſtirs

up many Enemies againſt the Native, his Pa

rents quarrel, and his Wife and he part aſun

der, if he is Married.— -

- To the ſº.

He is preferred by Noblemen, he receives

ſome publick reward and Honour, with in

creaſe of Riches.

To the U.

This gives loſs of Honour and Dignity, Me

lancholy Diſeaſes, with ſome diſtemper of the

Eyes, chiefly the right; ſometimes the Plague;

Poyſon, or ſome putrid Fever.

- . . To the GB. -

This ſhews a happy thriving time and the

Native is proſperousin all things of Eſtate—

- The Q to the firſt Houſ.

The Native diſcovers his private Enemies,

he gains Authority over others, and is in good
health.- -

To the ſecond Houſe.

. . This ſhews great Expences without a juſt

cauſe; but if the Beneficks were there,it gives

wealth. -

- To the third Houſe.

Now the Native undertakes many Journeys,
ſometimes without Profit. r

- To the fourth Houſe.

If the Fortunes were here, he gains by

Buildings and Husbandry; but if the Infor

- tunes
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tunes were there, he receives loſs and damage,

in ſuch undertakings, as alſo by Servants, and

föhmetimes Death it ſelf.

To the fifth Hoſ.

He is Propenſe to Pleaſure, Merry-ma

king, &c. but if the Beneficks were in the

; fifth, it promiſeth good to his Children;

: if H or 3 were there, it promiſeth

CWII,

Tº the ſixth Houſ. . . . . .

: The Native gains flyºtte, servants,

* yet it gives Sickneſs to the Native, and his

i Father. --

To the ſeventh Houſe. - -

. The Native overcomes his Enemies, he is

inclin'd to Marriage; or if Married, a Diſtem
f to his Wife, or ſome Controverſie with

-. Cr. - - - - * . A

To the eighth Houſe. . . . .

This gives trouble about ſome Legacy, or

ſome gifts by the Dead, ſometimes grief and .

mourning for the Dead. . . . . . . . . . . . .

* ... ... Tº the ninth Houſt,..., , , , ,

. The Native is in ſincă tº travel, and if

, the ninth Houſe were ä watry Sign, he goes
to Sea, -but for the ſucceſs .*. Travels,

obſerve, the Planets in the ninth, and judge

accordingly.— . . . . . . .

... . . ... Tº the tenth Hºſt... . . . . .

... It Promiſeth Honour, and ſome Honouri.

tle,º if the Native be capable

†rºwiętºrm. …,diº,

his cricity. Tº “..."
2 --

-- - K - s - Tº

f -
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To the eleventh Houſ. . .

It gives the Native Honourable Friends, he

gains Honour and Repute, and his hopes are

anſwered with ſucceſs.

To the twelfth Houſe.

This ſtirs up many Enemies againſt the

Native by whom he is abuſed, both in his

Credit and Repute; he is in danger of a Pri

ſon, and Baniſhment.

For the effects of the Fixed Stars have re

courſe to the Judgment delivered in the Judg

ment of the Medium Cali, &c. and the effects

there delivered , ſpeak the ſame things
here.—

CHAP. xxiii.

The Moon direčied to her Promittorf.

ſ A Nd ſhe is direéted for the affeations both

of Body and Mind, for Life and Death,

for things belonging to the Mother, and Wife

of the Native.

The D to the d. ET; or & off.

Theſe are ill Directions both to health and

reputation, and afflićt the Native with cold,

melancholy Diſeaſes 3 as the Gout, Hypochon

driack Paſſions, Gout, Dropſie, Palfie, A

plexy, Quartan Agues, and ſometimes Fé

yers, he is abuſed by the vulgar Rabble, robb'd

by Servants, cheated by thoſe he dealsº
* sº ey

e
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Y

they preſage danger to the Mother or wife;

his Eyes are weak and defe&ive, and his mind

overpreſs'd with Melancholy. .

To the xk or - T - -

The Native now§§#e Money by

dealing with Perſons and Things ſignified by

h; he is concerned in Building, in Tilling

and Manuring of Land , he acquaints himſelf

with grave and eminent Perſons, by whoſe

means he gains Riches and Honour according
to his quality. • S - --

. . . The Moon to the dº, Sk, or A of 1. . .

Theſe are famous Direáions, eſpecially if

they happen near eminent Fixed Stars ; they

give Honour, Preferment, plenty of Riches,

and great Eſtimation in the world 3, he gains

many Honourable Perſons, (both in Church

and State) for his Friends and Acquaintance 3

all his buſineſs ſucceeds well; and if he be a

ſingle Perſon, he Marries upon this Dire&tion,

if he be within the Orbs of Venus.

To the [] or dP of \,. . . . . .

Theſe Direáions plunge the Native into

many croſſes and vexations with Lawyers and

Clergymen, his Credit and Reputation is

in danger, perhaps he may be accuſed for

; ftrange Heterodox Principles in Re

!gion. - - -

The Moon to the dº, Il, or P of 3.

Theſe Direáions portend many miſchievous

accidents to the Native both in Life and E

ſtate, in Publick and Private affairs, &c. it

ſtirs up Cholerick humours in the Body, from

whence proceed Malignant and Peſtilential

Fevers, Plague, Graveſ in the Kidneys, Pox,

and Gonorrhea, Boils, &c. Gunſhot or other
K 2 wounds

--

*— -

-



a trouble contentiou

####:

wounds made by Iron, Fire, or four-footed

Beaſts, Phrehzy; afflićtion Had trouble of mind,

the Death of the wife or himſelf, Thefts and

Scandals.--— , , , . . .

- To the Sk orA of d".

Such Direétions make the Native bold and

couragious , inclin'd to Military Aétion, and

Warlike Affairs ; and if he be a Commander,

lie gains Preferment by it, let him be what he

will he gains Preferment, according to his

capacity; he keeps Company, and perhaps

turns Prodigal, if Mars was weak in his Na

tivity. ' - - - -

y The Moon to the of of the O.",

... This Direáion (if the D was giver of

fife J threatens the Native with danger of

Beath by a Fever , , Syncope, &c. he

hath fore. Eyes, and ſometimes prefer
ment, . . . : * , i. 9 ºf . , , , , ;", & tº -

º-º- ºr, the Sk by A ºf the G).

The Native now gains both Money and Ho

nour by the means of ſome great and noble

woman, he is# into ſome Office of Truſt,

and gets the fami

haps he Matries, and indeed it is a very ho

nourable Dire&ion." a

**** -- to the Dor 3 of the cy. -

Theſe Direáions give the Native trouble

andgº in his common affairs; it ſtirs

up the ith of ſome eminent Lady, and

iº *::::A;º; Cof

ºniºch ºpiºiºi,

- 'year to the Na

-- the ſquare.
- - **** * > . . . . . ; 2 - -

- " :) --> *tº . . . . . ºrſ.

--- c A. - Th:

it. . .

iliarity of ſome Prince; per

.
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The Moºn to the 3, 34, or A ºf2.

... Under theſe Dircótions the Native is ſwaſ.

lowed up in Pleaſure, Mirth, Merry-making,

Plays, and Paſtimes; he is buſied in wooing
andº with: Women; he is healthy,

ſucceſs l, and receives many gifts from Wa

men, and it often imports Marriage.— . .

. To the DJ at 32 of 2.

... The Native grows Idle and Prodigal, ſpends

his Patrimony in baſe Company; he turns

Brunkard, Whoremonger, and is a Reproach

to himſelf and his Friends; it alſo gives

Wenereal Diſeaſes, as the French Pox, Gonor

rhea, Buboes; it ſometimes gives Marriage;

but he that Marries upon this Dircótion, had

asgood be hang'd. *

* The Maon ta the cſ,# ºr A ºf 3. .

To the Body of g, if he were weak and

in ill Aſpe&t of 3 or h, the Native is gi

ven to knaviſh A&ions, as Forgery of Wri

tings, lewd Courſes, and Controverſies about.

the ſame; perhaps he º: an ingenious

Thief, or Pick-pocket; but if ſtrong in the

Radix, he Studies, turns Merchant, and is

imployed in ſome publick Buſineſs. To

the XK and A he is very propenſe to Study,

and eſpecially. Accompts, aid the Mathe

maticks, and other Mercurial Studies, by

which he gains Honour and good Repute in

the world.

To the DI or 32 of §.

The Native declines all kind of Learning

and #. Company, he is concerned in Quar:

rels, Forgery, Cozening and Cheating; and

Death alſo ; if g were Lord of the eighth,

ſometimes, Baniſhment, and Scandals about

K 3. Knave

*

2.
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Knaveries in the Law; and if g were in El

with 3 in the Radix , Clipping and Coining

of Money alſo.

To the ſº.

This gives the Native a general happyyear,

he gains Wealth and Honour , a quiet Mind

and a ſound Body.

Tº the 85.

This ſtirs up the envy of many againſt

the Native, it Poiſons his Mind, and perhaps

his Body too; ſome Diſtempers in his Eyes,

and Melancholy Diſeaſes. -

For the Judgment of Direáion to the

twelve Houſes, have recourſe to that of the

Sun ; and for the Fixed Stars to the Medium

cali , they being indeed the ſame in effect

here.- - -

*::: ‘.

:- * -

*.
.-

- -

-

* -* - -
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CHAP: XXIV. .

The Part of Fortune dirtied to

Promittorf,

The GB to the cº, [...], or dº ºf f.

THis ... loſs of Riches #.#. the

waſt of his Patrimony, by Theft and the

Knavery of Saturnine Perſons, and by uſury,

Navigations, &c.

- To the xk or A of h.

Theſe give the Native increaſe of Riches,

by Mineing, Building, Sea affairs, dealing in

great Cattle, and with Saturnine Perſons and

Things.— of

The 6B to the dº, Sk, or A e

The§§. now#. a ###". in

creaſe of his Eſtate by gifts, Rewards from

ſomeF. Perſon, the Native is ſucceſsful,

and thrives by everything he deals in.—

To the [] or dº of 1. . .

Theſe threaten loſs of Eſtate by Clergymen,

Lawyers, &c. and much vexation and trouble

by their means; alſo the loſs of ſome publick

Office, by which he did increaſe his Eſtate.

The 6B to the gº, D, or §2 of 3.

The Native now loſeth his Eſtate by Thieves

and thieviſh Servants, by Fire, Gaming,

Drinking, or Quarrels.

- Tº the xk orA of3.

The Native now increaſeth his Eſtate, by

dealing with Martial Men, and in Martial
K ar

4 Things,
…
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Things, he gains by ſmall Cattle, and ven

turing to Sea.

- The GB to the cº, C1, or & of G).

Theſe denote loſs of Eſtateby large, unne

ceſſary and prodigal expences, to the [] or 3°,

loſs of Eſtate by the malice of ſome great Per

ſon, ſome Scandal or Publick Accuſation.—

To the xk orA of the G).

The Native now receives many confiderable

Gifts, Honours, and Preferments to get Mo

ney by, from Perſons of worth and Eſtima

tion, all People are civil and kind to him,

his Expences are great , as well as his

Gains.—— -

The GB to the cſ, >k, or A of $2. -

Theſe afford the Native the favour of ſome

worthy Woman, by whom he increaſeth his

Eſtate; yet the Native is propenſe to Prodi

gality, and ſpends it as eaſily.—

... To the El, or & of

... The Native now*** in ear

neſt, andº Patrimony in ſtrife and

contentious Lăw-Suits concerning Women; he

#. ill Company, and brings Scandal and

Diſgrace to himſelf and Friends.

The @ to the dº, Sk, or A of .

''. He now gins by Birgins, Contraits, Ac

compºs, and things of Learning and Induſtry,

by new Inventions, Traffick and Journeys, and

he gains well by his Profeſſion.—

Tº the [] or & of . , -

Now he is cheated and abuſed by Scholars,

Attorneys, knaviſh Clerks, and cheating Ac

comptants; he loſeth by ſome new Invention;

by forgery, or falſe witneſs, and ſuch kind of

kmayeries, -

- - The
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tº B tº the cº, *, *:Asſº & .
. Under theſe Direétions, the Native gains by

ſome popular name in Buſineſs, by the kind

neſs of ſome Woman, by ſome Journey by

Land, or Voyage by Sea, ºc. but in all buſi

neſ, be it what it will, the Native gains.

by it. -

… :: * * ºf the 4×ºr 4 of the 9:. * . . .

The Native now receives Prºjudice in his

Eſtate by the Sea; or Seaman, by the frowns

and ill will of ſome woman, he loſeth by

vulgar and popular dealings in his Trade, his

Credit, and Repute is leſſened, and he is

Plagº'd with Law Suits. . . . . *

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . … : : « . . . .

… . . . . . . º,' s To thºſh. . º ". . -

The Naives Eſtate is increaſed by: Venercal

Friends. ''{ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .i

. . . . . . . . To the Uſ. ...” –

The Native, loſeth by Souldiers, Fire,

Thieves, &c, &, ºf H . . . . … ...:

.* : *, *. . . . . . .'; …yº

The q> to Fixed Stars hath the ſame effect

as the Aſcendant or M. c. and the GB directed.

to the twelve Houſes have the ſame effeót as

Aſcendant or Sun, which ſee in their proper

places; and ſo I conclude the effects of Dire

No man can expe&t that I ſhould in this

ſmall Volume add Tables of Right and Oblique

Aſcenſion to direčt by ; becauſe I intend this,

- only for a ſhort Introdućtion to Aſtrology, for:

caſeof Mºnory, and ſhortneſs of Learning.

>

ńsm—
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Therefore let all thoſe that are ſo ripe irr

Art as to require Tables, have recourſe eithers.

to Regiomontanus, Argol's Primum Mebile, or to .

Mr. Gadbury's. Dottrine of Nativities , where

they may find Tables of Declination; right

Aſcenſion, oblique Aſcenſion to all Latitudes,

and other uſeful Tables requirable in.Di

rečtions. -

Ia.the effects of Dire&tions I have not men

tioned the terms of the Planets, which in .

this ſmall Treatiſe I think is not much valu

able; therefore I will here, to ſatisfie the cu

rious, with this Caution, give a general In
ſtruction alſo, •

The Aſcend. M.c. O; D, or GB, if they are

dire&ted to the terms of the Benefics,it is good; .

but if to the terms of the Maleficks it is evil,

whether it be to Life, Honour-, or Eſtate ;

likewiſe to the Antiſcions of the Planets are

good, but to the contra-Antiſcions is evil; ſo

that-indeed-theſe Antiſcions and contra-An- .

tiſcions are like the 36 andA of the Planets,

enly they are not ſo effeótual,

“.
º

º - * * .

- - CHAP:
- • *
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C HAP. xxv.

Of Revolutionſ. And firſt what a

Revolution it,

A Revolution: in Aſtrology, is no other,

thing but the Return of the O or any

other Planet to theſame place in which he was:

at the Birth; that is, in the ſame Sign, De

gree and Minute, and there are divers ways to

obtain it: Firſt, by Calculation, which of all

others is the beſt, if your Tables are true.

Secondly, by Redućtion from an Ephemerides.

And Thirdly, by a continual adding of five

Hours, 48 Minutes to any Revolution, truly

obtained, according to Argol's Revolutional

Table. - - ... --

The Figure of the Revolution being obtain

ed, the next thing is to give Judgment there

on, and is my next buſineſs.;

There are many Rules laid down by Schonºr,

Origanus, Argol, Bonatus, and others in Latin,

and by my Honoured Friend Mr. Gadbury in

Engliſh, but my deſign being really for brevi--

ty, I ſhall rather endevour, to ſhew the ſub--

ance than the circumſtance of this Parti

cular.— Therefore,

Firſt, Conſider how it agrees with the Na

tivity, whether it be in xk, A, or & to the

Figure of the Radix; alſo conſider what Pla

nets make their Returns to their own. Radical

places, or to the Radical places of*: º

* . . . -- - . 3.4
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the Radical figure promiſed ill effects ; but if : - .

# Revolutional Accident be Judged; and º

then confider whether the G) or D are affe

&ed of the Benevolents, or afflićted of the

Malevolents, or Lords of ſixth , eighth, or

twelfth of the Radix; then obſerve whether

|h or 3 afflićt the places of the G3, Ç, and

Aſcendant of the Radix, and whether there be

no Eclipſe, eſpecially of the Sun, upon or near -.

the Radical places of thoſe three Hylegicals ;

for if ſome of theſe accidents happen, theNa

tive ſhall ſuffer ſome damage in his health,

or if the Midheaven or 9 are afflićted in Ho

nour and Eſtate, and this to the purpoſe, if

none of theſe things happen, the Native may

exped but little or no change in his life and . .

affairs; and that this particular of Revolu-- . .

tions may be the better underſtood , con- .

ſider with theſe things, theſe Aphoriſms fol- ºl

lowing from Argol, which for orders ſake.

I will divide into three Seáions or Parts, º

ºx. - --

I. Of Health and Sickneſs.

2. Of Riches and Poverty.

3. Of Honour and Diſhonours—

And under one of theſe three heads will

3

- Of Health and Sickneſ, :

, is The Aſcendant ºf a Revolution, either
the ſame, or in Skor A to that of the Radix, "|

gives health of Body; but in El or dy, the

contrary, . ;

~ - - - - - - - -- * * * * *-*.

- . . . . 2.É.
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>

2. Tº or d" in the Aſcendants threatens a

fickly year, eſpecially if they afflićt any of the

Hylegical places in the Radix.

3. The C in a Nativity and Revolution

both, free from the ill Rays of the Infortunes,

and Combuſtion,in Aſpećt of the Beneficks,pro

... miſetha healthful fortunate year.

4. The 6 in a Revolutionafflićted of h or

3, without the good Rays of \lor Q, proves.

an unlucky ſickly year.—

3. # in the fifth Houſe in L1 or 9 of H,

gives ſo

- -

-

me Venereal Diſeaſe, perhaps a Gonor

thea, and I have known the D in 3 of h.

from the Houſes of $ and 3, and not either

. . of them in the fifth Houſe, give a virulentGo

norrhea. -** - -

6, 2 and 3 ſtrongin a Revolution with Ry,

gives a Dyſentery, or ſome melancholy Infir

mity, I have knownthey in the Aſcendant

to have given Hypochondriacal Paſſions, and a

flatulent Spleen, and may well paſs for an A

phoriſm it ſelf. -

7. The Lord of the Aſcendant of the Ra

dical Figure, with the $5, and in the Re

-volution in 32 to h, 3, or p , threatens

Sickneſs. - - - -

8. The Aſcendant of the Revolution, the

place of h in the Radix, gives Fevers with

trembling; but if h were then in the Aſcen

dant, it givesa Quartan Ague; but if g were

the afflićting Planet in ſtead of h, it gives

Fevers, and ſuch as change from one ſtate to
another. “ . . . . . . ... ". ſ: - ;

, 9. cºin the tenth afflićted , gives danger

from a Horſe ; if he ſhould be in the twelfth,

danger from four-footed Beaſis. . . . . . a
_* - - Jr., Q.
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1b. O in 32 of 3 ſhews danger to the

Eyes, or by Horſes.

11. The Beneficks Combuſt, and the

Maleficks in... [] or 5’ of the G) above the

earth, or the D under the earth, and the Aſ--

cendant, threatens the Native with Death,”

although there be no bad direáion in opera
tion, --

12. The Lord of the Aſcendant or G) in

partile of with Ry, ſhews danger of Priſon.

13. The Lord of the Aſcendant and D with

Qy, and the Lord of the eighth ſhould be-,

hold the D by an ill Ray from the place

of the part of Fortune, ſhews danger of
Death. - -

14. 1 in the ſixth Houſe in 8 or II, or

in a Moveable Sign, and Venus ſhould apply

to \l, it threatens the Native with pains in:

the Throat, perhaps an:Inflammation or Tu

mour of the Glandules. -

15. The Lord of the Aſcendant of the Re

volution in the ſixth, eighth, or twelfth, ſhews

an unhappy year. -

16. The Lord ofthe Aſcendant of the Ra

dix an Infortune, and in the Aſcendant of the

Revolution, makes the Native ſickly.

17. 32 or $2 in 36 or A with D with

Reception, makes that year in which it hap

pens very proſperous; but if they ſhould be

in Reception by E or 3, the good effects -

when poſſeſſed, ſhall ſoon vaniſh.

18. The Lord of the ſixth of the Revolu

tion in with the Ry, makes the Native

ſickly;and iſ 3 afflićts the Lord of the Aſcen- .

dant at the ſame time, it threatens the Native

with Poiſon, and other miſchievous effects. Tº

- - - - 19, , º,

-
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Io. H. and 3 in Cſ in the tenth Houſe of

a-Revolution, threatens the Native's Mother

with Death, eſpecially if they are both Pere

grine ; but if & ſhould be there alone, it only

threatens her with ſome kind of misfortunes, ,

but not Death; alſo loſs of Reputation to the
Native.

20. The O in [Jor £ to the Aſcendant of -*

Birth, plungeth the Native into many diffi:

culties, if he ſhall caſt the ſame Ray to the

Lord of the Aſcendant at Birth, from the

fourth Houſe in a Revolution , it ſhews

the difference between the Native and his

Father.

21. Benevolent Stars in the twelfth Houſe

of a Revolution, ſhew the Native ſhall pre

vail over his Enemies in that year; the Male

volents there ſhew the contrary.

22. An Eclipſe or Comet in the Aſcendant .

threatens troubles , and ſometimes Death, if

the Eclipſe ſhould be in the ſame degree of the

Q or Aſcendant, it always ſhews danger to

the Native's life. . .

23. An Eclipſe of the O in the ſame de

gree with the gº, threatens the Native with

feath in that year, if not in the ſame.y

degree great danger,-Pto. Par, fºl. 196.

--~~
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PR op. II.

V

. Of Riches and Poverty.

Irſt, it muſt be inquired what Direáions

are Incipient in that year you inquire

for, whether they increaſe, or diminiſh, For

tune; as alſo the Tranſits, (eſpecially of the

three Superiours and 2) and Profečtions;

all which being carefully conſidered, you may

frame a ſatisfactory Judgmentfrom theſe Apho

riſms fºllowing,

1. The Pars fºrtune in the ſame place it

was in the Nativity, produceth happy, or un

happy effects, as that of the Radix,--

2. The 3 in good Aſpe’t with his Diſpoſi

tor;increaſeth the Natives Biches; in ill Aſpect

with his Diſpoſitor, the contrary, 2.

- i,j. in the place 3 or 2 was in the

Radix 3 makes the Native fortunate in that

year; if in the firſt or ſecºnd Houſe, he gains

it by his own Induſtry and Labour. - . . ,

4. The GB in A with the 'G) , promiſeth

Riches from great and Noble men, the ſame.

is effected by the k, although more re

miſs.

5. The GB in the eighth Houſe, gives Ri

ches by the Death of ſome Friend.

6.The Diſpoſitors of the GB ſtrong,and not

aflićted by the ill Rays of the Maleficks, give

Riches according to the Nature of the Star ſo .

-- - governs

--~ *

"" ºvel
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governing; for if it be H., it comes by old

men, Heirſhip, Death, Peregrinations, &c. if

by 3% from Religion, and Religious men, Ho

nours, Magiſtracy, and ſo of the other Pla

nets, as elſewhere you have been already

taught.—

. 7. 14 well affećted and ſtrong in a Revolu

tion in ; Aſpe&t of Q , always gives

Riches and an Augmentation of Eſtate in that

year. . . .
-

-

8. M. in the ſecond or eighth in his Digni

ties, certainly gives' Riches and Gain, from

Things and Perſons unlook'd for , and that

without labour alſo, perhaps ſome Legacy or

Eſtate by the Death of Friends. . . ."

9. 1 and 2 in the ſecond, give great Ri

ches, from Eccleſiaſtical Things and Perſons,

and from Phyſical too. . . . . . .

10. Sº Lady of the G or ſecond Houſe, in

the eighth, gives Riches by Women and their

Gifts; ſo doth the Lord of the ſeventh in

the* - ** a ºw re
11. The (in a goo o where

ſoever placed, or joyned: or if he be

in his own Domicile, always gives Riches; but
chieflywheti in the ſecond Houſe, the ſame

effect hath the ſº joymed to the 6B. . .

12, The Lord of the Aſcendant applying to

the Lord of the ſecond Houſe, the Native

gets Riches without any great labour;but if not

applying, he little minds it.

3. Any Planet ſtrong in a Revolution, and

in good Aſpe&t of theé9, the Lord of the ſº

cond, the g, \l, and 2, or ſome of theſe :

with Reception, gives an augment of Riches ,

and by obſerving what Houſe the Significa
- tors
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!

:

tors poſſeſs, will demonſtrate the quality

of it.

14. The G) or 3 in the ſecond Houſe,

gives, Riches, and with it ways enough to

†. it 5 but if they are Peregrine and weak,

there's loſs of Eſtate.

15. 6 in the eighth ſtrong, gives Riches

by the Death of Friends; but if he be there

Peregrine and weak, he gives trouble and Law

. Suits about Legacies, or Hereditary Poſſeſ.
ſions.

16. 3 in the ſecond, gives loſs of Eſtate

by Martial ačtions, by Quarrels, Strife, Thie

very, Idleneſs, &c.

17. § in the M. c. or ſecond Houſe, gives

loſs of Eſtate; which if it happens upon an

evil Dire&ſon, the Native breaks out of pure

Neceſſity, and ſo is ruined both in Credit

and Eſtate.

18. The Q5 in the ſecond is a certain fore

runner of loſs, and miſchief at-hand, unleſs,

prevented by eminent Dire&ions and Tranſits.

. 19. The Lord ofthe eleventh in the eighth, .

involves the Native into trouble about ſome

Hereditary Patrimony.—

20. The Lord of the ninth of the Nativity

in the ſecond of the Revolution, gives loſs of

Eſtate, according to the Nature of the Planet

ſo concern'd , if it be dº from Paſſion or Wi

olence, &c. if $2, from Voluptuouſneſs, if 1/,

from Magiſtracy; if g, from ſome Knaviſh

Attorney, or Petty-fogger, or perhaps a Ma

thematical Cheat, &c. Argol P. p. 202.

P. R O P.
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-- P R O P, III,

s Of Honour, and Diſhonour.

Some things are to be conſidered in this

Particular, before we come to an Aphoriſtical

Judgment; and therefore conſider the Poſition

and ſtate of the Luminaries, \, and the Mid

heaven, with their Diſpoſitors, and ſee whe

ther they are weak or ſtrong , in good or evil

Aſpe&t with the reſt of the Planets; but above

all, obſerve the Sun and x, whether they be

in their Domiciles or Exaltation, or in Recep

tion by thoſe Dignities, Angular or Cadent ;

for if the Significators were Strong, Oriental,

and in Reception with the Beneficks, they

promiſe Honour and Eſteem in the world in

that year; but if they were Weak, Cadent,

Peregrine, in the Dignities of the Malevolent

Planets, they ſhew but an indifferent ſtate of

Honour, not far above contempt;--Next,

confider what Direáion is in operation that

year, whether good or bad, or how it ſuits

to the Query, in hand; as alſo the Tranſits,

Profeótions, returns of the Planets, &c. theſe

general Rules being throughly examined,

bring us next to theſe Aphoriſms follow
IIlg. - -

5. Firſt, the G). in the Aſcendant, M.C. or

eleventh Houſe in good Ray with M. or - Q ,

and free from the Infortunes, gives Honour,

Fame, and Eſteem in the world in that year,

- alıhough
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although no good Direétion were then in Ope

ration. -

2. The y fortunate in the Aſcendant, tenth

or third in a Noëturnal, geniture, gives Ho

nours; but if in the fifth, he hath ſome Er

rand or Embaſſy, which is for his Credit ; if

in the fourth, from the good Conſequence of

ſome worthy A&ion; if in the eleventh Ho

nours from great Men. -

3. * in the Aſcendant in 36, SS, orº,

gives conſiderable Honour, according to the

quality of thef Perſon; but greater in the

M. C. --~ * 1 -: , . . . .

tenth of the Radix, or the tenth of the Revo

lution the Aſcendant of the Radix, gives Ho

npur, and increaſeth it where it is already
grwen. . . . . . .” tº º 'd fi :

. 3% in an Angle, or eleventh Houſe, gives

Honour and Eſtimation among Princes...} :

6. The Revolutional Aſcendant, the place

of the Dragons Head in that Radix, befriend:

ed with a good Ray of 33, gives Honour and

good eſteem in the world. - -

7. The Revolutional Aſcendant, the place

of 1/ in the Radix , and he in the Aſcendant,

or caſting his good Rays thither, gives Riches

and Honour, the ſame doth the G) and $2;

ſo placed. . - *

8. The Regal Fixed Stars in the M. c. or

Aſcendant, gives Honour, ſecundum qualita

ten Nati ; and if x or 9 befriend them there,

it proves them very Eminent, according to

4réol's own words, Planete Benefici in Media

£al; femper tribuunt honores.— !

4. The Aſcendant of the Revolution, the ,

º

9. The
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9. The Lord of the Aſcendant in the tenth,

or the Lord of the tenth in the Aſcendant ,

or if they be in good. Aſpe&t from thoſe

Houſes, give ſome advantage. º;

Io. The Beneficks under the Earth, and the

Maleficks in the firſt, tenth, br. eleventh

ſtrong, give an ill beginning to that year,

but toward the end, more happy and ſtic

ceſsful, . . . ºv. * : ‘s `iº,

s, 11...The G) and 6. unfortunated , always -

gives difficulty and trouble. ... " 'º, tº

12. H afflićting both the Luminaries by

y or ëº, gives a very ſickly, dangerous

year, full of Troubles and Wexations.— … i

13. The D in 6 with the O', gives ſome

loſs and digreſſion of Honour. y º - 3

14. The Gjin the ſeventh, gives Contro

verſies and troubles; if in the twelfth, loſs

of good Namie, danger of Death; hot to the

Native only, but to his Father alſo.- ... º.

15. The G) in 5 of the p, the Native

fuffers by the Treachery of ſome woman, or

the common people; and indeed whenſoever

you find the Ó unfortunate, the Native is al

ways vexed under ſuch a Revolution. . . . .

... 16. The Lord of the M. c. of the Nativity,

in the ſeventh ofthe Revolution, gives ſtrife

and contention with great Men". .

... 17 The Lords of the M. c. or Aſcendan

(as well of the Nativity as the Revolution.

weakand ill affected, always give trouble,

unwelcome baſineſs in that year. ii ºº ... "

- 18. The Maleficks beholding the Oyº, ºr

the M. c. or the Lord ºthereof by E or ē,

are always obſioxious to Honour,

- - º -- 19, h

*
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19. H. and dº in the tenth Houſe of a Re

volution threaten the Death of the Mother,

if living; and this is a certain Aphoriſm, if

the D likewiſe be in the fourth Houſe in 3’ to

them both. -

20. The Lord of the Nativity afflićted in

the Revolution, either in the ſixth or twelfth

Houſes, threatens the Native with a Priſon,

Sickneſs, and ſuch like troubles.— -

; 21. h. in 8, in 3’ of the D. in tit, gives

ſome unhappy accident by Women in that

ear, haps a Clap. 'a
y 22.ºº in the twelfth Houſe,

the Natives Enemies prevail againſt him in

that year; but if the Infortunes were clear,

the contrary.

- 23. The Lord of the Aſcendant or ) in

[] or 3° of the Infortunes in a Revolution,

the Native ſuffers great Detriment, faith ori

£47%.- -

.24. And the ſame Author p. 784. Tom. I.

ſaith, if h ſhall be Lord of the Aſcendant of

the Revolution, the Native ſhall be fearful;

yet covetous after Gain; But, if M be Lord

thereof, he will be inclineable to Good, Ho

neſty, and Religion; but if dº, to Cruelty and

Contention; if the G), he will be ſorrowful,

yet rigorous and ſevere; if 2, he will be given

to pleaſure 3 wantonneſs, and laſciviouſneſs;

if ºğ, he will be inclined to Wiſdom, and the

Study of other Arts and Sciences; but if P be

Lady of the Aſcendant, the Native under

takes ſeveral Journeys; he is mutable and un

conſtant, and perhaps heº take a Journey

to Poland,cither to loſehis old Religion,or fiad
3 new Orle, -

... r - For

:
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For the better Diſcovery of the accidents of

the Revolution, and to find out the particular

Commencement of the effečts of thoſe Poſi

tions, Artiſts do with good Reaſon direét the

five Hylegicals, as in the Radix, obſerving this

Rule, that the M. C. and Aſcendant are dire

&ed ; but to the M. c. and Aſcendant for the

year enſuing, which is, but the temporary

progreſs of five hours forty eight minutes :

For Example ; Let the M.c. be two degrees of

II, which point ſhall be dire&ed to all thoſe

Planets and Aſpećts which fall between that

point and the 25th degree of Su ; at the ſame

time the Aſcendant will be almoſt nine degrees

of mºr, and that point ſhall be dire&ted to all

neceſſary Promittors, till you come to the Ioth

degree of in, which is the Aſcendant for the

year enſuing, and Su the Mid-heaven; ſome

alſo dire& the O, D, and part of Fortune af.

ter the ſame method, and others dire&t thern

round the Figure; but this is left ad libitum

tuum, uſe which you pleaſe, here being Tables

added for both ways; as followeth,

---
--------- - - - -

---------------- * * *** *

---
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ſºlatºr is bºrº.
Deg. Tây. year,in the particular Months.

* IT4- jiàº,

• 2 || 3 ||February

3 || 13 March

4 || 17 |April -

5 : |}. : -

6 ... 25. %; ; ; ;

; : Hºa
* 9 # september
16 42 . Roštúr

11 f 46 ||Nºvember

12 || $o |December
º: * # *** 21 riot- - |

… -- ! ... . . ſix* * , .

; : 63; º manner may a

... 14' 67, T. le be ſoon made, and fit

17 || 7 |ted toany Nativity, by ma-.

18 || 5 ||º the day of Birth the firſt

19 |, 80 ... }of the Year; remembring to:

20 | 84 |add one day more to February,
2I 88 if it be Leap-year.

22 || 92 And this i. you what

23 || 97 |Month your Direčtion falls

24 || IoI in.

25 | Ios.

26 || 109

27 | 113

; 2 88 || 117

29 || I22

; 3o 126

So I 2 Io --

7o 294

87 ' 365

-

.
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|
|

|

DTDays.TD.Days. D.Days.

|33 || 33

34 || 34

#35 || 35

64 6

3:33

66.67

3768
68; 69

69 7o

7o. 7 I

71, 72

72.73

7374
74 75

75 76

76 77
77 78

78, 79

79 8o

8o 81

81 82

82.83.

83.84

84 85

85.86

86, 87

37.8%

88: 89
89 90

90, 91

I have given

this ſhort Table

to ſhew the young

Student the old

method of Dire

Čtions in Revolu

tions; which Ta

ble is indeed im

perfeót, & ſhould

have been conti

nued to 360 De

grees ; but let

thoſe that ap

prove this way

of Direétion, ei

ther draw the Ta

ble to its extent,

or elſe enter this

at ſeveral times,

if their arch of

difference grows

great.— .

For my intent

is to be brief, and

indeed I approve

of the former

way better.

The
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* *

s º

:

º
• *

-

*

* , ,

*

º

ºf
* ,

º

*

º

. . 4.

The uſe of the former Tables, is briefly

thus; having obtained the Right, or Oblique

Aſcenſion of your Significator, and alſo of

your Promittor, Subſtraćt the one from the

other (it is needleſs to obſerve the Latitude)

after the Method of Radical Direétions; with

your Arch of difference enter the firſt Co

lumn of the firſt Table, and againſt it to

ward the right hand you have the number of

days anſwering thereunto, with which number

enter the Table of Months following, and that

ſhews you the Month in which it will, com.

mence; afterward take your profečtional Fi

gure, and obſerve the concurrence of Dire

&tions there ; which being performed, ſhews

you the day of the accident, the Tranſits of

the Planets being alſo confidered, both which

is my next buſineſs to inſiſt upon. . . . .

- - - a -

… . . .

-

- -

-
-

- º

CHAP. xxvi.

of Proſtāionſ. . . . . i

1 come now to handle that to long diſ.

eſteemed part of Aſtrology called Profe

&tions,which hath lain ſo long in the Grave of

Contempt, that it is now high time to give it

an Honourable Reſurreótion; eſpecially if we

haveany kindneſs for truth, that contemptible

ºpeice of Integrity 3—for I dare aſſure you,
ºthere is not more worth in any one part of

Aſtrology than in this, were it but duly conſi.

~ : -1 . dered, º
--
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dered, and doth wonderfully, ſhew the exačt

time of a Direétions Primordium ; and firſt

what a Profe&tion is.

Profečtion is nothing elſe but an Imaginary

motion of the Heavens, by the uſe of which,

we come to a more perfeót knowledge of the

inception of a Direétion, and other things;

the word is really Latin, and was I ſuppoſe

derived from the Greek’OJºurneia, a Jour

ney, from 'Ogºt the way, and weſpa to paſsa

and it is indeed but the progreſſion of the

M. c. Aſcendant, @., (, or GB to the ſame

degree of another Sign, ſo that there is thirty

degrees allowed equally for one years motion.

For Example. Suppoſe the 20 degrees of tº

ſhould aſcend at Birth, then 17 degrees of II

will be on the M. c. and when the Mid

heaven (at the beginning of the ſecond year)

is 17 degrees of gº, then the Aſcendant is 20

degrees of 23, and ſo in the Sun, Moon, and

Part of Fortune, all of them making their

Profeótional remove in the ſame manner; and

in what Houſe ſoever you find any of the

Planets, in the ſame Houſe of Heaven they

ſtill remain, and only change their Sign year

ly to the ſame degree they poſſeſt at the

Radix. - . . .

And not only the five Hylegicals, but alſo

the Cuſps of the Houſes, and the reſt of the

Planets are ſubjećt to this Profe&tional order ;

which being performed, and your Profestio

nal Figuré finiſhed, affords a Judgment as

rationally as a Revolution, conſideratiº ºft

derandis ; but I will add a general Table,

becauſe it may appear as plain as I defire

it ſhould; and of ſuch kind of Tables there
". . ~ L 2 are
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are various kinds, and ways; one of which

followeth,– 's

APrſiºnal Table to years Current.

*FTNS GOTOTN | 3-190

| | ##|Šišš
* |VT BE537395773 -

|-|3|1|1338||583274

IB [15]:7395 (3375

º 3|4|io|38|4C3264.76

|S|3|17|39.4|53,6577

. . . . [tºº]183o4254,6678

i. Hºly 1931'43556779

- |m|8 |2c{32}445.6168 80

|z|2 |2|33'4557.6981.

* |*|tc22|34'46 5870.82

. . . […] 123354759.7183.

Bºltz'24/36.48607284

The Judgment of Profe&tional Figures are

‘much after the ſame method, with Revolu

tions; for if they happen in Skor A to the

Radix, they promiſe propitious years; but

*:::::": "...i. 2, unhappy and unfortunate
ºfNess - " * - -

s:

º
-

. . . . There
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There needs no long Direáors for Judg:

ment in Profeótions, for you reſpect the Hyle

gicals as in the Radix; and therefore it is but

to obſerve the Promittor and his quality, and

in what quantity of time the Significator

comes to the Body of Aſpe&t of the Promlttor

by Direétion.

Profe&tional Dire&tions are thus performed ;

Subſtraćt the Sign, Degree, and Minute of the

Significator, from thoſe of the Promittor, and

what remains is the Arch of Direétion , which

muſt be turned into time, by allowing 12

days, 4 hours, 12 minutes to every degree,

and 4 hours 52 minutes to "...i minute

of the Ecliptick, according to which Rule

there may be a Table compoſed for the more

eaſe and ſpeedy performance of the work,

which ſhall immediately ſucceed.-- -

There is alſo another way to direét by, or

at leaſt to convert your motion into time,

which I ſhall paſs by in this place; Sup

poſing this to be Methodical and Conſentane

ous to motion, and alſo fitteſt for young:

Students.
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A Table for Profečional Direáionſ.

I | 1 2 4 12; o 4 52

2 | 24, 8 23| 2 | o 9. 44

3 || 36 Iz. 35| 3 || o 14 37

4 || 48. 16 46|| 4 || o 19 26

5 6o 20, 58 5 || 1 o 21

6 || 73. I io 6 || 1 3 13

7 || 85, 3 2 1 7 || 1 Io 5.

8 || 97 9, 33 8. I 14 58

9 |Io9 I 3 451 9 I 19 5o

Io 121 17 56. Io. 2 o 42.

15, 182 , 14. 54, 20 ! 4 1 24

2d 243 II 52' 30 || 6 2 6

| 2:324 & 53. 42.3 × 48
39365. 5. 49]. 59 10 3, 30

| . - éo 12 4 12

I need not explain this Table, it is ſo eaſie

and familiar; for if youcannot find your exadt

number of Degrees at the firſt entrance, enter

the ſecond time, and add thoſe numbers toge

ther, and you have your deſire, & fic de

Caeteris.

The Principal uſe I hitherto have made of

Profečtions, is firſt to obſerve the Harmony

of Nature; for if upon an ill Direáion there

ſhould happen an ill Revolution and Profe&ion,

that year doubtleſs, will be dangerous to the

Native, if not fatal. . . * -

. Secondly, to find out exa&ly when a Dire

&tion begins to work, whether it be good i.
evil 5

|Dºg Days HDIFTTTTTTTBaySECIMIT
TI
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evil; if it be for Sickneſs or Death, by taking

the diſtance of the Promittors Body of Ray,

from the @, D, or Aſcendant, or all of then,

if it ſo happen; but of the GB or ſecond Heue

tºº
Honour. . - *

Thirdly, to diſcover the Climaterical years,

for beſides the bare notion of Numbers , there

is ſomething to be ſaid for it in this Science;

eſpecially when the Aſcendant happens to be

giver of life, and in Signs of equal or ſong Aſ

cenſion; for then at four years age the Horo

ſcope comes to the fourth Houſe, at ſeven to

the ſeventh Houſe, at eight to the Houſe of

IDeath ; ſo that when the Giver of Life comes

in a Profečtional Figure to any of theſe

ill Houſes, or to any good Houſe where there

happens to be a Conjun&ion of the Malig

nant Stars; this is the only true Climaðteri

eal year, and thence they ought to be reck

oned ; for I do not believe this (ſo long

approved). Magical myſtery of Numbers , it

carrying with it nothing ofviſible authority,as

the other does; and therefore I would humbly

requeſt all the Sons of Art to conſider carefully

the Dočtrine laid down by the Antients: for

I think verily there is a great deal of truth not

in theſe only, but in the Alfridaries too,

which without doubt was the firſt ground for

our, Septenary Clima&ericals, and are ſtill

well worth our conſideration, and perhaps

better than ſome things we more eſteem and

embrace. -

And I am alſo of Opinion, that he who

hath h in p of 3, from the firſt and ſeventh,

will die in a Climaðterical year, and that a

of Eſtate, and the M. C. for .
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Septenary too. But of theſe things e

nough. - . . . . . . .

The Aſcendant G) or ) , to the place

of the Body [...] or, 3 of 6 or 3, or h or

d’, to the Radical place of them, ſhews an

unhappy year.

The M. c. to the Radical place of 3% or Q,

or to their Benefick Rays, ſhews a plea

ſant, profitable, and honourable year to the

Native. - ->

When the Aſcendant, G) or, D., comes

to the fixth, eighth, or twelfth Houſes; it

ſhews an unhappy time, crazy and trou

bleſome.

when the M. c. comes to the place of .

the Dragon's Tale, it proves a year full of

Slander, loſs of Honour and Repute 5 and if

Th at the ſame time Tranſits the M. c. it

proves bad to the Fº And thus

much ſhall ſerve for the Dočtrine of Pro-,

fečtions,

ch
A P

*--
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C H A P. XXVII.

Of Tranſity.

Th; word Tranſit, is really Latin, from

Tyanſeo, and ſignifies as much as Mála

gaſya in the Greek , that is, to paſs by or

over; and indeed, a real Tranſit is only by

Body, and in effect hath moſt force and ener

gy ; but Artiſts uſe others, and ſo will I, di--

viding them into two ſorts; that is, ,

1. Corporeal."

2. Irradiant. .

... A Corporeal is, when any Planet paſſes by

the Radical place of any of the Significators, as

the Aſcendant, M. c. G), D, and GB; but if

the Malevolents h or of tranſit any of the

fore-mentioned Significators, and are at the

ſame time Stationary, it much increaſeth the

malignity of their effe&ts; ſo on the contrary, .

if x; or 2 tranſit thoſe places, and are ſta

tionary, they increaſe the force of a Benevo-'.

ſent Direction or Aſpect, and mitigate the evil
of evil ones. -

An Irradiant Tranſit, is whén any Plahet -

paſſeth by the Rays of any other Star, by ºs

ii, A., &, or when any Planet caſteth any of :

thoſe Aſpećts to the Cuſps of any of the Hou

fes, he is ſaid to tranſit that Houſe by that :

Aſpećthe then beholds it with ; but of all the

- L-5 s Aſpeãº,
---
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ečts, the ºp is of moſt force in this parti

cu#. , becauſe it caſteth its Rays direétly op

ofite.p The Tranſits of the Planets are alſo of two

qualities, good and bad ; for the Body, k or

A of Žºor 2, are, good and Benefick 3 but

the D and 3’, are Thurtful and unkind; ſo

the 3¢ and A of h- and 3, are indifferent –,

good; but the Body, D or & are malignant

and hurtful...

# tranſiting the Radical Aſcendant, inclines.

the Native to Melancholy, Diſcontent; it gives.

the Head-ach, and a general ill habit of:

º ſtirs up Cholerick humours, and incites,

the Native to Quarrels, Contentions, and ſuch

like paſſionateeffečts; the ſame is the effect of:

their D and 5°, but in a leſs degree, the like

may be ſaid of the§ when it tranſits the .

Aſcendant; for that having no Ray, affords.

mº Aſpečt. - -

... 33 or 2 tranſiting the Aſcendant by Body,

Sºor A, makes the Native healthful, merry,

and jocoſe;#. or 42, he is vexed and trou...

bled about Things and Perſons, ſignified by x.

and . 2, 3, but yet it is quickly over, the xk

andA of hand, d", are obſerved not to be

: propitious; but their D and 3P may be.

obſerved with a malignant effect.

When b or 3 tranſits, the place of the

Fortunes, of Lord of the Aſcendant, by Body.

rior. & , it involves the Native into many.

troubles in his employment, and common af.

-:ºś:#º: ~- Scandalupon the Native's Name, and ruine his

&Puſation by Scandals, -
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:

:
•

#

:
t

Theſe Tranſits are uſeful; firſt, By them :

Direétions are either accelerated or retarded;

for the Fortunes tranſiting the moſt eminent

places in a good Direétion, haſten it; but an

evil one impending, they impede it ; the

like in the Infortunes, they ačting contrary.

Secondly, Toſhew the happy and unhappy

dayes in the whole year; to which end (other

things being before conſidered) obſerve theſe
Rules following concerning the Moon. w

The Radical place of hºby Body, []

or 6', it diſturbs the mind, makes the

| Native Melancholy, ſlothful, negligent ;

ſometimes it gives Catarrhs, Rheuma

tiſms, and it is a day of much infelicity.

in all things,– the xk or AN of h, the

Native is grave and prudent in all his a

&ions, and is converſant about Saturnine

|-things. -

The Radical place of ¥, Body, 3% of ~

A, it makes the Native religious, honeſt,

< gives tranquility of Body and Mind, fa.

miliarity with jovial Perſons, proſperity

in buſineſs, and ſucceſs in all things.

The ºn and & of 3%, gives things con

trary to all theſe.

The dº, D, or 3 of 3, makes the

Native haſty and cholerick, makes him

contentious, and troubleſomeboth to him.

ſelf and his friends.

º The kor Aof 3, makes the Native

- vigorous both in Mind and Body, he

. . . Lis laborious and ſucceſsful in buſineſs.

- *-* - ---

The .

-

ſ
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!

gi

ſ The Sk or A of the G) gives ſuc

ºceſs in buſineſs, friendſhip, and favours.

from Noblemen, glory and eſteem.

The cſ, [], or 32 of G), threatens the .

dy or Mind:—

Native voluptuous,he is given to Dancing,

Merry-making, Muſick, and to all. Ven

real Pleaſures. : e.

by Women, and by VenerealPleaſures;

and ſometimes, it gives,a,Venereal; Di

; ſtemper. -

3 “º. place of 3 by g, \, or A, it

propitious ſucceſsin all,

does his buſineſs negligently.

| The Q, the Native is vigorous, famous

and in good eſtimation.

The ºf it damnifies both Body and

| Diſgraces and Scandals. -

| The place of the q} , the Native re
! ceives gifts from wºmen , and is be

ilfriended by them in his publick affairs.

After this manner thoſe that are curious

may obſerve the mutual Tranſits of the Pla

nets one with another, whoſe effects may eaſi

ly bejudged according to the method preced

ings without , laying down-particular Rules.

and Aphoriſms for each individual thing.

In

Native with ſome danger , either of Bo-.

The Body 36 or A of Q; makes the .

The D or dP of $2; it brings Scandal.

inclines the Native to ſtudy, to negotiates

buſineſs, for himſelf and others, and

The D or p of g, he is idle, careleſs, .

Mind, and makes the Native ſubjećt to ,
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In matters and things relating to riches, the

Tranſits of the part of Fortune; the ſecond

Houſe and his Lord are moſt to be obſerved ;

but for Honour, the M. C. and his Lord , the

o and his Diſpoſitor; but for Health or Sick

neſ, the Aſcendant the Q and Dr.

Having drawn your Nativity into Direáions

and Revolutions, by the obſerving your Profe

&tions and Tranſits, you may nearly judge of

the Commencement of a Direčtion, and of the

fortunate and unfortunate days in the whole

year, which would gain far more Honour and

#epute to Aſtrology and its Profeſſors, than the
damnable endeavours of thoſe, who make the

world believe they can ſhew faces in a Glaſs ;

fetch People back, when they are run away;

cure Diſeaſes by Charms and Lamens, and tell

a hundred pretty Lies of this kind, to make

their modeſt hearers believe they are Devils

in Folio; all which are but viſible Cheats.

Buts. - - . . ;

Sai wuli decipi-Dtripiatur, .

ºn - -- . . . . - TAR ºr

-- - - - - - -
- . .

-

>
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A Catalogue of ſºme of the moſt eminent

Fixed Starr, not exceeding nine degreer

of Latitude, with their Nameſ,Naturer,

Longitude, Latitude and Magnitude.

'—

*

ſ

*r- r" | 3: 2.

Names of the Stars. à #. i #

The bright * in the . . N | h

band of X. 9 ºf 372 N 114 |h ºf

The foremoſt in the 3

right horn of the

Ram,called the firſt: tº 3
* of Y . 23. 377. 83 s

That in the left hind "|

foot of Y. 7 & 75 S 364 d" |

The bright Star of | N | &

Pleiades. 24 $14 N I 15 '6' 3

The North Eye of the 5 |
Bull. Ir;42 S 363.The South Eye of the 3 II 54 | &

Bull, or Aldebaranj; 135 S 361 || 3

That in the* | |

horn of the Bull. |13 I42 S 3o4 dº ºThat in the left knee 3 º | §

of caſtor. 5 SS 232 N. 113 || Tº .

The brightfoot of Gt- | |

nº ! 526 S 48'3? §

e head of Hercults. 18 6 N 38.2 of

Tº . 44 3thermoſł(of the 84 of G)
The : Aſelli. 3 Sl. 33 3

thermoſt 3 5oo 4/I dº.C.)
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Names of the Stars. ;
f

#TZT

#
The Middlemoſt and

brighteſt * in the

neck of Öl. 25

BeauairzG-, or Cor

Leonis. 25

In the left knee of the

Lyon. . .

The ſecond in the ºft

wing of the nº. 5 = 362 so; ſº º

Arifta, or Spica tºº, , |19 15||1 S 391 |$ 3.

The bright 9” of the -

The #3 South Ion 29 o N262 |É 3

dlemoſt y balance|13 261 154 |h 3

Cor Scorpionis, the

heart of the m. 3 2 14.4 S 27|1 |3| 3:

The cloudy * in the

eyeof the Archer. 7 YP 21]o N43|N|3 g)
The foremoſt of the

three in the head

of the Archer. 8 391 . 444

Deneb. in the back of |

the Goat. 17:15|2 S 163 |H| 3:

In º right buttock| | -

Of º . o 36 go I O4 || |

The Northermoſt in 5 | Q h;

the right leg of 2:.4 65 374

The Southermoſt in § h

the right leg of 2:.4 228 Io.3 -

The tail oftheforem. |

of the two Fiſhes. 128- 26 N 234 ſh g|

o;8: 47|2 || 3

I8'o ad dºllſ

I tºº.494. Io9 |f| \,

oël

The End of the Second Part...
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Continued: .

Briefly handling the Do

Čtrine of ELECTIONS ,

with Experiments and Apho

riſms thereunto belonging.

By joHN PARTRIDGE,
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Street. I 67 9.
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MIX PORANAXTP tº N:

O R T H E

PADA MFCuM continued;

upon the Dočtrine of Elections.

C H A P. I.

Of Election; , and firſt what an

- Eleåion is. . -

LECTIONS, as they were underſtood by

T, the Ancient Aſtrologers, were a certain

Obſervation of days and hours, which by rea

ſon of every Man's Nativity (if it may or can

be known) and by reaſon of the motion of

the Heavens, &c., Times are either lucky or

unlucky, according as they agree or diſ

agree, with the Nativity of the Perſons who

deſires an Ele&tion to be ; and they are

called Eleótions from &Aéºw or &Aoyń,

Eleštio, a chufing or picking out, &c. and of

Eleåtions thereare two kinds... -

firſt,

º
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Firſt, Univerſal.

Secondly, Particular.

. I call thoſe Univerſal Elečtions in the hand

ling of which, a particular Nativity is not

Concerned, nor required; as in the Founda

tº of Buildings, the Launching ofShips, the

Felling of Timber, or Tilling of Land. T

And I call thoſe Particular, which have Rela

Hººto any one Man's Nativity, whom an E

lcáion may concern; as followeth,-

Letting of Blood, Entring upon anyoffice

Taking of Phyſicé, or Dignity,

The undertaking fany’Yriginning of journeys

£hyrurgical care, or Fmbaſſies,

Going into Baths, Beginning of Sta Voy

cutting offHair, &c,* 48.63,

Marriagii, . ..., \ Staling.of Deeds.

For theſe kind of a&ions and undertakings,

may Elečtions be made, ſeeing they are Natu

ral, and managed and º: by the

Courſe of Nature, and ſecond cauſes; and

therefore may be either furthered or hin

dred by the Poſition or confideration of the

Stars, -orieanus. - - -

And the time to beobſerved in Ele&tions, is

twofold; firſt, in ſome it is fufficient to chuſe

the day only, in which the Moon is joyned to

a Planet, who hath Rule of ſuch buſineſ; for

which the Elećtion is made, or in which the

ºrof the Buſineſs being placed in his Dig
nities, doth come to a fortunate Aſpečt of the

Benevolent Stars, - -

But

-

-

-

;
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But in other Ekötions, it is not ſufficient to

know the dayº but alſo the hour is to

be obſerved, and the Coeleſtial Figure muſt

be ſo ſet, that the proper Significators

may be fortunately placed in Angles,

And firſt,

C.H. A.P. II.

Of Univerſal Eletiionſ.

Irſt, in all Ekāions let the Angles be well

. Tº fortified, and the Significators well placed

in their Dignities, and let the Moon be as

ſtrong and fortunate as may be, and ſhe and

the Lord of the Horoſcope in a good Aſpe&t,

and both beholding the Aſcendant with ami

cable Rays; and to this purpoſe, Haly fol. 303.

tells us, that the Moon may be unfortunate

ten ſeveral ways; Prº WRENTREETCOmbuſ.

Secondly, when ſhe is in three Degrees of in,

her fall. Thirdly, when ſhe is in Oppoſition

to the Sun. Fourthly, when ſhe iscorporally

joyned to the Infortunes, or in D or dP to

them. Fifthly, when ſhe is within 12 degrees

of the Head or Tail of the Dragon, ſhe being

then within the Limits of Eclipſes. Sixthl

when ſhe is in the laſt degrees of the Signs.

Seventhly, when ſhe is Cadent from#"; Or

in the via combuffa; that is, the laſt half of

Libra, and the firſt half of Scorpio, and this,

ſaith he, is the worſt of all Impediments, eſpe

cially in Marriages, and all matters of Wq.-

~ - men,
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men; in buying and ſelling, and in Journeys,

Eighthly, when ſhe is contrary to her Houſe,

or # not behold !. º:; a good

Aſpe&t. Ninthly, when ſhe is ſlow in mo

*whitäääkiogers call the motion of S4.

turn; that is, when ſhe moves 12 degrees or

leſs in 24 hours. And the tenth is that which

is called Void of courſe. -

Alſo let the Significator of the thing be

ſtrong and fortunate, but above all, the Aſ

cendant is the chief; let that be fortunated

with the preſence or good Rays of the Lights

or fortunate Stars, eſpecially if it be a thi

deſigned for duration; as Cities, Houſes ,

Ships, &c. in which caſes, let not H or dº

behold the Sun, Moon, or Aſcendant; but in

Sowing and Tilling of Land; the D in good

Aſpeãof h, and he ſtrong, is a Poſition be

fitting ſuch an undertaking; becauſe H, is the

Patron of Husbandry, and other ſuch like

things and perſonsas ſhall be hereafter ſpoken

of in their proper places; ſo that the things

that I deſign to bring under this Judgment of

uniºral Elečtions, are theſe following:
; : Iti " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .'; ' - ". . . . .

ºcqtº ſ Sºwing and Planting. f. . . .

e, to Hºllis or cutting of wood.

*** * * : ; Hunting, Fifting And Fávling.

of rating Poſſeſſion of Inheritances.

• . . . changing of Dwelling Places.

. . . . . {iji. of Houſes, &c.

U Horſt Races. - . .
* 1: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “º . . . !--

In the Conſideration of theſe Particulars,

take this Obſervation, that in Planting, Sow

ing, Grafting, Cutting and Felling ofwood;

beſides
{
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º
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beſides the Figure and face of Heaven, you

muſt conſider the Univerſal times, the nature

of the Ground , the quality of the Seed, the

diſpoſition of the Graft, &c. afterwards con

ſider theſe things in this order following;

which for diſtinétion ſake I will divide into

Sečtions.

Sećt, 1. Of Sowing and Planting.

Times fitting for Planting and Sowing, are

taken from the motion of the Moon; which

if ſhe be in Y,95,"p, ºi,or VP (ſaith Leovitius)

ſhe is in places fit for Sowing, provided ſhe is . -

not unfortunated there; but if ſhe is placed

in Y or 8, ſhe is then fit for Planting only ;

alſo, if the Ground be moiſt, which is to be

Sqwed, or the Seed be of a moiſt Nature,

then it is fitteſt to Sow that Seed in the de

creaſe of the Moon; but for dry ground, and

dry hot, Seed, it is beſt, to Sow it in the in

creaſe of the Moon near the Full; and here.

it may be remembred, and hence obſerved,

if you pleaſe, that Peaſ, and Beans ſet or

Sowed upon, a new Moon, and ſhe in good

Aſpect of \, or Q, from aery or watery

Sigris, they never leave blooming till they be-,
gin to wither. . . . . . . . . . . in -

. But ſeeing that bhath a natural Significa

tion of Husbandry, Planting, Sowing, ºr, it
IS; neceſſary to let the Moon be in a good

Aſpećt of Saturn, and he well placed in the

Figure , and let 8, 95, º, º,ø, or wº, be

in the Aſcendant,and 3 weak and in no Aſpett

either to the Moon of Horoſcope. Sečt

€Ct. 2,

3
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- Scół. 2. ofouling or Felling ofWoºd.

The common times for Felling of Timber

is known to all , and therefore I ſhall omit

that; but to fell Wood that it may wax dry i

and maſſy and be durable a long time, let the .

Moon be decreaſing between the Full and the

laſt Quarter, and let her be in good Aſpećt

with saturn , and if poſſible, let him be

frong and fortunate; for upon this depends

its duration.

Scćt. 3. Of Hunting,

For this Paſtime let the Moonbe in Y, &l,

or 7 in good: Aſpe&t of 3, let a Moveable

Sign Aſcend, and place the Moon in the tenth

Houſe in good Aſpeã of 3 or ?, let 2 be ..

in the ſeventh; and h falling from an Ångle ||

no ways beholding the Aſcendant;-but if ||

you deſire to hunt Savage. Beaſts, as Wolfs,

Bears, &c. let not dº be in an Angle , and

... the Moon out of the fixth Houſe, free from all

Impediments of the Malignant Stars, neither

let a Quadrupedian Sign be in the Aſcendant;

and Haly gives this reaſon for it; for thenthe |

Hunters ſhall be killed, or be in danger by the

Beaſt they purſue. . . . - - - i

-

. . . . . . . .
- -

; : ],
-

º
- - -

º . . . . . . .
4.

. . . . . . . . . . . Seá. 4. }
--- . . . . . . . . .” - J - ----- i
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Scćt. 4. Of Fiſhing.

Fiſhing is moſt convenient when the Moon

is in 95 or 36, in the tenth Houſe, in >k or

A to Venus in the ſeventh, the D applying

and not ſeparating ; Let not the Moon be un

fortunated by h or eſ', neither let them be in

the Angles of the Figure, eſpecially the firſt

and ſeventh.

Sečt. 5. Of Fowling. - -

Fowling is moſt pleaſant and ſucceſsful,when

the Moon is in ſome of the aery Signs, as II,

*, *z, applying to 3, and he and the Moon

in Reception, and both fortunately placed in

the Figure, to which you may add 2, if it

he poſſible, this makes the Fowler ſucceſsful

in his Paſtime; but if the Moon be unfortu

nate of f, or 3, he ſhall Catch nothing, that

he deſires. 3. º - 2

Sečt, 6. Of entring mpon Poſſeſſions.

In the Performing of which, let the Moon

be in her greateſt Dignities, in good Aſpećt

with 23, and no ways impeded by the Male

volent Stars; let a Fixed Sign aſcend, and both

the Cuſp of the Houſe and his Lord be be

friended by the good Rays of the Fortunes, let

not F. or dº be in the ſeventh, and let the

Lord of the again,be in good Aſºº
- With

2.
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with the Lord of the ſeventh, and if poſſible

with Reception alſo ; likewiſe let the Lu

minaries alſo caſt their friendly Rays to the

Cuſps of the firſt and ſeverth, Houſes ; nei

ther let the Dragon's Tail afflićt any of the

aforeſaid Houſes or Significators.

Scćt. 7. Of Removing from Place

to Place. . -

The changing of Houſes, Habitations,

Lodgings, &c. is beſt done when the Moon

is in a Fixed Sign increaſing in Light, and

fhe in good Aſpečt with the fortunate Stars

in the fourth Houſe or Aſcendant, the Lord

of the ſecond ſtrong and above the Earth.—

Laſtly, the Foundations of Houſes and Horſe.

: Races are too large for Sečtions, and I ſhall

therefore afford each of them a Chapter by

themſelves.—And firſt,

-

*

- ‘C H AP,
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C. H. A. P. III.

of Horſ, or Foot-Races, &c.

Aſtrologically, and Experimentally han

dled from a worthy Friend and an

Excellent Artiſt.

º His Subjećt is to be conſidered two man
y ner of ways: Firſt, By way of Ele&ion.

Secondly, By Interrogation, or Queſtion.

In Eleåionſ of this kind,

'You are to obſerve this general Rule, i. e. to

‘put a Sign of the Superiour Planets upon the

Horoſcope, and let the Lord thereof and the

Moon be ſwift in Motion, and in good Aſpett

of each other from good Houſes of Heaven.

Secondly, you muſt carefully debilitate the

Lord of the ſeventhas much as maybe. 3. Let

, the Lordof the hour, and Lord of the eleventh

# be the ſame, or elſe of the ſame Triplicity.

4: Let the Diſpoſitor of the Moon and the

Planet to whom ſhe applies be in their Digni

ties, or 1n laces of the Figure. 5. Let

Stars of a Benevolent and Commanding Na

ture be upon the Angles of your Figure, ac

cording to Ptolemy, Aph. 28. , 6, For Foot

Races, let a humane Sign Aſcend, or theMº

-

*

* M 2
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be in one. 7. For Horſe-Races let a Quadra

pedian, or Beſtial Sign aſcend,chiefly 7.8. Let

the Mid-heaven and Horoſcope be fortunate,

and the Lord of the eleventh Houſe aſſiſted

alſo, and a Benevolent Planet Lord of the

hour; for theſe are aſſured Arguments of Wi

&tory. 9 Let the Moon be in 2 or 2-, in

good Aſpect of Mars, Sol, fupiter, or Pinus;

and the framer of the Elećtion wins the Race.

Io. The Moon increaſing, and the Planet aſ

fiſting being in his firſt or ſecond Station, and

in a Sign agreeable to his own Nature,is always

good. 11 The Lord of the ſeventh ſtrong,

and better fortified than the Lord ofthe Aſcen

dant, brings damage to the deſign. , 12. The

Moon ſlow in motion, and afflićted of h or

g, or in an ill part of Heaven, or in Azimen ||

or pitted degrees of a Sign, eſpecially in fixed

Signs; is very prejudicial. 13. The Lord of

the Aſcendant or twelfth Retrograde, or other

wiſe afflićted of h or 3 , the Rider and

Horſe both come to damage and hurt. 14.Let

neither the Moon or Lord of the Horoſcope be

Combuſt, Retrograde, in Fall, Detriment, or

in Cadent parts of the Figure; for all theſe

are very ill accidents to the Elečtion. 15. Let

the Lord of the twelfth in Horſe-Racesbe more

powerful and ſtrong than the Lord of the ''

fixth, which ſignifies the Horſe which is to

run againſt him, according to the aforeſaid

Rules. 16. In Foot-Races look to the Lord of

the eleventh Houſe, and weaken the Lord of

the fifth Houſe; for that is the hopes of him

you wager againſt. 17. In Foot-Races make

& your Friend, as much as may be, i.e. by

making him Lord of the eleventh, or Pºiº
lin

|

:
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Him there, or clſe in the Horoſcope or tenth

Houſe, in good Aſpect of the Moon, or Lord

of the Aſcendant. 18. In Horſe-Races make

, 24 your Friend, and place him, as you were

taught of § before. 19. When the Planets

cannot be found in ſuch a poſture as to ſerve

you, according to any of the aforeſaid Rules,

make uſe of Fixed Stars of their Nature for

your purpoſe ; ſtill fortifying the Moon.

20. To avoid Treachery , let not the

Moon in your Ele&ion be in any ill Aſpe&t

of h, 3, or §, or they in any ill. Aſpe&t

one to another, or the Qy in the Aſcendant

or with the Moon; neither let 3, §, G),

or h, govern the hour in which the Race

is begun. -

And thus much for Ele&tions of this kind.

Of gueſtionſ belonging to the ſame.

In Queſtions, you have this difference from

Ele&ions; for in your Eleåtions you exerciſe

the freedom of your will, and if you take

good heed to your Rules, you appoint the

Iſſue of the Race as you would have it ; –-

But in§. you have no ſuch libºty,

the buſineſs being appointed before, and you

by them defire to be informed of the iſſue, .

whether good or evil, loſs or gain, by the

thing Interrogated.

For the clear underſtanding of which, you

are firſt to obſerve whether the Figure be Ra

dical, and fit to be judged or not ; and it is

then ſaid to be Radical when the Lord of the

Aſcendant, and the Lord of the hour are the

| M 3 fame,
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ſame, or of the ſame Triplicity, or if the Aſ.

cendant and his Lord do well perſonate the

Querent, and that the Horoſcope is between

the fifth and twenty-fifth degree of any Sign,

or when the ſeventh Houſe is not afflićted; for

when the ſeventh Houſe is afflićted, the Artiſt

doth naturally commit Errors according to

the fourteenth Aphoriſm of Ptolomy,§.
quantiſ; Aſirolagus implicatur erroribus, cum

Septima domus & tius Dominis Imptdiantur 5.

becauſe the ſeventh Houſe doth ſignifie the

Artiſt. 2. Obſerve the Significator of the

Horſe ( which is the Lord of the twelfth al

ways) the Lord of the Aſcendant and the D 3

for if they are free from. Impediment, and in

good places of the Figure ſwift in motion,

Öriental, or in their Eſſential Dignities, theſe

betoken the Querent ſhall win. 3. If the Lord

of the ſeventh be in the Aſcendant, or Lord of

the eighth in the ſecond; the §erent will

gain by the Race. 4. If the @ be in the

tenth, eleventh, or ſecond in good Aſpett of

the Lord of the Aſcendant, it is good, chiefly

if ſhe is near eminent Fixed Stars, 3 ff.

the Lord of the Aſcendant is Superiouf to

the Lord of the ſeventh, and the iord of the

twezh Superiour to the Lord of the fixth,

and neither Retrograde hor Cadent, the

erent wins, 6. If the Moon transfers the

Light of the Lord of the ſeventh to the Lord

of the eleventh or Aſcendant, or to the Lord

of the hour, with other Teſtimonies; this is

very good. , 7. The Lord of the twelfth, and

the Moon in light and Maſculine degrees,

near 2, 3, 32, or dº the Querent's Horſe,

or the Horſe he lays on, gets, a famous Wi

- &ory,
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&tory. 8. The Lord of the twelfth a Superiour

Planet , above the earth, in [] or ò’ to the

Lord of the ſixth or ſeventh, promiſeth Wi

&ory to the Querent, and threatens great

damage to the Queſted , and the beaſt he in

gag-th on. 9. The Lord of the Aſcendant

and twelfth , and the (, , and the Planet to

whom ſhe applies Angular, and the Lord of

the ſixth and ſeventh , and the Planet from

whom the D is ſeparated, is Cadent; ſhews

the Querent ſhall win. , 10. The Signific

tors of the Querent, and the Horſe he wa

gereth on , in commanding Signs, and the

Significators of the Quefited in Signs obey

ing ; are arguments of Vićtory. , 11. Many

Planets in the ſeventh Houſe, ſhew a Con

federacy in the Race, and Cautionary to the

Qūcrent. 12. The Lord of the Aſcendant and

Moon, and Lord of the twelfth and ſecond,

or their Houſes afflićted of h, d", or ‘U),ſhews

2 the Querent will certainly be cheated of his

Money; eſpecially if the Lord of the ſeventh

# be a Superiour, and the Moon give him virtue.

13. Obſerve the Planet afflićting, who if it be

the Lord of the eleventh , a Friend betrays

him; if Lord of the third, a Brother or Neigh

bour'; if Lord of the ſixth, a Servant, &c.

14. If the ſixth and ſeventh Houſes, and their

f Lords are aſſiſted; the Querent will certainly

! loſe his Money. 15. An Infortune in the

Horoſcope with the Q, and h, d", or o, .

Lords of the hour, is very evil for the Que

j, rent ; and therefore dehort him from going

on with his Wager. 16. The Lords of the

fifth, ſixth , and ſeventh in good Aſpećts

with the Benevolents and Reception alſo, and
- M.4. the
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the Lords of the eleventh, twelfth, and Aſcen

dant no way befriended , the Querent will

(according to natural cauſes ) moſt certainly

Joſe. 17. The Moon in [] or & to d", $, or

H, or in g with h or 3 ; it ſhews much

fraud is deſigned in the Race , and that they

do Confederate againſt the Querent. 18. As

you have been taught to judge of the Lord of

the Aſcendant and twelfth, &c. for Horſe

Races ; ſo judge of §, and the Lord of the

eleventh for foot Races. 19. An afflićted

Horoſcope or Mid-heaven, commonly cor

rupts the Queſtion, and renders it ſucceſ:-

leſs ; but if they are befriended and aſſiſted

with Benevolent Rays; the Queſtion hath a

proſperous iſſue. - -

C H AP. Iv.

of the Laying the Foundations of Cities,

Houſer, and other Baildingſ 5 and of

Lanching of Shipſ, &c.

N ſaying the Foundations of Cities, Hou

..! ſes, ºc, you muſt obſerve that Sign under

which that Kingdom or City is in, which you

would Build, and whether that Sign be fortu

nate or unfortunate, by the preſence of an

evil Star ; but Haly fol. 309. adviſeth to ob

ſerve who is Lord of that Climate or place,

and put him in the tenth Houſe ſtrong in good

Aſpe&t and Reccption with 23, and one of the

Houſes of M. in the Horoſcope, the Moon in

creaſing
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creaſing in light and mótion, and ſhe joyned'

(if poſſible) both to ll and Y 2 and ſepara

fing from h, except he was concerned in the

Government of the place; yet b ſtrong and

fortunate in his own Houſe, may be allowed a

place in the Aſcendant or Mid-heaven, be

cauſe of his durability, Haly, in loco citato ;

but above all, let Mars be Cadent, and far re

mote from the Luminaries and Aſcendant and

the Lord thereof, and from the Lord of the

hour, and from the Lord of the terms aſcend

ing , likewiſe remove Mars from the GB, and

let not the Moon be with either ofher Nodes,

eſpecially the South Node ; but let her be aſ

cending in her Latitude, and that North; and

if poſſible, let her be in her Exaltation, or in

the Exaltation of YL, and as before is mcm

tioned of h : if you put him in good Aſpect

or Reception with Yi, he then ſignifies the

durability of the Houſe or City, the peace, qui

etneſs and tranquillity of its Inhabitants; yet

let not the D be in cº, [], or 39 ofhim or ºf ,

för that is very ill; but he who hath any skill

in common Nativities , cannot be to ſeek;

in Elećtions of this kind; remembring to put.

of and ºy remote from the Luminaries, Aſ

cendant and ſecond Houſe ; for in theſe pla

ces they are very ill. But I will proceed to

give you ſome Examples of theſe things, and,

ſo apply ſome cf. our Rules: , And firſt, of.

chelſey College, which is now ruined with Age

for want of Repair; the Planets places are as:

followeth, taken from origanus, without Re--
dućtion. - - *

M, 3: - it.



- The firſt Stone of

£helſey Colledge was

laid, May 8. 11 h.

#'ºf.a [] had & O

& 3:

It is generally obſerved in Nativities, that:

the Moon in 3 of the G), and [] of H, ſhews

that ſuch a Nativity is not Vital; and indeed.

ſo it hath proved in the fate of this Fabrick.

It may be obſerved, that this Figure nearly

agreeth with the Nativity of that great Prince,

whoſe hand gave a beginning to its being, and

doubtleſs it was by him premeditated ; for he

had the ſame Figure almoſt at the laying of

the Foundation of the New Exchange in the

Strand, which was done a Month before this,

and the Moon then in Scorpio alſo ; butin that

Figure, although the Moon was in 3’ of l ;

yet they both caſt their good Rays to the Ho

roſcope, and 3 and 2 in the tenth,in A toÉ
- 2

-
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and 2 in Reception with Mercury; Lörd of

the tenth and firſt , which indeed was a great

deal the more advantagious Figure for glory:

and duration, although there are ſome ill acci

dents in that Figure, as well as this 3-But

to ſpeak of this Figure in particular, obſerve,

* Lord of the Aſcendant is in 8 almoſt Pere

grine, (he having nothing there, but the leaſt

of all Dignities). Cadent, and in [] of h in

the ſixth, and he and \l the ſtrongeſt Planets

in the Figure, the one Lord of the ſixth, and

the other of the eighth Houſe , and 2 Lord of

the Horoſcope is going to Combuſtion in the

tenth, and the Sun, who is fons vite is afflićted

by 3%. Lord of the eighth Houſe; and YL who

is in part Lord of the fourth Houſe, which .

ſignifies the end of a thing, is Combuſt, (or as
ſome will have it, in Cazimi) and the Moon

in the fourth is afflicted alſo by the [] of Hº ;

hence it may beconcluded, that the Reaſons of
its Ruine was from itsº: and that

Buildings as well as Bodies,have their Apheta's, .

Alchocoden's,and Anareta's.

I ſhall not ſtand to innumerate the Rules

before-mentioned, and how they take place in

the Ruine of this Fabrick; but leave them to ,

the Reader, to ruminate upon, and to ſharpen

the edge of his fancy in the applying of them

to the preſent purpoſe, and ſo proceed to the

next Example, which is of the Royal Exchange

in London, whoſe Foundation-Stone was laid

by our preſent Soveraign King charles the Se

cond (whom God preſerve) it having been

burnt by that dreadful Fire 1666. and now to .

be Rebuilt in 1667. Ottob. 23. at Noon, the

Figure followeth. - .

Its
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while the City is in being ; for here is H.

Lord of the Horoſcope, in V*. his greateſt

Dignities, and placed in it (according to the

forementioned Rule of Haly, fol. 309.) in A

to the D, and ſhe in 8, her Dignities, caſt

ing her good Rays to the Horoſcope; next,

here is the O and 3 in the tenth Houſe, and

both within Orbs of the Conjunction of 2,

and Mercury in Reception with & , Lord of

the tenth Houſe, and the GB in the ſeventh

Houſe in the Dignities of ¥ and the D, and

3. and the D ſtrong, caſting their good Rays

ither. -

Thus you ſee, here are all, the advantagious

Poſitions mentioned by Haly; for here F.

Lord of the Horoſcope and Figure, alſo in A.

of the D, and Q Lady of the hour upon the

Cuſp of the tenth, caſting her A to the Horo

ſcope alſo ; and g who is in 6 with the Sun,

in the tenth Houſe, is in Reception with 3

Lord of the tenth , and the tenth and fourth

Houſe are Fixed Signs, and the Horoſcope by

the preſence of Saturn-, is cqual to a Fixed

Sign alſo.— ... º.

Here is one thing to be obſerved in the

Building of this ſtately pile; for h Lord of

the Hour is in [], to \l , and in 3’ to the

GB ; ſo it ſhews ſame trouble, hinderance or

impediment in its Building ; and as 24 is a

general Significator of Wealth and Money ;

ſo it ſhould ariſe from ſomething fignified by

fupiter; and the rather becauſe he is Lord of

the ſecond, which ſignifies the ſubſtance of the

Place, or Money ; the truth is , as Iºny ſelf

ſaw, (the Building being half finiſhed ) the

Sheriff of the City came to ſeize all upon the

. . Premiſſes 3.
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Premiſes; but the owners having a timely . . )

warning ſhut up the Gates, and denied them

entrance, and ſuddenly after made up the dif

ference with the Plaintiff, and then the Build

ing did again go on ; yet this was a hinderance

and diſparagement, and did a little impede

their work ; and this, as I remember, did

happen, according to the diſtance of Ł from .

the [] of TL.

The next Experiment that I ſhall preſent

you with, is of the Defiance Frigat, Lanched

at Deptford º March 28, 3 h; 34 min. P. M.:

1666, and was Burnt December the 8th, 1668.”

ſhe being not full three years old , and then

lying in Harbour, took fire by accident: The

Figure followeth.

ºr. * S. *>2/.

The Deffa Fri
0° - 7té Frugat

& Laºdº".
(2.

-------- 34’ P. M. 1666. tº

Sº fºss. .3A
Hora Ajirglo - *A*S

S. • Q. &T I.

&N - *S*,

|

|

|

|
| Q

• * :
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.

Whoſoever ſhall examin this Figure, will

have no cauſe to admire that this Ship had no

longer a Being in the world ; for here is g

who is Lord of the Horoſcope, is Combuſt in

the eighth Houſe, in Y a violent Sign , and

Mars who is in the Horoſcope, is in ſm. to the

Moon in the ninth , and ſhe according to her

Longitude is near violent Fixed Stars ; he is

alſo in dº to Y, in the ſeventh, he being Lord

of the ſeventh and fourth Houſes; Saturn alſo

is in D to the Sun in the eighth Houſe, and

the Sun is afflićted by the preſence of Venus,

who hath Dignities in the eighth Houſe.

alſo.

Hence ſhould we examin this Figure by .

the Method and Rules of Nativities, there was

no probability of its long duration, becauſe

the Lord of the eighth is a Malevolent, and

in the Aſcendant, and the Sun who is giver of

Life, is in the eighth affiićted by h, who is

Lord of the fixth ; and indeed all the Signifi

carors are afflićted either in the eighth, or b

**

the Lord of the eighth ; the effe& of whic

to that Rule before given , fol. 82.

which you ſee, is the ſame in effect here, as

in the Nativity of a Child, they both being

doom'd to the fate of Oblivion, and that in

their Infancy too; and thus you ſee what the

Sun in the eighth in a fiery Sign, and º Lord

of the Aſcendant Combuſt there alſo, and the

D in tº to 3 in the Horoſcope, can do in a

Ship's Nativity; but if we may examine what

Direáions were the cauſe of this. Accident, it

may have ſome power to prevail with thoſe,

who are willing to diſcern and ſeparate truth

from falſhood; therefore if we ſhould*:
. . ſº
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but a miſtake of 15 minutes in time, and

make the Horoſcope i8 degrees, odd minutes;

the Aſcendant at this time came by Direétion

to the body of 3, c. L., and the Sun to the

[] of Saturn, in the eighth in 'Y', a Sign which

Tº hates, Thus,

A. Ob. 3 c.L. 166 19 DeſOb. O h 20.6.28.

A.Obl. Aſcend. 163 4o Deſc. Ob. G).---203.45

Arc. Direc. 2. 39 Arc. Direc. 3.43.

C HA. P. V.

Of Particular Electionſ.

N ſuch things as belong to particular Ele

&tions and Perſons, let this Rule be diſi-.

gently obſerved , that the Ele&tion may be.

cffećtual for the purpoſe deſigned, and to this.

end, you muſt obſerve the Figure of the Na

tivity; for indeed theſe Elcáions of them

ſelves without regard to the Nativity , are.

fruitleſs and Ineffectual; For example, if a

man would eleēt a time to take Phyſick, the

uſual time is when the D is ings, or 343 but

if h or 3 were there, or oppoſite to it , in

that man's Nativity, inſtead of his Phyſick

working kindly, perhaps it may kill him, or

what is leaſt , ; do great prejudice to his

health. –– So if a man would make an Ele

{tion for Marriage, and place Q. very well in,

her Dignitics, and in D, in good Aſpºt of his

. - - yet -

\

**.

:

º

:
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yet if they were unfortunate places in the Ra

dix where x and Q are placed, the Election

will be without effect, - again, he will not

only err in not placing his Stars in good pla

ces of the Heavens ; but alſo in expećting a

good effe&t from a good Ele&tion, when per

haps the Nativity threatens him with the con

trary, (as perhaps in Marriage with a bad

wife) and alſo in expe&ting thoſe things he

deſires,before Nature is ripe to produce them ;

for he or ſhe who hath h in the ſeventh, or in

ill Aſpe&t of the Moon or Q, and two of the

Significators in Barren Signs, eſpecially the

Moon and 2, that Man very rarely Marries

before thirty ; which if he doth, he muſt

have ſome extraordinary Marrying Direáions

to perform it; and ſo in Health, Sickneſs,

Honour, &c. the Direétions muſt be conſ:-

dered; for if the decreed time is not come, it

will profit nothing to make a happy Elečtion,

and indeed theſe things ought to be confi

dered as the foundation and ground of Ele

&tions. . . . . -

And ſo I come to ſpeak in particular to eve

ry diſtinët part, each of which I ſhall diſtin

guiſh by a Sečtion, -- -

Sečt. I. Of Elwº-lating.

. This is fit to be confidered by all that are

obliged to uſe Phlebotomy; in which let theſe

Rules be conſidered. -

Firſt, The Age and Complexion of the Per

ſon, the weather, time of the year, &c. unleſs

you are compelled to let Blood ; *:
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ſuch caſes, the wife and Judicious Phyficians

have more reſpe&t for neceſſity than for Ele

&tions; becauſe delays are dangerous.

Secondly, TheConfiguration of the Sun and

Moon, the Moon increaſing in Light is moſt

convenient for young Men; but for old Men,

or ſuch as are well grown in years, it is beſt

to have the D decreaſing.

Thirdly, The Sign the Moon poſſeſſeth, and .

what Rays ſhe caſteth to the good or the evil

"Stars; and alſo let no Artiſt uſe any Inſtru

ment upon Man's Body for Inciſion, the Moon

being in the Sign governing the Part which is

to be Cut, Lanced, or opcned; for the Moon

affords that Member a greater quantity of

Humours, and what danger any Member is in,

when a current of Humours runs to it being di

ftempered, every Chyrurgeon knows ; what

Signs govern the Parts of the Body, hath been

already ſhewed,

Fourthly, Let the D be free from Impedi

ment by the Malignant Stars, and let her be

in good Aſpeat with Y, and $2, for this doth

much profit, yea, without the Nativity; but

if the Nativity may be had, kt not the G be

upon the Radical places of h or d, neither

let either of theſe be in the Horoſcope, neither

let the Horoſcope be the Sign of the fixth,

cighth, or twelfth in the Radix, nor where

h, d, or ºy was , , and if poſſible , not any

Sign upon which they ſpread their Malignant

Rays.

ūb, Let the Lord of the Aſcendant at

the time of Blood-letting, be in the fourth

with the Moon , or Configurated with the

Lord of the eighth Houſe; let the Malevolents

fall
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-

fall from Angles, and let not the ſeventh Houſe

_be unfortunate; for that ſignifies the Chy

rurgeon.

Scćt. 2. Of Pillº, Potions, &c. and

other Phyſick.

Firſt, Let the general times be conſidered,

when it is moſt convenient to take Phyſick ;

for in Spring time our Bodies are more eaſily

Purged, than in Summer or Winter: Again,

Purgations are more Nauſeous and Dangerous

in the Canicular days, as Riverius, and others

have ſufficiently proved ; and ſo they are in

other very hot or cold days.

Secondly, You muſt obſerve the D ; for if

ſhe be decreaſing in Light, and not afflićted

by the evil Rays of the Malevolents; or if ſhe

be in g with a Retrograde Planet , not near

the Sun, it is a very good time to Purge the

Humours.

Thirdly, Let the D be in SS, ſit, or X ,

theſe being moſt fit to Purge Malignant Phleg

matick Humours; but to Purge Melancholy,

let the D be in II, º,or 2: ; to Purge Chol

ler, place the D in ſig, and ſome ſay 8 ; but

I think that is more fit for Vomiting ; ſome

there are who Purge all Humours, the D, in:

SS, in, or 36.-Thus,

Scorpio or Piſces, $9. Purge Choler.

The 6 in cancer : 3. Purge Melancholy.

in >k or 4X to > 0 s: Purge Phlegm.

Yet
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ºf

Yet I cannot be of the opinion that the Di

in of with YL, is fit to Purge any Humour,

the Phyſick being at that time almoſt digeſted

into Aliment, and doth not work like Phyſick,

eſpecially in carrying off Humours. ...

Then let the Configurations of the other

Planets with the Moon be conſidered ; for the

Moon in ill Aſpećt of h or 3 , gives Phyſick

an evil Conſequence, & in good Aſpećt with

the Q and Y, doth further the kindly work

ing of Phyſick. If you are to take or give a

Vomit, let it be when the Moon is in a rumi

nating Sign, and ſuch are Y, &, Su, VP; but

if it be a Purge, let the D be any where elſe,

but there,the former Rule's confidered ; Like

wiſe, for Purging, let the D be joyned to a

Planet under the earth ; for by that means

the humours will paſs the eaſier downwards,

and the Stomach beleſs ſubjećt to Vomit.

Sect 3. Eletions for Bathing.

Baths are uſed either to Mundifie the Body.

from uncleanneſs, or to reſtore decayed health

and ſtrength; ſuch as belong to the former are

good when Phlebotomy is ſo; namely, when

the Moon is in tº or 36, indſ or friendlyA

ſpect with 3. Such as reſpeš the latter,wary

according to the Diſeaſe; for if it require hu

mečiation, as in conſumptive perſons, let the

D be in watery Signs, in good Aſped with

2; or ?;but if the Diſeaſe require to be dryed,

as in the Palſey, let the D be in Y, SU, or ?;

in good Aſpect with the G) or d.

- - Sečt.
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Sečº. 4. Elin, fºr Cutting of Hair.

Cut Hair to grow apace, the D being in 8,

SS, º, or X, in good Aſpect of M. or Q, or

both, ſhe increaſing in Light; this being con

ſtantly obſerved, the.# is not to be doubt

ed, on the contrary, the D being in the op

poſite Signs decreaſing in Light, in ill Aſpe&t

to h, make it grow ſlowly; and if the Ç

ſhould be in Y, it threatens baldneſs. -

* z

Scćt, 5. Eleãions for Marriage. " .

In the Marriages of Men, let the D and 2

be ſtrong and fortunate in good places of the

Figure, and in good Aſpećt of 11, and he

ſtrong and in Reception with one or both,

and all in friendly Aſpećt to the Lord of the

Aſcendant; let the ſeventh Houſe and the

Moon, as alſo the Horoſcope be free and in

ſuch Signs as favour Marriage, as 8, 2-, 2,2::,

× 5 but as I ſaid before it is moſt neceſſary,

that both the eſpouſed perſons have gºod Sig

nificators of Marriage in their Nativities; for

ſo your Ele&tion ſhall be the more effečtual;

but in the Marriages of Women, you muſt

depute the G) and cº, as before you did the

X and $2. - - -

- ii iº ;

. . i.iv. 2, , , ,

- , tº -

sº. 6.
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Sećt. 6. Eleåions for the entring upon

any Office or Dignity.

Firſt, Let the Luminaries be in their Digni

tics, or at leaſt not afflićted of the Male

volents.

Secondly, Let the Fortunes (eſpecially 3)

be in the Horoſcope, and let the Obe in the

M. C. -

Thirdly, Let the ſeventh and ſecond be

ſtrong and fortunate; for the one ſignifies Mo

ney, and the other ſignifies Councellors, and

Councel to aſſiſt in º; affairs; for if in

theſe Houſes the unfortunate Stars are placed,

it ſhews much damage and hurt in thoſe

things, and ſo much the more if the Beneficki

Stars do not caſt their good Rays, thither.

But in taking upon you Martial Dignities and

Offices,it is neceſſary that 3 bewelſplaced,—

But in theſe things the Nativities are ſolely to

be inquired of. - -

Seá. 7. Elečiions for thoſe going journeyr

and Embaſſies, &c.

Theſe Eleftions cannot well be made with

out the Figure of the Nativity or Revolution;

wherefore, in the beginnings of Journeys,

Ele&t that day and hour in which the D and

Horoſcope do. with the Figure of the

Nativity or Revolution for that year, let the

cleventh and third Houſes with their Lords be

fortunate , watery Signs are beſt for Naviga

* - tions;
2.
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tipns; but fixed Signs for Inland Journeys;

-likewiſe the kind of bufneſs muſt be conſ.

dered; for if you go to the King, let the tenth

Houſe of your Nativity aſcend, let the Planets

that govern thoſe perſons you carry an Em

Baſſy, or go about, Buſineſs to , be ſtrong in

good Aſpect with the Lord of the Aſcendant;

let the C which is a general Significator of

Journeys, be fortunate and free from Impe

.diment, and in good Aſpect of the fortunate

Stars, and let not the Malevolents be in An

gles. Laſtly, As the eighth Houſe ſhews what

Íhall happen to the Traveller when he is come

to his appointed place, and the ſeventh what

ſhall happen tohim at hiscoming from thence,

and the ſecond the event of things at his

return home (according to Ptolony) ſo theſe

Houſes and their ‘Lords muſt be fortunately

placed ; ſo that no evil ſucceſs may enſue of

the Journey. -

Sečt.8. Eletions for Navigationſ.

Haly adviſeth to obſerve five Radixes, the

three chiefeſt are theſe ; firſt, the time when

the Ship was begun to be Built ; the ſecond,

the time when ſhe was Lanched; and the laſt

the time when ſhe ſets Sail ; which becauſe

the two former are not commonly to be gotten,

we muſt make uſeof the laſt.—Therefore let

no Ship ſet Sail in the hour of h or 3, nei

ther let them be in the third or ninth, or in

"El to a Planet in the ninth , let the fortunes .

be in the Angles or ninth Houſe, and let not

the O or ) be afflićted of h , *:::
eWS
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* {
ſhews Impriſonment, nor of d" for he ſhews

Murther, Slaughter,Pirates, &c. nor of the Ry,

for that ſhews downright Cheating; under

ſtand the ſame of the Lord of the Horoſcope,

let not h be in the Aſcendant, nor a fiery

Sign aſcend, for then there is a watery Sign

upon the eighth Houſe; let them begin to

Sail in Hora fovis vºl Ventris, and let the D be

in good Aſpećt of them alſo.

CHAP. vi.

Of ſome ſpecial Ruleſ for Eleåions , di

geſted into 80 Aphoriſms.

… [• -

Ya Nativity, you may judge what part

B of the world is beſt to live in, either for

Health or Riches.

* 2° .

If the Fortunes are joyned with the Lord of

the Aſcendant, between the M. c. and Aſcen

dant; it is beſt to live Eaſtward.

3.

In all Elećtions fortifie the Lord of the Aſ.

cendant, and the Lord of the Houſe of the

thing deſired,

4. . . . . . .

Saturn doth moſt miſchief in long journeys,
Mars in ſhort. •

Fixed Signs roºf Journeys, Moveable . .

Signsyºnos them; the latter part of zºº ex

cept 6. The
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6.

The Q increaſing, in good Ray of the Ghelps forward Journeys. Ray >

7. . .

when an Infortune receives a Fortune by

good Aſpect, it doth no harm.

In Journeys, the greateſt impediment of a

Planet is to be Peregrine.

- 9.

whenyou goº; by Land, it is bad

to have Mars in the third or ninth, for it fig

nifies he ſhall be robbed; but it is worſe to have

him in the ſecond.,

Io

When you begin a !
is no ill Planet in the ſeventh ; for that ſhews

evil to befall thee in the place whither thout

goeſt. .

º 1. Ie

... The Lord of the ninth or third in the firſt,

the Journey will be profitable.
• * 12.

If the Lord of the Aſcendant give power

to the Lord of the ninth, the Journey will be

profitable. -

, - . . 13- º' -

In ſhort Journeys view the Lord of the

third, for he ſignifies ſhort Journeys.

-- I4.

. In all Journeys view the Moon, for ſhe is a

generalSignificatrix of Journeys. “ * *

... 15. … -

Take particular heed to the Lord of the

hour ; for if he be impedited when you take

a Journey, it will ** much harm , as

when

-

ourney,take heed there

w
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when the Lord of the Horoſcope is ſo.
i ºf f : 16.

The hours of h and d" are ill to take a

Journey in ; but the hours of 1, 2, Q and

D, are good.

I7.

In Journeys, the Impediments of F are ma

ny, and may be known by the Nature of

the Sign he is in 3 For Example. If in a Sea

Voyage h aſcend in X, the Ship will be
Shipwrackt. " * r * -

* * 18. -

Take no Journey by Sea when a Si

Aſcendeth 5 for then a watery Signº, §:

eighth Houſe, which is evil. -

le ' ' '. 19. " ' :: *, * -

wf you go to a Prince or King, let a fiery

sign aſcend, and let theo be fortunate. "
2O,. -

If the G) or p. give power to the Lord of

the Aſcendant, it is good:

-2 is -

In the Foundations of Cities, in the firſt

place regard the Fixed Stars, then joyn Bene

volent Planets with them. . . .” -
- 22- --

In the Foundations of Houſes, firſt regard

the Planets, and their Natures; then the Na.

ture of the Signs. . . . * …

-The D in st• kiring und. South,

and deſcending, begin floº Băilding; for if

you do, wiiſi-ºff.
tºº" tº: -

... The moſt fortunate&me to begin Buildings,

...:::::::::::::.#

‘... ſº 10 J. ... ", !!

and
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and the 6 behold it and the Fortunes -alſo

by good Aſpect;to wit the degree aſcending.

25.

Su and 8 are alſo good; but not ſo good

3S Rººze

26.

Let not the Lord of the Aſcendant be Com

buſt nor Retrograde, nor in his Fall, nor in

ill Aſpeat to any Planet.

- 27.

, If it be poſſible, let& the Lights behold

the Aſcendant. - º

- 28.

At ſuch a time h will do leaſt miſchief in

the twelfth, and 3 in the ſixth. -

, - 29. - r -

Let not the Sign aſcending at the Revolution

of the year be in the ſeventh Houſe, when you

lay your Foundation; for that ſtirs up Ene

mies to moleſt your Building.

3O.

An evil Planet Peregrine in the tenth Houſe

will not ſtand, and yet you had better have h.

there, than 3. - -

- 3 I. -

That City will be moſt unfortunate, whoſe

Foundation is laid when 3 is in the M. º. for

many of its Citizens and Rulers will periſh by .

the Sword.

2.

When a Familioſ is ſaid, let not the P'

be with the $5, or in of, tºl, or & to h; nor

h in the Aſcendant ; for the Building will go

on ſlowly; and perhaps be never#: ; it

will be ſubject to many misfortunes, and per.

haps at laſt fall down. At the Foundatiºnºf .
N 2 chilſº
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chelſey Colledge, the D was in 3’ to the O

Lord of the twelfth in the tenth, and in D to

Th Lord of the ſixth, and h in D to . Lord

of the Horoſcope: it was never uſed for any

thingbut a Priſon.

If Mars be ſo late:º: Aſpe&ted as in the

former Aphoriſm we have ſpoke of f, the
Houſe wif be Burnt ; as you may ſee in the

Figureof the Defiance Frigat. x -

- . 34* :

In the Lanching of Ships let not d be in

the Horoſcope, nor the Lord of the Horoſcope .

going to combuſtion in the eighth in a fiery

Sign; for the Ship will be certainly Burnt, as

you may ſee in our Example.

35. -

Let the Moon and Lord of the Horoſco

be ſtrong and fortunate above the earth,and the

* in Cadent Houſes, except the
illnth, -

. . . 36.

In Marriages the Aſcendant ſtands for the

Man, the ſeventh for the woman.

37.

In which of theſe parts good Planets are, it:

will be beſt for them. -

38.

In both beware of the beginning of it, and

the end of irº, for that is the Combuſt way,

and portends no good in ſuch matters, nor in

few others indeed. -

- 39. - -

Let not the Moon be Combuſt, for that fig.

º

niñº death; nor in the Combuſt way, for that
fignifies an ill end. . ** .

- - ?: - -- 40°
!
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- 4Oe - . - -

It is very ill at the time of Marriage, if the

D apply to h or gº, be the Aſpećt never ſo

ood; for there will be neither peace nor love
:tween them. -

4I.

. . If you would Marry for Iſſue, let the D be

in SF, m, or X, not unfortunate; and if ſhebe

in the Weſt, it is ſo much the better.

42

In all Marriages, let the D increaſe in

Light and Motion, and let her have no ill A

ſpećt to the O, nor any at all to h or 3.

- - - - - 43. . . . . . -

Venus is the general Significatrix of Mar

riage, and therefore it is beſt to let the Moon

'apply toher.

Let the Lord oftheºrman and the Lord

of the ſeventh be in good Aſpečt with Rece

tion, and the 1...}the Aſcendant ſtrongeſt,

and a commanding Planet. .

5*

If the Lord of the #&ndant is, weak, and

the Lord of the ſeventh ſtrong in the ſeventh,

and he a commanding Planet alſo, and in good

Aſpečt of 3 ; ſhe will wear the Breeches,

and domineer over her Husband to the pur

poſe. -

- - 46.

I knew one that had tº aſcending at Mar

riage, and g in ſº, and 3& Lord of the ſeventh

in ºf to $ Retrograde, and both in E to 3,

and the B in [] to dº ; the truth is, ſhe was

old and full of Conditions ; but they were

very wicked ones, - -

-** - N 3 47,
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I know another wišud 1ſt aſcending at

the time of Marriage, and 3 and $ in dº in

1ſt, and both Combuſt, and in 5’ to the D,

and it hath proved a very unhappy Marriage.

8 -

48

Let not h or 3 be in the ſeventh, for they

make theWomen always out of order.

49.

Such as go to War, ought to conſider of

coming ſafe home again. -

50,

For this end, let the O, g, Y, or the4%

be in the Aſcendant, or elſe they may fail
of it. • **

5 I.

If h be in the Aſcendant, he will come

home again a Coward, and ſurprized with

fear, and not fight.

If 3 be there, he will either dye, or be

dangerouſly wounded.

- 53°

But if h and & bºre, you may be con

fident hewill never return.

54s - -

... If the Lord of the Aſcendant be in his fall,

he will hardly return.

If no Planet be i`i. Aſcendant , look to

the eighth or tenth Houſes ; for if an evil Pla

net be in the eighth, he will die; but if in the

tenth, he will be taken Priſoner.

- 6. (;

3; in the eighth, à the D in dº with

h in the tenth, he comes home ſafe; but with

- difficulty
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difficulty and loſs of honour, as in Maj. Gen.

Lambert, who ſet out to meet Gen. Monck

coming from Scotland, 1659. Novemb, 3. Ioho,

15 min. A. M. - - - - -

57. -

He that would fight effečtually, muſt either

have one of the Houſes of 3 aſcending , or of

in good Aſpect of the D, Horoſcope, or Lord.

thereof.

, , 58. -

Let the Lord of the Aſcendant be a Supe.

riour Planet and ſtrong, and let the Lord of

the ſeventh be weak and in his Fall,

. . $9. . -

Let not the D, nor Lord of the Aſcendant

be afflićted by the Lord of the twelfth in the

twelfth, left he be taken Priſoner. -

6o,

Neither let them bein the eighth, nor affli

&ted in the eighth, left he die or be ſlain.

61.

An evil Planet in the M. c. fignifies ill to

the Aſſailant 5 but in the j, c. to the De

fendant.

- - 62.

Judge of the Affailant by the Aſcendant,and

ſo vary the Houſes accordingly.

63.

But judge of the Defendant by the ſeventh,

and thence vary the Houſes as before , the

tenth being his fourth, and the fourth his

tenth, &c.

64. " . -

It is not good to Fight, when the Lord of .

the Aſcendantis in the eighth Houſe.

N 4 63.
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-

65.

TheSun doth no good in the Aſcendant in

the hour of Battail,nor yet joyned to the Lord

of the Aſcendant.

66.

The Affailant always loſeth the Battail, if

the Lord of the Aſcendant be an Infortune,Re

trograde, or Combuſt.

- 67. -

But if the Lord of the ſeventh be ſo, the

Defendant will be beaten, and he that begins

the Battail firſt will have the Wićtory.

- 68.

Let no King or General go to Battail, when

the Lord of the Aſcendant applies to the

ſeventh Houſe.

69.

There is notaking of a City (Authors ſay)

..when the City-Sign aſcends at the Revolution

of the year of the world.

7o.

a when the D, E, and d ſhall be joyned

..." , there ſhall be great effuſion of

- I.

; , But if at their ki, forth, the Lord of

the Aſcendant and ſeventh, are in good A

ſpećt with Reception, and the Benevolent

Planets afford their Benevolent Rays, from

good Houſes of Heaven, they both agree with

out fighting.

72.

What hath been ſaid of two fighting, is as

well applicable to the Plaintiff and Defendant

in Law. -

73.
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- 73.

For any one to go to a King, or other

great Man, let the Moon be in the Horo

ſcope in 36 or A to the G) in the tenth

Houſe. - -

74. -

Or elſe let the D be applying to the Lord

of the tenth, and if poſſible in Reception, and

all begun in the houp of the Sun.

- a - 75. - - -

But if it be to go to, or Petition a Biſhop,

|. &c. let the D be joyned to 3g by

ody or good Aſpect, or by a DJ , ſo it be

with Reception.”

76.

But if he be to go to old Men, let the

P be applying by Stztile or CN to Saturn,

from good places of Heaven, the Angles have

moſt force. -

77... . -

In managing Buſineſs with Women, let

the D apply to £ 3 if with Mathema-...

ticians, Accomptants, to § 3 and ſo-in the

reſt.

78. - - -

In all Elettions you uſe the freedom of

your will, and ſo you conſtitute the Heavens

to diſpoſe of their influence in the common.
Courſe of Nature.

==
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79. ,

In the framing of Ele&ions, let them not

be for unreaſonable things, nor impertinent

things; but uſe diſcretion with Art. . .

- * 8o.

In all Ele&tions have reſpečt to their Na

tivities, and ſee whether there be a poſſibility

ef effe&ting it; for Art cannot contradićt the

Reſolutions of a Deity. -

By way of Appendix (and to gratifie, the In

genious in their inquiry) I will here add

oo Aphoriſms, i. t. Ioo of Mr. Gadbury's

or Nativities; 190 of my own Colle&ing

from Authorsand Experience for Queſtions;

1oo from Hermes ; Ioo from Bethem ; and

laſtly, Ioo from Ptolemy,

-
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tº $ tº sº. tº sº tº dº sº:

##############

2 Century of Choice Aphoriſms

added at the end of the Cölle

Čtio Geniturarum. By Mr. J.

Gadbury.

- - - - I. -

O. the parts of Aſtrology the Genethlī

acal is the chief; for therein is conſul

ted the whole progreſs of Man, from his Birth:

to his Burial; and by that alone we are enabled

to diſcover the times of his happy and inauſpi

cious Fortunes. . -

2.

Thoſe who are born under ſuch a Poſition

where 6 beareth greateſt Rule, or if he be in

the Aſcendant, are Melancholy, envious; yet

*.*.*. ; if d or § be in II

or 3' to h

Mad-men, ſº it.

‘. * ºf nº 3. - -

Men born under £, are generally noble

minded, aiming to do good to others; thinking

no ill; but if either of the Lights ſhall be in Di

or gº to lº or 3%, and 3 in the Aſcendant,

or in P thereunto ; the Native will be villa

nouſly minded, raſh, head-frong, and rebel

ious, treacherous to all, and friend to none,

t from the teeth outward. . . . . . .”

* . . . . . . . . - i. - *º ... . . . .

º - - 4.

* - - .

im,” they turn Enthuſiaſts or
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If under G', and #. eſſentially powerful,

the Native is full of Courage, proves a good

Souldier, attains to great Honour thereby 5 3.

alſo†† good Chyrurgeons, Phyſicians.:A-

pothecaries, &c.

... He that is born undé the Sun, and he Roy

ally dignified , is altogether aiming at Sove

raignty, Rule and Dominion; and (quoad ca

pax J will be very famous; the ſame, if any of

the fiery Signs Horoſcopize, aud the Sun for

tified as aforeſaid. -

6. -

He who is born under Venus, and ſhe nobly

fortified, is a great lover of delightsand plea

ſures, of an upright mind, nothing diffruſt.

ful; but if ſhe be ill placed, and in ill Aſpett .

of h, he follews ſenſuality and beſtial plea

ſures; if of gº, he is ſubjećt to many notorious

Scandals and Diſgraces, and is ſeldom free

from the Venereal Diſeaſe.

7.

.* Lord of the Aſcendant ina Nativity well

dignified, ſhews the Native to be of a moſt

admirable fancy, and great Ek'cution; he

makes famous Orators, by being in good Aſpećt

of the D and 2, or in. Reception of them;

Excellent Divines or Philoſophers, by being

§: Aſpect or Reception of h or x, the

beſt Mathematicians, or Aſtrologers, by being

in Reception or good Aſpe&t of 3.

when the D overns the Horoſcope, and

ſhe well placed, Native is a great lover of

Novel#., ſubjećt to Mutations, of a *:
tle.
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tle Nature and Diſpoſition, timorous, often

deſirous to travel and ſeeſtrange Countries; if

ſhe be in Aſpe&t of §, he will be apt to learn

many Languages.

9.

d" ſtrong in a Nativity, and Lord of the

ſeventh, and in no good Aſpećt of the Lumi

naries or Aſcendant, the Native is ſubjećt to

misfortunes in War, or in any thing of Con

troverſie; for the ſeventh Houſe ſignifies adver

ſaries,and in this regard they will be too pow
erful for him to coatend with.

Io.

All the Planets (or moſt of them) above the

Earth, be the Native of what Capacity he

will, make him Eminent and Famous beyond

it; but if they ſhall be in their Dignities ſo

oſited, the Native (like a Comet) ſhall out

ine all in that place or part of the world,

where he ſhall be born. - -

II,

The Infortunes afflićting the G\, X or Ho

roſcope by Body or Partile Aſpeat, ſhews

him that is born to be of a ſhort and ſick

ly life. - - *

2 - 12. - - -

The O in the Aſcendant, makes eminent

Boaſters, and very proud perſons, 3 there,

makes notorious Lyars and Inventers of Fables,

and great contrivers of miſchief, perjur'd, tur

bulent and evil-minded men,

I 3. -

Eminent Fixed Stars upon the Angles of a

Nativity, do give the Native eminent Honour

and Fame, ºf • - -

- ; : * * ,

~~ 134,
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$ in Caximi Solis, and in his own Dignities,

makes the Native not only a famous Orator,

but an excellent Councellor, and for his In.

genuity he will be admired, and had in great

eſteem. - -

** I <- º

Th in the tenth of a Šivity , deſtroys the

Natives Honour and fame, ket it be never ſo

great; if X be there, he may preſerve it cum

difficultate ; but in the cnd it will be abſo

lutely Shipwrackt.
-

I6.

If h in the Nativity of a King or other per

ſon leſs famous, ſhall be in 3’ to the M. c. al

though the Genitures be otherwiſe fortunate,

yet the Natives end will be moſt inauſpicious

and cruel. - *, *.

a r: ; ; 7... . . . . . ; -

All the Planets in a Nativity Retrograde and

under the Earth, though the Native be of Il:

luſtrious Birth, yet he is of a falling fame and

fortune. … " -

-

*...* * * ~ * * * *

£ion or Capacity) moſt eminent: famous

in his Generation,and to do ſuch Ağs as After

ages ſhall admire him for. -

*** Işa - >

d' in the tenth , brings: ſcandal and diſho

nour to the Native in many things; whether

he be deſerving thereof, or nov: -: , .

... tºº : "...', ºf 2 × ... 20, 3, … . . ;

The o or p in [...] or & of hor of from

Angles, chiefly the fourth and tenth, *:::: d

- - €nt,

- . . . . 18... . - º

Cardinal Signs poſſeſſing the Angles of a

Nativity, makes the Native (of any Condi

|
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violent Death ; , if it be to d", only, and in

humane Signs, the Native dies by the hand of

his Enemies; if to h. he may be poiſoned or

ſtarved to death in Priſon. - -

• J . . . 2 I.

Thoſe Perſons (be they Kings,or of a meaner

Quality) are beloved of all ſorts, who have 3:

or 9 well placed in the tenth or firſt, and

thoſe Angles free from afflićtion.

22. -

The Mid-heaven famouſly fortified, gives

the Native not only eminent Honour, but ſuch

as ſhall remain and be durable; though at

ſometimes upon ill Direáions, it may be ſub

jećt to misfortunes as in the Nativity of Fred.3.

Pºey Danie. - -

- 23. -- . . " " . . .

When in a Nativity h is in the tenth or

eleventh Houſes, and the M. c. comes by dire

&ion to his Body, the Native loſeth all his

offices and Preferment,and never riſeth again;.

if in ſuch a Nativity a violent death were

iº, this puts a ſhameful Period to

his life.

- - -- 24- - -

-The Q9, in the tenth , and gº afflićting

the Lights in a violent Sign in the fourth,F.

of the

-:

tend a fatal end to the Honour and Life

Native. - - -

25s -

The Lord of the Aſcendant ſtronger than

the Lord of the ſeventh, the Native always

evercomes his Enemies, Et contriº º

- : º gºoººº. 926. Hºi, i < * , . . .

&'in Y, m or ºn, in the Aſcendant of a

ivity, makes the Native invincible,dº.
- * >

--- - ---
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if otherwiſe Aſpetted of the fortunate Planets,

and the Luminaries. -

27.

cº" in cº, [], or dP to the D., and h in the

ſame Aſpet to the 9 from Angles, portend

a violent death ; and if they ſhall be ſo placed

in violent Signs, though not in Angles, the

ſame. --

28.

$ in D or & to dº gives a ſharp,but a moſt

turbulent wit and underſtanding: º

29.

g in X, in an Angle afflićted of d" or the

G), and the D in an Angle afflićted of H,

makes an Ideot, Phanatick or frantick fellow;

for his Brains like a crackt Looking-glaſs, will

repreſent a thouſand ſeveral ſhapes.

- 39. º

Eminent Fixed Stars upon the Angles of a

Nativity, chiefly the M.C. and Horoſcope, de-, .

clares eminent and prodigious perſons, ſuch as

ſhall make the world admire them, if the Pla

nets therein ſhall but moderately aſſiſt. -->
3I. - - . c.

Both the Lights afflićted in watery or

aery Signs, bring to the Native an unremove

able Gout: ºf

- “… 32... . . . . . . . . . . . .

The D in of of the Pleiades, and in D of
6 froman Angle, denotes great defe&t in the s

Eyes, if not Blindneſs., !"

t. - - - 33. . . . . . . . . .” -

He that hath afly of* fiery Signs aſcend

ing , and the Lord of the Horoſcope in the

tenth Houſe, will be always aiming at things

, beyond the Capacity of his Birth, let it be:
what it will. 34s.
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Sometimes the initiºn Planets ſhall denote

greater honour and fame to the Native than

the Superiours; but then it ſhall not be of ſo

long continuance.

- 5.

He that is born º: a New or Full Moon,

exačtly lives but little time, if at all , unleſs

the D. have great Latitude; for that ſome

times may make the d or 3’ eight or nine

degrees diſtant.

6

tº aſcending, geºiſ, makes Ingenious

perſons, unleſs?, who is Lord thereof, is in

36 or ?, then is the Native confident without

Reaſon, and will pretend to things he under

ſtands not. -

Fortunate Planets#e Ninth Houſe, make

famous Church men and Lawyers; the like, if

the Benevolents Trine the Lord of the ninth. .

8.

He that hath H o: 6 in the Ninth . and

the Qy in the Horoſcope, will prove a mad :

Fellow to make either a Pope or a Pariſh

Prieſt of. -

- 39.

.. in an aery Sign in the Aſcendant in

good Aſpećt of the D or §, make learned

and famous Divines,ſuch as will acquaint them

ſelves with many Languages.

4C. -

Q and ſº in of in an Aereal Sign in the Aſ.

cendant, in A to x in the ninth, makes the

greateſt Scholars, and moſt learned Criticks.

4I.
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- 4I --> - -

Thoſe Divines are the very top of their

Profeſſion, who have many Planets in their

ninth Houſe.

42.

The Lord of the tenth in the twelfth, and

the Lord of the twelfth in the Aſcendant, are

certain Arguments of Impriſonment and Re

ſtraint ; the like if the Lord of the Aſcendant

is in the twelfth. -

- 43.

Y in SS Retrograde, à D to G' and land

they in-dº to each other , in the Nativity of

a Divine, makes a great Enthuſiaſt.

- 44

$' or T. in the Aſcendant , void of tke

afflićtions of the Infortunes, make juſt and

upright perſons.

- 45

Thoſe Perſons who have s, tit, or 36 af.

cending at Birth, and º afflićted of H or the

$y, they either ſpeak not at all, or elſe they

have a very great Impediment in their Speech;

if d'affliáš º in ſuch a Nativity, the Native

Stammers véry much.

46. -

If Signs of Voice aſcend at Birth, as II,

*, *, *, or ::, and 3, be free from affli

&tion, the Native is of excellent Speech , and

of a graceful Elocution.

7.

The Moon in of .# h in an earthy Sign,

and an earthy Sign aſcending, makes exceeding

Melancholy perſons, and ſuch as believe they
ſee Viſions. 48. -

He that hath the D. in Y, in P to §, and

- the
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the} upon the Aſcendant, will be a Promo

ter of Lyes and Deceits.

. . . 49.

B, upon the Cuſp of the ſecond makes the

Native always poor, let him have what aſſi

ſtance ſoever, unleſs he bewell dignified there,

and friendly Irradiated by the beams of the

Fortunes. /

$o. - - -

of and the G) in the ſecond in their Digni

ties, give the Native an Eſtate, but procure

him ways to ſpend it: ill poſited there, he will

not have much tobe Prodigal of, without other

good aſſiſtances.

I • -

. The greater de Die of the Planets are

in a Nativity, the more ſplendid and ſpreading

is the Native's fame, the greater their Debili

ties, the more obſcure his Fortune.

52- .

A continued Series of good Direáions makes

a bad Nativity, at ſometimes very good; but

they will not continue it ſo to the end.

53

A grand Satellitium # Planets in the eighth

Houſe, upon good Direáions to them, the Na

tive gains mightily by the Wills and Legacies

of deceaſed perſons.
-

-Fortunate runetwº placed in the eleventh

Houſe, denote many great and powerful

Friends; unfortunate ones there , ill affected,

declare few and faithleſs. -

§ and Q poſitedinº tenth Houſe, either

in the Houſes of d" or º, make the Native

- exceedingly
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exceedingly famed for his Skill in Sciences.

- * 5 e

The D in Reception and A of $3, makes

a mana Turner up of Councils by the Roots.

- - 37 – . . . . . .

H and dº in 3’ from Equinoëtial Signs,

make a great Tyrant, and if they ſhall be in

El to ¥, he ſhall be an obſerver of Law an

Religion for his own ends. . . -

58.

All the Planets under the earth, when they

promiſe Dignity, Honour and Renown, they

generally perform it in the latter part of the

Native's life.

* . 9.

The Lord of the cºnth ſtronger than the

Lord of the ſeventh, denotes the Friends and

Aſſiſtance of the Native to be more conſidera

ble and powerful than his Adverſaries.

6Oe

The Returns of the Superiour Planets to their

Radical places in any Revolution, portend

a fatal year, chiefly if attended with an ill

Direétion. . -
-

6I.

The Lord of the Aſcendant of the Radix in

of with the Lord of the eighth in a Revolu

tion in the eighth, is very dangerous to the

life ofthe Native.

62. -

• When the Sign of the ſixth in the Radix

aſcends in a Revolution, and the Lord of the

fixth poſited in the fourth, it is a dangerous
year to the Native's life, if an ill Direáion be

operating. -

**

63.
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! 63.

Some Perſons attain to great Honour and

* - Preferment., who have bad. Genitures; but

, then they muſt Sympathize withthe Nativities

of their Raiſers. -

64.

The Sympathy that can be in Nativities, is

by having the fortunate Planets in one, upon

the place of the Luminaries in the other, and

the Luminaries upon the places of the fortu

nate Planets.
- \ -

The greateſt mii, is by the Infortunes

in one, poſſeſſing the places of the Luminaries

in the other, and the Luminaries upon the

places of the Infortunes. . - :

66. -

h in one man's Nativity, upon the Aſcen

dant of another,is an abſolute token of Hatred;

and the latter ſhall be the wronged perſon.

- . . . . . 67. –

* in either of the Houſes of h gives an ad

mirable underſtanding; if he ſhall be inx or

A, or Reception of h, the Native will bead

mired for his Ingenuity. ºf

- 68. + -

The O and P in g of 3 in a Tropical

* Sign, give the Native large Intelle&tual Abi

Alities. .
-

: 69.

The Head of Algol in the M. c. and the g

in the twelfth, in ſº thereunto, portend loſs

of Honour and Renown, if not (at laſt) Death

in Priſon. . * . . .” - * >

- . . . .7o. . . " ."

All the Planets in a Nativity out of their
* - - Eſſential
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Eſſential Dignities, declare obſcure perſons;

which if they happen to attain to any degree

of Preferment, they never long enjoy it.

71.

Violent. Fixed Stars upon the Cuſp of the

M. c. and the Lord thereof poſited among

ſuch , denote a violent Cataſtrophe of the Na

tive's Honour and Fame.

T2.

Direétions to the Planets in the deſcending

part of Heaven although they denote the high

eſt happineſs Imaginable; yet it is not long

durable. . . . -

- ... 73. -

Thoſe perſons that have crowds of Planets

in Angles, have at ſome time or other of their

lives, prodigious Succeſs or Detriment, accor

ding to the Nature of the Direáions that

ſhaff then occur. * : "...]
º: ; ; lºſt is

* . He who hath T;1% of the ſeventh, ne

ver Marrieth till he is paſt 30 years of Age,

unleſs it ſo happen that...? or $ be upon

Horoſcºpe, or'ſ good Aſcá of the 5 in his
Nativity. -

!-- 4: ..."? -- - 75.; ! ---- --

*A fortunate Planet in the eighth Houſe, al

ways portends a Natural Death. ” -

, 76. -

... The Lord of the eighth in the tenth, de

Chres death to the Nitive by the Sentence
of a Judge. ºf . . . .

* --- *- w * - - - 77. - -----

wº:º **Or M.C.º:: or §
Tº aut S: , the Native ( if ca rarefails of Marriage. * * (if capab y

*

º 78.
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Aſtrologers may eaſily miſ; of the meaſures

; of time in Direáions, if they ſhalf omit the

Confideration of eminent Tranſits; for good

or bad Directions, may be both anticipated

and continued, as happy or unfortunate Tran

: ſits occur. -

- 79. … . .

The D in via cariº, and the G) in via

Laëtta , denotes great danger to the Eyes ;

: and if the unfortunate Planets ſhall be in the

: Horoſcope or P thereunto, itpreſigethblind
neſs. - -

- 80. . . . . . -

In the Nativities of children ( Imean ſuch

: as are Vital) the Aſcendant or 6 to the body

tº in the Houſe of:

of 3, produceth§ Smart *:::::::::::

in grown men, the Plague or Peſtilential Fea

w; maſº

The Aſcendant or either of the Lights, (as

either ſhall be Hyltch) directed to the oſ, [...],

or 5’ of b, and the Direáion happening in

Y, ss, or ºt, the Native ſeldom eſcapes

Death ; becauſe theſe Signs in Man's Body re

preſent the vital Parts, and h. in the contrary

Signs hath moſt power to hurt.'..." ..., , ,
sº * . . . . . . ". 82. tº ºf * . . . ... -

3 in good Aſpet of

the g and Lord of theAttendañº

...?' --> *...* **, 3,... g.º. is ºpiº ºf º

In a woman's Nativity; the totd of the

ſeventh poſited in the Aſcendant, makes her

Domineer and Lord it over her Husband, and

# the Lord of the Aſcendant be a Superior
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Planet , ſhe will Lord to the purpoſe.

8 -

The G) and ſº in Cſf the third or fourth,

make men skilful in occult and ſtudious Arts.

85.

He that hath manytime in Reception, or

beholding each other by good Aſpećt, cannot

fail of having many Friends. *

86

The O and dº in the Aſcendant in aery or

fiery Signs, make Proud and Prodigal perſons,

- ...} ſuch as conceit themſelves to be much

more than they are.

87.

& in 3’to the Aſcendant, and h in the

ſame Aſpect to the O, make an abſolute

Knaveand Treacherous Raſcal. "

- 88. -

$ in the Aſcendant, and Lord thereofin.

Reception of her, denote a juſt, honeſt, fair.

conditioned perſon. -

89. -

The Moon in#.Aſpett of the Lord of

the M. c. and Aſcendant, makes the Native

eminently Honoured and Eſteemed. . .
- Oe

Planets ſquaring à oppoſing each other

from Cardinal Signs, declare great Miſchief;

to the perſons then born in their lives time,and

at laſt a violent death.

- 9I. - -

In a Geniture of ſhort life, the Aſcendant

G), or a direéted to theº, iskilling. . .

Direáions of deº. c. to Promiſtors 3.

never kill, but in thoſe Nativities which por

tenda violent death. . . . . . . 93.

w

|
|
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93: .

In a Noðurnal Nativity, if H ſhall be poſt

ted in the eighth Houſe, it portends a violent

death.

- 94.

when in a Nativity Q is poſited in the

- tenth Houſe, be the Native Man or Woman,

they Marry Honourably.

º 95.

The G) or D in D or 3 of H, or cº from

Angles, portend prejudice to the Native's

ſight.

96.

z, Q, or the 40, in the fifth in a fruitful. .

Sign, declare many Children to the Native;

and if the D be in any good Aſpećt to them,

there ſhe increaſeth the number.

97. -.

tº in § to TL or ? deſtroys the Children

or iſſue of the Native, let them be never ſo

Hºumerous. •

98. \

Theº of the Fixed Stars are to be

conſidered in general Poſitions or Directions,

as well as the Aſpects of the Planets.

tº - 9. -

Aſtrologersdemº, that are ſubjećt to

a bad fate (though their Skill may be good)

ſhall be apt to err in their Judgment.

IOO, -

The Art of Aſtrology is certain and moſt in

dubitably true; but there are few that Pra

&tiſe it, who rightly underſtand it.

The End of Mr. Gadbury's Aphoriſmſ. ,

o . Hermes.
t

~ *
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* 2: r > . 1

Hermes, his Centiloquium, or his

hundred Aphoriſm; Kendred in

to Engliſh. -

- /s Gº tº

º, . . . . . I. .

He o and D next under God are the life

of all things living; yet many Nativities

have no Hyltch; yet becauſe the G) and p

friendly behold their Aſcendant, or be therein

freefrom afflićtion, their lives ſhall be the lon

ger continued.
*

2.

All diurnal Nativities are ſtrengthned by

the G), when well beheld of the Fortunes,

Noćturnal of the D, when ſhe is ſo fortified;

if this happen not , yet if good Planets are

found in Angles, the Nativity ſhall be good.
r 3* - -

When & ſhall be Lord of the Aſcendant,

and poſited in the tenth, it confers on the Na

tive Dignity and Power, which will be accom

panied with Injury and Cruelty, and may be

therefore called an Infortune, rather than a

Happineſs. -

Jupiter in good Aſia of the Infortunes,

changeth their Malevolency into good ; Q

cannot effect any ſuch thing unleſs ll aſſiſt her;

therefore in procuring good and prohibiting

evil, it is found much É. than 2.
• 5. An



God

5.

An Artiſt cannot make a Commixtion of

the Significations of the Stars, before he know

their ºf: and Enmities, which is

threefold: Firſt, according to their Nature;

Secondly, according to their Houſes; And

Thirdly, according to their Aſpećts,

- 6

Q is oppoſite to º - he imbraceth Langwa

ges and§. sh,ääiºn.and Pleaſures,

3: the like to gº, he loves Mercy and Juſtice,
6 Impiety and Cruelty. y -

7. -

Make the Sun or one of the Superiours to

ſignifie Princes and great Men, Scribes and

Ruſticks the Inferiour Planets, and chiefly

the P.". .

8, - - -

The Signification of the g is not leſſened by

an Aſpet, but an Aſpet is by a c 3 as ha
ving leſſer force.

- - 9. - *- -

Give no Judgment, neither Eleå any thing

while m is aſcending ; neither when the An

gles are oblique and crooked; or if d be in

the Aſcendant, the event will prove croſs, and

the matter come to no good end; for in is a

Sign offaffity.

- IC, - -

Good Planets afflićted of the Infortunes from

the ſixth or twelfth Houſes bode ill. . . .

- II. : * > . . . . . .

Rumours ſpread when the D is in the firſt

face of it, is falſe and knaviſhly forged.
- I2. -

The Judgments of Aſtrologers arenot many
• *- O 2 tights

:
*
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monics of the helps or hinderances of the mat

times true, by reaſon of the error of their In- .

‘ſtruments, or the Querents Ignorance, or when

the G) is near the M. c. or when the Argu

ments of promiſe and denial of the thing are

equal in the Figure.

13. -

when the D ſhall be South, deſcending in

tit or 36, begin not then to Build; for a Fa

brick then Ereded, quickly comestoruine.
14- -

# being ſtrong and in proper places of the

Heavens, well Configurated of other. Stars or

Planets in Nativities, denotes convenient Dig

quity to the Native thereby ; but ºf of himſelf

is a Planet weak. -

- - 2 - ... I3. -

Whoſo contendethwithanother , and over

comes when the Significators are in by Corpo

real Sign, gets a great Vićtory; but if over

-come loſºth, much; for then the good or

evil is doubled.
- - 16. -

* Give no Judgment before thou knoweſt the

intent of the Querent ; for many ask they

know not what, nor can they expreſs what

they intend. … - -

* . . . . . 17.

When thou ſhalt be Interrogated for a Fa

ther, behold the fourth Houſe; for a Brother,

the third Houſe; for a Son, the fifth Houſe;

for a Wife, the ſeventh; but if for a Sick per

ſon, behold the Aſcendant only. -

- - 18. . . .

When the B ſhall come to the Quadrate of

the Fortunes or the Infortunes, and the Teſti

ter- *

º
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ter doubtſul, it is to be doubted that ther

ſtrength of the bad Planets will more impede

than the others can aſſiſt.
-

- - - - - - 19. --

In the beginning of Journeys, and returns

therefrom, let not the j be in the Aſcendant,

fourth, or ninth Houſes , although ſhe be not

afflićted 3 in the entring of a City place her

neither in the Aſcendant, ſecond, or fourth

Houſes,

2O.

There are three ways of diſcovering the

Accidents proper to Meri, i. e. from the Nati.

vity, from the Birth of his firſt Child, or by a

Queſtion propounded, with which the mind
was ſolicitous and affeóted.

2 I-
-

Every beginning when the Moon ſhall be

joyned to a Retrograde Planet, will ſoon be

deſtroyed, and if ſhe ſhall be otherwiſe impe

dited, the miſchief ſhall happen the ſooner.

- . 22.
-

Make h and O Significators of Kings and

Princes, with the Planet and Planets in the

tenth;but their helpers take from the eleventh,

and the aſſiſters of vulgar perſons from the

ſecond. º

23. ,

when a King or Prince ſets forth to a

Journey, be ſure you rejećt that time when

SS aſcends.

24

Ir and 7 obey the‘ed and Tail of the

Dragon more than other Signs, therefore, do

they work more miſchief in thoſe Signs, than

in any other. . . . . . .

O 3 - 25
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- 25.

when either 3 or tº aſcend in Women's

Nativities, and cº in them, ſhe will be im

modeſt and unchaſt ; the ſame if YP ſhall

aſcend.
- -

- 26.

The virtues of the Planets are received b

the G) , when he is poſited either in the Aſ.

cendant or M. C. in C of them; the Moon in

the night time receives them alſo, if in the
aforeſaid places ſhe be joyned to them.

27.

* 3: diſſolves Saturn's malice,and 2 diſſolves

Mars's.

28. , -

when a Queſtion is propounded of a Wo

man, take $ as her natural Significatrix, but

more particularly the ſeventh Houſe'; but if a

queſtion be asked of an Enemy, reſpect the

twelfth Houſe; but, then more particularly

the ſeventh Houſe alſo.

29.

When any one goeth to War, eſpecially a

King, let the Aſcendant be one of the Houſes

of the Superiours Planets, or the Gº; and let

the Lord of the Aſcendant and the Ø be po

tent in the Figure,but the Lord of the ſeventh

weak and unfortunate.

* 30. --- -

: The 9 increaſing in light and motion, and

in of with b and il, is generally good in all
things; but if ſhe be 'diminiſhed in light, 'cis

ill; underſtand the contrary wholly when ſhe

is in dº with 2 and dº. . . .
• * * ,

- ºf 13 I.i. tº -

Let not \! be under the @ beams or other

* - wiſe
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wiſe, impedited ; , when you either Pawn or

Lend-Things; which if he ſhall ſo be, and not

received of the impediting Planets, there will

be but little or no hopes of Redemption.

32. a “ . . ".

The fortunate Planets going to.g. or Aſpect

•of theinfortunes in any Figure diminiſh their

evil Influence; if the Figure be good, the

greater good they do; if ill, the leſs; but the

Malevolents in [I] or #. of the Benevolents,

diminiſh and abate of their virtue, the other.

Aſpe&ts hinder not. - - - - - -

Tº paſſing out of one Sign into another,

'cauſeth ſtrange Apparitions in the Heavens,

which the Arabians call Aſſub; or certain other

Signs of a fiery Nature. r

- 34. .

The 3 of 3% and Ö, produceth a tempe

rate air chiefly, when they are in aerialSigns,

from a g of h and G) comes, cold, and from

the cſ of 3 and the G), in a Bicorporeal

Sign, and in the Spring time proceeds a

Cloudy air, whence Diſeaſes very frequently

follow. -- . . . . . . *

- 35.

In the Summer, when the 'G) enters the

terms of 3, Heat is cauſed ; in the Winter

drought, and ſcarcity of Rain and Waters.

36. -

In the Nativities and Queſtions of Men,

make Hylech and Alchocoden, and their dire

&tions, chiefly in Queſtions concerning Kings

and great Men, by which their accidents are

chiefly known, let then be good or evil.

© 4 37.
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37. -

If the Aſcendant be fortunate, and the Lord

thereof unfortugate, it ſhews a healthful Body,

but an afflićted mind; but if the contrary hap

pen, judge the contrary.

38. -.

*:::: the Configurations of the Stars,

not by their Signs, but Orbs.

. 39. - -

Let the D be increaſing in Light, and free

from the Aſpećts of the Infortunes, when you

would Cure ſore Eyes. - - - -

- 4O,

The Part of Foruit with ill Planets in the

fourth, ninth, or tenth Houſes, denoteth death
to the Sick. •.

I • -.' ' - *

When the significº, of either good or

evil ſhall be Stationary and Angular, it ſhall

be the more durable; but it ſhall be the more

mutable and variable, if the Significator ſhall

be Cadent from Angles, and Retrograde.
- - - **, .

The Lord of disºrd hath the ſame

ſtrength in hurting, as the Lord of the eighth,

the Lord of the ſixth, the ſame with the Lord

of the twelfth. . . . . . . ºr a ". . . ."

3 Occidental insº beheld of h, ı,

2 or the G), makes a good Phlebotomiſt;

but if 3 ſhall be inº, it makes a deſtröyer

of Men, and one that delights to ſhed Blood,

Thebeſt Artiſt in #: world may err, if he

miſtakes the Significator. ~ ... }

} . . . 45.

-
-

-

:

|
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!

;
..

When H ſhall be elevated above £", and

in J to her, it makes the Native ſhame

leſs, and a perfeót Woman-hater ; but if $2.

is elevated above h, he ſhall-be a great friend

to Women. - - -,

45.

If in any Nativity ºf ſhall be in the Aſcen.

dant Oriental and ſwift, the Native will be E.

loquent and Learned in the liberal Sciences:the

ſame happeneth, if he ſhall be in 2 in his

CW11 terms,.

47.

The firſt of the Angles is the Aſcendant; the

ſecond the M. c. the third the ſeventh Houſe,

and the fourth the 7 c. but of the reſt, the

eleventh is firſt , then the ſecond , then the

fifth , then the ninth , then the third; but

the fixth, eighth, and twelfth Houſes are ac

counted theworſt.

- - 48. • -:

3 his Influence is never abated , unleſs by

the interpoſure of a Benevolent Planet.

. . . 49. . . . . . .

Let your Significator agree with his whom,

you mean to ſupplicate.

- 39. L. . . . . .

... The Aſcendant, or a Planet found in the

laſt degree of a Sign, the Signification muſt

be taken from the Šign following; but if in

22 degrees in the ſame Sign ; the ſtrength of

a Planet is conſidered three ways, viz. in the

degree where it is found; the next preceding,
and ſucceeding.

`-- - - - – 51. ... . . . . . . . .

who ſhould confider of future Contingents;

- o ż, , from
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from the Conjunction of the Planets, but

thing; paſt or preſent, by their ſeparations.

52

When if ſhall be in s, removed from the

Aſcendant, and no way impedited of any other

Star, the Native will be Rational and very Ex

pertin Science 3 but delighting to lead a Re

cluſe life, he ſhall not have the applauſe of his

Mearning. -

In the world man ºil. will happen, when

in one monthj be an Eclipſe of both

Luminaries; chiefly in thoſe places ſubjećt to

the Signs they are in.

54

When the D ſhall be in the Combuſt way,

or Peregrine in the beginning of a Journey;

the perſon will either fall Sick in his Journey,

or ſhall be otherwiſe grievouſly troubled and

moleſted. - -

. It behoves the After to conſider the

time in Direáions of the Planets; but in the

Fixed Stars it is not ſo needful.

6. -

The Father's Eſtate ſhall paſs to the Son, if

ſh ſhall be fortunate, and infriendly,Aſpeã of

the Lord of the Aſcendant; but this more free

ly, if h ſhall be Lord of the fourth. -

- . . 57. . . .

Fortunate Planets being in Signs where they

have no Dignity, their Éeniguity is tranſlated

another way. . . . . . .

3. Almºtts of asºn, and notjoyned to

- #. Planets, ſignifies the Native to ſuffer by

nvy- and Hatred. 59.

-
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- .59.

The fortunate. Stars, confer great felicity,

when they ſhall be received of: other in

their proper Houſes; and when the evil Pla

inets are ſo received, they refrain from doing

much miſchief. * - -

.6o.

The Native will be ſickly, and weak, when

f is elevated above 3.5, but if & ſhall be ele

-vated above h, he ſhall be fat and luſty. . . ."

- º - - *…" 61, - : T. - - -

In Mens Nativities, it the Part ofMarriage

ſhall fall in Signs obedient, and in Womensin

Signs ‘Imperant, the Woman ſhall rule the

Man, and he ſhall obey; if it fall otherwiſe,

ſay the contrary. - - 2 -

62... . . . . .

If the Lords of the Triplicity of the d of

the Lights ſhall friendly reſpect each other, tha.

firſt to the ſecond, the ſecond to the third;

it bodes eminent proſperity, and a freedom

from ſorrow.

. . . . . . . . . º, ºr 63. . . . >

§ in 36 in deep or pitted degrees, makes

the Native fooliſh and ſlow of Speech, and if

2£iſhäll be in the Houſes of dº, he will be

fordill and needy, andreceive hurt from Soul

- diers; but if in the Houſes of h, chiefly VP,

and in ſuch degrees, he will be moroſe, rigid,

and odious to all men. -

-º-º-º: 64, - . . * *

. . ; in Reception of aſ by Houſes, or if he

ſhall be in Aſpešt with him, falling from an

Angle, the Native willbe a Lover of Hunting,

and playat Dice and Tables 3 but if they ſhall

not be Cadent; he ſhall prove an*
5.:Souldier.
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º | 63.

Planets under the Sun beams, or within 12

degrees thereof, are unfortunate, unleſs in the

ſame degree with him ; but when they are

paſſed 13 degrees from him, they are for

tunate. -- . . . . . . . .

65. . .

The ºl, with the Infortunes, denote terrible:

miſchiefs, for that increaſeth their malice;

but with the Fortunes it works, good, and in

creaſeth their Benignity; but the Significations.

of the tº are to be taken the contrary way.

- 67. -

$3 in the ſixth Houſeof a Nativity, the Na

tive will chan efrom one Religion to another,

and will have his felicity partly impedited by

reaſon of his Iºriº.
. . . 8. - * * -

The firſt Sign hath preheminence in Sig

mification, when two Signs have to do in the
ſºmatter; ; . z º. . . . . . . . . .

- 69. . -

Accept the beginning of every thing from:

the p3 but the end from her diſpoſitor.
7O. . . . . . . .

If TL in the Revolution of the world.ſhall

be in his Houſe, Exaltation, or Oriental in an

Angle, and otherwiſe free from evil; he ſigni

fies plenty of all things. * * ºf J.

, - 7t... . - - :

When the D and Lord of the Aſcendant

fhall be impedited by the Lord of the eighth 3.

the Sick perſon hath cauſe to fear. … .
- 72. ... . . . . - - - - a

'Tis ill to begin any Law-Suits, or other,

Controverſics, when the D.* indigº -

- - - t -
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ºf “

w

the Plaintiff without doubt will be over.

come. ".

----- . -- - - 73. º - r

All Rebellions breaking out at the beginning

of the year, are not eaſily Suppreſſed. :

The D in rumimi. Si joyned to Re

trograde Planets, it is not then good to Purge,

the Phyſick will work upward to the Patients

Injur -- -

º - ** . . 75. -

ºriental Planets: fignifying either good or

evil, perform their work ſpeedily : Godidental,

more ſlowly. 3

- 76.

The middle ſtay of a Solar Eclipſe is by the

degree of the Conjunětion. of the Lights.

77. - - - -2

There will happen many Wars and Difficul

ties, when in a Revolutional Figure of the

world, h and Y ſhall be in their Exaltations.:

.78.

Be wary and Circumſpeat in your Judgment

when a º: is*:Hº! º:

you over-confident that the malice of the In

fortune will be averted.” .

There are wave's am, one of which is

conſtantly aſcending, the Aſcendant ſignifies

the Body, and the Lord thereof the Mind;

let not that Signaſcend for your purpoſe whoſe

Lord is impedited. -

---- 2 º' ... " : 8o. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .

* Planetsin Fixed. Signs ſhew the matter du

rable, in BicorporealSigns doubtful, in Move

able Signs convertible to good or cytl. A s:
- a - H.
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. . . 81, .. . . .

In matters of Secreſie, let not the. D be

Combuſt, but going from Combuſtion.

"… - - 82. - a ...": º

when the D is: in a Fixed Sigs, neither:

cut out, or put on any new Garment, chiefly.

in SU, for 'tis extream dangerous 3: it is the

fame if ſhe bein of or 32 to the Q, or impe--

dited of the Infortunes. --- - - - -

83. - - -

The p hath great Power in all Queſtions,

except when Slºf, or & aſcend ; for either
..of** abate of hor:Signification,chiefly

Śl and &. - -

.84. " - -

- Tº is under the Sun beats until he be

15 degrees from him ; underſtand the ſame.

of 2%. - -

, , , ; 8: . . . . .

Refuſe the 2, in 3 or ºw for Marriages,

unleſs it be in Marrying of Widows. .

86.

An Infortunein his own Houſe or Exaltation:

and Oriental, is better than a Fortune who is

-Retrograde or impedited. - … . * * * *

87..… a . . . . . …

flićted at Birth. A º f : .

- , , , -- ... ', '88. . . . . . . . . .

º, Immenſe Proſperity is portended, when the

Lords of the Triplicity of the Luminaries ſhall

have virtue in an Angle or, Succedent Houſe,

and be their proper places, remote from the

-Aſpettsiof the fifortunes; and if the Lord of

the Aſcendant ſhall be well*: the
• 3 - - appl

- There will be ſome impediment in that

part of the Body, repreſented by the Sign af
|

4
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happineſs ſhall be the more and the greater:

- 89.

The 3¢ and A. Aſ have the ſame qua

ſity in effe&; but the 3 is leſs forcible#.

the A, eitheringood or evil.

90. -

H. performs evil ſlowly, but & ſwift; and

therefore 3 is reputed to hurt more than h.

9 I. -

When the three Superiour Planets ſhall be

joyned in a Regal Sign, it is termed a great

Conjunčtion, and when the Sun beholdsthem,

they make moſt potent and flouriſhing King:

doms. -

92.

Thoſe doubts are ſoon reſolved that are pro

pounded,when the D and the Planet to whom

flie. ;". are in Signs having voice, andin

the fifth or third Houſes, or in oppoſition

to them. - , -->

. 93. , - -

The Infortunes in the eighth Houſe have

their malice increaſed ; but the Benevolents,

there portend neither good nor evil. "

, 94° - -

There willneither good of evilbeferſormed,

but when the good or bad Planets in a Nativi--

ty or Revolution ſhall Aſpećt the D. by a

Quadrat. -- - -

- -, ... ... , 93. ---

If tº be afflićted in the fixth Houſe, the

Native will die in Priſon: if h ſhall, be in the

twelfth, and 9 in the eighth, he ſhall end

his days by Precipitation. -

... (K. 3 * 96. – -

when the Sun by day, and the Moon by

- - night.
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:

b c : *, *. . . .

.

night ſhall be impedited, the perſon is to be

feared.

97, . . .

The Significations of the Stars are always

varied, as they vary in their Configurations

and Latitude.

- 98. . . . ."

The g in the fourth, ſeventh, ninth 2 or

twelfth, ſhews the true cauſe of the Queſtion.

propounded, the ſame is known by her ſepa

ration from 3 ; and if the Aſcendant and D

ſhall be in double-bodied Signs, the cauſe of

the Queſtion is confirmed. - -

- 9 e

An Infortune in his ãºuſe or Exaltation,de

notes the matter fignified by him to come to a

end, but with delays ;...but if he ſhall be

impedited in the Aſcendant, though in his

own Houſe or Exaltation the matter will be

obſtructed, and come to an ill end. - -

IOOs -

The Event of every Enterprize that is

doubtful, is termed by theſe Significators, viz.

by the fourth Houſe and his Lord, and the Pla

net ſtrong in the ſame; alſo by the Light of

the time, and his Lord, and by the Planet and -

his Diſpoſitor to whom the light of the time.

is joyned... . . -

Hr. Endah the Aphoriſms of Hermes

º: 1. º.º. Triſmegiſtus. * . º

º

"... tº

… º. ºf : …

º - - º ** * - º Centi.
º --- . . .

; ; ; , , . . . . . ~~

*
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Centiloquium Prolomei : Or,

Zhe hundred Aphoriſms of Pto

lomy; Rendred into Engliſh.

- Ie

A Bs te & & Scientia, from thy Self and

Science; for it is impoſſible that the

Artiſt ſhould foreſee the particular Idea of

things; neither can Senſe receive a particular,

but a general notion of the ſenſible matter;

wherefore he ought in theſe things to uſe Con

jećture, for none but one inſpired, can pre

dićt particulars. - -

: 2. . . -

when he that asketh a Queſtion ſhall better

conſider it, he ſhall find that there is but little

difference between the thing ſought, and the
Idea thereof in the Mind.

- • * : *- 3. -- …

He that is deſirous to ſtudy any Art, hath

in his Nativity without doubt ſome Star of the

ſame Nature very well fortified.

.The Mind murºined to any Science,

he attains to more perfeótion therein, than one

that ſhall take hard pains and labour in ſtudyto attain it. -- e = - \ -

One skilful in thissince may evade many

effects ofthe Stars, when he knows their Na

tures, and diligently prepares himſelf to re

ceive their effects. 6.
z
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6.

An Ele&tion of days or hours is then effe

&ual, when it agrees with the Nativity ; for

otherwiſe, the Ele&tion although well made,

will not profit. . " tº . . . . . »

- 7... * * .º. . . . .

None can know the Mixtures of the Stars, .
unleſs he firſt know their Natural differences

and mixtures one with another.

8. ---

Sapiens, a wiſe Man doth Co-operate with

the Cocleſtial Operations, and doth aſſiſt Na

ture, as the Husbandman in the ploughing

and preparing his Ground.,

-- 9s.

... Forms which are generated and corrupted,

are ſubjećt to the Coeleſtial Bodies, and are

moved º them; therefore they who frame

Images, do then make uſe of them, by obſer

-§ when the Planets-enter into thoſe Con

e -

ations and forms.

* - - - - IO. -- -

. In the Elečtion of days and hours, the two

Infortunes are very uſeful, and thou muſt uſe

them as the Phyſician doth Poiſon, skilfully,

for the Cure of Man.
- - II • - ... ---,

Make no Ele&ion of days and hours, before |

you know the quality of the thing intended. *

- * I2, .

... Love and Hatred cauſe Error in Judgment:

for affečtion magnifies Trifles, and Envy as .

much abuſes weighty things. - -

- *** **, *, * *, - ... cººl 3.: 4: " '

. When the Poſition of Heaven ſhall ſignifie

any thing to come to paſs, make uſe in the

* > . . . . buſineſs-

• *-
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buſineſs of the two Malevolents fi and cr;

thoughin the Nativity they were not friendly.

-

;

:
1.

I4. . .

The Aſtrologer plungeth himſelf into many

grrors, when the Cuſp of the ſeventh and his

Lord, are either unfortunate or afflićted.

- l 5 e --

The Aſcendant of a Kingdoms Enemies, are

thoſe Signs which decline from the Aſcendant

of the Kingdom. The Aſcendant of the King

doms Friends, are the Signs of the Angles, and

of the Signs ſucceeding thoſe Angles; the

ſame is conſiderable in the beginning of Schiſ

matical opinions. -

16.

When Benevolent Planets have the Rule of .

theeighth Houſe, he that is then born , ſhall

receive damage from Men; but if theſe

Planets be well affečied, the contrary ſhall

happen.

17. -

When thou art to give thy judgment con

cerning the length of an old Man's life; do not

give Judgment before thou haſt conſidered

how ſong he may live, according to his Nati

vity, i.e. by conſidering the Hylech, the Al

chocoden, and the killing Direétions. '

18.

When both Luminaries are in the ſame de

gree and minute of a Sign, at the time of any

ones Birth, and a Benevolent Planet in the Ho

roſcope; the perſon then born ſhall be fortu
nate in all his ačtions: The ſame will alſo be

if the two Lights behold each other by & from

the firſt and ſeventh, qualified as before; but

ifaninfortune be in the Horoſcope, judge the

contrary. 19.

• *
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I9.

when the D is in of with x, and purg.

ing Phyſick then taken, it becomes invalid

and ineffeótual. w

2O. -

Touch no part of the Body with an Inſtru

ment to takeaway any Blood, when the Q is

in the Sign governing that Member.

- 2 I • -

When the C is in tip or 96 , and the Lord

of the Aſcendant, in Aſpe&t to a Planet under

the Earth, it much helps the working of Purg

ing. Phyſick ; but if #. were in Aſpe&t to a

Planet above the earth, the Patient will be ſub

jećt to Vomit. .

- 22,

Neither cut out, nor put on a new Suit

or Garment, the 6 being in Sl; and if ſhe is

there unfortunate, ſo much the worſe.

23,

The D in Aſpećt or cy, with the Planets,

makes the Native wavering in his diſpoſition;

and if thoſe Planets were ſtrong, he will be

aćtive and nimble; but if weak, ſluggiſh and

unapt. -

- - 2Ais -

An Eclipſe ofedºminis in the An

gles of a Nativity or yearly Revolution is hurt

ful ; but the time thereof is taken from the

diſtance between the degree aſcending, and

the degree of the Eclipſe, and as in a Solar E

clipſe, we take for every hour of its duration

a year; ſo in an Eclipſe of the C, we take

for every hour a month.
2: .

: Let the M. c. and #y Significator near º

… -
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be direéted by the Tables of Right Aſcenſion;

but in the Horoſcope, by the Tables ofOblique

* Aſcenſion under the Elevation of Birth.

26.

Anything inquired after is much obſcured

when the Planet ſignifying the buſineſs, is Com

buſt, under the; , or in an ill Houſe of

Heaven; but the matter is then moſt apparent

when that Planet is going from his Debilities

into his Dignities, and into his own Houſe.

27.

That Part of the Body is proportionally

formed, and handſomly d, that is go

verned by the Sign in which Q is in at the

Birth, underſtand the ſame of the otherStars.

28. -

If thou canſt not place the Moon (in Ele

&tions) in good Configuration with two Pla

nets; let her be near ſome Fixed Star of the

Natureyour Planet ſhould be of

29. - -

The Fixed Stars (when they deſign preſer

ment alone ) give admirable and incredible

preferments, which uſually ends in incredible

miſery.

;

O. -

- Conſider well the &ronition of the firſt

King of any Countrey, or Kingdom, ifthe Aſ

cendant of the Coronation doth agree with the

Aſcendant of him who hopes to ſucceed, he

ſhall ſucceed in that Kingdom. --

- - .3 I.

When the Significator of a Kingdom ſhall

be direéted to the Anaretical points, the King,

or ſome great Prince in that Kingdom ſhall

dye.

r

w

32.
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2,

An amicable affed of the Stars doth much

conduce to the friendſhip of two perſons; but

the quality of the thing they ſhall agreein, is

known from their Nativities.

From the arem: of the Luminaries, |
and the Horoſcopes of two perſons, is known

the love and hatred between them; and thoſe

Signs called obedient, do increaſe friendſhip.

34. - -

That Planet who hath moſt Dignities in the

place of the New Moon, if he were then an

gular, ſhall Rule the principal affairs of that

Month." -

- - - 35°

When the G) ſhall #nfit the place of any

principal Significator, (at the Ingreſs) he then

gives that Planet force and power to change

the Air.

- - 36.

In the Foundations of Cities, have reſpećt

to the Fixed Stars; but in Building of Houſes,

only obſerve the Planets, and thoſe Cities who

at their Foundation hath & in their M.c. their

Princes uſually dyeby the Sword.

They that have d; $ign. of my or x aſcen

ding, will gain Honour and Repute by their

own Induſtry; but they who have Y, or ºl

aſcending, will be the cauſe of their own

death; the ſame may be alſo obſerved in other

Signs. -

--- . . .38. -

When & ſhall be in either of the Houſes of

Wh in anyones Nativity, and ſtrong, the Na
- - - tlve
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-tive hath great Natural Parts, able to learn

anything; but if he be in either of the Houſes .

of 3, he then gives the Native an Eloquent

Tongue, and this chiefly in Y.

- 9.

"If the eleventh Ho: be unfortunate at the

Coronation of any King, it ſignifies his Hou

ſhold Servants ſhall be impoveriſhed; but if

the ſecond Houſe were unfortunate, it threa

tens damage to his Subjećts in their wealth, .

4C.

When the Aſcendant is beſieged by the Bo

dies, or Malignant Rays of the Infortunes, the,

Native will delight in baſe Aétions, and filthy

Scents will be moſt grateful to his ſmell.

41 - . -

When thou ſetteſt out upon any Journey,ſee

that the eighth Houſe and his Lord be notun

fortunate 3 but at your return have regard to.
the ſecend Houſe and his Lord.

- 42

A Diſeaſe or Sickneſs beginning when the

D is in a Sign where an Infortune was in the

Radix, or in D or & thereunto, will prove

very grievous, and if ſhe were then in ill Aſ--

É. of an Infortune, it will be dangerous;

t if at the firſt falling Sick, ſhe be upºn

the Radical place of a Fortune, there will be

no danger. * ,

- - . 43- - -- . -

... The Maleſettive Aſpećts of a Nation, or

Hingdom, doth over-ſway the contrary tempo

ºral Aſpe&ts,–viz. As I underſtand it thus,

That in general Predićtions, the fate of King-.

doms is firſt to be confidered, then of Cities,

‘Opinions, &c. Laſtly, of Men, thediº
- o
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s

of which is the Princes Nativity of that Coun

trey to beconſidered. - -

At the Ere&tion of: Figure at the decum

biture, if it be contrary to that of the Radix,

the Sick perſon will be in danger, eſpecially

if no good Planet aſſiſt. -

45. -

He who hath the& Rulers of his Nati-.

vity not in humane Signs, will not be ſociable

with Mankind. r

- - - 46. - - - - - -

Great felicity is promiſed in Nativities from

the Fixed Stars, and from the Angle of the

precedent Conjunětion, and from the degree

of the G5, when the degree aſcending at birth

happensto be the ſame. -

- - 47. -

When in any ones Nativity a Malignant Pla

net is placed, where a Fortune was in another

Man's Nativity, he that hath the Fortune ſo

placed,ſhall receive prejudicefrom the other.

48. -

When the M. C. of a King's Nativity is the

Aſcendants of a Subjećt, or the principal Ru

lers are in good Configurations, they ſhall con

tinue inſeparable ; judge the like when a

Servant's ſixth Houſe is the ſame with his

Maſter's, -

49. - -

When the Horoſcope of a Subjećt ſhall Cul

minate in his Princes Nativity, his Lord ſhall

ſo intruſt him, that he will be ruled by him.

- $o. - -

Forget not the 119 g of the Planets, for
- - - from

-:
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from them is known the Generation and Cor

ruption of things in the world.

5 I. -

In what Sign the p is at the time of Birth,

make that Sign the Aſcendant at Conception,

and in what Sign ſhe is found in at the Con

ception, make that or its oppoſite the Aſcen

dant at Birth.

2.

The Lords of the Nivities of tall Men are

in their. Sublimities, and their Horoſcores in

the beginnings of Signs 3, but in ſhort Men's

Nativities they are found in their Falls, and

alſo conſider, whether the Signs aſcending be of

long or ſhort Aſcenſion.

53. -

The Lords of the Nativities of lean Men

have no Latitude; but of fat Men they have ;

if the Latitude be South, the Native is more

nimble; but if North,more dull and ſluggiſh. -

- . 54:... . . . .

when the principal Significatot in Build

ings are joyned to Planets under the Earth,

they hinder the Ereğtion of the Building.

, 55., • - -

The evil Influence of 3 againſt Ships is

much leſſened, when he is placed neither in

the tenth nor eleventh Houſes of Heaven; for

in either of thoſe places he deſtroys the Ship;

but if a Fixed Star of the Nature of Mars be"

in the Aſcendant, the ship will be Burnt.

- 6. - -

From the NewMò to the Full, the hu

midity and moiſture of Bodies doth increaſe;

but from the full to the New Moon, it de

creaſeth, . . . . . . . . ."
- D } - P 57.

-
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ſo ſhall the effect be; for that Planet ſhall

. . . 57. -

‘Change yourº when the ſeventh

Houſe and his Lord is afflićted.

- 58. -

Conſider the place of the cſ, in which part

ofHeaven it falls from the Aſcendant of the

year; for when the Profečtion ſhall ariſe to

that point, the event ſhall appear.

59.

Judge not raſhly that the abſent perſon is

.dead, before thou conſidereſt whether he is

not Drunk, or ſay he hath received a wound,

before you have inquired if he were not let

Blood; or judge he ſhall find hid Treaſure,

before you have ſearched whether he hath not

taken ſomething in Pawn of late; ſeeing the -

Figures of all theſe demands are ſo much

alike.

60. º

In judging the ſtate of Sick Perſons, obſerve

the Critical days, and the place of the D in

the Angles of a Figure of 16 ſides; for if thoſe

Angles ſhall be well affected, it will go well

with the Sick; but if afflićted, judge the con

trary. - - -

- . . . . 61. .

The D ſignifies thoſe things which are be

longing to the Body, becauſe they are moſt

Iikéhér, according to her Nature. . -

62,

If thou ſhalt, begin thy work from the mi

nute of the of, thou mayſt give Judgment

concerning, the mutation of the Air in that

Month; for according to the Nature of the

principal Lörd of the§:of every Figure :

OVers

* /
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.

º,

-

-

over-rule the Conſtitution of the Air : Con

ſideralſo with theſe things, the ſeaſon of the

year.

63.

When h and 3; come to cſ, ſee which of

them is moſt elevated, and judge according to

This Nature; do the like in C of the other

Planets,

- 64- -

*When thou haſt conſidered: the Lord of the

Queſtion, ſee what Eſſential Dignity he hath

in the Querents Revolution , or in the Aſcen

dant of the New Moon preceding, and judge

accordingly. . - - -

&5.

In the leaſt Conjunétion the difference of

the middle ; and in the middle Conjunétion

the difference of the greateſt. Whether Ptole. .

my refers the ſenſe of this Aphoriſm to the

former, or whether he ſpeaks it direétly ; for

to be underſtood of it ſelf, I know not ; and

ſo I leave it. ---

. . . . . . . 66, r

... Uſe no. Profe&ion alone, but conſider alſo

the agreement of the other Stars, whether

they give, or take away.

- 67.

* The years of the Native are diminiſhed, by

reaſon of the Imbecility of the giver of Life.

68.

When a Malevolent Planet is Oriental, he

ſignifies external hurt to the Body; but when

Occidental, he ſignifies Diſeaſes.

- -> . 69. -

when the g ſhall be in P to the o, near

Nebulous Fixed-Stars, the Native ſhall receive

----- - P 2 dammage

*-
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dammage in his ſight; but if the 6 ſhall be

in the ſeventh Houſe, and h and 3 in the

Horoſcope, and the G) in an Angle, he ſhall

be blind. -

- - 70. . .

... They who Divine by a kind of Fury, or

Rage, have not gº in dº with the D in their

Nativities, nor is either of thoſe in their Aſ

cendant, who are Demoniack, in ſuch Mens

Nativities by night h poſſeſſeth that Angle,but

by day 3, eſpeciallyings, tºº, or X.

-*7 is *~

When the two lift ſhall be in Maſculine

Signs in Men's Nativities, their ačtions ſhall

appear according to their Nature; but in the

Nativities of Women, theſe things are more

increaſed; judge the ſame of 3 and 2, for

they being Oriental, make the Native more

manly ; but Occidental, more Effeminate.

- 72.

*What things concern the Education of the

Native, thou muſt take from the Lords of the

Triplicity and Aſcendant; but what concerns

thełife, muſt be taken from the Lords of the

conditional Luminary.

73.

Tf the Sun be found with caput Algol, and

uot Aſpećted by a Benevolent Planet, or a Be

nevolent Planet in the eighth Houſe, and the

Diſpoſitor of the conditional Light, ( that is

the light of the time) ſhall be in [-, or 32 to

3 ; he who is then born, ſhall be Beheaded;

but if that Light ſhall Culminate, or be in the

tenth Houſe, his Body ſhall be wounded ; if

... this Cºpulation is in iſ or 36, his Hands and

. Feet ſhall be cut off or wounded.

74.
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!,

- 74. - - -

He who hath & in his Horoſcope, will ſure.

ly have a Scar in his Face. -

- 75. -

- When the G) is joyned to the Lord of the

Aſcendant in Śl, and hath no Dignities in the

“Aſcendant, and no Benevolent Planet in the

eighth Houſe, he that is then born ſhall

be Burnt. -

- 76. -

h in the M. c. in 3’ to the Light of the

time, and an earthy Sign on the Cuſp of the

fourth Houſe, the Native ſhall periſh by the

fall of a Houſe, or ſomething from on high;

but if a watery. Sign be in the fourth, he will .

be Drowned ; if a Humane Sign be in the

fourth, he will be either Killed or Hang'd;

but if a fortunate Planet ſhall be in the eighth.

Houſe, he ſhall be in danger of theſe Caſual

ties; but yet evade them.

77. - -

Direát the Aſcendant for things belonging

to the Body, the GB for External things ; the

\P for matters both of Body and Mind ; the

M. c, for the A&ions, Magiſtery, or Profeſ

ſion of the Native. f

8.

Oftentimes a Panºoperates in that part of

Heaven where he hath no. Dignity, giving the

Native unexpe&ted Wealth, which is thought

to proceed from the Antiſcions of the Planets.

79°

He who hath of # his eleventh Houſe

at Birth, ſhall never prevail againſt his

Maſter. - -

P 3. 8o.
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80.

when? is joyned to h, he having domi

nion in the ſeventh Houſe, he that is then

born, will be deſirous of a ſordid Coition.

81.

Future Events are diſovered ſeven ſeveral

ways. Firſt, By the diſtance of the two Sig

nificators. Secondly, From their Aſpečts each

to other. Thirdly, From their progreſs each

to other. Fourthly , From the diſtance be

tween themſelves ; or of one of them from

the place , ſignifying the thing deſired.

Fifthly, From the ſetting of that Star, which

either helps or hinders the matter. Sixthly,

From the mutation of the chief Significator.

Seventhly, From the entrance of a Planet into

his own Dignities.

82. -

In Judgment, when things are equally bal

lanced, then have reſpect to the Aſcendant of

the New or Full Moon; and if that be alſo e

qual, defer yourJºº. for that time.

The time when any* intreatethany thing

ef the º: ſhews the affe&ion between the

King and the Petitioner; but the time when

it is granted, ſhews the inequality of the ačtion

depending thence.

84.

when d is Lord* Aſcendant, at the

time of entring upon any Poſſeſſion and in the

ſecond, or joyned to the Lord of the ſecond,

gives great dammage and kyſs.

85. F -

When the Lord of the Aſcendant is in

Aſpect with the Lord of the ſecond, the

l

Prince
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Prince ſhall conſume much Treaſure of his
own accord.

86.

The G) is the fountain of the vital Vigor,

the D of the Natural,

87.

Monthly Revolutions are finiſhed in 28 days,

two-hours and 18 minutes 5 yet ſome judge

thoſe things from the progreſs of the Sun, he

º the ſame degree and minute he wa

In at t beginning of* Month, -

- 88.

When we direét the Profeótion of the Part

of Fortune, for the whole years Revolution ,

we take it from the Sun to the Q, and projećt

it from the Aſcendant.

- - - 89.

What concerns the Grandfather, is ſought

from the ſeventh Houſe; but for the Uncle,

have recourſe to the ſixth.

- Oe

When the chiefRut beholds the Aſcendant,

the thing which lies undiſcovered,is of the Na

ture of the Aſcendant;if he behold not theAſcen

dant its quality ſhall be according to the Nature

of the place where the Lord of the Horoſcope

is, the Lord of the hour ſhews the colour of

the thing, the place of the D. the time, which

if ſhe were above the earth, the thing is new ;

but ifunder, it is old; the GB ſhews its quanti

ty or length,the Lords of the terms ofthe fourth

and tenth Houſes, and of the D. ſhew its

ſubſtance. -

91. .

It is ill when the Lord of the Sick perſon is

Combuſt, and the worſe, if the Part of For

tune is unfortunated. P. 4 92°.
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º

92.

Th doth not much afflićt the Sick when Ori

; ental, nor d when he is Occidental. -

93.

In Queſtions do not º: Judgment, before

• you conſider the next ſubſequent New Moon;

for the Beginnings of things arechanged at eve

ry of, therefore conſider them together, and

thou wilt not err.

94. - - -

The place of Heaven where the principal

Significator is poſited, doth ſhew the intent of

the Querent. -

95.

Thoſe Images which ariſe with the ſeveral

Decanates, they ſhew the Inclination of the

Native to that Profeſſion he handles.

. . . 96.

The Significations of an Eclipſe, ſhall be

moſt viſible when the Eclipſe is near an Angle;

conſider alſo the Stars in Aſpečt one with ano

ther, and not the Planets only, but the Fixed

Stars alſo, the Conſtellations ariſing together

with the Signs; and from thence frame your

judgment,

-* * 97.

. Things are ſuddenly brought to paſs when

the Lord of the New or Full Moon preceding,

is angular in the Queſtion." -

8.

Shooting Stars, an?Blazing Stars, &c. have

a ſecondary force upon Common affairs.

- 99. '- --

Shooting Stars, and other ſuch like Appa

ritions, ſhew great Sciſſity in the Air, and if

they were produced from one part º: it

- … ſhëWS



ſhews there ſhall be great windsproduced from

that quarter alſo ; but if they were driven into

ſeveral parts; it ſhews ſcarcity of Waters, a

troubled Air, and incurſions of Souldiers.

IOO -

Comets whoſe diſtance from the G5 is eleven

Signs, if they appear in an Angle, the King or

a great Man, in ſome Kingdom ſhall dye; but .

if they appear in a ſuccedant Houſe, the Prin

ces Attendants ſhall do well, yet ſhall, ſome

Kingdom change their Governour; but ifthey

appear in a Cadent Houſe, Diſeaſes and ſudden.

Deaths enſue; if they move from the Weſt to

the Eaſt, a Foreign Enemy ſhall Invade ſeveral,

Kingdoms ; but if the Comet move not, the:

Enemies ſhall be of the ſame Countrey , born,

and bred. -

Here End; the Hundred Aphoriſmr,

of Ptolomy. . . . . . . . .
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/

Bethem's Centiloquium, or his

1oo, Aphoriſms, rendered into

Engliſh,

I.

V Å 7E will begin this, Book according to

the Cuſtom uſed in the Judgment

of the Stars. -

*

2.

Thou mayſ know that whena Planet is Re:

frograde, he is as a man infirm, ſtupified and
ſollicitous. - *

- 3. - -

If a Planet be Cadent, he is as a man dead,

and hath no motion.

If a Planet be coſtuff, he is as a man in

Priſon, without hope of Liberty.

- 5. - -

If Stationary to Retrogradation, he is as a

ſound man receding from health; yet there is

hope of recovery remaining.

6

If Stationary,he is asasick man amending.

7. .

If Beſieged, he is as a man fearful between

two Enemies, (and not without cauſe), when

Beſiegedby the Infºrturies.

8.

A Planet between?] and Y, is as a man in

pleaſant Company,ſree from trouble and want.

- ----- 9.
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º

- a man vexed, and

. Fortunate. Planets Ré
hâte; if Cadent from Angles, or, their Hou. .

- 9.

If Aſpećted of the Infortunes from the fourth

Houſe, he is as a man on whom death is

coming.

fearing to be betrayed.

II. ''' ' ' ' ' ' '

A Planet in Conjunétion of an Infortune, is

as one fighting with an Enemy, .
I2. -

. A Planet in g with a Fortune , is as one

in his friends. Imbraces. - * .

- - 13.

A Planet in anothers Houſe who rules the

ſame Trigon, is as a man in the Houſe or Caſtle

of his friend. . . . . . . ;, . . . . . . . . .

4. , - …

If Cadent from his Houſe of ExaltationA he
is as one abſent from his abode. ". . . . . .

- . . . . . 15- . .

...A Planet in his Houſe or Exaltation, is as:

one in his Caſtle or ſtronghold. ...;

If in his Houſe of Exalation Retrograde,

he is as a Sick man at home,
. . . * * *

* * * * *

confind thereto by his King, ".
8- Iº. “. .

... If in his ownº Cadent, he is as

tearful, a . . . . . . .
I9

ſes, ºº, as one hoping for godd,but miſſes it.

Io. . . . -

A Planet in Aſpect of his Enemy, is as a man

… --- i.' . . . . .” -- .. . . . . ;

If Combuſt in his own Houſehe 1s as a man :

rograde are union.

29, .
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*

- - - 2Oe - - -

A Fortune. Retrograde with an Infortune ,

ſtrengthens the Infortune's Nature; but abates

the worth of his own. -

2I

An Infortune in his own Houſe direét, and

there joymed to a Fortune, his Malignancy

fhall turn to good.

* - . . . . . 22. . . .

^ A Planet in the laſt degrees of a Sign, is as

a man falling from his former Eſlate,

A Planet in the firſt degrees of a Sign is ever

found to be of very weak Signification,

- 24, - -

From the firſt degree to the fifteesth, a

Planet is riſing ; but from the fifteenth to the

twenty fifth, he is compleat in ſtrength.

... 25. ". . . -

A Planet in the laſt five degrees of a Sign,

is as a man leaving his Houſe. -

26, - - -

An earthy Planet in the Aſcendant ſtrong,

he argues good in anything, (that is) a Planet .

ruling the earthy Trigon, . " -

27. - -- . . ."

A Planet not in his &n Houſe, is as a man.

knocking at another man's Door, and his Sig

nification is to be ſlighted, as havingno power

in that place. - -

- 28. . . . . . .

When Planets are with the Sun,their powers

and Significations are made leſs. * * * *

... when Planets are in the laſt degrees of a

Sign Retrograde, their Judgments are tranſ

- - - - º, mitted,
- - -
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|
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mitted, their light leſſened, and their ſtrength.

and glory abated, '** -

- 3O.

A Planet ſeven degrees diſtant from the O,

and in his own Houſe, Retrograde, is as a man

in his Caſtle, in the Power of his Enemy,

ſtriving to abandon ſlavery.

* -

3I.

... A Planet in the Houſe of his Enemy, is as

a man in ſuch a condition 3, a Priſoneria

earneſt, - -

- 32.

A Planet in his own Houſe free from affli

&ion, declares the perfeótion of the Queſtion,

or thing interrogated. . . . . -

3.

The Moon Epini, from a Planet; ever

declares what is paſt, be it good or bad.

- - 34. -

But the Moon applying to a Planet, always

pronounceth what is to come, after the ſame

manners - - º

. 35.

When the Moon in any Queſtion ſeperates

from H.,ſhe declares ſorrow,diſcord, trouble.

36. - \

When ſhe is found to ſeparate from...?, ſhe

intimates good fortune, mirth , and plea

ſure. - - - -

. . . . . . . . 37. - - - -

when ſhe ſhall ſeparate from gº, it ſignifies

Contention, Strife, Bloodſhed, Bonds, Falſe

witneſs, &c.. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . , 38. . . . . . . . . . .

when the Moon'ſeparates from the o, ſhe

ſignifies Cares, fears Sickneſſes and Impriſon

ment. . . . . . . 39.

-
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--- : 39. -

If ſhe ſeparate from Q, then Luſt, Sport,

Laughter, Dancing, Singing, &c. is denoted.
4O

- 4Os - -

when ſhe ſeparates from 3, her Significa

tions are to be interpreted according to his

Poſition, for g is convertible.

- - - - - - - 41 - ..., --> * -

The Moon applying to a Planet ſhews things

to come, according to the Nature of her ap

plication with them; as if with good Planets,

then good ; if with iſl Planets the contrary.

- 42 " . -

- The Moon fortunate in the morning, the

Querent's Buſineſs proſpers the better all day

after; one born when ſhe is ſo , will befor

tunate. . . . . . . . . . . .

* -- - 43. - . -- I - -- -

... The Moon unfortunate in the morning,

ſhews Corruption of the Queſtion, ºc, and he

that is then born, dyeth quickly; or elſe is

very ſickly. - - *- :--

..º.º.bººk
ay - - -an evil day for every work. “

• *- -- " ' " - 45- tº . . * *.*.*.*. -

. The Moon in dº with z, is found to be a

good day in all humane affairs.' . . . . . . .

- 46. -

Tºwºngwºrdtº be
unfortunate for every purpoſe, ". . . .

*- - 47. . . . .

The Moon in of with the o, is only fit for

...The Mºning wiły, newsrºads,
thiefly in Love matters. 49.
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- 9. -

When the Moen ift g with 3, 'tis good;

but principally in Contraćts and Writings.

- 50.

The Moon in 3’ to ſº, denotes an ill day

in all kind of buſineſs,

- 5.I. .

The Moon in 3’ to #: denotes a good day

in all kind of things;–But I doubt it.--

$2.

The Moon in 3’ to 3, you are adviſed to,

begin nothing of weight that day.

. . . , 53° - -

The Moon in 3’ to the G) is good in no

manner of buſineſs.

. 54.

The Moon, in to 2, ſhews a laudable

da in all kind of buſineſs;–-believe it who .

will.— 55. tº .

The Moon in dº to g, ſhews a good day

: things, except Writings and Con

tracts. -

... . . . . . .5%:. . . . . .

The Moon in D to h; ſhews a bad day,

chiefly in meeting with Kings, great Perſons,

Nobles,ºc. Let not eminent perſons then take

|..."; for they will prove ill; he that falls

k, will hardly eſcape. '

57. - . . . .

The Moon in D to #, ſhews a good dayin

acceſs to great Men to obtain friends. . •

... -- *** * * * *- : *- e.g. - c : - -

58. - ***** ºn

When the Moon is in D to 3, that day is

unfortunate for all things; chiefly incontend

ing with great Men, Commanders, &c. º:
* -- - Wlic
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wiſe in Marriages; alſo the ſick perſon either
dyes, or-bleeds. . . -

59.

When the M is in D tothe G) , it is an ill

day for diſeaſed perſons, and the ſame to go

to obtain the favour or friendſhip of great
Perſons. 6

Oe -

The p in II to 2 is good in alſ thing,

chiefly in wooing andjºins
I. -

The D in D to § is a goodjºr
chandize, to Study, or Converſe with Kings.
- 62. . . -

The D in >k to b, is good to converſe

with ancient people, or to begin any work of,
a Saturnine Nature. , -

r 63. -

The D. in kto 3!, # a good time to ſettle.

things, to do works of Charity and Juſtice.
- 64. -

- 4. -

The D ſn.9% to dº, is a good day to En

gage an Enemy,toreduce or divide an Army. -.

65.

The D in × to the G), ſhews a good times

to manage the affairs of Kings, or great Per--

ſons, . . . . . . . . . . .

… . . . . * - . .

The pin 36 to ?, ſhews an excellent times:

in all things, chiefly of Love..., " " ' " :

-., - . . . . . . *7i. " . . . . . .

... Theº in-k to g, is a good day for Con--

trails. Agreements, Merchándizing, Sealing:

of Writings, &c,. . . . -

... . . . .'', '68. " ... ". . . .

. .The (in A to h; is a good day to Build, ,
- t , &c.

tº rºº...! 3: ; ;; ; , ;

º
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taking. - -

till, &c. and to talk with Magiſtrates, and

grave Perſons. -

69.

The D in A to L, declares a good day in

all things ; but chiefly to meet Kings,

Judges, &c.

70. -

The D in A to dº, is a good day to begin

War, to end Controverſies, to Hunt, to Diſ

courſe Souldiers, &c.

- 71. -

The D in A to the G), is a day good to

meet, or ſpeak with Kings, Princes,

Nobles. w

The g in A to 2, denotes an excellent

day in all things, chiefly in Marriage or Love

IſlatterS,

The 2 in a to sº, a day gºod to co
verſe with Láwyers, Scribes, Secretaries.

- - 74.

when h is in the Aſcendant, he hurts the

Queſtion, when Retrograde, there he de

ſtroys it. *

when h is in the ºth, either in Nativi

ties or Queſtions, he deſtroys the moſt hope

ful things. - º'

- 76. /

When H is in the ſeventh, he often chang

eth the buſineſs, and brings much miſchief.

• - 77.

When R is in the fourth Houſe, he declares

an unhappy end of every buſineſs or under

78e
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ir ºwnershawIn any Geniture, Eleºtion, or ion what

ever 6 bindeth, x diſſolveth.

79 ". .

Whatever d'at any time bindeth, 2 ſets
free.

- -

8o. - -

when the 9 ſeparates from 18 or ?, ſhe

undoes what happens to be bound by 2.

~ 8 Ix - -

The three Superiour Planets in P to the G),

are obſerved not only to hinder the Queſtion,
but corrupt it. •

- 82.

When H is in [...] to the G), there is a

fhew of a good progreſs; but a bad end of

a thing. - -

- - 83. -

Th in D or 5’ to 3g, diſſolveth the oppreſ
fion and violence menaced.

84.

H. in Cſ, [], or 32 to dº, prohibits Mirth

and impedes or deſtroys the Queſtion.

8:.

§ in cy, DJ or #o 2, chiefly in the

tenth, declares the Queſtion then propounded,

to aim at diſhoneſty.

.*-* 86. -

h in cº, [1, or 32 to g, deſtroys the Que

ſtion, and makes things that are in them

ſelves impertinent, more impertinent and

idle.

87. , -

# indſ, H, or P to the o, is found to

hinder an evil threatned; and not only ſo, but

alſo to turn ſuch an evil to good. . . .
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.88.

1. in dº, D, or & to 3 hinders the force

ef Generation and Corruption.

89.

24 in dº, [], or 3 of £, ſhews the aptneſs

of the Queſtion, and its good end.

90.

3: in cº, [1, or f to g, ſhews the buſineſs

inquired after, to come to a good end, and

this with an Addition to what the Querent

Expeds.

91.

The Infortunes in the ſecond Houſe ſtrong,

declare the Querents Subſtance or Fortune, to

change from evil to good; as well in Nativir

tics, as Queſtions.

92.

. But if the Infortunes are there unfortunate,

his fibſtance is then changed from good to
£vil. r.

93

You may give the ſame Judgment when

you find them poſited in either of the other

Angles.

9

When you find the fºrd of the Aſcendant

in the Combuſt way, the Queſtion is common

ly corrupted, theCombuſt way, is from 15 deg.

of tº to 15 deg. of it.

95. …

An Infortune in the tenth or fourth from

the Aſcendant of the §. , obſcures the

matter or thing queſted after, and the Que

rent ſhall tremble (ſays my Author) to think

of the evil attending it.

96,
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*

4.

96.

An Infortune in the Aſcendant or ſecond

Houſe fortunate; portends the Buſineſs in

Sueſtion, to anſwer the Querent's deſire;

but ſhews he ſhall reap ſmall gain thereby.

97.

But if they ſhall be there unfortunate, then

they declare the matter or thing inquired after,

ll never come to any good end. -

98.

When you find few degrees Horoſcopical,

and the Lord of the Aſcendant in the fixth, or

ninth Houſes deſcending, the Querent never

obtains the thing he expećts; the Fortunes

Cadent, Infortunes angular, the ſame.

99. - -

A Planet ſignifying any matter or thing,

evilly diſpoſed, at the time of theŠ.
firſt moving the ſame, denotes a troubleſome,

inhappy... vexatious end to the thing; but if

he be well diſpoſed, ſay the contrary.
IOO,

When the Significator of a thing is in Re

ception, or good Aſpe&t of an Infortune in an

Angle, the Querent's buſineſs then may be ac

compliſhed; but he uſually at the laſt takes ,

away what he gave hopes of at the firſt; the

knowledge of Reception is when a Planet ſhah

be in the Houſe or Exaltation of another, and

that other in his, and both of them there, free

from the beams of the Infortunes. -

• * End the hundred Aphoriſm,
of Bethem.

Z.

•
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;

Z will here laſtly add another Cen

tury of Aphoriſms, very uſeful

in the judicial part of Aſtrology,

, which Z have Colle&#ed from o

others,and my own Axperiments,

I.

N the generalE. of Aſtrology, it is

moſtj to be acquainted with the De

ſcriptions of the Signs and Planets.

2. - -

Under Y are born Men of a middle ſtature, co -

ſtrong able Bodies, the Hair thick and curling,

white or yellowiſh, long viſage, crooked noſe,

hazel eyes, little ears, ſhortleggs, little feet;

the firſt fifteen degrees give a more groſs Body
than the latter. . . . -

Taurus ſignifies me: of a ſhort and thick Ö

flature, broad ſhouldered, high forehead, wide

noſe, great mouth, fat ſhort neck, dark ruddy

colour, ſhort Arms, thick hands, thick black

hair, big buttocks, ſhort leggs, ſlow to an

ger, &c. * , ,

Gemini gives a deliºſitivelcompº, - º

and well-made Body, bright clear eyes, good T.A.

ſight, and piercing, long arms, long hands and

feet, large breaſt, brown hair, good wit, fluent
- - - - - a *s tongue,"

…”
*
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- viz.

tongue, and apt to diſcourſe ; yet a man of .

no great fidelity. -

5.

canctr gives but a little ſhort ſtature; yet

the latter fifteen degrees gives a bigger Body

than the former, the upper parts of the Body

are more thick than the lower,diſordered teeth,

little eyes, blackiſh hair, a low whining voice,

the countenance pale and fickly.

Lto aſcending, gives a great head and eyes,

quick fight, a luſty ſtrong body, full of cou

rage, ſtout-hearted , thick broad ſhoulders,

yellowiſh or flaxen hair, ſometimes black, a

big great voice, reſolute ſpirit, aſpiring brain,

a generous, free-hearted, and courteous diſpo.

ſition, and ſometimes very unfortunate.

tº . . . . , 7.

0.#:aſparebºdy, yet well-compoſed,

a mean ſtature,yet inclining to tallneſs,a brown

complexion, a piercing eye, thick black hair,

ſubtil wit,and ve ºwawaits mind,

and aiming at ſelf ends.

8

Libra gives a curious, comely, ſtrait body,

a round, fair and well-favoured face, hair for

the moſt part flaxen or light brown,and ſome

times black, a chearful well-ſpoken creature,

red lips, cherry cheeks, a tall ſlender body,

courteous, impartial, juſt and upright in all

dealing. - -

J/1 tº Scorpio aſcending, gives commonly a middle

ature,yet a big limb'd, full and well-ſet body,

ſtrong and affive, a ſad brown hair, dark.com

plexion, a ſhort neck, an erect countenance,

- fat

~
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ſat and fleſhy, quick in motion, but of reſerved.

thoughts.

IO, -

Sagittary denotes one of a well-proportioned>~7.
ſtrait, big body, ſtrong and well-ſet , of a -

chearful countenance, high colour, oval viſage,

a long high noſe, a good Horſeman, ſtout

hearted, brown hair, and quickly bald.

- II.

Capricorn gives a ſhort ſtature , dry, lean, Ayş

and weakly, a lean thin face, blackiſh hair and

thick, a wan, obſcure, pale colour, a diſpro

ſº body, a long neck, witty, colerick

and ſad.

- 12. <!

Aquary aftºnding, declares men of a middle Zºº
flature, well ſhaped, clear skin, fair viſage, not

very beautiful, yet a comely countenance, a

little oval, a handſom compoſed body, a whi

tiſh bright hair, and ſometimes yellow.

I3. -

Piſces gives a ſhort à compoſed body, yet D 6

a good face, ſomething large, of a pale, yet

clear complexion, thick ſhoulders, brown hair,

fat and plump in all parts,ſluggiſh and ſlothful.

I - -

Saturn ſignifies amºr a dusky ſwarthy co- 2

lour, big and large eyebrows, little eyes, a thin

beard, and ſometimes none at all, thick ſhoul

ders, and ſometimes crooked, a heavy down

look, he goes ſtooping forward, lean fac'd,

thick lips,he delights to be alone,and is always

muſing, he ſtrikes one legg againſt the other

as he goes, and is moſt commonly ſplay-footed;

he is reſerved, wilful, envious, fearful covetous,

aiming,wholly at his ownends, . -

I 5.
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9f

1 < . -

jupiter repreſents one of a tall ſtature, of a

brown ruddy complexion, an oval viſage, a

high forehead, fair grey eyes, light brown hair,

a handſom, wel-ſet, ſtrait body, a largebelly,

great thighs, full well-proportioned leggs, long

feet, a ſober, well-ſpoken, well-conditioned

man, deſiring to do good to all, not co

Vetous,

16.

Mars deſcribes one of a middle ſtature, yet

frong and vigorous, a well-ſet body, a round

viſage, a ſun-burn’d countenance, his hair

yellow or light red, curling, &c. a quick, ſharp

and piercing hazeleye, a furious look, proud,

preſumptuous, valiant, full of words.

I7. -

The sun ſignifies one of a full fleſhy body,

big boned, the face brown or yellowiſh, the

hair flaxen and curling, a full forehead, big

eyes, ſharp and piercing, quick fighted, much

beard, avery honeſt generous ſoul, aiming at .
no baſe things.

18.

venus repreſenteth one of a whitely brown

iſh colour and complexion, black and quick

eyes, little eye-brows, red lips, cherry cheeks,

with little dimples in them, the nether lip

ſomewhat bigger than the other, a very neat

well-compos'd body,ſtrait,but of a mean ſtature,

affable, courteous, merry, wholly delighting
in curioſities. - -

Mercury deſcrys one of a tall ſtature, black

hair, a long lean face, high forehead, a long

ſtrait Noſe, a lean ſpare body, long fins.
-- - an
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and feet, and he goes ſwinging one arm, a

witty ſubtilman, full of talk, and of no great

fidelity, unleſs be in a Fixed Sign.

2O.

The Moon declares one of a mean ſtature,

a pale face , bright hair, ſlow of ſpeech, fat

and flegmatick, ſhort arms, fleſhy hands, one

of a mutable condition often removing from

place to place, a pieviſh creature, ſeldom con

º neither delighting in ačtion, nor idle

nels,

By comparing the Planet with the Sign he

is in, the deſcription of the body is ſound out;

alſo by conſidering the ſtrength of the Planet

and his Aſpect to the O or ), his being with

Fixed Stars, either of, or oppoſing his own

Nature, with his being above or under the

earth; for Planets when they are above the

earth.give a taller ſtature than when under it.

2I.

Paſs no# upon 4 #. when ei

ther the firſt or laſt degrees of a Sign aſcend;

for if few degrees aſcend, the Queſtion is not

yet ready for Judgment; but if the latter aſ

cend, the time is ſlipped, and the Querent

hath been tampering with ſome other about it.

- 22- - -

H or 6 Peregrine in the tenºtionſ.or the

35 there, the Ártiſt gets no Credit by that

Queſtion. * - - - - - - - .
- 23. •.

In all Queſtions, have a ſpecial eye to the

D, for ſhe brings the ſtrength of the other

Planets to us; it were better the Lord of the

-Aſcendant were afflićted than ſhe.

26

D

Q. 24.
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24. -

D There is not ſo great afflićtion to the D, as

her Combuſtion, and it is very ſeldom there

comes any good of a Queſtion, when the B

is impedited. -

25. -

7 The ſeventh Houſe and his Lord are Signi

.ficators of the Artiſt ; and therefore when t

are afflićted, his Judgment is ſubjećt to be

clouded.

26.

In all Queſtions wherein the Fortunes are

Significators, hope well; but if the Infortunes

are Significators, fear the worſt.

27.

) . the p is º: Courſe in a Que

ſtion, there is no great of effetting any

86×7 thing to the purpoſe;º;
3-&- or 36, there is the leſs danger. -

28.

D The Planet the D laſt ſeparated from, ſhews

what hath been done already in the buſineſs;

if from a fortune, good, if from a unfortune,

evil; ſee what Houſe that Planet is in, and

judge accordingly; judge the like by the Lord

of the Aſcendant. -

- 29. -

D The application of the D ſhews the preſent

flate of the thing demanded, i. t. , to a good

Planet, in a good Houſe, and by a good

Aſpečt , gives great hopes of the thing de

fired. -

zo.

X . The application of: D' to a Planet in his

Fall or Detriment, ſhews trouble and delay in

the buſineſs; judge the ſame, if ſuch a one be

Significator. 2 3I.
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the more if it

- 3I. - -

Good Planets fortunate and ſtrong; bring

what good they promiſe to paſs, effeótually

and quickly.

32. - - - -

Tº and 3 bring to light what miſchief they 2 dº

fignifie, with a witneſs; but what good they

promiſe, they produce but ſlowly, if at all ,

unleſs they be very ſtrong.

33-, - - Q

When the Fortunes portend any good, ifgº.&
or cº, caſt their ill Rays thither without Re-C

ception, it much obſtrućts the good pro
miſed.

4. -

When the informit fignifie any evil, ſee: ”

whether M. or Q, caſt friendly Rays thither;

if they do,º: the evil, and ſo much

with Reception;.

5°

Confide not toomº upon what a Fortune"

promiſeth, unleſs he be either in his Dignities,

or received by another Fortune ; for elſe he is

like a man that would fain do the good, but

wants power. 6

. 30. - -

f, and 3 Peregrine are malitious beyond

meaſure; but they are not ſo when they are

eſſentially dignified.

In a Queſtion wiłł Fortunes and Infor

tunes are equally weak and ill ſeated, deſer ,

the Judgment till the Heavens are better

diſpoſed.

- 38.

When a Planet promiſing any good in a

Q 2 Queſtion, .
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Queſtion, is either Combuſt, or in 3’ to the

65, he never performs his promiſe, -

39.

&;: The Lord of the Aſcendant and the P Pe

regrine, ſhew the Querent is out of all hopes of

obtaing his deſire. -

4C.

The Significator of the Queſtion in a Fixed

Sign, ſhews the thing inquired after will be

ſlow or tedious in doing; if in moveable Signs,

it ſoon comes to a Period; but if in common

Signs, it changeth from one ſtate to another.

Ie

In all Queſtions, º: whether the Aſcendant

or his Lord be in the degree of any Eclipſe

at hand; for then though the matter were in

never ſo fair away, it will receive prejudice

unexpečted, and ſcarce ever be concluded.

27 42,

KA'ſ%. The Lord of the Horoſcope in II or &

J)
thereunto , or if the D be oppoſite to her

Houſe or Exaltation, the Querent is careleſs
of his buſineſs.

43* -

If the Significator ; the thing demanded

be impedited, conſider what Planet impedites

him, and from the Houſe he is in and Lord of,

you may find the Cauſe and Perſons hindering

the buſineſs.

The nearer the siaw is to an Angle

the more good is to be expeted from him;

if in a Succedant Houſe leſs; but if in a Ca

dent, little or nothing ; unleſs the Queſtion

belongs to that CadentHouſe he is in.

45°
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- - .45

In any thing promiſed by an Aſpećt, conſi.

der if there he any fruſtration; if there be,

there will be impediment by the perſons ſig- .

nified by the Planet fruſtrating.

46. -

In every Queſtion, conſider the GB ; for if
that be well †. the Querent gains by

Things or Men ſignified by that Houſe it is in;

6B

24 Q

but if ill dignified, let him exped loſs from .

ſuch, the ſame may be ſaid of 1 and 9.

47. . -

Beware of Men and Thingsbelonging to the

Houſe where the Qy is; for it is but ſeldom

but the Querent receives loſs, damage, ſcanda- -

lous Slanders, by Men or Things ſignified by .

that Houſe,

8, :

Conſider the prinº Significators, whe- .

ther they be with Fixed Stars, of, or againſt, ,

their own Nature; for the one much increaſeth, ,

the other as much retards their Significations.

- - 49e , - - •

A Radical Figure reſembles either the Nati- .

vity, OTThe #ution of the Nativity of the

Querent, - -

Os

In a Queſtion mº Radical, there is a real

Sympathy between the-matter propounded,

and the Poſition of the Heavens at the time of .

asking ; and this is the moſt abſolute way to ,

judge of the Radicalneſs ofa Figure. ,

- 5 is . . . . .

. When Benevolent Planets are Lords of the

eighth or twelfth Houſes, and ill dignified, the

Q3 Querent c
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Querent ſhall receive damage from reputed;
honeſt men. -

52.

The matter of the Queſtion, is obſcured,

when the Planet ſignifying the Thing, is under

the earth, or under the Sunbeams.

-
$34 . . . -

But if the Planet ſignifying the Thing be

free from Cumbuſtion, dire&t, and in the tenth

Houſe, the buſineſs is as clear as the day.

-. . . . $4: -

The Signification of Uncles are taken from.

the ſixth Houſe; but of Grandfathers from the

ſeventh

. Determine moir: before you know the

intent of the Querent ; for if he know not

what to ask, how canſt thou tell what to ,

anſwer?

56.

If any one demands of an Artiſt concerning

another, if the Querent have no Relation to

him, the Horoſcope ſhall be his Aſcendant.

57.

adge not upon every eaptious Fool's Que

nº for a Queſtion fit to be judged, ought

to be premeditated by the Querent.

8. Tº5 -

When the Lord of the eighth is unfortunate

in the eighth, the Querent hath Debts he wiſh

never get in.

An Infortune in ºnth Houſe,ſhews diſ.

agreement between the Querent and his wife,

or between the Querent and her Husband, ex

cept that Planet were a Significator at Bill,
Oe
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6o.

An Infortune, unfortunately beholding the

Significator, brings inevitable miſchief to the

Queſtion, according to natural Cauſes.

61.

The# Planets Orientaland the Inſ:-

riours. Occidental, perform a buſineſ ºn

moſt ſpeed.
- 62.

If the Significator commits his ſtrength to a

Fortune that is Angular, the matter is ſoon.

performed.

63.

When you hear News, or elſe in Queſtions

about News,behold the Aſcendant and his Lord,

and the Lord of the hour.

64,

: If the ty, f, or 3 be there, or the Lord of

the Aſcendant with them, it is not true, º
65.

... If x or 2,0r the Sun be there not afflicted, of 4.

it is true enough.
^ - 66. -

If no Planet be in the Aſcendant , behold

the fifth Houſe; if any Planet be there , judge

by the former Rules. -

67, .

Hſ no Planet be there neither, view the Lord

of the hour, ſee whether he be Direét or Re

trograde, in what Houſe he is, and to what

Planet Aſpećted ; and judgefrom thence,

68

If the Aſcendant be. Moveable sign, eſpe

cially Y, then-be ſure it is falſe, ſaith my

Authour. -

- 69.
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~

69.

If the Fortunes are in Angles, it is like

enough to be true; if the Infortunes are there,

it is falſe; unleſs it belong to the Infortunes. ,

70. -

. For Example, If it belongs to War or Strife, .

and d be in an Angle, it is true.

71. . .

But if ||..be there, it is falſe 5 becauſe it .

loves Peace.

72ns.

Likewiſe if h be Angular, and the report,

be concerning Death, Captivity, or Sickneſs,

~

it is true 3 becauſe they are of his own .

Nature. *-

In Queſtions ofw? , if the Lord of the .

Aſcendant, and Lord of the ſeventh be in D :

or dP, no Peace is to be hoped for , or Cz-z.

pećted. -

74°.

But if the Lord of the Aſcendant andſeventh,

be in >k or A, a Peace may be concluded by

Treaty, if they treat by ſuch men as are ſigni- .

fied by that Planet, who is Lord of the

Figure.,

75. -

Venus in the firſt degree of cancer, at the of

of the Luminaries, or any other great Conjun--.

{tion, cauſeth great Rain; ,

- 76.".

If a Queſtion be demanded when one ſhall .

Priſono ivi ehold the Af.s.

cendant and his Lord, and the D.

77. -

The Lord of the Aſcendant, and the Moon :

º in: -
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in the fourth, ſixth,eighth, or twelfth, or Com

buſt of the Sun, ſhews long Impriſonment.

78.

Moveable Signs haſten Delivery, ſo doth the

Lord of the third in Aſpećt to the Lord of the

Aſcendant, or the D, or the Lord of the Aſcen

dant in the third.

If {} or 3 is Lord #he twelfth,and affićts

the Lord of the firſt in the twelfth, he will die

in Priſon.

8o.

If the D is Angular, or in the twelfth, or

joyned to the Lord of the twelfth, he will lye

long in Priſon.

81.

But if the Significators ſeparate from the

ill Aſpećts of the Malignants, and apply to the

O, Yi, or 2, eſpecially with Reception; de

clares Delivery preſently. -

82

... When a man comes to demand a Queſtion,

it is poſſible to know what his thoughts are be:

fore he reveals them

8 ->

To this purpoſe, biºd where the Lord of

the Aſcendant is ; provided he is not Combuſt,

Retrograde, or in his Detriment or Fall ; for

then you muſt take the Moon, and the Lord

of the hour, .

84. - -

Conſider them ; for if they, or which is

ſhrongeſt of them, are in the firſt Houſe, the

Querent comes about himſelf.

86.

But ifthey are in the&ndaloº his Eſlate

or Goods, or Money, &c. 86.
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86. -

If in the firſt part of the third ; he comes

about ſome ſhort Journey; if in the ſecond,

about his Brethren. º

86.

If in the firſt part of the fourth, about his

Father, Mother, or Anceſtors; the ſecond

part, about his Houſe, Farm, or Ship, if it

be a watery Sign; in the third part, the end

of ſome buſineſs.

- 87. - -

In the firſt part of the fifth, of Children

or Scholars; the ſecond, Joy or Play 3-the

third, Cloaths or Ornaments; the fourth, Re

ports, Letters, Books, or Meſſengers.

8. -

In the firſt part of the ſixth, of Sickneſs;

º ofServants; the third, of ſmall.

Cattle...

89.

In the firſt part of the ſeventh, of his wife .

or Sweet-heart, the ſecond ofhis Society, the

third of Theft or Goods loſt.

90. .

In the firſt part of the eighth, of Death;

in the ſecond part, of dividing Inheritances;

in the third, of Debts.

9I.' . .

In the firſt part of the ninth, of Religion,

or Laws ; in the ſecond, of Journeys; in the

third, of Dreams.

. 92- .

In the tenth.of Kings, Princesor Potentates; .

of Honour, Office, or Dignity,

93.

In the firſt part of the eleventh,of Merchants,
of f
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or Merchandizing; in the ſecond, of Riches ;

in the third, of Friends. -

94. -

. In the firſt part of the twelfth, Enemies;

ſecond, Captivity; the third, Beaſts.

95. -

If the Lord ofthe Aſcendant be impedited,

or not in a Sign of his own Sex, take th: P.;
if the D is in no better a condition , take the

Lord of the hour.

96.

There are Fº Significators# in§

flions, Firſt the Planet which the Lºrd
of the Horoſcope is ſeparated from: Sc:

condly, the Planet the Moon is ſepara

redſ from

97.

The general Significator is the Planetwhich

hah moſt Dignities ſn the Aſcendant, or

in the conjunation or Oppoſition of the

sun or Moon, if it were near at hand 5

or in the d of h and 23, if that were

newly paſt. - ~

- 98. -

Figures of Horary Queſtions; are either

true or falſe ; according to the intent of

the Querent.

99.

Love and Hatred cauſe error in Judgment;

the one magnifies trifles, the other depreſſeth

matters of moment.

IöQe
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Theſe Aphoriſms, if rightly underſtood,

diſcover the whole myſtery of reſolving all

manner of Queſtions.

Vive, vale ; Siquid noviſti retlius iſłis, -

candidus imperti; Si mor, his stere mecum.

Hora. lib.-1. Epiſt.
º

There is a time for every purpoſe under

Heaven, Eccleſ, Ch. 3. 1. - -
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